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I.

THE PLACE OF THE WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY
IN MODERN HISTORY.*

THE work done by the Westminster Assembly of Divines, in

one aspect of it, is “the ablest and ripest product ” of the

Reformation of the sixteenth century. But, in another view, it is

the starting point of that splendid religious and political develop-

ment of the English-speaking peoples, which, on its religious side,

is marked by the evangelical revival and the modern Christian

propaganda at home and abroad
;
and, on its political side, is marked

by the enfranchisement of the peoples of the United Kingdom, the

building up of autonomous colonies within the British empire,

and the planting of the continental republic of the United States.

Of course, every work done by man, just because it has place in

the organic historical movement, has roots in the past and bears

fruit in the future. Of the most of these works, we are entitled

to say that each of them is one of a vast number of equally im-

portant steps which men are always taking in the march of hu-

manity to its predestined. goal.

But we shall fall into a grave historical error if we assign to the

finished work of the Westminster Assembly a function in the

history of the English-speaking peoples of any other than the

highest and most critical import. The waters of the great Lakes

move continuously through the St. Lawrence basin to the Atlantic

Ocean. At no point is the movement uninteresting or without

* An address delivered at the celebration, by Princeton Theological Seminary,

of the two hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the adoption of the Westminster

Standards.
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significance. But between Lake Superior and the Gulf of St.

Lawrence there is a point of physical crisis. The waters, which

down to this point have flowed peacefully in their ample channel,

are here assembled in a narrow space. Moving with incredible

swiftness, they are constrained by the pressure of their rocky envi-

ronment to formulate themselves into the sublimest physical object

on the continent
;
and then they pass in peace again to bless and

beautify new lands and cities, until they are welcomed and em-

braced by the great and wide sea. Thus, Niagara is both a great

climax and a great point of departure. Such are all the great histor-

ical events. All have this double character of end and beginning.

Bich in themselves and in what they bring from the past, they are

the finished harvest of their day. Abounding in vitality, and

therefore pregnant of the future, they are “ the seed corn for

seasons yet to come.” Such above all other events was the birth

of Jesus in Bethlehem of Judea
;
such the triumph of Constan-

tine over Maxentius and the march of the victor from the Milvian

bridge to Rome
;
such the posting of the Theses on the door of

the city church of Wittenberg
;
and such, we claim, so far as the

English-speaking peoples are concerned, was the work of the

Westminster Assembly of Divines.

A great historical event acquires its attribute of greatness from

the historical greatness of the idea which it vitally embodies

and expresses. If the idea is a history-producing idea, if it is really

epoch-marking and era-making, then the event, which the idea

has organized and which in turn organizes the idea for a new

career, becomes a great historical event. And, therefore, in order

to justify the claim we make for the Westminster Assembly

and its work, that they are entitled to the distinction of a great

historical event, we must show that the idea which organized the

Assembly, and which, in turn, the Assembly organized for a new

career, was itself a great historical idea
;
and by the term histori-

cal I mean epoch-marking and era-making.

For we must not lose sight of the truth that there is, after all,

a difference in kind between personal greatness and historical

greatness. Writers like Mr. Carlyle and his disciple, Mr. Froude,

have done their best to confound the two and to make their

readers believe that there is no profound difference between

biography and history. But the difference is real and is a differ-

ence in kind. Personal greatness is the greatness of individual

gifts in expression. Historical greatness is the greatness of great

ideas in realization. Personal greatness and historical greatness

do at times coalesce in a single movement. But there are other

movements in which the idea uses the man of gifts against his
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will. Who are the two men of modern history that, in the

spheres of war and European politics, have done the most to

destroy the right of kings and absolutism ? Frederick the

Great and Napoleon Bonaparte, we all shall say. The one a

believer in kingly right, the other a military despot
;
both great

men, and both the leading men of a great historical era. But the

era is historically great, not because they of purpose made it what
it was

;
but because the idea which dominated the era was

immensely more pervasive and powerful and abiding than either

or both of these great personalities, and used them as puppets to

effect a political revolution which Frederick as a king hated, and

which Napoleon as a Cassar would have blown to atoms with

shotted guns. Such is the wide separation between personal and

historical greatness. The one is the greatness of special gift

;

the other is the greatness of great ideas realized.

Now, what we are claiming for the Westminster Assembly of

Divines is not personal but historical greatness. We are not

concerned, in these commemorative services, to show that it had

the picturesqueness of a deliberative body, led and dominated

by one or two colossal personalities who towered far above their

peers and who thus lent to its procedure what Mr. Matthew
Arnold calls the quality of interest. Mr. Arnold disliked Puri-

tanism, and, therefore, criticised American life, the outcome of

Puritanism, as uninteresting : and it was uninteresting to him
because it lacks the variety and picturesqueness of a society

marked by accepted personal inequalities. It is to his credit that

on a nearer view of American life he did confess, in a private

letter, that “ he liked the way in which the people, far lower down
than in England, live with something of the life and enjoyment of

the cultivated classes.” But after all, American life was uninter-

esting to him because it is not picturesque
;
and for him it was not

picturesque because there is not an adequate place assigned

in it to dominating personality. Just so, the Westminster Assem-

bly of Divines is uninteresting to not a few historians, because the

quality of picturesqueness is lacking in it, because there is a strik-

ing sameness and equality in the units which composed its active

membership. But is this not really to say, that the idea which

the divines were bringing to realization, dominated the men who
were doing that work

;
and that, therefore, the Assembly is larger

and greater in its historical aspect than in its personal features ?

As we are thus brought to the idea which organized the Assem-

bly, and which the Assembly in its turn was reorganizing for new
triumphs, let me preface its statement with the remark that we
shall not wonder that the Assembly lacks the trait of picturesque-
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ness and inequality, the trait which Mr. Matthew Arnold calls the

quality of interest. For this constitutive idea, which compelled

the Assembly’s gathering, which dominated its sessions, and which

appears as regulative in its finished work, is precisely the idea

which, since that time, has been robbing English-speaking society

of the trait of picturesqueness and inequality which the anti-

Puritan litterateiir found a trait so interesting.

Can we gather from the study of these extended and highly

specialized symbolical books and from their preceding and contem-

poraneous history a formula of this vital and pregnant idea ? I

am confident that we can. I am confident that we shall make no

mistake if we say that it is embodied in the proposition, that

the living and holy God is the one absolute sovereign, realizing

in history Ilis eternal and perfect plan, with means b}7- His

providence or without means by His Spirit when and where and

how He pleaseth. This was the idea whose power in antecedent

history brought the Westminster divines together; this Avas

the idea which ruled them in the formulation of their symbols of

doctrine and of government
;
and it is this idea of the sovereign

God unfolding in history, mediately and immediately, Ilis own
most wise and holy purpose, that, as reembodied by them, has

prove 1 the most powerful of all forces in the subsequent history of

the English-speaking peoples.

Of course, we shall not have this idea before our minds in any

adequate way, unless we emphasize the truth that the God, whom
it presents as sovereign, is the free personal, and ethical God of

Holy Scripture, and so in absolute contrast to the Force of the

Materialist, the Idea or Nature of the Pantheist, and the cold

and distant Supreme Being of the Deist. “For,” as has well

been said, “ the Biblical representation of Deity not merely ex-

cludes all those conceptions of Him which convert Him into a

Gnostic abyss, and place Him in such unrevealed depths that

He ceases to be an object of either love or fear, but it clothes

Him with what may be called individuality of emotion or feeling.

The Bible is not content with that inadequate and frigid form of

theism, that deism, which merely asserts the divine existence and

unity with the fewest predicates possible, but it enunciates the

whole plenitude of the divine nature upon the side of the affec-

tions as well as of the understanding. When the Bible calls Him
the living God, it has in view that blending of thought and

emotion which renders the Divine Being a throbbing centre of self-

consciousness. The Old and the New Testaments are vivid as

lightning with the feelings of the Deity. And these feelings flash

out in the unambiguous statements of the Psalmist, God loveth
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tlie righteous, God is angry with the wicked
;
in the winning

words of St. John, God is love
;
and in the accents of St. Paul,

Our God is a consuming fire.” It is the free, living, ethical

and emotional character of the God, whose sovereignty the idea

announces, that gives to the idea its energizing influence when it

enters the individual soul. For, as the theologian from whom I

have just quoted also says, “ When one realizes, in some solemn

moment, that no blind force or fate, no law of nature, no course

and constitution of things, but a Being as self-conscious as himself,

and with a personality as vivid in feeling and emotion toward right

and wrong as his own identity, has made him, and made him respon-

sible
;
when a man in some startling but salutary passage in his ex-

perience becomes aware that the intelligent and emotional I AM
is penetrating his inmost soul, he is, if ever upon this earth,

a roused man, an earnest and energized creature.” To receive

into our minus, then, this energizing and history-making idea in

the fullness of its meaning, we must be alive to the truth, not only

that God is sovereign and free, not only that all history is the

unfolding of Ilis plan and that in its unfolding He works

immediately as well as mediately, but also and especially that He
is absolutely holy, and throbbing with emotion toward moral good

and moral evil. For herein is its power to energize in the sphere

of character and conduct.

In the modern world, this great idea began its mission in the Pro-

testant Reformation. But the Protestant Reformation at the begin-

ning did not give to it the place it soon afterwards assumed. The

sovereignty of God in the history and destiny of every soul was the

belief of Luther, as centuries before it had been the belief of St.

Augustine. It was not, however, until the Institutes of the Chris-

tian Reliyion were written by John Calvin, that the great truth

of the sovereignty of God was formulated and correlated to the

other doctrines of Christianity in precisely the mode in which it

became the great historical force it afterward proved to be in the

spheres of religion and politics.

For Luther followed St. Augustine
;
and there is an important dis-

tinction to be made between the place which predestination holds

in the doctrinal system of Augustine, and the place which the eter-

nal purpose holds in the doctrinal system of Calvin. The profound

experience of sin and grace of the North African father brought

him to the conviction that God alone is the author of man’s salva-

tion, for man is unable not only to effect it, but to begin the new
creation from death to life. And therefore the one ultimate

explanation of the fact that regeneration is not universal is for him
to be found in the sovereign and absolute predestination of God.
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Thus it stands in Augustine’s mind as the corollary of man’s sin-

fulness and his spiritual inability.

John Calvin wrote no body of systematic divinity, though the

theologies of the Reformed schoolmen are rooted in the Institutes.

Calvin disliked the mediaeval schoolmen
;
he hated their theology,

and he had a feeling not unlike contempt for their method. He
was a Biblical scholar and a humanist. lie wrote like a man of

letters for the educated of his time
;
but not for and not like the

scholastic theologians. He saw clearly what he believed to be

the great outstanding truths in theology
;
and he stated them

clearly and defended them passionately, without resorting to

analysis and without consciously constructing a system. There-

fore it is, that we cannot argue from the locality of the chapters

on predestination in the Institutes to the place which the sover-

eignty of God held in Calvin’s mind. But we are at no loss to

find that place, when we study the carefully wrought-out sys-

tems of Reformed theology which were grounded in the Insti-

tutes. The students of Calvin gave to this sovereignty of God not

a position in anthropology, as a corollary of human inability, but a

position in the doctrine of God. There, as constitutive of the whole

system and dominating it, as the ultimate reason and explanation

of all history and destiny, they placed the eternal plan of the

sovereign and holy Triune God. As a choice, it was called electio

;

as a purpose, propositum

;

as a free decision, decretum ; as it includes

destiny, prsedestinatio
; as it is supremely authoritative, nutus

,
like

the commanding affirmation of Capitoline Jupiter.

We cannot argue always from the position a doctrine holds

in a system to the importance attached to it by those who hold

the system. But it is a striking fact that while Augustinianism,

holding predestination as a corollary, exerted no political influence

and as a theology began to suffer an eclipse in the very century in

which Augustine died
;
and while Lutheranism, following Augus-

tinianism, yielded to semi -pelagian conceptions before Luther’s

death
;
the Reformed theology not only persisted in its integrity

against the worst assaults, but from the days of Calvin has always

been one of the most potent forces in Anglo-Saxon history that

have wrought for civil liberty. And if I were asked why this

has been the case, what is the secret of this power of the Re-

formed theology thus constituted, not only to persist, but also to

work so mightily in political history, I do not know what other

answer to give than to say, it is because it has placed in the

dominating position of its system, the great truth that the living

and ethical God is the one absolute Sovereign of the universe, and

history is but the unfolding of His eternal plan: because constitu-
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tive of its system, is the great truth that the decrees of God are

His eternal purpose, whereby according to the counsel of His will,

for His own glory, He hath foreordained whatsoever comes to pass
;

and these decrees He executes in creation and providence with or

without means as He pleaseth.

I need not stop to point out how this great doctrine lays

the foundation for religious confidence, and gives strength and sta-

bility to religious character. As the divine decree itself cannot

be the rule of our action, so the doctrine of the decree, when ex-

erting its legitimate influence, does not in the first instance affect

the human will. The decree is not to be obeyed and executed : it

is to be believed and contemplated. As thus an object of faith

and subject of meditation, the element of human nature on which

it makes its powerful impact is not the volition, but the abiding

disposition and so the character. It awakens reverence
;

it in-

duces patience and fortitude in the adverse experiences of life : it

begets confidence and tranquillity of soul as we think of progress

and the hidden consummation of our own redemption. Individ-

ual life and the course of human history in the light of this great

doctrine become not only solemn but sublime : for it is in its light

alone that we can follow the thought of the great preacher who
called “every man’s life a plan of God.” As the spirit of man,

contemplating the eternal purpose, reverently bows in the realized

presence of the one holy, wise, loving and absolute Sovereign of

the Universe, in whose perfect counsel comprehending all history

there is no possibility of chance
;
what room is there in the human

spirit for weak and feverish exitements or hysterical alternations

of feeling ? And, on the other hand, what a powerful recreation

of both active and passive strength of soul this contemplation of

the Sovereign God from its very nature must be
;

as, indeed, its

history reveals it always to have been !

But what we must especially note, at this point, is its tremendous

power as a weapon against ecclesiastical privilege in priest and

prelate
;
and against monarchical absolutism, whether grounded in

physical force, like the Tudors’, or in divine right, like the Stew-

arts’. For let the truth of the Sovereignty of God be lodged in the

minds of the people
,
and work there to its legitimate conclusion

;

and Pope of Rome, and my Lord Bishop in England, and magic-

working priests, and kingly throne alike must tremble, and the City

of God—the Theocratic Commonwealth—must appear in time and

space. And, therefore, James I was right when at the Hampton
Court conference, seeing in the Scot’s Presbytery the political

embodiment of this very doctrine, he confessed that Presbytery and

monarchy agreed no better than God and the devil.
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What we might have expected this constitutive doctrine of

the sovereign God to do in the sphere of government, just that

it did in Britain. The time at my command does not permit me
to recount in even the briefest way the history of the Reformed

theology in its bearing on the religious and political life of Eng-

land and Scotland up to the meeting of the Westminster divines. I

can only touch on some facts which help to illustrate and confirm

the truth on which I have been insisting.

The. English Reformation, though the way was prepared for it

by the evangelicalism of the Lollards, by the patriotism which

ill-brooked the legantine courts in England, and by the humanism

which, through Erasmus and More and Colet had changed the life

of the universities, did not, as an outward movement, take its

departure from Lollardism or Nationalism or the revival of letters.

It was the king who inaugurated, as it was the king who limited

it. Whatever we may say of his impulse, he did free Eng-

land from the dominion of the Pope. But he created a national

hierarchy and he became the supreme governor of the Church.

Thomas Cromwell and Thomas Cranmer did much, even in Henry’s

day, to bring the constitution of Church and State into line with

the Protestant Reformation, even though Cromwell was cut off by

the SAVord of Henry, and Cranmer was limited by Henry’s reac-

tionary spirit. The reign of Edward VI gave a new impulse to

the Protestant movement ; and there Avere times when it seemed

as if the English Reformation and that of the Churches

on the continent Avould become one movement in spirit, purpose

and result. But EdAvard soon died
;
and Mary Tudor ascended the

throne, burning to avenge the Avrongs of her Catholic mother and

only too well taught by her husband, Philip of Spain, just how to

do it. Her five years of rule, marked by a general apprehension

of bloodshed, and illumined by the fires of not a feAV Protes-

tant martyrs, gave to many of the Reformed clergy the oppor-

tunity of conference and fraternal communion with the Reformed

Churches of Geneva and Germany and Holland. Their exile and

their education abroad intensified their hatred of the papacy, and

deepened their distrust of its ceremonies. Meamvhile, in

England itself the Lollardism, Avhich in the days of Henry VIII

had become conscious Protestantism, and which while Mary

was on the throne had been suppressed, reappeared in public

places on the accession of Elizabeth in 1558
;
and Avas ready to

listen Avith enthusiasm to the returned English clergy, as they

denounced the Pope and demanded that even the appearance

of liis evil Avork be effaced from the English Avorship. But they

returned Avith something more than this negative though burning
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hatred of Rome. The idea of the absolute sovereignty of the liv-

ing and ethical God, who executes His purpose mediately or imme-

diately as He pleases, entered as a new power into the life of Eng-

land and of the English Church. Thus English Puritanism was born
;

its positive principle, the constitutive principle of the theology of

John Calvin, its negative principle, opposition to all hierarchical

pretensions and all sacramentarianism in doctrine or in ceremony.

The people welcomed it. The national party wondered at it.

The crown opposed it.

For the crown was now worn by Elizabeth, the true daughter of

Henry VIII—a Tudor in her love of power and absolutism
;
ambi-

tious to be the head of the State spiritual and ecclesiastical as well

as of the State temporal and political
;

no more a Protestant

than her father was
;
loving dress and State ceremony

;
and bound

to subdue all the elements of English life, religious and secular,

to her imperious will. Thus, between Elizabeth the queen and the

Puritan party in the English Church began a long, severe and

doubtful conflict. Here, then, was the Puritan party, demanding

purity in doctrine, meaning the Reformed theology
;
purity in wor-

ship, meaning the destruction of all semblance of sacramentarian-

ism in hierarchy and in religious rites
;
purity in life, meaning that

the Church of God should have the sole and sufficient power to

discipline offenders. How did Elizabeth meet these demands ?

She met them: by the Act of Supremacy, which made her the

Church’s governor
;
by the Act of Uniformity, which fixed the

obnoxious rites in the English liturgy, and made them obligatory

in every congregation
;

by the new hierarchy, with Matthew

Parker as primate, whose members were her appointed and

subservient officers. And the Puritans’ demand that the Church

should exercise discipline, Elizabeth answered by the High Com-

mission, organized to discipline the Puritans themselves. So

the fight began
;
and it persisted through her reign. I cannot

speak of its battles or of the leaders on either side. But surely,

it were not right, at such a time as this, not to give a sentence of

commemoration to that great Puritan of Elizabeth’s reign,

Thomas Cartwright, whose accession to the Chair of Divinity at

Cambridge Froude rightly calls “ the apparition of a man of

genius;” who learned his theology and his polity at Geneva;

and who, at this early 'day, fought the Puritan battle with an

ability and courage not surpassed by any of the Westminster men.

Meanwhile in the northern kingdom of Scotland a similar con-

flict was going forward, but under different conditions. John

Knox came to Scotland in 1559. The next year, with Murray as

regent, a free parliament was called
;
the first Scottish Confession
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was adopted
;
the Church was settled upon a regimen of Presbytery

;

and, in December, the first General Assembly was convened. And
all just in the nick of time. For the next spring, the widowed
queen. of Francis II, having by her husband’s death lost her high

seat as queen consort on the French throne, came to Scotland to

take her place as Mary Queen of Scots. Then began the conflict

between the crown and the hierarchy on the one hand, and the

nobility, clergy and people on the other
;
in which, at the begin-

ning, Mary and John Knox were the protagonists. In its essence it

was the same conflict that was going forward in England. The
same theology, with the same constitutive idea, organized the

Scottish that organized the English Puritans. Not Thomas Cart-

wright only, but John Knox also, got new light and new inspira-

tion at Geneva. Still, there was a difference. In Scotland, the

independence of the organized Church was preached as the crown

right of the Mediatorial King ; while in England, the absolute

sovereignty of God alone carried with it the rights of the people.

In Scotland, through the reign of Mary, the regency of Morton,

and the reign of James VI before the death of Elizabeth, the

Church, led first by John Knox and later by Andrew Melville,

was upon the whole successful. The second Book of Discipline

was approved
;
and James took the covenant. Though he after-

wards tried to impose bishops on the Church, yet in 1590 he

praised Presbytery as ordained of God, and two years later as-

sented to the law by which that order was restored in his kingdom.

But very soon an event occurred which, on the one hand, led to

a severer pressure than ever on the Puritan churchmen of both

kingdoms; and, on the other, to a closer union between the Scotch

and the English Puritans. This was the union of the two coun-

tries under a single crown. James VI of Scotland became James

I of England, and ruled his double kingdom from London.

The Stewart monarch brought to England a new theory of abso-

lutism. lie pressed the divine right of kings in England,

where it met with sharper resistance than ever it met in Scot-

land. Soon, therefore, in the southern kingdom the party of

civil liberty found points of sympathy with the Puritans. The two

parties began to be heard in the House of Commons speaking

the same things. When, in 1625, Charles I came to the

throne, the conflict between the crown and the people grew

more acute, and the union of the Puritan and constitutional parties

in England grew stronger day by day. And when Charles, as the

king of Scotland, attempted to force \ipon the people of that

kingdom the service-book of Laud, and the covenant was sub-

scribed, he had against him the Puritans of both kingdoms, whom
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he ought to have foreseen would soon be politically united, and

clamorous both for their civil rights and for the destruction of the

Laudian hierarchy. It is not necessary to recount the steps of the

familiar history of the rebellion : the concert of England and

Scotland; the ship money
;

the visit of Charles to the House of

Commons; the Commons’ cry of privilege; the Long Parliament;

the assumption of power by the Parliament
;
the retirement of

Charles from the capital
;
the Solemn League and Covenant be-

tween the kingdoms
;
the Civil War.

The cause of the people against the divine right of kings above

the law was triumphant. The people’s representatives ruled at

Westminster : and to no other truth was the victory so much in-

debted for its organization and accomplishment as to the truth which

we have seen was the organizing idea of the Puritan theology—that

God alone is the absolute Sovereign, and works freely, with or with-

out means, the eternal purpose of His holy will. But the victory

thus far gained in the religious sphere was negative only. So far,

during the reigns of James and Charles, had the Church been

moved away from Protestantism, that a reorganization of the

Church was needed, as well as a restatement of its doctrinal posi-

tion.

Therefore, in October, 1642, a bill convening a conference of

divines to secure this reorganization and restatement was passed

by Parliament
;
but it was vetoed by the king. The following

June an ordinance of Parliament was passed, calling an Assembly

of Divines to meet at Westminster on the first of July, 1643,

“ to effect a more perfect reformation of the Church of England

in its liturgy, discipline and government on the basis of the Word
of God.” And so the Westminster Assembly was organized. For

five years aiid a half its members labored at this great work

and the reformulation of the Church’s doctrine. The majority

of the Assembly were Presbyterians. But the Parliament called

also to the work Episcopalians, Independents and Erastians.

The Episcopalians, because the king had vetoed the first bill and

because the second was an ordinance of parliament only, took no

part in the work : but Independents and Erastians shared in the

debates, and though they could not accept the form of govern-

ment, they cordially adopted the statement of doctrine framed by
the Assembly.

Was the Westminster Assembly a body of great men? I am
not so anxious to make that appear, as to hold before you the fact

that it was a great historical body. Lord Clarendon has denounced

the most of them as men “ of mean parts of learning, and of no

other reputation than of malice to the Church of England.” But I
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should as soon accept an estimate of St. Paul written b}r a

Judaizing Christian in Galatia, as Lord Clarendon’s estimate

of a Puritan statesman or divine. John Milton attacks the

Assembly as a body, and denounces their conclusions in terms

as violent as the language of Eikonoklastes
;
but even Milton

says that it was “ a learned and memorable Synod.’ ’ And, cer-

tainly, a Synod which held John Lightfoot, “ the greatest rabbini-

cal scholar of his day,” and Stephen Marshall, whom Baillie calls

“ the best preacher in England,” and William Twisse, the most

subtle schoolman of his times, and Thomas Gataker, the greatest

reader among divines, and John Selden, a universal scholar, not to

mention others, must indeed have been “ a learned and memorable

Synod.” And when to these we add the Scottish commissioners:

Alexander Henderson, Rector of Edinburgh University, and Robert

Baillie, Principal of Glasgow University, and Samuel Rutherford,

Professor of Divinity and Principal of St. Mary’s College in St.

Andrews, and the brilliant young George Gillespie, keenest of the

Assembly’s debaters, we need not be troubled by either the slanders

of Lord Clarendon or the sneers written by John Milton against

the Assembly, after that body had most righteously rejected his

loose doctrines of marriage and divorce.

Other speakers will speak at length of the finished creed of the

Assembly. It is for me only to insist on the great historical idea

which organized the Assembly itself; and to point out that it was

this same idea, in both doctrine and Church government, that the

Assembly organized for still further triumphs on a wider field.

For just as older Reformed theologians did, so they set in the fore-

front of their symbols the idea of the living and ethical God, ac-

tive mediately and immediately in history, and sovereign in the

execution of His eternal plan.

Thus they sent it forth again, on a new religious and political

mission. It became again a mighty force in securing what is best

in the life of the Anglo-Saxon peoples. On the details of its later

political history, I must, for lack of time, refrain from dwelling.

Let me only say, that if, in England it suffered an eclipse with the

restoration of the Stewarts, it was this very theology that enabled

England to drive the last Stewart from the throne, and to effect the

revolution of 1688. Since that day, Puritanism has been one of

the great powers by which in Great Britain the enfranchisement of

the peoples.has been compelled, and freedom has broadened down

from precedent to precedent. In Scotland and in the American

colonies, the Westminster theologv achieved its greatest political

triumphs. I cannot speak now of Scotland : but, as we all know,

it is to the New England men and the men of Ulster in America
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that we owe, more than to any others, the independence and self-

government we enjoy to-day : and New England and Ulster were

formed by this theology. To them thus formed we owe Harvard

and Yale and Princeton. To them, also, the republican simplicity

of government and the democratic simplicity of society, which may
God preserve !

I know that it is often said, that great as this theology is, it

needed the methodism of the evangelical revival to give it fervor,

and to make it influential in the sphere of the distinctively

religious life. But how can I believe this, when I know that

Baxter’s Saints' Best and his Reformed Pastor
,
and John Howe’s

Blessedness of the Righteous
,
and John Bunyan’s Grace Abounding

and The Holy War and the Pilgrim's Progress
,
are children of this

very Westminster theology, and antedate the evangelical revival

by nearly a hundred years ? True it is, that the missionary activity

of the modern Church succeeded and owes much to the evangelical

revival. But the evangelical revival found its food and its oppor-

tunity in Puritanism
;
and it was not until after the revival that

the world was opened, through the defeats of the Catholic naval

powers, to the missionary efforts of the Protestant Churches.

So the idea of the living and holy God, sovereign in all history,

organized the Assembly of Divines. So the Assembly of Divines

reorganized the idea. So the great stream of benediction moved
on from the Protestant Reformation. The Westminster Assembly

was its great point of crisis—its climax, and its new departure
;
and,

therefore, we bless God’ for this Assembly and its finished work.

Nor would we end by only giving thanks. For the question must

arise in our minds, as indeed it has arisen in the Church of which

we are members, whether this theology and polity have not, by
this time, exhausted themselves as great and beneficent historical

forces
;
and whether, standing at the beginning of a new era, we

would not better revise them out of our influential beliefs, and

contemplate them only with historical interest. It is not to be

denied, that, though truth is eternal, the special historical mission

of a specific body of truth may be temporary. It is fair, there-

fore, to-day and in this country especially, to bring this question

before us.

Now, when I think of our social condition, of the strifes of

capital and labor, of the strained relations between the wealthy and

the workers
;

when I think of the enormous corpor&te aggran-

dizement and the enmity it has awakened against itself; I cannot

but feel that we are near the beginning of a social strife some-

what like that of the French Revolution of 1789. No one can

doubt, that, when the strife is ended, adventitious privilege
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will go down as it lias always gone down, and tlie cause of man
will be victorious. The Commonwealth in some form will

triumph. But, as I read the history of the English Revolution and

the subsequent development of the English-speaking peoples, and

note the normal way in which, to quote again the line of Tenny-

son, freedom has broadened down from precedent to precedent
;
and

as I contrast this peaceful movement of growing liberty and equal-

ity with the bloody or excited actions and reactions, the steps for-

ward and backward, by which France has painfully attained its

present measure of civil liberty and self-government
;

I must

believe that there is an adequate reason for the contrast. And
that reason, I do not doubt I accurately state when I say that

the very Puritanism which England welcomed as an element of her

life in 1688, France exiled from her borders in 1685. In the

revocation of the Edict of Nantes, by which the theology and

polity of John Calvin were driven from his native land
;
and in the

English Revolution of 1688, by which that theology was taken

under the protection of the law
;
are to be found the profound rea-

son of the sharp contrast between the movement of France and

the movement of England to the modern era of the rights of

man. It is one thing to pass from the era of dynastic privilege to

that of human rights, under the guidance of a theology which

holds us to our duty to the sovereign and holy God. It is

quite another to make the passage under the guidance of a

deism which recognizes rights rather than duties, and a phil-

osophy that teaches the power of natural causes to secure the

perfection of human nature. It is important, and it is timely,

therefore, to point out that the contrast between the bloody move-

ment and the peaceful movement to the modern era is due more

largely than to any other single thing, to the fact, that just at the

time when France was weakened and disgraced by the Revocation

which drove the Huguenot Puritans from their country, England

achieved the Revolution which rehabilitated in both England and

Scotland that Puritanism which has done more than any other

element in British life to secure and to guard the just liberties of

the British peoples.

Therefore, we believe that this great theology and polity have

not exhausled their resources to bless the peoples of Great Britain

and America. Therefore we pray that if, as we may well believe,

we are standing at the threshold of another era of social revolu-

tion, this theology, organized by the idea of the sovereign, active

and holy God, may guide its movement, to the end that its career

may be peaceful and its end beneficent. No better prayer than

this can we, as patriots, offer to our fathers
1 God to-day. And we
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can wish no better thing for our country than that the influence of

the Westminster theology on our history may be as potent in the

future as it has been in the past. If it please God that it shall be,

we may be sure that at more than one more jubilee of its formula-

tion, thoughtful, religious and patriotic men and women will

gather in congregations like this, and will gratefully remember

the signal goodness of God in having called together the West-

minster Assembly of Divines.

Princeton. John DeWitt.



II.

DR. THEODOR ZAHN’S HISTORY OF SUNDAY*

mHE HISTORY OF SUNDAY, by Dr. Theodor Zahn of

JL Erlangen, was reviewed in the January number so far as it

treated of the apostolic period. That historical essay, however,

bestows the most particular attention on the postapostolic period of

the first three centuries. We noted Dr. Zahn’s statement that the

collections on the first day of the week, that Paul prescribed for

the churches in Galatia and Corinth, must find their explanation in

the universal custom of the next following centuries, of making

offerings for the poor of the Church on that day as the day of con-

gregational divine service. As we read on it becomes evident

that he regards the literature of that period as the only authentic

source of information about the original nature of the Lord’s day,

of which only a few obscure, though undoubted traces appear in

the New Testament. He therefore draws the traits of the day as

it appears to him to have been understood and observed in that

age, as judged by its literature. In view of the deserved emi-

nence of Dr. Zahn as an exponent of the literature of the Ante-

Nicene age, what he publishes on this part of the history of Sunday

merits especially the most respectful attention. Though his essay

is in a popular form, that is, it presents the conclusions about the

subject in clear and brief statements, without much sifting and

expounding of the testimony, the reader knows that it is a master

that writes, and feels assured that the necessary investigation has

been duly attended to and underlies what he writes. So that many
existing elaborate works on the same subject by eminent scholars

must make a feebler impression than this essay, even if we had

the essay alone. But Dr. Zahn supplements the essay by notes,

and these are fuller and more numerous on this part of his subject

than on any other. In them he refers very copiously to passages

of the literature in question as proof of .what he states. He
does this to a degree unequaled by any other writer on the subject

that we are acquainted with, or that is reported in Cox’s Litera-

*Skizzen aus dem Leben der Alten Kirche, von Theodor Zahn, D. und Prof, der

Theologie in Erlangen. Erlangen und Leipzig, 1894. Essay VI: ‘‘ Geschichte

des Sonntags vornehmlich in der alten Kirche ” (reprint of edition, Kiel, 1878).
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ture of the Sabbath Question. The reader (or student, rather, for

he must be that to read well) finds in this no sign of ostentation

of learning. What he feels is, that he is breathing the atmos-

phere of that investigation of the earliest Christian literature that

is pursued with so much spirit at the present time, and that what

is pointed out to him on the present subject is only what the

author, himself a leader in these investigations, has noted by the

way while pursuing what are to him more important matters that

have made him familiar with the whole literature. It is this fact

that imparts to this “ History of Sunday ” an interest and attrac-

tion for readers of the present time that cannot be found in earlier

writings on the Sabbath question. Dr. Zahn’s qualification

referred to makes what he writes second to no other writing that

represents the same views. If, then, one has different views to

defend, as we have, it does not appear how their comparative

merit can be better tested than by a scrutiny of what Dr. Zahn
represents, and of the evidences he has to show for it. We there-

fore give a translation of the most of that part of the essay that

treats of Sunday in the next centuries after the apostles, and also

of the accompanying notes. Beside being fair to the author we
review, it is the fairest way for the opposing views. We owe this

advantage to Dr. Zahn’s admirable style. The views we oppose

ought to be stated in a way to do justice to them. This could not

be done more briefly or clearly than is done in the essay. If,

therefore, we give just what the essay says, justice will be done to

that side. AVe suppose also that this method will be welcome to

readers, because, so far as the extracts go, they will thereby become

acquainted with Dr. Zahn’s contribution to the Sabbath question,

which we think is onlv to be found in the German.

When the Apostle John and other Christians migrated from Palestine to Asia

Minor, about A.D. 70, it is questionable whether the observance of the Lord’s

day that they found there in vogue was something quite new to them, or whether

it had already at that time been introduced into the parent churches of

Christianity. The silence of the Acts of the Apostles does not suffice for affirming

the first or for denial of the second question. The sole historical basis for a con-

jecture appears in the fact that Jewish Christian churches of later time (that held

strictly to their nationality and that, while fully recognizing the great apostle to

the Gentiles, secluded themselves from the operation of Gentile Christian custom),

observed Sunday with divine service essentially as the Gentile Christians did,

along with the Jewish Sabbath which they continued to keep faithfully. 18 As it

must be held to be very improbable that these churches might have adopted the

Sunday observance from the Gentile Christian churches after their separation from

the general Church, which was likely coincident with the transmutation of Jerusa-

lem into a heathen city by the Emperor Hadrian, it seems to result that at least

before the third decade of the second century, Sunday was distinguished by divine

18 This note corrects what was said obscurely and incorrectly in the first edition

of this essay, 1878, p. 13 sq., 36 sq., 38 sq. (Note 38).

25
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service in the church of Jerusalem, composed exclusively, or any way for the major

part, of Jewish Christians. For those of Jewish birth, whose life had ever been

distributed and arranged by the week of seven days, nothing in fact seems more

probable than that the memory of the death and resurrection of Jesus gave a pecu-

liar impress to the days of the week on which these events took place. How early

therefrom a proper observance of Sunday developed we do not know. This, how-

ever, we do know, that on this soil, along with it, the Jewish Sabbath observance

remained in full force.

The observance of Sunday must have acquired a wholly different meaning in the

sphere of Gentile Christianity, from which Paul had victoriously warded off all

observance of Jewish feasts. Here the observance of Sunday must have spread

very rapidly so as to become general. The Church writers from the beginning of

the second century speak of it always as of a universal Christian custom
;
and even

to the heathen it soon became known as an inseparable peculiarity of the Christian

federation. [Here follows the substance of Pliny’s letter to Trajan about A.D. 112,

which we omit because it is familiar or easily accessible.] About A.D. 150, Justin

Martyr, in an extended Apology addressed to Antoninus Pius, sought to prove

the innocence of Christians, and with that in view, among other things, portrayed

also the essential customs of the Church, and, having described Baptism and the

Lord’s Supper, he added a description of the Sunday observance : “And on the

so-called day of the sun,” says Justin, “ there takes place a general meeting of all

(Christians) living in the city and in the country, and the memoirs of the apostles

or the writings of the prophets are read, as far as time allows. Then, when the

reader has ceased, the president (of the church) makes an address, wherein he

exhorts and arouses to imitation of the noble (truths and examples). Then we
all rise together and pray. And when prayer is ended, bread and wine and water

are brought, and the president offers up both prayers and thanksgiving according

to his ability, and the people assent, saying, Amen. Thereupon follows the distri-

bution and reception of the (elements) blessed for each one, and to those who are

absent it is sent by the deacons
;
and they who are well-to-do and so disposed give,

each according to his measure, as he will, and what is so collected is deposited

with the president, and this one succors the orphans and widows, and those who
through sickness or any other cause are in want, and the imprisoned and travelers

from foreign parts
;
in a word he is a succorer of all who are in need.”

Thus Christians observed Sunday 1700 years ago. Among themselves they did

not call it Sunday, but regularly the Lord's day, as already remarked, that is, the

day of Christ
;
or still simpler, the first day of the week, as, e. g., the Syrian Chris-

tians after the example of the Gospels and of the Jewish way of speaking, 19 or a’so

the eighth day, because it followed the Sabbath, the seventh day of the Jewish week. 20

19 So Justin, when he had to do with Jews [Dial., 41 138, comp. 26).

20 So first in Barnabas, 15, 8 sq., and by the Oriental Yalentinians [Clem., Exc. e.

Theodoio, 63)'. There underlies the same irrationality that occasioned the name

nundinn for the beginning or ending of the Roman week of eight days. As one re-

garded the beginning day of the following week at the same time as the end of

that preceding, so every seventh day was designated as the every eighth [Tertull. Idol.,

14 ; octavus quisque dies, of Sunday
;
compare our acht Tage, and the French quin-

zaine). Then this designation, which, however, according to the point of compula

tion. would equally suit any one of the seven days of the week, became affixed to

the definite first day of the Jewish week. This explains the expression, “ The

eighth day which is also the first,” that occurs oftener than can be numbered [Jus-

tin.., Dial., 41 extr.; c. J3S; also Apol., 1, 67 extr.; Clem. Al. strom., vi § 138; Hilar.

In. psalm, ed. Zingerle p. 12. 1 ;
August. Ep. 55, 28, ad Januar., ed. Bass. Tom. ii, 185.

and in the eighth of the sermons published by Denis, Tom. xviii, 1051. Comp, also

many of the passages about to be cited below.) But this origin of the name seems
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But in intercourse with the heathen, they now and then called it the day of the

sun [Sunday], so as to speak with them in their own phraseology. 21 .... Thus

it could come about that the ignorant mob in the second century sometimes

regarded Christians as worshipers of the sun, because they observed this day.

But in reality the Sunday observance of Christians was much more independent of

heathen superstition than of Jewish law. It is not to be denied that the Chris-

tian Sunday, like so many other creations of Christian custom, originated to a cer-

tain extent in a borrowing from Jewish custom, and that its observance had some

points of contact with the Jewish Sabbath observance. Not the week of the

heathen astrologers, that was usually regarded as beginning with Saturday, 22 but

the Jewish week that begins with Sunday and ends with Saturday yielded to the

Church the framework for its life of divine worship. In Jewish fashion, the days

of the week from Sunday on were designated merely by numbers, without names,

as the second, third, fourth, fifth day. Only Friday was usually named Prepara-

tion Day
(
Parasceue), herein also following Jewish custom, and Saturday Sabbath.

As the Jew on the Sabbath found in the synagogue prayer, the reading of Scrip-

ture and spiritual discourse, so did the Christian in his church meeting. But these

resemblances were felt less than the differences. The Sunday of Christians, for in-

stance, is occasionally compared with the Sabbath of the Jews, but only to show

how already in the Old Testament there are not wanting indications that God has

honored Sunday more than the Sabbath. 23 Sunday observance is also opposed to

Sabbath observance in an exclusive way in order to warn against all temptation to

early to have been intentionally ignored, and soon to have become lost out of sight

when one, as Barnabas already
(xv , S, 9) contrasted Sunday as the eighth day with the

Sabbath as the seventh, as though one were not as much as the other one of seven

days, and when the effort was to find in the Old Testament all sorts of latent proph-

ecy of Sunday as the eighth day (Justin., Dial. 24, and the passages named above
;

Orig. Select, in Psalm.. [Delarue, ii, 517 B.C .], Euseb. [in Montfaucon Coll. nov. I,

33 A. 44 C.~\ : Pseudign. ad Magn. 9 [my edition, p. 202, 19] ;
Basil De Spir. s. 27,

[ed. Bened., iii, 56] ;
Aster. Amas. liom. in ps. 6 \_Cotel. mon. eccl. gr. ii, s<?.]

;

among the Latins, Cypr., Ep. 64, 4 [ed. Yindob. 719, 24 sqq. ] ;
Victor, Defabr. mun-

di [Routh, rel. s. iii, 458, ed. 2] ;
August., Ep. 55, 23, Tom. ii, 181, cf. contra Faust,

vi, 3, Tom. x, 240). The explanation of the name “the eighth day” in John xx.

26, which Steinmeyer has ventured (The Decalogue, p. 61, note), will hardly find

many friends.

21 Before Constantine the name Sunday, so far as I know, is found only in Justin,

Apol. i, 67 (twice, along with it, day of Saturn as the name of the Sabbath)
;
Ter-

tnll., Apol. 16; ad nat., i, 13; thus in writings calculated for heathen. [The rest of

this long note cites instances in Christian writings of the same period of the use of

the heathen names for other days of the week, also a rare thing, and then repre-

sents the difference in this respect after Constantine, “to whom the name Sunday
was convenient for his intentions of mixing religions ”]. Sunday as the first day of

the week was the day when light was created (Gen. i. 3 ;
comp. Clem. Alex,

strom, vi, \ 13S ; Victoria. Defabr. mundi, in Routh, iii, 460). Justin already by
this reflection had in some degree justified the passing accommodation to^ the

heathen name Sunday.
22 Dio Cass., 37, 19; Mommsen, On the Chronogr. of 354, PP- 566, 568. It

may here be left out of view that among the ancient Assyrians and the Zabiens, along

with another numeration, is also found the Jewish Christian from Sunday to Satur-

day (Schrader, Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1874, PP- 34$, 350). There has since appeared

the very learned Historia Sabbali. Quiestionum de historia sabbati libriduo (1888), by
W. Lotz.

23 Beside the passages cited in note 20, compare Orig., Horn. 7, 5, in Exod., (Dela-

rue, ii, 153 sq.). [The words are quoted below.]
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Jewish life, and to require a way of life which in its whole extent may bear the

character of the Christian Sunday and of the new life founded by Christ. 24 No
Christian of the first three centuries ever thought of regarding Sunday as a contin-

uation of the Jewish Sabbath, or even of calling it Sabbath
;
and also still in the

fourth and fifth century only unceitain beginnings of such treatment of it are to be

found. Retaining the name Sabbath for Saturday along with the new name for

the Christian’s religious day, presented an obstacle to that. The oldest yearly

feasts of Christians had retained Ihe names of those Jewish feasts that laid the

foundation for the new feasts of Christians, owing to the facts of New Testament

history occurring on them
;
Christians called them Passover (Easter) and Pentecost

(Whitsuntide), as the Jews called theirs. On the contrary, Sunday was already

thereby characterized as a new creation of Christian custom, in that it was named

after the Lord, whom, on their Sabbaths, the Jews were wont to curse along with

all his following.

If now one asks the Christians of the first three centuries, the earliest witnesses

to speak of the idea of Sunday, what was the special reason for distinguishing

precisely this day, they reply unanimously: We celebrate this day because on this

day Jesus rose from the dead.'2* Sunday was a weekly recurring Easter. Hence

it was conceived to be altogether a day of joy. Whereas, on other days Christians

were wont to pray kneeling, they prayed on Sunday only standing. 26 .... As (it

is hard to say how early) the custom arose and gradually spread of distinguishing

Friday and Wednesday, along with Sunday, by divine service, 27 this peculiarity

of Sunday stood out more sharply. Those were fast and penitential days
;
so

much the more definitely was Sunday stamped with the character of a joyful feast

day. Only on this day divine service culminated in the celebration of the Lord’s

Supper; the “Lord’s Supper” belongs to the “Lord’s day.” 28 To fast on that

24 So especially Ignatius (JTagn., 9

,

compare Lightfoot’s and my remarks on that

passage, and my Ignatius of Antioch, p. 354 sqq.) It is still more significant of the

entire absence of any notion of the substitution of Sunday for the Sabbath, that

so often (e. g., Cyrill of Jerusalem, Catech., it, 37) the observance of the Jewish

Sabbath is made a subject of warning, and no mention cf Sunday appears in the

positive exhortations combined therewith. Athanasius still moves essentially on the

same line with Ignatius and the ancient fathers generally, if he is really the author

of the writing—it is no homily

—

De sabbato et circumcisione (Montfaucon, ii, 55-59).

25Ign . Magn. 9 ; Barnab. 15, 9 ; Tertull. De orat., 23. Further proofs in notes

that follow. The way of referring to the first day of creation (as cited in note 21)

hardly comes to notice along with this. Still less the notion that crops out, as in

Barnabas, that the ascension also took place on a Sunday; compare on that my
Ilist. of the Canon, i, 92f sq., and 182, first edition.

26Justin testifies to this custom [in the well-known passage, Apol., i, 67, that the

essay cites in the text above], although he had no occasion for mentioning the

contrast of kneeling on other days. Already Irenteus
(
Stieren

,

p, 828 sq.), as

also Hilary later
(
Introd . to Comm, on Pss. c. 12, ed. Zingerle, p. 11) mentions this

custom as existing since the time of the apostles; Terlullian ( Orat ., 23; Corona,

3), and Peter of Alexandria
(
Lagarde

, Reliqu. jur. eccl. gr. p. 73, 23) at least as

an ancient tradition. By the Council of Nice ( Canon 20) it was made a law of

the Church
;
comp. Constit., apost. ii, 59 (Lagarde, p. 90, 14

;
nothing about it

in the corresponding passage of the Dcdaskalia, p. 59, 1). When Augustine says,

he does not know whether this custom was observed in all churches (Epist. 55, 32

ad Januarium

,

Tom. ii, 187, cf. § 28), he as much as says that he knows of no

exceptions.

27 [A long note, elucidating the custom of observing Wednesday and Friday as

fast days, may be omitted.]

28 Didache, c, If; Justin, Apol., i, 67. As the core of Easter observance con-
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day was deemed to be unbecoming and soon as a sin
;

29 and also apart from divine

service this day was observed as a day of cheerful joy Tertullian, in a con-

text that declaims against Christians participating in heathen festivities, says, not

without irony, but certainly true to the life: “ Must thou by all means do some-

thing to indulge the flesh, thou hast thine own feast days and more of them than

the heathen
;
for the heathen celebrate all their feasts only once a year

;
thou

keepest feast every eighth day.” 30 It resulted, of course, that on such a day every-

day business was allowed to rest as far as possible. But it is significant of the

original spirit of Sunday observance, that in the earlier Church literature this is

spoken of almost not at all. If one excuses his staying away from Sunday wor-

ship by the press of his business, that is reproved indeed
;
not Sunday labor, how-

ever, but that overvaluing of earthly livelihood, which induces indifference to

God’s Word and church worship, is pointedout as sin hard to be excused. 31 And
still in the fourth century, when the warning is given against observing the Sab-

bath [Saturday] by abstaining from labor, the same kind of observance is not

demanded without more ado for Sunday. It is only said, Sunday should, as far as

admissible, be distinguished by rest from labor to testify visibly that one is a

Christian and no Jew. 32

sisted in a specially solemn celebration of the Lord’s Supper, this was for Irenteus

a reason for preferring the Western custom of observing Easter always on Sunday
to the different custom of his Asia Minor home

;
comp. Euseb., h. e., v, 11 ; 23,

1 sq.; Iren., Fragm. Syr. in Harvey, ii, 456-
29 Tertullian

(De orat., 23) includes abstinence from fasting in the general expres-

sion : ab omni anxietatis habitu et officio cavere debemus. The strict commands
of the Montanists about fasting also made an exception of the Sabbath and Sun-

day ( Tertullian, jej un., 15). Whereas, however, an Augustine seeks to prove from

the Scriptures that fasting on Sunday is no sin in itself, but only an offense against

all Church custom
(Epist . 36, 2 and 16, Tom. ii, 92, 99 ; cf. Epist., 55, 28, p.

185), the Greeks of still an earlier period speak much more strictly about it. The
Didaskalia, of the third century (ed. Lagarde, p. 95, 10), says already : “He is

guilty of sin that fasts on Sunday,” which, then, later writers repeat in sharper

expression
(Epiphan ., Hcer., 70, 11 ; Pseudoign. ad Philipp., 13). This way of

thinking was strengthened by the opposition of Eustathians, Manichoeans and
Priscillianists, who more or less intentionally transmuted the Church feast days

into fast days, and vice versa {Epist. Synod. Gangr. and Can. 18, 19 of the

same
;
August. Ep., 36, 27-29, ii, 105 sq.; on the Synod of Saragossa see nefele,

Konziiiengesch., i
2

,
744

;
comp, also the Aerians according to Epiph., Hcer. 75, 3).

30Tertullian, De ulolol., 11^. The text in the original is not altogether without

doubt.
31 So especially in the Syrian Didaskalia of the third century, Cap. 13 (ed.

Lagarde, p. 58, sqq.); it says there, e. g., p. 54, 1 :
“ What excuse will those have

before God who do not meet together on the Lord’s day to hear the word of life.”

The rest from labor and resort to synagogues by the Jews is presented as an exam-
ple to make one ashamed in no other way than is the ceremonial zeal of the heathen.

32 Gone. Laodic. Can. 29. It is misleading when Neander ( Ch. Hist, i, 2, 576,

3d ed.
)
[Torrey’s Transl.

,
i, pp. 295-6] with some reserve, and M. Rieger

(
Staat

und Sonntag, p. 15) without any reserve, affirm that herewith the Church made
Sunday rest from labor a positive law. In the comparable passage, Pseudoign.

ad Magn., 9, rest from labor on the Sabbath is forbidden, but for Sunday, that is

named along with it, it is not required. It is also very significant that, Const, ap.

viU, 32, rest from labor on days of divine service is only required for slaves. It

concerns only protection of the unfree against enforced labor, whereby participa-

tion in divine service might be made impossible for them. The reading dubious,

instead of iaou? (so in the parallel passage in Hippol., ed. Lagarde, p. 82, 8 ;

Reliqu. jar. eccl. gr., p. 2, 22, but there also afterwards ol Souioi) is confirmed

also by the Syrian and Koptic recensions : Reliqu. jur. eccl. gr., p. xv, xxiii.
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In the writings that may with certainty he ascribed to the first three centuries,

I can find only a single passage where, apart from admonitions to participate in

divine service, rest from labor, per se, on Sunday is mentioned, and then only by

the way. It is the before mentioned Tertullian who once remarks: “ We must,

as we have received by tradition, only on the day of the resurrection of the Lord

abstain from bowing the knee and any appearance and action of carefulness, in

that we also put off business so as not to give place to the devil.” 33 He means that

every day business could give occasion to temptation and sin, by which this day

least of all should he defiled, and it could rob the soul of the composure that

divine service requires. Nothing else than the divine service of the church was

originally the object and meaning of Sunday observance. As Christianity and

Church in their entire consistency rest on the resurrection of Christ, and on the be-

lief of the same, so also the Church with its divine service stands first of all upon

that fact
;
and with correct tact, not the day when Christ died on the cross for-

saken and lamented by His own, but the day on which He appeared in the circle of

His own as the living one and became the Lord whom His Church worshiped, was

devoted to the regular and united celebration of the redemption He accomplished.

Everything that in ancient time stamped the customs of this day is, on the one

hand, means to an end of a celebration as appropriate as possible to the grounds of

Christian divine service, and, on the other, an intelligent expression of the faith in

which the day is celebrated (pp. 213-221).

The essay proceeds to note the contrast between the history of

Sunday as portrayed above and the Sabbatarian view of it. Fol-

lowing this on the whole subject, but especially on the reiteration

“ that the celebration of the resurrection day of Christ was not

meant as a continuation of the Jewish Sabbath observance, nor as

a substitute for that, but as a product of Christian faith and of the

Church’s need, independent of any particular command ” (p. 223),

it brings to bear what the essay assumes that it has already proved

were the views of Paul, on the one hand, and, on the other, the

belief and practice of the earliest or Palestinian churches. Then

it is represented, on the relation of the Decalogue to the Mosaic

law, that

“The representatives of the Catholic Church maintained that only that brief

summary in which Jesus, using the very words of the law, comprehended the en-

tire contents of the law, viz., the love of God and love of our neighbor, is binding

duty for all men. They distinguished this eternally valid content of the revealed

law, or, as they sometimes expressed it, this natural law, from the laws conditioned

by Israel’s historical position, treating the latter as laws of bondage The

Sabbath command in particular the Christians of the first centuries declared to be

no longer a binding ordinance as to the direct sense of its words, although they

owned without hesitation that Jesus kept the Sabbath command according to its

word and spirit” (pp. 224, 225).
li

It is not to be denied that already iu those

33Tertull . De orat., 23 : ne quern diabolo locum dernus. Even if Tertullian

thought here of the meaning of diabolus (maligner, accuser), still he would not

thereby, on his own part, have declared Sunday labor to be a sin, as Neander supposes

(Ch. Hist., i, 1, 162, 3d ed.). It would only be assuming that in some quarter Sun-

day labor could be made a reproach to Christians. But the meaning given in the

text- is much more probable, according to which the devil is rather treated as

tempter, and thus Sunday labor is looked upon uot as sin, but just like all

employments as a point of contact for temptation.
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times also a very different manner of viewing the ordinances of the Church and of

divine service had developed and had a wide extension. There was contention in

the second century about the proper time for celebrating Easter, as if it were a

question of faith and salvation. A Spanish Synod, A.D. 306, threatened every one

with temporary excommunication that stayed away from divine service three Sun-

days in succession. The prohibition of fasting on Sunday has already been noted.

The Greek ordinances of the Church, from the fourth century down, utter the

strongest curses against those who do not follow its regulations about feast and fast

days
;
rules that are often contradictory. But still in the fourth and fifth centuries,

as in the second and third, men of better insight into the essence of Christianity

and freer comprehension of the manifold forms that Christian custom must take,

were not wanting who protested against such confounding of the way of salvation

and of the rules of the Church” (pp. 226, 227).

The essay then treats of the period of Constantine, and traces

the effects of his Sunday legislation in subsequent periods of the

empire, and later till the Reformation of the sixteenth century,

especially in the Germanic States
;
and then, having represented

the views of the reformers about Sunday, and consequent State

legislation, concludes with some practical remarks looking to a

revival of better observance of Sunday on the grounds set forth

for it in the essay. In view of the widespread neglect of the day,

some of the traits of which the essay particularizes, it sa}rs : “But

one need not on that account surrender the hope of a prosperous

development of Sunday observance and of improvement of the

present situation ” (pp. 227-240).

In reviewing the above representations about Sunday in the

postapostolic age, it must be borne in mind, that in the foregoing-

article, and about the Lord’s day in the apostolic period, we
obtained by the author’s aid very different results from his own in

regard to what may be learned from the Hew Testament, and

particularly in respect to Paul and his influence on the Gentile

churches. Instead of its being true, as the essay resumes its

previous contention, that “ Paul had victoriously warded off all

observance of Jewish feasts from the sphere of Gentile Christi-

anity ” (supra, p. 386), we found that there was nothing in Paul’s

own conduct, any more than in that of the Jewish Christians of

Palestine, that made a bridge between the teaching and example of

Christ regarding the fourth commandment and that observance of

the first day of the week that appears clear and universal after the

apostles were gone. We must refer to the foregoing article for

other different results, because the present limits preclude recapitu-

lation of them. In proceeding to consider the facts of the next

subsequent literature, we, as well as the essay, must be controlled

by what has been thus precedently ascertained. We must be so

even more than the essay. It finds a way of ascertaining a limita-

tion and end of the teaching and example of Christ with respect
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to Sabbath observance. The limitation was to Jewish Christians

;

which ended with them as soon as they comprehended the evan-

gelical situation, or were forced to it “ by the nature of things.”

It also scrutinizes the understanding and practice of Christianity

in the regions moulded by Paul’s influence, to see what

Christian faith
“ created,” assuming that to be normal per se.

We have not found either limitation or end of the teaching

and example of Christ with reference to the fourth commandment

;

and we find normal Christianity only in the New Testament, and

detect true results of faith only in what agrees with that, whether

in the first three centuries or in any later century. With such

differences in the start, when proceeding to trace the history of

Sunday in the period next succeeding apostolic times, there are

likely to appear very different results. There appears at once a

difference as to what the different parties are searching for. It

was noted in the former article that Dr. Zahn brings to the inves-

tigation of the history of Sunday a canon respecting the derivation

of Christian duty, viz., that “ the duties of church members to

their Lord, to their brethren and to all men are not to be derived

from the law of Moses or the Ten Commandments, but result

directly from the faith of the Christian and from the nature of

things ” (p. 207). It does not appear anywhere in this essay that

this canon is regarded as on trial. It is not submitted to the test

of facts presented either by the New Testament or by the next

subsequent literature, either as a general rule, or as to the particu-

lar duty of Sunday observance. On the contrary, the facts of

Christian life are tested by that canon. Where Christians seem to

the author to have behaved conformably to it, there he finds the

traces of genuine Christianity
;
and vice versa. There is an instance

of this at the end of the above extracts. There are plain

evidences in the first three centuries, as well as in the fourth and

fifth, that there were Christians that derived duty from express

divine commandment. But, says the essay, there were not want-

ing men of better insight into the essence of Christianity that

protested against that. This is clearly assuming just what is in

debate about the particular duty of Sunday observance. The

question is, Was it believed in the first three centuries to have

been derived from the apostles who delivered it by that authority

they had from Christ ? or, Was it the product of Christian faith

and the nature of things ? But guided by the canon as above

quoted, this essay proceeds to search the first three centuries. It

looks for Christians that in the matter of Sunday observance

regarded nothing but the promptings of the faith within them

and the needs of the Church. We will use the valuable help of
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the author and be thankful for it. But what we search for and

hope to find is, that Christians of the first three centuries derived

their rule of duty from, the revealed Word of God, and particu-

larly that they did so in the matter of observing the Lord’s day.

The limits of this article preclude our noticing everything in

the above extracts from the essay that seems to us incorrectly

represented. We confine attention to five particulars that are

fundamental to the view of Sunday that the essay contends for

:

I. That Sunday observance was not regarded as a product of

any particular command.

II. That Sunday observance was regarded as a product of Chris-

tian faith and of the Church’s need.

III. That it was not regarded as a continuation of the Jewish

Sabbath, nor as a substitute for that.

IV. That the sole ground of Sunday observance was the cele-

bration of the resurrection of Christ.

V. That rest from ordinary labor was not regarded as itself

part of the proper observance of the Lord’s day.

These 'categorical statements relate to the postapostolic period

of the first three centuries, and are to be verified by the evidence

found in the extant literature of that period. Dr. Zahn so much
facilitates the production of this evidence in the notes appended

to the essay, that we have no need at present for more, and will

therefore confine ourselves to the examination of that.

I. That Sunday observance was not regarded as a product of any

particular command. What is meant is, any definite ordinance about

a religious day proceeding from God by any agent of revelation.

We may consider this statement in connection with the author’s

comprehensive principle, that Christian duty is not derived from

commands, but is the product of Christian faith and the nature of

things. For Sunday observance is admitted to be the chief of

those duties whereby Christians show that there is a Church of

Christ in the world. If the early Church referred that duty to no

express will of God, that would go far to show that it acted in

respect to all duties on such a principle as the author states.

What the early Church actually did in respect to this particular

duty must be investigated in connection with the last three of the

above statements. But with regard to the general principle itself,

the literature appealed to everywhere contradicts it. Its most

obvious characteristic is the principle, that whatever is set forth as

Christian duty must be derived from Scripture. Much, indeed,

was set forth as Christian duty that had no Scripture warrant

;

nevertheless, the effort was always made to give it the appearance

of such sanction. Even heretics expected no favor unless they
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could make a show of this. Hence the frequent perversions and

corruptions of the Scripture. So regnant was this principle that

teachers of the period only learned very gradually even to state

Christian doctrine and duty in contemporary language. Conse-

quently a great mass of Scripture lies imbedded in the earliest

Christian literature, as the flora of a geological age is found

imbedded in its rock strata
;
and it is supposed that, had the

Bible been lost, as was near being the case in the Middle Ages, it

could be recovered out of the literature of the first five centuries.

Had the author’s principle reigned to any considerable degree in

the first three centuries, it would have operated as we witness it

operate in the present time since Christians have elaborated that

principle about Christian duty. The present effect is, that in the

hands of scholars that believe and act very differently from the

evangelists and apostles, what the latter wrote is not only safe

from perversion of the text, as it has genuinely come to us, but is

cleared of many corruptions, which crept into the text in the prog-

ress of the first three centuries by the prevalence of the princi-

ple that every duty must find its warrant in Scripture, and the

application of it by prejudiced minds. And the same modern
scholars may well be consulted for the meaning of what is written,

which is the safer to be truly interpreted by them because they

feel no obligation to think the same themselves, seeing they

derive Christian duty from the faith within them and the nature

of things. But no one in the early Church thought in that way.

We observe a slow advance in expression of Christian truth, that

was the product of Christian faith conscious of its grasp of

revealed truth and of ability to give it out in contemporary forms

of expression, without echoing the phraseology of Scripture.

This advance at that time, as the same sort of progress in subse-

quent ages, was largely due to exigencies arising from the rash

utterances of believers, or to the effusions of heretics. As almost

every page of the literature in question gives proof to the con-

trary of the general principle about deriving Christian duty that

the essay states, instead of offering any citation to the point, wre

beg the reader only to keep this matter in mind wfhen reading

wrhat we shall have occasion to quote when dealing with the last

three of the above capital statements.

II. That Sunday observance was regarded as a product of Chris-

tian faith and the needs of the Church. This is so exactly the

complement of the foregoing statement that the essay naturally

expresses both in one sentence. In that aspect it does not call for

separate notice, but is referred to later treatment, as is the pre-

ceding statement. The author, however, repeatedly refers to the
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customs of the Church as “ the creation,” or “ the products” of

Christian faith. It is not to be denied that some customs of the

early Church were of that sort, as some have been in later times

to the present. But the instances named in the essay, viz., Easter,

Whitsuntide, Wednesday and Friday fasts, require a different treat-

ment in the present discussion. For while we also not only

admit, but even insist that these institutions were the invention

of the early Church, and deny with the essay that they were

derived from express commandment applicable to Christians,

nevertheless that may not have been the view of the early Church.

It is the common opinion that the contrary was their belief. Our

former article, p. 115, has a quotation from Origen
(
Against Celsus

,

viii. 22, 23) that refers to the Preparation, the Passover and Pen-

tecost, and adds : “It would be too long for us at present to

show why we are required by the law of God to keep its festivals

by eating ‘ the bread of affliction,’ or ‘ unleavened with bitter

herbs,’ or why it says, ‘ humble your souls,’ and such like.” And
on p. 116 is another from Tertullian (On Fasting

,
xiv), that refers

to the observance of Passover, and Pentecost, and Wednesday

and Friday fasts, and Preparation day to justify these observances

by apostolic approval. When, therefore (p. 226), the essay reiter-

ates, that “ Sunday was regarded as a product of Christian cus-

tom, and no difference was made between Sunday and the other

holy days, which were called into being by thankful remem-

brance of the facts of redemption, and the need of giving it united

expression in divine service,” it behooved Dr. Zahn to produce

some evidence for the most essential part of that statement, viz.,

that the early Church so regarded “ the other holy days.” This

he nowhere does. In view of bis general readiness to cite proof

of statements important to his argument, we must infer that,

familiar as he is with the whole range of the earliest Christian

literature, even he could not remember anything that proved that

part of his representation. • Meanwhile, in examining the many
references he does give, the student continually meets Avhat con-

flicts with it. Such, we think, will be the reader’s experience in

examining the quotations to be made in connection with the three

remaining capital statements, if he keeps this topic in mind.

III. That Sunday observance was not regarded as a continuation

of the Jewish Sabbath
,

nor as a substitute for that. We may
assume that the author does not mean to state his proposition so

as to take advantage of the phrase “ the Jewish Sabbath,” which

states the issue incorrectly, and presents nothing that is debated.

We believe that keeping the Lord’s day is the continuation of the

weekly Sabbath enjoined in the fourth commandment, and that the
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first day of the week was substituted for the seventh day. The
present inquiry is : Did the early Church believe the same ? The
essay denies that it did, and Note 24 (p. 388, supra

)
gives refer-

ences in proof. One of them, Ignatius
(
Epistle to the Magnesians

,

chap, ix), reads as follows :*

‘‘If, therefore, those who were brought up in the ancient order of things have

come to the possession of a new hope, no longer observing the Sabbath [Saturday],

but living in the observance of the Lord’s day. on which also our life has sprung

up again by Him, and by His death, .... how shall we be able to live apart

from Him, whose disciples, the prophets themselves, in the Spirit did wait for

Him as their teacher?”

This reference is too brief in its expression touching our inquiry

to be good evidence by itself either way. Its prima facie sense,

however, denotes that those referred to observed the Lord's

day instead of the Sabbath [Saturday] that they had formerly

observed
;
which would express, that they substituted the Lord's

day for the Sabbath. Nothing in the context helps to a plainer

meaning. The Longer Version, or Pseudoignatius, amplifies this

meaning in the same direction. It prescribes, not indeed a disre-

gard of Sabbath [Saturday], but a very religious keeping of it,

only not in the Jewish way, particularly not by ceasing ordinary

work, and continues :

“And after the observance of the Sabbath [Saturday], let every friend of Christ

keep the Lord’s day as a festival, the resurrection day, the queen and chief of all

the days [of the week]. Looking forward to this, the prophets declared : To the

end, for the eighth day [titles of Ps. vi and xii], on which our life both sprang up

again, and the victory over death was obtained in Christ,” etc.

Thus both these versions of Ignatius, Mag., ix, represent the

Lord’s day as superseding the Saturday observance, the short or

genuine Ignatius representing it as a substitution of one for the

other, and both representing that the prophets of the Old Testa-

ment. as they looked for the redemption of Christ, awaited such a

dignity for the day, and that they celebrated the eighth day in

anticipation. This reference to the prophets and to the eighth

day will appear to have great significance for our present topic,

when considered in the light of quotations of the same import

that will be applied to the next following topic.

As the other references in Note 24 are only appealed to by way

of inference from silence, a favorite kind of reasoning that the

author uses, we will profit bv the direction found in the notes

themselves to draw from Note 20 the reference to the Epistle of

* We give the translation of the American reprint of the Ante-Nicene fathers,

and will in other quotations use such accessible translations as far as possible, that

the reader may have no apprehension that we have interpreted rather than trans-

lated.
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Barnalas, xv, 9. Dr. Zahn shows that he rests much on that pas-

sage, for he refers to it several times. To give its meaning in

the clearest way we will add the context, beginning at chap, xiii

:

“XIII. Let ussee if this people [Christians] is the heir, or the former [Israel, or

the Jews] ? . Behold I have made thee, Abraham, father of those nations

that believe, though they be in nncircumcision. XIV. Yes [it is even so]
;

but let us inquire if He has given the covenant which He sware to the fathers to give

to the people. He did give
;
but they were not worthy to receive it on account of

their sins. (2) For the prophet says: And Moses was fasting .... on Mount
Sinai to receive the covenant for the people. And Moses received from the Lord

the two tables written by the finger of the hand of the Lord in the Spirit. And
Moses having received, carried them down to give to the people. (3) [Recites how
Moses came to throw down the tables], and the tables of the covenant of the Lord

were broken. (4) Moses then received [it], but they were become not worthy.

But how did we receive [it] ? Learn. Moses, being a servant, received [it], but

the Lord Himself, having suffered on our behalf, gave [it] to us, that we should lie

the people of inheritance [amplification of the last statement]. XV. Further,

also, it is written concerning the Sabbath in the ten words . . . .: And sanctify ye

the Sabbath of the Lord with clean hands and a pure heart. (2) And in another

place He says : If my sons keep the Sabbath, then will I cause my mercy to rest

upon them. The Sabbath is mentioned in the beginning of the creation [Gen. ii. 2

follows according to the Heb.]. (4) Attend, children, to what says the : He finished

in six days. This says that in six thousand years the Lord will finish all things.

For a day with Him is a thousand years [quotes Ps. xc. 4]. Therefore, children,

in six days, in six thousand years, all things will be finished. (5) And he rested the

seventh day. This says, When His Son [again] coming shall destroy the time of the

wicked man, and shall judge the ungodly, and change the sun and the moon and the

stars, then shall he well rest on the seventh day. (6) Moreover, He says, Thou
shalt sanctify it with pure hands and a pure heart. If, therefore, any one now is

able to sanctify the day which God sanctified, except he is pure in heart, we are

wholly deceived. (7) Behold, therefore, resting then well we shall sanctify it,

when we ourselves shall be able, having been justified and having received the

promise, wickedness no longer existing, and all things having been made new by
the Lord ; then we shall be able to sanctify it, having been first sanctified our-

selves. (8) Further he says to them : Your new moons and your Sabbaths I cannot

endure. Ye see how he speaks. Not your present Sabbaths are acceptable to me,

but that [Sabbath] which I have made, in which, giving rest to all things, I shall

make a beginning of an eighth day, which [other Sabbath] is a beginning of

another world. (9) Wherefore also we keep the eighth day for joyfulness, on which

also Jesus rose from the dead and having been manifested He [on that day]

ascended into heaven.”

The above passage yields the following items as the belief of

the writer and of his time : (1) Giving the Decalogue was

the enactment of God’s covenant with His people that showed

that they were heirs of the promise. (2) Israel was found unwor-

thy to become such, which was symbolized by breaking the two

tables of the law. (3) According to the promise to Abraham,

Christ gave the covenant to Gentiles that believe on him
;
giving

the Decalogue to them is still the token of giving the covenant
;

and the Gentiles by receiving that are showed to be the heirs.

This was substitution of the Gentiles for the Jews. (4) The fourth
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commandment is taken as the signal one of the ten, because it

symbolizes tlie promised rest involved in the title “ heirs of the

promise.” It is still valid, but keeping it is identified with real-

izing -the rest it symbolizes, which is to be at the end of the

world, in an eighth day. (5) As the Jews were unworthy to be

heirs, so their Sabbath-keeping on the seventh day was not

acceptable to God, who tells them by Isaiah that another, the

eighth day, is His Sabbath, the beginning of another world
;
which

expresses substitution of the eighth for the seventh day. (6)

"Wherefore Christians keep the eighth day agreeably to the honor

prophetically imputed to it, which is also resurrection day and

ascension day ; and they do so having respect to the fourth com-

mandment and its promise of future rest
;

and also to Christ's

resurrection and ascension that assure them of Christ's power to

give the covenanted rest
;
and they keep the eighth day unto joy

for the joyfulness of the promise and of Christ’s redemption.

This evidence obviously contradicts the essay’s statement now
under investigation. Its value is the greater because it is from so

early a witness. It establishes a presumption in favor of the same

meaning in a case like Ignatius
,
Mag., ix, where the expression is

less clear. Dr. Zahn therefore cannot rightly claim that Ignatius

passage as proof of what he states.

\V"e will borrow another reference from Xote 20, viz., Clem.

Alex, strom., in, § 138. It refers to a passage that occurs in a

comment on the fourth commandment, which, having said that the

commandment tells us that the world was made by God, and

that he gave us the seventh day as a rest, etc., proceeds as

follows :

“ Since the discourse has turned on the seventh and eighth [day], ire must men-

tion these things hy the way. For the eighth may probably turn out to he right-

fully the seventh and the seventh manifestly the sixth, and the former rightfully

to be the Sabbath, but the seventh a working day.”

Some, to evade the plain sense of these words, contend that

Clement is speaking of some mvstical meaning of numbers. But

Dr. Zahn cites the passage as illustrative of the way in which the

Sabbath and Sunday were sometimes simply called ‘
‘ the seventh."

“ the eighth.” He therefore understands the passage to speak of

those days. But speaking of those days, the passage plainly says

that the eighth, i. e., the day after the seventh, turns out to be

rightfully the seventh (of the commandment) and the Sabbath.

The quotations we have given are good proof that in the first three

centuries Christians regarded the Lord's day as a continuation of the

Sabbath day, and as substituted for the seventh-day observance of

the Sabbath. One is Dr. Zahn’s own proof passage for the con-
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trary statement. We have not found among the references of other

notes one that is any better fitted than Ignatius
,
Mag., ix, to sup-

port his view.

IV. That the sole ground of Sunday observance was the celebra-

tion of the resurrection of Christ. The interesting and impressive

way in which the essay affirms this occurs on p. 389 above, and the

absolute sense in which it is meant appears on p. 390. The state-

ment is correct, that the Christians of the first three centuries are

the earliest witnesses to speak of the idea of Sunday. It is also

correct to say, that they unanimously testify : “We celebrate this

day because on this day Jesus rose from the dead.” And readers,

carried on by the pleasant current of the statements of the context

where these things are said, may easily be led to think, that these

undoubted facts, which they know themselves are universally

accepted by Christians, have that meaning that the essay intends

them to convey, and that it afterwards expressly claims that they

have. What the essay represents on this point is commonly urged

bv antisabbatarians, and is therefore very familiar. ISTo wonder

that it is much relied on
;

for, first, it is very captivating in the

way just stated
;
and, second, if it is true that the sole ground of

Sunday observance is celebration of the resurrection of Christ, then

all that antisabbatarians contend for is established. There is no

need and indeed no room for any further debate. This one argu-

ment refutes the Sabbatarian view of the Lord’s day. Such

consequences were reason enough for examining to see whether

the earliest witnesses to speak of the idea of Sunday attached only

that significance to it that the essay represents. But without that

motive, with only the purpose of verifying the contention of the

essay, by reading the passages bearing on the Lord’s day to which

the notes refer, the careful reader must at once have his eyes

opened to the essay’s erroneous representation.

Dr. Zahn's Note 25 cites Ignatius, Mag.,ix; Barnabas
,
xv, 9;

Tertullian, De orat. xxiii

;

and for further proof refers to notes

that follow. lie adds, that reference to the first day of creation

scarcely comes into notice as a reason for observing the first day,

and much less the notion of Barnabas that the ascension occurred

on that day. The citations j ust given occur several times in notes

both before and after Note 25, amid a cloud of other references.

We must infer, that in specifying these, Dr. Zahn means to facili-

tate the selection of the best that bear on the statement we are

considering. Inadequate as they are to bear out the t atement in

the sense intended, we do not find that he could have made a

better selection from the references given in his notes, nor indeed

from the whole of the literature that must furnish the proof. We
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will examine the evidence that Dr. Zahn adduces, or enough of it

for satisfaction, using references bearing on the present subject that

occur in notes both before and after Note 25. Along; with our actual

topic,, viz., Is the resurrection of Christ the sole ground alleged for

Sunday observance ? we invite the reader to keep in mind Dr.

Zahn’s statement, That the first day of creation scarcely comes

into notice as a reason for observing the first day of the week.

When one observes not only that this statement is erroneous, but

also the degree in which this matter appears as part of the idea of

the Lord’s day, he must wonder what Dr. Zahn was thinking

about when he read his own references. It is enough to raise this

wonder, if we think only of the familiar account of Sunday in

Justin, Apol., i, 67, a part of which the essay quotes at length on p.

386 above. The essay’s quotation ends (which is remarkable) just

where the next following sentence reads :
“ But Sunday is the day

on which we all hold our common assembly, because it is the first

day on which God, when He had changed the darkness, and matter,

made the world
;
and Jesus Christ our Saviour on the same day

rose from the dead.” The rest of the chapter reads : “For He
was crucified on the day before that of Saturn (Saturday)

;
and on

the day after that of Saturn, which is the day of the Sun, having

appeared to His apostles and disciples, He taught them these

things, which we have submitted to you also for your considera-

tion.”* Thus moreover Justin refers the origin of the Lord’s day

and the reasons for it, along with the sacraments, to instruction

given by Jesus Himself. Justin therefore traces Sunday observance

to the time between the resurrection and the ascension of Christ,

and regards it as the practice of the earliest church in Jerusalem.

The limits of this article preclude a more particular notice of the

essay’s scruples about admitting that fact.

The passages, Ignatius
,
Mag., ix

,

and Barnabas
,

xv, 9, have

been quoted in full above (pp. 396, 397, sqq). In Ignatius :
“ On

which also our life has sprung up again by Him .... whose

disciples, the prophets themselves in the Spirit did wait for Him,”

has a meaning that becomes very evident in the light of expres-

sions that frequently recur in the earliest Christian literature. The

whole passage represents the prophets themselves as honoring

the Lord’s day for reasons good to them before Christ came;

and the “also,” in the clause: “On which also our life has

sprung up,” denotes that the resurrection was a reason added

to those the prophets had for honoring the Lord's day. The

Pseudoignatius (quoted above, p. 396) gives this clearer expression

* It is these words of Justin Martyr that Note 21 refers to as in some measure

justifying his accommodating use of the heathen name Sunday.
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by using one of the supposed “ latent prophecies ” of “ the eighth

day,” that showed how the prophets honored the Lord’s day in

anticipation. Thus it says :
“ Looking forward to this, the

prophet declared : ‘To the end, for the eighth day,’* on tvhicli

our life both sprang up again,” etc. The Barnabas passage is

especially explicit. It gives another of those latent prophecies of

the Lord’s day that were the favorite grounds of appeal with the

early Church in vindicating the honor due to that day. It names

one of the prophets, Isaiah, and expounds his meaning and refer-

ence to “the eighth day.” It concludes: “ Wherefore we keep

the eighth day for joyfulness, on which also Jesus rose from the

dead;” in which clause the “ wherefore ” and the “also” mark
distinct grounds for honoring the eighth day, the former referring

to those that we may call prophetic, and the latter to those that

came with the fulfillment. The third of the above references

(
Tertullian

,
De orat., 23) is quoted in the text of the essay (p. 390)

above. But merely naming Sunday, as occurs there, by the

ampler designation, “the day of the resurrection of the Lord,”

even were it without a special reason in the context, would be no

proof that Tertullian recognized no other ground than the resur-

rection for observing the day. Dr. Zahn has put into the essay (p.

386 and 389 above) a quotation from Tertullian (De Idolot., Ilf), that

says to Christians, “Thou keepest feast every eighth day,”

meaning once a week on the Lord’s day, that was so called, which

shows, as will appear below, that Tertullian had also other reasons

to allege for honoring that day. For the evidence we have already

examined begins to arouse our attention to a significance belonging

to the designation, “ the eighth day,” that involves as much mean-

ing as “the resurrection day.” But the Tertullian
,
De orat., 23,

passage treats of a topic that itself explains the circumlocution for

Sunday. It is the custom of standing in prayer on that day,

instead of kneeling as usual
;

and the chief reason alleged for

standing was the resurrection of Christ on the first day. An illus-

tration of this will appear below (p. 403) in a quotation from

Basil
,
De Spirit, s. 27. With this reason in the Tertullian pas-

sage for reference to Sunday as “the resurrection day,” it only

proves the fact that one of the reasons that entered into the idea

of Sunday was commemoration of the resurrection. Thus Dr.

Zahn’s choice references, when examined, have not the quality of

proof that he imputes to them. It begins to appear as if Dr. Zahn,

by the spirit in himself, is so sure of what is the fact, and there-

fore must have been expressed as the fact in the early Church, that

he expects successfully to confront an opposing view with any

* The reference is to the titles of Pss. vi and xii.

26
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passage of the early literature, all of which he supposes is on his

side
;

as many a man with a cause judges the quality of those

about him by his own confidence, only to find that they fail him
when tested.

In examining further evidence we will follow the clue that has

come to hand in the expression “ the eighth day.” This is much
facilitated by Dr. Zahn’s Note 20 (p. 386 above) on that point, to

whom we are indebted for calling our attention to it and especially

to the formula, “ The eighth which is also the first.” The Note

offers an account of this usus loquendi that looks as if it exhausted

the subject, and seems rather to shut than open the door to what

proves to be a very interesting and significant literary sequence,

whose characteristic may be expressed in language borrowed from

a recent criticism of a book on modern English poets. The critic

says that “ the language we use about them all has long been

crystallized into set phrases, and criticism has become an involun-

tary liturgy. With heads benumbed by the din of imitative

praise we read things into them
,
but never read them The

era of identical literature as posterity will term it.” It is such

a stripe of “ identical literature ” that we are made acquainted

with when we follow down the expression “the eighth day;”

and it had a long era
;

for it flourished down to the sixth

century and lingered long after that. A literary trait of that

kind may be wearisome
;

but it is most convincing evidence

of the belief of the era using the imitative and almost

liturgical strain. Thus in the case of the English poets, Shelley,

Burns, Wordsworth, etc., of which the critic complains, the

imitative praise leaves no doubt about the esteem in which

the next two generations after them have held them. And so also

the identical literature to which the expression “ the eighth day ”

gives the clue leaves no room to doubt about the next centuries

after the apostles having other weight}1- grounds for Sunday

observance beside the resurrection of Christ. The use of this

expression finds its explanation in the fuller expression, “ the

eighth which is also the first,” and not vice versa
,
as Dr. Zahn puts

it ;
nor has it the irrationality underlying it that he expresses.

He tells us that it recurs ofiener than can be counted, and for illus-

tration of its use he gives a generous supply of references. Begin-

ning with Barnabas
,

xv, S
, 9, the illustrations are from well-

known and little-known writers down to Augustine. Reminding

the reader that we have already above given extracts touching this

subject from Ignatius, Barnabas, Justin Martyr, Clement of Alex-

andria and Tertullian, and requesting that they may be consulted

again in reference to the present topic, we will give some more
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extracts from the best-known writers, using the references given

in Dr. Zahn’s Note 20 :

Justin, Dialogue with Trypho, 41 : ‘‘ The command of circumcision, again, bid-

ding [them] always circumcise the children on the eighth day was a type of the true

circumcision, by which we are circumcised from deceit and iniquity through Him
who rose from the dead on the first day after the Sabbath [namely through] our

Lord Jesus Christ. For the first day after the Sabbath, remaining the first of all the

days, is called, however, the eighth according to the number of all the days of the

cycle, and yet remains the first
’’

Ibid., 138 : “God said in Isaiah to Jerusalem : I saved thee in the deluge of Noah.

By this which God said was meant, that the mystery of saved men appeared in

the deluge. For righteous Noah, along with the other mortils at the deluge, that

is with his own wife, his three sons and their wives, being eiglit in number, were

a symbol of the eighth day, hut essentially ever being first, wherein Christ appeared

when He rose from the dead.”

Origen Horn, mi, 5, in Exod. [cited in Note 23. The comment is on Exod. xvi.

22, 26, that tells of giving the manna, and the comment notes that the first rain of

manna was on the first day, and that, after continuing six days, there was none

on the seventh, and then proceeds.]: “Because, if this is plain from the divine

Scriptures that God, on the Lord’s day, rained manna from heaven, and on the Sab-

bath did not rain it, let the Jews understand that even then our Lord’s day was pre-

ferred before the Jewish Sabbath, even then it was indicated that in their Sabbath

no grace of God would descend to them, no celestial bread which is the Word of God
would come to them For in our Lord’s day the Lord always rains manna
from heaven,” etc., etc.

Origen, Select, in Ps. [Delarue, ii, 517 B.C.] : “I think the two Psalms, entitled

‘ upon the eighth,”* hint at the saving day of the resurrection of the Lord
‘ For in death there is no remembrance of thee

;
in Hades who shall give thee

thanks?’ [ver. 5] almost supplicating the Lord Himself to deliver His soul from

death. But proceeding he shows that he has received his wishes by what he says :

‘ The Lord hath heard my supplications
;
the Lord will receive my prayer, [ver.

9] . For by these [words] he hinted that his going forth from death took place

with the resurrection of Christ. Likewise, also, the twelfth [Ps.] was entitled,

‘concerning the eighth,’ containing the like supplication of David, who says:

‘Save me, Lord, for the godly man ceaseth ’ [ver. 1]. Then, in the next place,

not in veiled expression, but lucidly, he goes on to say :
‘ Now will I arise, saith

the Lord, I will set him in safety ’ [ver. 5]). On account of which resurrection of

the Lord that took place on the day after the Sabbath, which is the eighth, I sup-

pose the Psalm with such a title was to be esteemed a type of the new life.”

Cyprian
,
Ep. 64

,
l,. : “ For in respect to the observance-of the eighth day in the

Jewish circumcision of the flesh, a sacrament was given beforehand in shadow and

image
;
but when Christ came, it was fulfilled in truth. For because the eighth

day, the first after the Sabbath, was to be that on which the Lord should rise again

and should quicken us and give us circumcision of the Spirit, the eighth day, that

is the first after the Sabbath and the Lord’s day, went before in the figure, which

figure ceased when by and by the truth came and spiritual circumcision was

given to us.”

Basil. De Spirit, s. 27

:

“ We pray standing on the first day of the week, but we
do not all know the reason. On the day of resurrection (or standing again, anas-

tasis
)
we remind ourselves of the grace given to us by standing at prayer, not only

because we rose with Christ (stood again with, sunanastantes)

,

and are bound to

seek those things which are above [Col. iii. 1], but because the day seems to us to

*Ps. vi, and xii, “Upon Shiminith.”
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be in some sense an image of the age which we expect, wherefore, though it is the

beginning of days, it is not called by Moses first, but one. For be says : There

was evening and there was morning, one day
;
as though the same day often

recurred. Now ‘one’ and ‘eighth’ are the same, in itself distinctly indica-

ting that ‘one ’ and ‘eighth ’of which the Psalmist makes mention in certain

titles of the Psalms, the state which follows after the present time, the day which
knows no waning or eventide, and no succession, that age which endeth not nor

groweth old. Of necessity then the Church teacheth her own foster-children to

offer prayers on that day standing, to the end, that through continual reminder

of the endless life, we may not neglect to make provision for our removal thither.”

Augustine
,
Ep. 55, ad Januar., 21

:

“The souls of saints before resurrection of the

body are, indeed, in rest, but have not that activity, which being received the

bodies quicken. In fact the eighth day, which is also the first, signifies such ac-

tivity, which [day] does not take away that rest but glorifies it Before

the resurrection of the Lord, albeit the sacrament of the eighth, by which is signi-

fied the resurrection, was not hid from the holy fathers full of the prophetic spirit

—for a Psalm is inscribed : And for the eighth; and on the eighth day infants were

circumcised
;
and in Ecclesiastes [xi. 2] for the meaning of the two Testa-

ments it is said, Give to these seven and to these eight—yet it was reserved and

hid and only the Sabbath was given for celebration But after such resur-

rection took place in the Lord’s body .... now also the Lord’s day, that is the

eighth which is also the first, would begin to be celebrated. The same cause is to

be understood [to explain] why, for keeping the Passover, where they were com-

manded to kill and eat a lamb, since it manifestly was to prefigure the Lord’s pas-

sion, it was not so enjoined on them as that they should wait for a Sabbath to

occur, and with the first month there should coincide the third week of the moon,

as the Lord was rather to seal that same day by His passion, who had come [and

was] about to proclaim also the Lord’s day, that is the eighth, which also is the

first.
’ ’

Augustine, Contra Faustum, vi, 3 : “Just so, if the Manichrcans were justified by

the resurrection of the Lord, the day of whose resurrection being indeed the third

from the day of His passion, yet being after the Sabbath day, that is after the

seventh, was the eighth day, they would be wholly deprived of the carnal veil of

mortal desires, and rejoicing in circumcision of the heart they would not divide

what in Old Testament time was adumbrated and figured in the flesh.”

Hilary in Ps.

:

“ Nevertheless we in the eighth day, which is also the first,

enjoy the festival of the perfect Sabbath.”

All the foregoing patristic extracts, including also those in the

essay as above, are from the best witnesses, beginning with Igna-

tius, who might have been a hearer of the Apostle John, and down

to Augustine who died A.D. 429. Be it remembered that they

are only a few selections from the numerous references on one

topic supplied by Dr. Zahn, and that his references are confessedly

only a few illustrations of what occurs oftener than can be counted.

These extracts present a catena of agreeing testimony about

Sunday if taken as a succession of distinct witnesses. But the

matter of the extracts has a quality that gives it still greater evi-

dential value. It is that trait of imitation and repetition already

referred to, that stamps each instance of mention as citation of part

of an' embodiment of doctrine that from first to last was identical

and the same. It appears with equal fullness in Barnabas and in
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Augustine
;
which shows that it was not something that began

with one concept and gradually grew by successive accretions.

No two extracts present exactly the same details
;
in some only

two of the common traits appear, as in Ignatius the Lord’s day

associated with the resurrection and with the prophetic anticipa-

tion of that day. But the mention in each appears as part of an

identical, systematized aggregate of teaching about the Lord’s

day, that was complete at the period of Ignatius, in whom we first

find a part of it. It was a pattern completed in warp and woof

which these writers used for teaching with various mention. But

whatever the mention, it Avould more or less call to mind the

whole, as The Credo
,
or a single clause of the Apostles’ Creed,

appearing in a writer is proof that the whole of that instrument

was known to him and to his readers." As the first word of the

Creed specially serves to recall the whole, so The Eighth became

the name for this body of doctrine about the Lord’s day In this

way Augustine calls it “ The Sacrament of the Eighth,” and men-

tions some of the heads of its ancient pedagogic matter. By calling

it a sacrament, Augustine expresses exactly that all this matter

had that ancient and identical character that we are claiming for

it. It is in him an instance of word adaptation, as the word litur-

gical is, that we borrow from a critic. If the latter word is

happily applied by the critic for his purpose, as we think it is, it

is much more fitted for ours. Teaching truth that is always the

same becomes repetition from age to age, like the forms of worship.

Religious truth takes on a liturgical character from its nature, and

in proportion to its being an essential part of religion. Thus some

of it, as the Creed, becomes incorporated in the actual liturgy.

No liturgical remains of the early Church are older than this

matter that expresses a doctrine of Sunday. Its evidential value

is the present consideration
;
and by calling it liturgical, we range

it alongside of purely liturgical matter as having the same

evidential value respecting the belief of the early Church that the

latter is admitted to have. There are many who think that only

the earliest liturgical remains give reliable evidence of what the

early Church regarded as de fide ; and such persons are commonly
antisabbatarians. Here, however, is evidence just as weighty.

While it is good when treated as successive and cumulative

evidence,- it is much more convincing when treated as a unit.

In summing it up, we will treat it so, taking the various mention

of the several writers as representing together the sum of a doc-

trine of the Lord’s day that was current when Ignatius, the ear-

liest of them, wrote
;
not forgetting, however, that Justin Martyr

refers it to the period in which Christ appeared to His disciples
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after His resurrection. This testimony bears on the fourth topic

we have been considering, viz., TV as the resurrection of Christ the

sole ground for Sunday observance in the early Church ? But it

elucidates also the three topics that precede, as must be the

case with topics so mutually dependent. For this reason we
referred the reader to evidence to be adduced under this fourth

topic
;
and in summing up we will have respect to all four topics,

and will comprehend the testimony of all the foregoing extracts,

including those quoted in the essay itself : They show that
: (1) The

early Church believed that Christian duty must be derived from

positive and particular intimations of the will of God revealed in

Scripture. (2) In regard to the particular duty of honoring the

first day of the week, as they had received it, they believed that the

fundamental reason for the day was an original purpose of God to

honor that day, which purpose was symbolized in the first creation

day, and was prophetically intimated by various providential acts

and institutions and messages through the prophets, and was finally

signalized by the crowning providence of the resurrection of Christ

on that day. (3) No one regarded the Lord’s day as a product of

Christian faith arising out of the need of the Church, but all treated

it as a day the Lord made to be honored, which it behooves the

whole Church duly to honor by obedience to God’s will in that re-

spect. The Basil passage especially shows that the early Church

distinguished clearly between its own inventions and what God com-

manded. It kept the first day according to God’s revealed will

;

it taught believers to pray on that day standing according to a rule

of its own devising. (4) They believed that God purposed, that

from the resurrection of Christ the first day should be honored as

His day
;
a definite day, and not in general one day in seven. (5)

They believed that the fourth commandment continued valid except

in the particular of the seventh day named in it. The valid remainder

was understood to be sanctification of a holy day by abstaining

from evil works, which was interpreted to mean that life of holy

rest in the world hereafter, that God promised to believers and that

could be realized only in that world, called the eighth day in an

eminent way. (6) They believed that God, not man, substituted the

eighth day, which is also the first, for the seventh day as His day

;

that the eighth day, which is also the first, symbolizes the rest in a

world hereafter promised to the people of God, especially in the

fourth commandment
;
that the resurrection of Christ on the first

day was the surety of that rest, and the signal to keep the day that

svmbolized it; therefore they kept that day for joyfulness and

called it the Lord’s day.

The way of finding latent prophecy of the Lord’s day, that ap-
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pears in our patristic extracts, naturally arrests attention. The
things referred to would not find much recognition as prophecy

now. An interesting subject of study offers itself here. But that

does not affect the question : Was the resurrection the sole ground of

Sunday observance in the early Church ? The evidence shows that

the early Church had other grounds
;
chiefly this, that Cod required

that day to be honored. If they sought to justify this belief in a

fanciful way,* that does not impair the certainty that such was their

belief. In the present discussion, the appeal of the essay is to what

they believed, and on this point we find a different answer from the

essay. However inviting may be the subject presented by the

favorite reasons for their belief, its consideration would be a diver-

sion for which there is no room here.

V. The early Church did not reyard rest from labor as itself part

of the proper observance of the Lord's day. On this topic the essay

appeals to Tertullian, Be oratione S3, alleging that it is the only

passage in the undisputed literature of the first three centuries, so far

as the author knows, where, apart from exhortation to participate in

divine service, Sunday rest from labor is mentioned for its own sake,

and there in quite an incidental way. A German translation of this

passage is given, which we have used care (p. 390) to render exactly

in English for comparison with the original, which we give below.f

Such an exceptional passage deserves this attention. Its exact ren-

dering in English is

:

'* We, indeed, as we have received [by tradition], only on the Lord’s day of res-

* A remark of Augustine’s that is part of the context of the above extract from

Ep. 55, ad Januar., 21, makes apology for this fashion of Scripture interpretation

which found favor so long, and to which Augustine himself was partial, at least

when dealing with some persons. The apology admits that there was a plainer or

less round-about way in which the same truths might have been taught and

learned. Making apology implies that there was a common sense at that time

as well as now, that found this way of interpreting Scripture more fanciful than

true. Augustine says: “ The presentation of truth by emblems has great power
;

for thus presented, things move and kindle our affection much more than if they

were set forth in bald statement, not clothed with sacramental symbols. Why
this should be it is hard to say

;
but it is the fact that anything which we are

taught by allegory or emblem affects and pleases and is more highly esteemed by
us than it would be if most clearly stated in plain terms.”

t This short chapter begins : De genu quoque ponendo varietatem observationes

patitur oratio per pauculos quosdam, qui sabbato \_Saturday~\ abstenent genibus.

Which is important to know, because it supplies what isto refers to, and the unex-

pressed verb in the important sentence, which, after an intervening sentence, reads:

Nos vero, sicut acccipimus, solo die dominico Resurrectionis non ab isto tantum,

sed omni anxietatis \ habitu, et officia cavere debemus, differentes etiam negotia,

ne quern diabolo locum demus. Migne, Patrol. Tertull. Op., i, 1191.

X Sed omni anxietatis habitu. Desederari hie verbum abstinere mihi videtur.

Muratobi. Dr. Zahn’s Note 29 shows that he supposes the text reads : Ab
omni anxietatis habitu et officio cavere debemus.
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urrection ought [to abstain] not only from that [viz., bowing the knee], but from
every demeanor of anxiety, and to avoid employments, deferring even business,

lest we give some place to the devil.”

We have noted how Dr. Zahn comes to translate, “Abstain
from bowing the knee and any appearance and action of care-

fulness,” instead of, “ Abstain from bowing the knee not only, but

from every appearance of carefulness, and to avoid employments
reading, habitu et officio, instead of habitu et officia cavere. We have

found no trace of a varying manuscript text at this point in Tertul-

lian, and suppose that Dr. Zahn has followed some editor’s emenda-

tion of the passage; probably Semler’s ed., Yol. iv, p. 22. Cor-

rectly rendered according to the text we have, it lends no sup-

port to Dr. Zahn’s contention in Notes 33, 29 and the related

text of the essay, but fully bears out the representation of Neander
that Dr. Zahn combats. Neander says : “We find also in Tertul-

lian indications of the transfer of the law of the Jewish Sabbath

to Sunday, for by him attending to any business on Sunday

seems to have been regarded as sinful.” Moreover, by saying,

“also Tertullian,” Neander intimated that he considered genuine

other passages from the literature of the first three centuries

that expressed the same thing, if Dr. Zahn does not. The essay

sums up the import of this Tertullian passage and of every other

passage that speaks of rest from labor on Sunday : “Nothing beside

divine service of the Church was originally the object and meaning

of the celebration of Sunday.” But in this Tertullian passage there

is no reference to the congregational worship of Sunday. The dis-

course of which it is a part is about private and individual daily

prayer
;
the very sort that was compatible with attention to ordinary

duties and business. This chapter xxiii speaks of how that duty

should be attended to on the Lord’s day. It concludes: “ Touching

times of prayer nothing at all has been prescribed, except clearly

‘ to pray at every time and place.’ ” And the next two chapters rec-

ommend the common hours that mark the intervals of every day.

But on the Lord’s day, in private devotion they should pray standing,

and not only that, but be cheerful—obviously the whole day—and

avoid employment for others and even defer business of their own.

This solitary passage of the sort, if it is such, is happily quite clear in

its import. Dr. Zahn cannot refer to a single passage that says or even

intimates that any one in the early Church considered it needless to

abstain from labor on Sunday. He has nothing better to offer in

support of such a view than the observation that he seems to have

verified, that where Sabbath (Saturday) and Sunday are both men-

tioned, and rest from work on the Sabbath is denounced, there is

nothing said about its being proper to observe Sunday by rest from
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work. This is an argument from silence, which it is more natural

to construe in just the opposite way. Could we depend upon

the correctness of Dr. Zahn’s observation of the fact of such silence,

it would be too poor an argument to weigh. It would be labor in

vain if he is mistaken about the fact. We have now found so

many instances of the witnesses saying what Dr. Zahn does not

hear, that we find no inducement to weigh the importance of the

alleged fact just referred to.

The essay betrays a fondness for arguments from silence. Some
instances of using it have been noted by the way. There is one

pressed on page 888 above where it is said: “No Christian of the

first three centuries ever thought even of calling Sunday the Sab-

bath, and also still in the fourth and fifth centuries only uncertain

beginnings of such treatment are to be found.” This fact, which

as stated needs some abatement, is often urged by anti-sabbata-

rians as if it had great weight
;
which is not surprising, seeing how

unfamiliar many are with the fact, that during the period referred to

Christians observed the Saturday Sabbath as well as Sunday, and that

in Oriental Christendom there was a remarkable revival of Sabbath

(Saturday) observance at the end of the fourth century. But the

essay, and particularly one of the Notes, gives a great deal of light

on these things. The essay follows the statement just quoted by the

remark :
“ Retaining the name Sabbath for Saturday presented an

obstacle ” to calling Sunday by the same name. Any one can see

that it was such an obstacle as to make the thing impossible
;
so

that the fact remarked on has no importance in the premises. This

is very reprehensible arguing from silence. It is distortion of facts

when one distorts the value of facts, giving a great value to one and

mentioning slightly another that perfectly accounts for it and shows

that it has not that value. We have now repeatedly observed in

this essay how the author hears in the silences of the earliest wit-

nesses to what the Church believed just what accords with his own
views, and does not hear what they say directly to the contrary.

The ability of the learned author produces a self-consistent and

very interesting history of Sunday. But as a history, its most char-

acteristic accounts are not derived from facts, but are the result of

the author’s belief and the nature of things at the present time as

felt by him. In the present article we have heard his own wit-

nesses testify and no others. And that testimony has showed that

the principal heads of what is the distinctively Sabbatarian belief

regarding the Lord’s day were the belief of the early Church. In

studying the essay for the purposes of the present investigation we
have verified and scrutinized nearly all the references of the Notes

relating to the history of Sunday in the first three centuries. Hav-
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ing done so, we are prepared to say that if the essay at this part

were to be rewritten, mutatis mutandis affirming Sabbatarian

views where it now affirms anti-Sabbatarian views, the references for

proof might at each point be just what they are in the present

Notes, and with excellent effect. They would certainly serve better

for elucidation of such a text than for the text of the actual essay.

Philadelphia* Samuel T. Lowrie.



III.

THE MODERN HYPOTHESIS AND RECENT
CRITICISM OF THE EARLY PROPHETS.

III. Isaiah.

THE complicated processes of Isaiah -criticism are here, of

course, to be dealt with in so far only as they show the

influence of the modern theory. The change which the last

years have wrought in this field cannot be better appreciated than

by comparing the chapter on Isaiah in the second edition of

Kuenen’s Eistoriscli- Kritisch Onderzoek with the conclusions of the

triumvirate of most advanced Isaiah -critics, Duhm, Ilackmann and

Cheyne. Kuenen, in his day a far from conservative critic, yet

recognized the large sections i-xi. 10, xvii-xx, xxviii-xxxi, with

minor exceptions, as substantially Isaianic. If now we inquire to

what extent this result is antiquated by the three critics mentioned

above, we find that a large number of prophecies are denied to

Isaiah within the limits of what Kuenen considered genuine.

These are chiefly i. 27, 28 (Duhm and Cheyne); iii. 18-28, 25, 26

(Duhm and Cheyne); iv. 2-6 (Duhm, Ilackmann and Cheyne); ix.

1-6 (Hackmann, Cheyne doubtful)
;
x. 20-27 (Duhm, Hackmann

and Cheyne); xi. 1-9 (Ilackmann, Cheyne doubtful); xix. 1-15,

16-25 (Duhm, Hackmann and Cheyne)
;

xxviii. 5, 6 (Duhm,

Hackmann and Cheyne), 23-29 (Hackmann doubtful, Cheyne);

xxix. 16-2-1 (Duhm, Hackmann and Cheyne)
;
xxx. 18-26 (Duhm,

Hackmann and Cheyne), 27-33 (Hackmann and Cheyne)
;
xxxi.

5-9 (Duhm, and Hackmann in part
;
Cheyne). Besides this a ten-

dency is perceptible to bring down to a later postexilic period such

sections as had already been denied to Isaiah by Kuenen and older

critics. This is the case with reference to xi. 10-xii (Kuenen,

exilic period
;
Duhm, close of second century B. C. at the

earliest; Cheyne, Syrian period); xxiv-xxvii (Kuenen, Persian

period
;
Cheyne, in part, time of Alexander the Great

;
Duhm,

Maccabean period)
;

xxxii. 1-8, 9-20 (Kuenen, preexilic

;

Cheyne, postexilic); xxxiii (Kuenen, possibly reign of Josiah
;

Cheyne, second half of Persian period
;
Duhm, 162 B.C.)

;
xxxiv,

xxxv (Kuenen, between 536 and 158
;
Chevne, about 100, possibly
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later
;
Duhm, Maccabean* period.) Further, the drift of this newest

criticism is toward a division of the larger sections hitherto consid-

ered coherent into a number of small fragments believed to have

been patched together by a redactor. A typical example is chap. iii.

1-15, on which Cheyne comments as follows : l a and l
b may be

genuine, l
c
is a gloss, 2, 3 may have an Isaianic basis, 4 is un-

doubtedly Isaiah’s, 5 has points of contact with genuine passages,

6, 7 betray the editor’s hand, 8-15 are Isaiah’s, in which, hoAv-

e\rer, 10 and 11 take the place of four lines become illegible in

the editor’s time. Consequently the share of Isaiah in the pro-

duction of the book passing under his name is reduced to a mini-

mum. Even Avith the collection and arrangement of the smaller

groups of prophecies distinguished by the critics he had nothing

to do. As a literary author he has almost entirely eAraporated.

Each of the three aboA7e-mentioned tendencies finds its ultimate

explanation in the fact that it facilitates the adjustment of the

contents of Isaiah’s book to the scheme of development. IIoav

the first and second subserve such purpose need not be pointed

out. As to the third, the division of a larger context into a num-

ber of fragments and the implied denial of the prophet’s literary

activity tend to depri\re the sections under attack from the natural

protection Avhich their coherence Avith undoubtedly genuine proph-

ecies affords them.

The full significance of the conclusions reached by the critics can

be perceived only in the field of Biblical theology. After the elimi-

nation from his Avork of so many important prophecies the prophet’s

face assumes features quite distinct from those Avith which stu-

dents have been so long familiar. A neAV estimate must be placed

upon his contribution to the progress of Old Testament religion

if these latest results are correct. It Avould be useless to deny that

the old Isaiah AA
rith his Avealth and grandeur of thought Avas a far

more illustrious figure among the prophets than the neAV Isaiah

now in process of construction. Cheyne, who never loses an

opportunity to glory in the modern \
TieAV for the enrichment it

brings to our appreciation of the spiritual greatness of the

prophets, half-mournfully admits that Ave must divest Isaiah and

his ministry of that luminous splendor Avhich in the old conception

of his Avork Avas so A\rarming to the heart and uplitting to the

imagination. Broadly speaking, the outcome may be charac-

terized as the restriction of the prophet’s teaching Avithin the

limits draAvn for Amos and Ilosea, Avhich Ave have already found

* Duhru’s partiality for the Maccabean period seems to spring from the desire to

point out a definite historical situation for each prophecy. The second century

B.C. offers the best opportunities for the satisfaction of this desire.
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to be artificial in their case but tbe inadequacy of which is still

more palpable as regards Isaiah. The pronounced Universalism,

the highly developed Messianic ideal, the sweet rich note of

promise so peculiarly alternating with the harsh tones of judgment,

the sublime faith in the sacrosanct character of Jerusalem and

Zion in the Assyrian crisis, all that has hitherto been counted

specifically Isaianic, must be given up
;
and what we keep is a

stern preacher of righteousness and national destruction, the chief

exponent of that cold, supremely ethical spirit which is supposed

to mark the highest development of prophetism. In so far the

results of the newest Isaiah-criticism seem to fall in with and to

confirm the general interpretation placed by the modern hypothesis

upon the prophetic movement in the eighth century. On the old

view Isaiah’s teaching soared high above the possibilities of evolu-

tionary construction
;
now it moves within the terms of this con-

struction. But the force of the argument that might be derived

from this will be immediately broken if we inquire how the critical

results in question have been obtained. The conformity of the

new Isaiah to what a prophet ought to be under the modern hypoth-

esis arises from the fact that the critics have been guided by their

a priori idea of the true prophet in fixing the criteria for what is

genuine and not genuine in Isaiah’s book. The agreement with

the postulates of the hypothesis appears in the conclusion for no

other reason than that it has been made the major premise in

the critical syllogism.

Chap. ii. 2-4 is the first important passage on whose postexilic

origin Hackmann and Cheyne are agreed.* Before them Stade

had already reached a similar conclusion.-}- It is unnecessary for

our present purpose to enter upon a discussion of the difficult

problem which of the two versions in which we possess the

prophecy, that in Isaiah or that in Micah, is the original, or whether

perhaps both borrowed from some older prophet.;}; The only

question to be considered is whether there are valid reasons in its

ideas or forms of expression to discard the three just-mentioned

possibilities for a fourth view, viz., that the prophecy is entirely

out of place in the eighth century, that it must be assigned to a

much later period, and was consequently worked into the books

of Isaiah and Micah at a still later date. The objections raised

* Here, as also in regard to chaps, ix. 1-6, xi. 1-8, xxxii. 1-5, 15-20

Duhm is more conservative than his companion critics
;
though with some hesi-

tation, he yet in the end declares himself in favor of the Isaianic origin of these

pieces.

t Z. A. W., i, 165
;

iv, 292.

i Cf. on this question, Ryssel, Untersuchungen liber die Textgestalt und die Echt-

heit des Buches Micha, 218-224.
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against the origin of these verses in the age of Isaiah and Micah
are the following. Stade takes exception to the pronounced

universalism here expressing itself. “ The piece shows the most

striking affinity with the ideas of Joel
;
to speak more particularly,

with the ideas of those late writers who lived on the work of

Ezekiel, one of whom has been pointed out in Deutero-Zechariah

—it possesses no affinity whatever with the prophecy of the Assy-

rian period. The many peoples which come to Jerusalem to

worship appear nowhere before Isa. lxvi. 23, Zech. xiv. 16-19.

The thought of Jerusalem’s external elevation is a gross perversion

of the Isaianic idea of her spiritual significance
;
the pilgrimage

of the peoples finds its parallel in Isa. lx, with this distinction, that

in the latter prophecy everything proceeds naturally, whilst here a

miracle takes place : this must be of secondary origin.”* In

addition to this, Hackmann points out the fact that no inward

transformation of Israel seems to be required by the Avriter. The
holy mountain and the house of Jehovah occupy too prominent a

place
;
the former represents the people of Jehovah and its exal-

tation is symbolic of the self-exaltation of Israel over the heathen,

a specifically Jewish trait. The nations come to the sanctuary to

obtain Thora
;

this must be understood of priestly Thora exclu-

sively, for the prophet could give Thora in every place. Finally

the intense longing for eternal peace here expressed is not in

agreement with the temper of Isaiah, to whom Jehovah was still

essentially a God of war, breaking Israel and the nations to

pieces with elemental power. The sentiment of ii. 4 reflects the

experience of the later Jews, for whom war meant no longer vic-

tory but affliction.f Cheyne repeats some of these arguments and

adds, among others, that “ in the light of Jehovah ” (ver. 5) is a

poetic equivalent for “ in the Thora of Jehovah.”:}:

Our criticism of this long array of arguments may be compressed

into the statement that in so far as these features are made to resemble

the physiognomy of later Judaism they are misconstrued and grossly

overdrawn, and that, when reduced to their true proportions, there

is absolutely nothing to be said against their Isaianic origin that

does not ultimately resolve itself into some form of the general

charge of incompatibility with the critical hypothesis. To begin

with the physical interpretation of ver. 2 a
,
even if we render in

the most realistic manner, “ the mountain of Jehovah’s house

shall be established on the top of the mountains,” the context

requires us to understand this as a mere figure of the preeminence

which the religion of Jehovah will in the latter days be recognized

* Z. A. W., i, 166. | Die Zukunftserwartung des Jcsaia, 128-130, 146-148.

t Introduction to the Book of Isaiah
,
9-15.
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to possess over all other cults. Even in postexilic times no Jew
could have possibly anticipated such a physical elevation of

Mount Zion as to make the latter visible to the most distant peo-

ples. The exaltation referred to is one that will attract the nations

and therefore must be conceived of as spiritual in kind. All that

remains, then, of the charge of grossness in the conception can at

the utmost strike the figurative embodiment of the idea, not the

idea itself
;
and it would be unfair to deny the Isaianic origin of a

prophecy for no other reason than that its poetic expression seems

to fall short of a certain standard. If we divest the thought of

its symbolic garb, it will be seen to express a universalism of the

most ideal type, having no affinity whatsoever with the offensive

traits that but too often disfigure the later Jewish expectations.*

Not the exaltation of Israel but Jehovah’s is symbolized by the

exalted site of the temple mountain and represented as that

which attracts the distant nations. Of subjection of the heathen

to Israel the prophecy contains not a word. Hackmann’s whole

contention on this point would have to rest on the single phrase,

“ the house of the God of Jacob,” which will sustain no such

weight. Equally inaccurate is it to say that the Thora for which

the nations flow to Jerusalem is priestly Thora exclusively . This

is not implied in their resorting to the temple, for the latter comes

under consideration as the dwelling-place of Jehovah, who supplies

all Thora whether by priest or by prophet, so that of the mediate

source of the Thora nothing is said here. How the importance

attributed to the temple can be out of place in the work of a

prophet who wrote ch. vi it is difficult to understand.! The charge

that no inward transformation is here required of Israel is entirely

unwarranted. If the peoples who come to Jerusalem inwardlv

appropriate the word and Thora of Jehovah to such an extent as

to forego war and submit to Him all their disputes, the same' must

be a fortiori assumed of Israel. Besides, this charge has been

rendered possible only by the violent severance of vers. 2M: from

the following context. Obviously the prophecy has been placed

where it stands for the purpose of contrasting the ideal religious

and moral condition of Israel with their actual state in the present.

The invitation, “ 0 house of Jacob, come ye and let us walk

in the light of Jehovah,” is of itself a sufficient reminder that as

yet even the chosen people do not appreciate the uniqueness of

their religion.

* Cornill, Z. A. W., iv, 88, well remarks against Stade that our prophecy

presents rather a naive way of formulating the thought of the inviolable character

and central significance of Mount Zion, than a gross perversion of this thought.

f Cf. Presbyterian and Reformed Review, viii, 459. Isaiah’s own first

message came from the temple.
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But if all these alleged difficulties vanish before an impartial

exegesis, what must be thought of the assertion that the two

main ideas of the prophecy, those of the conversion of the heathen

nations and of perpetual peace, are foreign to Isaiah’s mind and lie

far beyond his horizon, so that where they occur his authorship is

excluded ? For there can be no doubt as to the actual presence of

these two ideas here in their maturest form. Duhm’s attempt to

weaken the meaning by comparing what is here predicted with the

occasional consultation of foreign oracles in the pagan world,

whereby, of course, no abandonment of the national cult was

intended, fails to do justice to the words. As Hackmann rightly

insists, the phrase, “to walk in the paths” of a God, cannot

mean less than to adopt the service of that God
;

and, what-

ever may be one’s preference between the readings, “ all nations,”

“many peoples” (Isaiah) and “peoples,” “many nations”

(Micah), the absolute universality of Jehovah’s influence over the

heathen world is implied in the assurance that peace will prevail,

for if some nations were excluded from this sphere of influence,

these might again make war necessary.* How, then, can we prove

the possibility of such advanced ideas in the age of Isaiah ? As
for the idea of the many peoples assembling themselves against

Israel, apart from the thought of their conversion, the Isaianic

character of this is vouched for by chap. viii. 9, 10, xiv. 24-27,

xvii. 12-14, in all of which passages the strong expressions, “ far

countries,” “ the whole earth,” “ all the nations,” “ many peo-

ples,” are used. It may be further argued that Isaiah is familiar

with the thought of the future conversion of such nations as had

in his time interposed in the history of Israel (chap. xi. 10, xviii.

7, xix. 19-25), and that consequently the idea of a universal con-

version of the peoples may well have developed itself out of the

expectation of a widespread attack upon Jerusalem expressed in

the three passages just quoted. The critics have attempted to

break the force of this argument in a twofold manner. First,

they have interpreted the apparently universalistic terms of chap,

viii. 9, 10, xiv. 24-27, xvii. 12-14 in a less comprehensive sense

as applying to the various elements of which the Assyrian army

was composed, so that after all Isaiah would have had only one

distinct nation in view as the assailant of Israel, and Hosea x. 10

might be quoted as a parallel passage. And, secondly, it has

been denied that Isaiah speaks in any of the undoubtedly genuine

prophecies of the conversion of a foreign nation. In regard to the

former of these assertions, it must be admitted that the context of

the three passages speaks of the Assyrian attack upon Judah or

* Die Zukunftserwarlung des Jesaia, 128.
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Ephraim. Nevertheless, the expressions employed seem to me
too absolute to be exhausted by such a reference. For the

prophet speaks of the nations taking counsel together, and the

specific intention of Jehovah in reference to the Assyrian to break

him in His land and tread him under foot upon His mountains

(xiv. 25) is subsequently generalized to a purpose concerning “ the

whole earth” (ver. 26). In view of this the conclusion is justified

that Isaiah beheld in the predicted frustration of the Assyrian

attack upon Jerusalem a pledge of the ultimate and permanent

salvation of Israel from the world power in its largest sense. It

is not impossible that even the statement in Hosea bears this

meaning,* although this cannot be asserted with any degree of

certainty. The critics themselves have begun to perceive the

precariousness of their weakening interpretation
;
for the newest

representatives of the school, Hackmann, Stade, Nowack,f now
resort to declaring the passages in question suspicious, and that not

on any serious objective grounds, but for the simple reason of

their reference to “ many nations,” so that obviously here a degree

of a priorism has been reached which precludes all further discus-

sion. The matter at issue was the Isaianic character of the con-

ception of a world attack upon Israel. In the course of the debate

oracles are adduced of hitherto unquestioned genuineness in which

this conception appears. At first the position is taken that these

oracles speak only of the Assyrian army. Then, when this is felt

to be an unnatural exegesis, their Isaianic origin is boldly denied or

represented as doubtful, because they contain the idea of a world

attack upon Israel. All the “ weak, flimsy arguments advanced

to lend some sort of external justification to this proceeding cannot

conceal the fact that criticism is here moving in a circle.§ The
second assertion opposed to the argument formulated above is

that Isaiah nowhere mentions the conversion of a Gentile nation to

the religion of Israel. Here again the passages which speak

unambiguously are ruled out, and where a weaker interpretation

seems at all possible this is eagerly seized upon. The former

applies to chap. xi. 10, xix. 19-25, the latter to chap, xviii. 7.

ITe shall not contend here about chap, xix, because the question

* Cf. Nowack’s Handkommentar, Die kleinen Propheten
,
64, which denies tx.e

verse to the prophet on account of this universalistic implication.

t Handkommentar, Die kleinen Propheten
,
64.

+ The words are applied to Stade’s reasoning by none less than Kuenen, Hist.

Krit. Ond., ii, 40.

? We have left chap. xxix. 7 and xxxiii. 3 out of consideration here, the former

because its genuineness is to be discussed later on, the latter because it stands in

a context denied to Isaiah before the present movement in the criticism of the

prophets.

27
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of its genuineness had become a debated one, apart from its

universali stic content, on a purely historical basis. Chap. xi. 10 is

connected with the Messianic prophecy xi. 1-9, presently to be

considered, and stands or falls with the latter. But a word should

be said regarding chap, xviii. 7. Duhm and Cheyne reject this

verse, the latter, it would seem, primarily for the reason that it

represents Jerusalem as “ the centre of an empire to which the

neighboring peoples will hasten to pay tribute.” But it is unde-

niable that after its amputation the discourse of vers. 1-6 breaks

off abruptly, and some conclusion is felt to be wanting. Nor is it

easy to see why the content of ver. 7 should be classified with
“ the eschatological inventory of the later period” (Duhm). The

sense most naturally put upon the words is that under the figure of

a tribute brought to the temple they speak of the worship which

the ^Ethiopians will offer to Jehovah. So understood they do not

presuppose, as Cheyne thinks, a Messiahless Israelitish empire. It

should also be observed that, altogether apart from ver. 7, the

body of the prophecy itself contains these very significant words

(ver. 3) : “All ye inhabitants of the world, and ye dwellers on the

earth, when an ensign is lifted up on the mountains, see ye
;
and

when the trumpet is blown, hear ye !
” Would it not be rash to

assert that the prophet who thus recognized the interest of all the

world in Jehovah’s dealing with the Assyrian cannot have con-

ceived the thought of universalism ?*

The other feature deemed unnatural in a prophecy of the eighth

century is the intense longing for peace to which Isaiah ii. 4, Micah

iv. 3, 4 give expression. With the temper also of Isaiah in particu-

lar this has been pronounced inconsistent. If the latter reasoning

is to have any meaning, we must attribute to the prophet a desire

for continual war and a positive aversion to the thought of peace,

because so only could Jehovah reveal his martial character.

Somewhat more plausible appears the suggestion that the value

here ascribed to peace and the sentimental delight taken in its

blessings are best explained from the bitter experience and war-

weary spirit of postexilic Israel. But such an explanation could

lav claim to acceptance only if all points of contact for a similar

feeling in the conditions of Isaiah’s time were lacking. This is of

course far from being the case. Isaiah would have had to be alto-

gether void of pity, if in prospect of the distress to be wrought by the

repeated Assyrian invasions and deportations he could have failed

to develop an eager desire for peace. In point of fact, there are

utterances in Isaiah’s prophecies which reflect precisely such a

* Another thought in chap, xviii. 7 objected to as un-Isaianic will receive atten-

tion afterwards.
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state of mind, born from compassion with bis distressed and ravaged

people. It is sufficient to quote cbap. xxviii. 12, where the bur-

den of the prophet’s message is summed up in the words, “ Give

ye rest to the weary.’ ’ But this longing for peace is so little

exclusive of delight in the war-like deeds of Jehovah that in both

chap, ix and xi the Messiah appears in the twofold character of

a victorious warrior and a prince of peace. If the later writers

could harmonize these two aspects why not Isaiah ? We have

here, besides, the older evidence from Hosea, which we do not

have in regard to the thought of universalism. Hosea predicts

that in the future the bow and the sword and the battle shall be

broken out of the land and Israel lie down in safety (ii. 20).*

The literary evidence collected for the late origin of chap. ii.

2-4 may be passed by in silence, for Cheyne himself admits that

from the style of this passage no definite conclusion can be drawn.

Next in order comes chap. iv. 2-6, a passage in rejecting which

Duhm, Cheyne and Hackmann are unanimous. The grounds on

Avhich this verdict rests have been best summarized by the last-

mentioned critic. That the remnant in Zion shall be called holy is

said to belong to the trains of thought growing out of the post-

Ezekielian legislation
;
the idea of being written into life finds its

parallel in Mai. iii. 16, Apoc. xiii. 8 ;
the representation of the

cloud by day and the fire-illumined smoke by night to symbolize

the presence of Jehovah betrays a mind fond of Hexateuch tradi-

tion, perhaps presupposes definite eschatological theories based on

study of the Hexateuch
;
on Zion there will be in the future festal

assemblies of the blessed saiuts, while Isaiah only once makes
reference to a N”)pP and that with disapprobation

;
delight in

such assemblies is characteristic of the postexilic legislation
;
the

presence of Jehovah in the cloud is to protect from heat and rain

;

this belongs to the later expectation of miraculous workings of

nature in the realm of glory (Isa. xxv. 4, xxx. 26 ;
Joel iii

;

Zech. xiv.)f

It will be seen at a glance that all these arguments derive their

entire force either from the assumption that the priestly laws and

* To be sure, this passage also has been recently denied to Hosea by Volz, Die vor-

exilische Jahveprophelie und der 3Iessias, and by Nowaek in his Handkommentar, Die

kleinen Propheien
,
23. Nowaek’s book did not come to hand until the article pub-

lished in the April number had gone to press. In this place I can only enumerate the

passages rejected in this newest contribution to the subject, so far as they had not

fallen under the condemnation of the earlier critics and were therefore not touched

upon in my article. These are: ii. 4b
, 6, 8, 9, 10°, 12, 16-18, 20-25

;
iv. 6, 11,

14b
,
15a

;
v. 3b

;
vii. 4 ;

viii. 5b
;
ix. 9 b

;
x. 3, 5C

, 10, 13, 14b
;
xi. 9a

,
10b

, 11; xii.

4b
-7, 13, 14. Thus the critical process moves steadily onward. Volz goes_so_ far

as to speak of a Proto- and Deutero-Hosea.

t Die Zukunftserwartung des Jesaia, 20, 21.
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narratives are of late origin or from the obvious fallacy that ideas

prominent in certain periods must therefore be confined to such

periods and cannot have their roots in earlier writings. Conser-

vative -scholars will gladly accept the testimony thus borne to the

presence of legal ideas, of the signs of Hexateuch study, of Messi-

anic expectations with a strong supernaturalistic color, in a

prophecy against whose Isaianic origin not a single objection of

any weight of a historical or literary character can be raised, and

which both by its position and contents authenticates itself as the

appropriate conclusion of the undoubtedly genuine discourses in

ehaps. ii and iii. Chap. iv. 1 cannot well have been the end of the

preceding prophecy, so that the critical view necessitates the

assumption that the genuine conclusion has been lost. All the

ideas of the disputed verses stand, furthermore, in vital connec-

tion with the innermost spirit of Isaiah’s theology, as has been

pointed out by us elsewhere.* The prospect that the restored

people will glonT in the simple product of the soil forms a contrast

to the luxury of the women depicted in iii. 16-iv. 1, and

embodies the thought that Jehovah and His direct gifts alone

ought to be the pride of Israel (cf. xxviii. 5). The conception, of

the remnant in ver. 3 is Isaianic, and as to this remnant being

called “ holy,” even if this be understood in a ceremonial sense,

there is no reason to press the idea to such a formalistic extreme

as to make it inconsistent until the prophet’s ethical teaching, as,

e. (/., Duhm does, who thinks that Isaiah could not have thought

a permanent state of holiness for each individual possible or

desirable, because he looked forward to a Messianic era in which

there would be room for agriculture. And this notwithstanding

the fact that in this very prophecy the blessings of agriculture are

given the foremost place in the eschatological picture (ver. 2).

Evidently the writer had a more reasonable conception of holiness

than is imputed to him. What he thinks of is ethically condi-

tioned for it results only after Jehovah has washed away the filth

©f the daughters of Zion and purged the blood of Jerusalem (ver.

4). The manner also in which this purifying process is conceived

of, viz., by extirpation of the evil elements “ by the blast of

judgment and the blast - of burning,” is entirely in harmony with

the usual representations of Isaiah. Besides this the idea of the

holiness of the remnant is vouched for by the closing words of chap,

vi, “ the holy seed is the stock thereof,” the excision of which by

the critics is a wholly arbitrary proceeding. In general, chap, vi

reveals sufficient interest for the external embodiment ot the wor-

ship of Jehovah to cover every single feature of chap. iv. This

* Pkesbyteeiax and Reformed Review, viii, 460, 461.
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applies also to ver. 6, which even Dillmann would reject on the

ground that the pavilion against heat and storm and rain which

Zion affords cannot be meant in a literal sense, because in this

there would be nothing new, and that an allegorical allusion to the

various troubles to which man is exposed in the present world

would not be after the manner of Isaiah. But the thought is poet-

ically and figuratively expressed without being an allegory, and

involves deliverance from such discomforts of life only as interfere

with the continual worship of Jehovah. Chap, xxviii. 2, xxxii.

2, prove how natural the use of the image of storm and rain

comes to Isaiah. Finally, the idea of the predestination of the

remnant to life is not without points of analogy in Isaiah’s general

outlook, for if it be the determined purpose of Jehovah to cut

away the majority once and again in repeated judgment (vi. 13), it

is but the reverse side of this that the number of those who are

to remain till the end has been definitely fixed in his counsel. Of

the offense taken by the critics at the prominence of the miraculous

factor in the Messianic prophecies of the book of Isaiah, we shall

have occasion to speak presently.

The linguistic evidence adduced against the Isaianic authorship of

this prophecy consists in the words npfT in ver. 5,
“ canopy;”

tro in ver. 5, “to create
;

” linos, in ver. 6 “ a covert.” Of

these words the first not only stands alone in the prophecies of

Isaiah, but occurs only once besides in the entire prophetic litera-

ture (Joel ii. 16). If unique in “ reproductive prophecy,” why

should any suspicion attach to it as a hapax legomenon in Isaiah ?

N"D in the Qal species is protected by Am. iv. 13, which, as wre

have seen, there is no reason to consider late. It is entirely

unnecessarv to substitute ND and to render “Jehovah will come”
“ T

on the authority of the Septuagint * TiflD!? finally is an unob-

jectionable formation
;

that Isaiah always uses “IHD in the same

sense is true, if always may mean once or twice ;f leaving aside

xxxii. 2 (rejected by Hackmann and Cheyne), the two words are

equally frequent
;

as to its form, TiflDp stands on a line with

npnp certainly used by Isaiah, and it is here specially appropriate

because suggested by the immediately preceding use of the latter.

A further example of prophecies shifted under the influence of

the modern hypothesis from the eighth century to postexilie

* So Duhm, Wellhausen and apparently Stade (Z. A. W., iv. 149-151). The

latter finds the idea implied that Jehovah has previously left Zion, and, assuming

that this idea first arose during the exile with Ezekiel, infers from it the postexilie

origin of vers. 5, 6. But Hosea v. 15 alone proves the much earlier origin of this

thought and shows how it might naturally associate itself in the mind of any

prophet with that of the future captivity.

t Chap, xxviii. 27.
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times is furnished by the recent treatment of chap. viii. 23-ix. 6 ;

xi. 1-9. This introduces a subject which more than any other

promises to become in the immediate future the question brulante of

the Biblico-theological discussion of prophecy. How the Mes-

sianic prediction in its wide impersonal sense can no longer find

room in the reconstructed Amos and Hosea has been shown in our

previous article. This very fact, however, seemed at first but

calculated to increase in the ciitical estimate Isaiah’s share in the

development of Messianic prophecy, inasmuch as now not only

the remarkable personal definiteness assumed by it in his book,

but the very first conception of the Messianic ideal itself had

to be attributed to him. Perhaps the strain thus put on the

productivity of one writer was too great to be borne
;

for the

elimination of this element from Amos and Hosea had been scarcely

completed when voices began to be heard in defense of the thesis

that in Isaiah also the Messiah is not original, but the creature of

those unknown later writers whose work has become so curiously

interwoven with the genuine discourses of the eighth-century

prophet. Smend, while not yet going to the extreme of denying

the genuineness of viii. 23-ix. 6 and xi. 1-9, had already been

compelled to minimize the importance of these passages and of the

Messianic idea for Isaiah’s teaching, and to explain the partial

disappearance of the Messiah’s figure from later prophecy on the

ground of its accidental and temporary significance.* It could

easily be foreseen that wdiat was thus declared accidental would

soon be judged foreign to the prophet’s mind
;
and this position has

been actually taken by Hackmann and Cheyne, although by the lat-

ter with some hesitancy. Marti, in adopting Hackmann’ s conclusions,

has gone so far as to declare that the prophets until the time of

Heutero-Isaiah (i. e., toward the close of the exile) knew nothing

of a Messiah. And last of all we have a monograph of Yolz on

the subject of Preexilic Jahwe-prophecy and the Messiah in their

Mutual Relations (1897), in which an attempt is made to prove

the following three theses : (1) that the Messianic idea is foreign

to the spirit of preexilic prophetism
; (2) that in the writings of

the preexilic prophets from Amos until Ezekiel (exclusive) there

is not a single Messianic passage
; (3) that the Messianic expecta-

tion as found in Ezekiel is not the natural product of preexilic

prophecy in its original purity, but the offspring of a union upon

which the latter has entered with a totally heterogeneous tendency .f

In reviewing the arguments by which the elimination of an

* Alttestamentliche Religionsgeschichte, 222.

f Volz’s treatise is known to me only from its review by Kroetzsclimar in the

Theologische Lileraturzeitung, No. 26, 1897.
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element hitherto considered of so great importance in the theology

of Isaiah is defended, we shall again have to distinguish between

the a priori ones and those derived from the historical or literary

phenomena of the prophecies themselves. The former need only

to be stated and to have their true character and tendency pointed

out
;

the latter require examination in detail.

The d priori Biblico-theological attack upon the Messianic

prophecies proceeds along two lines, the one represented by Hack-

mann, the other by Volz. Hackmann has devoted an extensive

discussion to the three passages, ii. 2-4, viii. 23-ix. 6 ;
xi. 1-9,

which he groups together by reason of their internal resemblance.

He condenses his estimate of them into the statement that they

are “absolute delineations of the future,” meaning thereby that

they appear detached from the historical basis of Isaiah’s present

and move in a distant time as in a newly discovered fabulous

country.* Though this is incorrect if taken as a denial of every

point of contact between these prophecies and the historical situa-

tion in Isaiah’s time, yet it not inaptly characterizes what is at

once the most striking feature of the passages in question and the

ground of their rejection by Hackmann and his fellow-critics. It

is with the element of the supernatural in its most developed form

that the critical theory comes into conflict here. The prophets are

supposed to be bounded by the horizon of their own age and envi-

ronment; the personal Messiah, as depicted by Isaiah, transcends

these limits and moves upon the field of history against a back-

ground of eternity. Still further to the modem school the prophets

stand for righteousness and conversion by acts of free will
;

the

personal Messiah is felt to stand for the realization of a new order

of things by miraculous subethical acts and processes. It is plain

that, apart from the general anti-supernaturalistic animus, the

one-sidedly ethical conception of prophetism in general and of

Isaiah in particular here biases the critical judgment. The

prophet, as the moderns delight to paint him, is so entirely

absorbed in the one idea of righteousness, his great discovery and

gift to the world, that it must be impossible for him not ordv to

describe the future from any other motive than that of making

it the embodiment of his ethical aspirations, but likewise to

expect the realization of such a future in any other way than as

brought about by the voluntary conversion of Israel. Hence it is

not enough that Isa. ix. 6 makes provision for the upholding of

David’s kingdom with judgment and righteousness, or Isa. xi. 3-5

for the righteous treatment of the poor and weak of the land : in

order to accredit themselves as genuine Isaianic oracles these

* Die Zukunftserwartung des Jesaia, 126 .
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prophecies would have to guarantee expressly that ethical pro-

cesses only will he used to accomplish this end. Righteousness and

judgment as supernatural gifts conferred upon the Messiah by

the Spirit and miraculously established by Him—this is the cen-

tral thought of these passages and precisely this it is that the

advanced critics find inconsistent with the “ genuinely ethical con-

ception of Isaiah.” The modern hypothesis has been charged

with making the prophets preach the doctrine of salvation by
works. It might perhaps be added that it represents them as

Pelagians in their conception of free will. If some of its represen-

tations are correct, the prophet belonged to those who consider

regeneration an immoral process* And yet, looked at from a

purely historical standpoint, what was more natural than that one

so deeply convinced as Isaiah of the inefficacy of the mere moral

suasion of the divine Word should have expected from a mysteri-

ous miraculous power the transformation of present conditions ?

To be sure, Ilackmann and Cheyne try to make a distinction

between the preternatural and the supernatural, and think that

the conditions described in xi. 6-9 belong to the former category.

But the distinction is obviously a modern and subjective one.

Whether such things as the peace established between the wolf

and the lamb, and the straw-eating of the ox, and the playing of

the child with the asp and basilisk be considered preternatural or

the restoration of nature to its normal original state, depends of

course on the theological or philosophical premises from which the

question is approached. Isaiah’s views on this point must have

differed greatly from those of a believer in the modern doctrine

of evolution.

Along a different line, though' not from a different point of

departure, Volz makes his attack upon preexilic Messianic proph-

ecy. Its political externalism, particularistic national character,

and the manner in which it places the human king in the fore-

ground, constitute to his view so many aspects in which it is in

direct antagonism to the true spirit of original prophetism. The

Messiah is, he claims, in the extant Messianic prophecies, a purely

political and scarcely at all a religious factor, his function being

the twofold one of upholding internal order among Israel and of

representing the nation externally in victorious war. Preexilic

prophecy, on the other hand, is almost exclusively a prophecy of

judgment
;
and if occasionally, a better future is held in prospect, not

its external side but its ethical and religious blessings are dwelt

upon. ' Further, the Messianic idea nowhere enters into an organic

union - with the thought of universalism
;

neither among Israel

* Cf. Smend, A lit. Religionsgeschichte, 307.
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nor among the nations does the Messiah appear as the Mediator

of the one true religion
;
whereas ancient prophecy tended by its

very nature toward ethico-religious universalism. Finally, the

prophets condemned not merely the empirical kingdom as it existed

in their day, but opposed the institution of the kingdom on prin-

ciple. This renders it improbable that they should have looked

forward to a final political organization of Israel with a king

at its head, the more so since the figure of the earthly king

was bound to force Jehovah into the background in the popular

consciousness.*

Severe strictures can be made on the accuracy of this charac-

terization of the Messiah and of His work as a part of the pro-

phetic eschatology. He is by no means a political and external

factor after the manner here represented. Both the religious

character of His official equipment and the religious spirit in which

He discharges His functions are strongly emphasized in chap. xi.

2, 3. The spirit of the fear of Jehbvah will rest upon him and

his delight shall be in the fear of Jehovah. And when it is said in

ver. 9 that all hurting and destroying shall cease on God’s holy

mountain, because the land shall be full of the knowledge of Jeho-

vah, the prophet evidently thinks of the Messiah as the one who

by His activity brings about this perfect state of affairs. It is far

from true, therefore, that no more is ascribed to Him than the

maintenance of internal order among Israel and the victorious

leadership of the people in war
;
He is as much the embodiment

and Mediator of the prophetic ideal of religion as lie is the repre-

sentative of the prophetic ideal of righteousness. In regard to the

alleged absence of connection between the Messiah’s work and the

extension of the true religion to the Gentiles, it must be admitted

that in chap. viii. 23-ix. 6, owing to the concrete events from

which the prophecy is by way of contrast developed (viii. 23),

the thought of universalism does not stand in the foreground.

But even here the spirit of the discourse as a whole is rather

favorable than indifferent to this idea. The increase of the Mes-

siah’s government and the peace without end present, to say the

least, a side of the prophec}r to which a further development

of the Messianic hope in a universalistic direction might easily attach

itself. As to the companion prophecy in chap. xi. 1-9, even if the

verse immediately following did not supplement its statements by

the most explicit promise that the root of Jesse will stand for an

ensign to the peoples and be sought by the nations, it is scarcely

* This last point is mentioned by Cheyne also : “The divine king in his glory so

filled the thoughts and imagination of Isaiah that there seems no room for any

earthly king.”
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conceivable that the author intended to confine the regeneration of

the world of nature and of men here depicted to the land of

Israel. What would internal peace in both respects signify if

from the outside the danger of invasion continued to threaten ?

The whole description suggests a change of conditions on a cosmi-

cal scale, although, of course, the prophet's main interest centres

in his own land, Jehovah's holy mountain. And what value after

all can be attached to this argument from the absence of a pro-

nounced universalism, if we observe that from one quarter chap,

ii. 2-4 are declared out of place in the eighth century chiefly on

account of its universalistic content, whilst from another quarter

of the same camp all the Messianic prophecies are declared out

of place in that early period for the precisely opposite reason that

they lack the spirit of universalism ? Surely here the critics are

divided against themselves. The suggestion finally that the atti-

tude of prophecy toward the kingdom in general, and the promi-

nence of the kingship of JehOVah in Isaiah's mind in particular,

render such an idealization of the human kingship as these pas-

sages contain improbable,* is entirely unwarranted. Hosea is the

only prophet to whom with any show of evidence an unfavorable

opinion of the kingdoiu as such could be attributed, and even in

his ease we have found it necessary to exclude from this judgment

the kingdom of' David. In the other prophets, however often indi-

vidual kings may be attacked, there is no trace of polemic against

the institution of the kingdom. As to Isaiah, chap. i. 21, 26,

prove that for him the Davidic reign constitutes the ideal past in

which the human kingship was the approximately perfect instru-

ment of Jehovah's rule, and this is further confirmed by the hon-

orable conception of the Davidic kingdom in its relation to the

sanctuary which finds expression in chap. xxix. 1, no matter

whether we accept the ordinary rendering, “ city where David

encamped,” or that of the Septuagint, -oh? 5jv i-oU/^os J auid, a ques-

tion to which shall we have occasion to return later. + In no wise

could Isaiah have feared that his picture of the Messianic king

would force Jehovah into the background. The M,essiali of these

prophecies is lifted so high above ordinary earthly limitations, is

himself so much a figure of supernatural appearance and is repre-

sented as so absolutely under the control of Jehovah’s Spirit, that

everv thought of his supplanting Jehovah is from the outset

excluded.

Notwithstanding these restrictions, however, there is a sense in

*-Stade thinks differently on this point Z. A. IF., i, 95, Note.

t Cf. also chap, xxxii. 1, although the genuineness of this prophecy is doubted

by many critics.
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which the Messiah remains a thoroughly national figure, and

in so far the critics are guided by a correct instinct in denying him

a place in their interpretation of the early prophets. Eadical as

the opinions of Hackmann and Yolz may seem, those who have

intelligently watched the principles and tendencies of modern criti-

cism will not be greatly startled at their avowal. The wonder is

rather that the}- have not found expression and adherence before.

From the beginning the new conception of prophetism has borne

within itself an unsolved antinomy. In behalf of the theory of

development, the ethical teaching of the eighth-century prophets

had to be differentiated as much as possible from the preceding

stage of Jahvism. The point of difference was accordingly found in

this, that Amos and Hosea, by announcing the destruction of Israel

for its sins, sacrificed the national element in the ancient religion,

which had hitherto been supreme, to the ethical element, which

from its formerly subordinate place was now raised to a central

commanding position. Together with the anticipated dissolution

of the state, the old Jehovah with Ilis morally indifferent

favoritism for one people is believed to have disappeared,

and a new Jehovah with the one attribute of strict righteousness

exercised without partiality to have taken His place. Now it is

easy to see that on such a view of the divine nature as is here

ascribed to the evolving prophetic consciousness, no room remains

for any vigorous national hopes or aspirations. Had the represen-

tatives of the new prophecy continued to be ardent patriots and

to expect special favors for their own people, they would by doing

so have denied their newly acquired conviction of Jehovah’s

exclusively ethical character. The latter had been born out of

the surrender of the national idea, and therefore could not be

naively associated with it any longer. It is true the first advo-

cates of the new hypothesis went on in the old manner and placed

the two elements of nationalism and ethical absolutism side by
side in their interpretation of the prophetic teaching

;
but they did

not explain their consistency.* And it was unavoidable that in

course of time the inner disharmony of the two should make itself

felt to the critics, and that, once felt, its removal should be

attempted by toning down those features that bear witness to the

intensely national spirit of the prophetic faith. Some of these

features might be possibly accounted for by the lingering influence

of the old popular Jahvism, from which even the prophets had not

entirely emancipated themselves. In view of the assumed evolu-

tion of the ethical idea of God, in sharp antithesis to the national

claims of Israel on Jehovah, even this will scarcely seem plausible.

* e. g., Kuenen, National Religions and Universal Religions, 113 seq.
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But liow much greater becomes the difficulty if, far from being

such a mere relic of an outgrown stage of belief, the national ele-

ment in the prophetic consciousness proves to have been vigorous

enough to create the entirely new figure of a personal Messiah

with all the wealth of patriotic hopes it stands for. It is this

that renders the conflict between the Messianic expectation and

the modern view of prophetism acute, and leaves no other escape

open for the latter than the bold denial of the genuineness of all

personal Messianic passages in the preexilic prophets.

While the presence of the Messianic element in the eighth-cen-

tury prophets is driving the critics into these revolutionary meth-

ods, it may furnish us with the basis for a strong argument in

defense of the old position. The prophecies of Isaiah and Micah

show the national Messianic expectations and the ethical ideal

closely wedded. This justifies the conclusion that these are not,

as the new hypothesis represents it, two mutually exclusive prin-

ciples, marking by their successive ascendency two distinct stages

of religious evolution among Israel. If in the prophetic mind

they existed side by side without detriment to the high ethical

tone of its teaching, there is no valid reason for denying that such

was the case in the preprophetic period also. The prevalence of

the idea of a special bond between Jehovah and Israel in the

ancient times no longer proves the non-existence of belief in his

absolute righteousness. The ethical Jahvism forms no antithesis

to the national Jahvism, and its birth cannot be explained from the

death of the latter.

We now proceed to examine the historical and contextual argu-

ments which are said to favor the excision of chaps, viii. 23-ix. 6

and xi. 1-y from the genuine work of Isaiah. Both prophecies, it

is claimed, lack the necessary contact with the historical situation

in the prophet’s time, such as is found in all critically unsuspected

pieces. This, of course, cannot mean that the two prophecies in

question, simply because they have for their background the captiv-

ity and the fall of the Davidic house lie beyond Isaiah’s historical

horizon. For even Hackmann, while believing that in the earliest

discourses of our prophet no destruction of Judah is anticipated,

yet admits that soon after the Syro-Ephraimitic war a thorough-

going judgment was threatened by Isaiah against the southern

kingdom. Now, in so far as the fall of the royal house was neces-

sarily involved in the general catastrophe, there is bv common
consent not a single element here wherewith the prophet was not

perfectly familiar. What is meant is rather this, that in the

prophecies before us the writer fails to approach these facts'of the

overthrow of David’s kingdom, of a protracted foreign oppression
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and the subsequent restoration in the manner in which Isaiah is ac-

customed to do this, viz., starting from a definite basis of concrete

contemporary events
;
that oblivious of the present he plunges into

the future, and by so doing betrays his later standpoint. Strangely

enough it would seem to the ordinary reader as if quite the oppo-

site were true. In chap. viii. 23 b
,
the prophecy opens with a refer-

ence to the affliction of the northeastern regions of Palestine by
Tiglath-Pilesar, than which no other eveDt can have made a deeper

impression on Isaiah’s mind during the earlier half of his min-

istry. Iu chap. xi. 1, the point of departure is furnished by the

contrast between the mighty forest of the Assyrian army, whose

trees Jehovah will hew down, and the shoot that is to come forth

from the stock of Jesse
;
so that the vision of the future would

again seem to unfold itself with perfect naturalness from the con-

ditions of the immediate present. How then is it possible for the

critics to speak of prophecies detached from Isaiah’s historical

situation ? The solution lies in this, that Hackmann and Cheyn'e

both consider viii. 23b and x. 33, 34, editorial insertions prefixed

to the Messianic passages to produce an artificial adjustment of

the latter to Isaiah’s standpoint. In other words, these critics first

themselves create by their divisive treatment of the text that lack

of historic connection with Isaiah’s time on which they afterwards

rely to prove the late origin of our prophecies. It is true, Ilack-

mann endeavors at length to justify this proceeding by contending

that viii. 23 b does not fit into the terms of ix. 1-6, because the

regions there mentioned belong to northern Israel, whereas the

expected hero is to sit on the throne of David, and because the

thought of a reunion of the two kingdoms could not be so simpty

presupposed. In his view, then, a connection indeed exists, but it

is too clumsy to be thought of for a moment as made by Isaiah.

On the soundness of this judgment ultimately rests the whole weight

of Hackmann’s argument and in its last anatysis it appears to be a

judgment based not on historical but on logical or {esthetic

grounds. Are we then so thoroughly familiar, it may be asked,

with the mental processes of these ancient seers that we may deter-

mine off-hand that their thought cannot have moved in this or that

manner, because to us it appears a fanciful or mysterious manner?

Are the prophets to be modernized altogether in their mode of

thinking as well as in their ethical teaching ? Would it not be

better to form in an inductive way our opinion as to what the

prophetic consciousness is capable of in the matter of combina-

tion or perspective ? If the discourse here in one bold leap pro-

ects itself from the first stage of the Assyrian judgment into the

final deliverance of the Messianic era without touching ground at
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any intermediate point, and if analogies for sucli a movement can

be adduced from other prophecies, ought we not to think twice

before deciding that this transition of thought is a psychological

impossibility? Chaps, viii. 1-10, xvii. 1-8, 9-14 and xxviii. 1-6

are of essentially the same character, and the belief that in each

of these cases Isaiah himself is responsible for the combination

keeps in closer touch with the facts than the view that he cannot

have executed such a tour de force
,
and that therefore a redactor

must shoulder the responsibility. Nor need we entirely despair of

making the process more or less intelligible to ourselves. Isaiah,

it should be remembered, even before the Svro-Ephraimitic crisis,

viewed the coming judgment as an organic whole, the successive

phases of which were to grow one out of the other. A perspec-

tive of this kind must have considerably facilitated the linking

together of the two extreme parts of the whole process. In the

calamities that befell the northeastern regions the prophet undoubt-

edly beheld the first installment of a judgment that would not

stop until all but a few had been consumed, the beginning as it

were of the end. In point of fact, the whole preceding context

represents Ephraim and Judah as equally involved in what is

impending, Jehovah becoming a stone of stumbling and a rock of

offense to both the houses of Israel (viii. 14). It required no large

stretch of the imagination, therefore, to pass from the vision of the

depopulated and ravaged ‘ 1 district of the nations ’
’ to the more

comprehensive scene of the entire people walking in darkness and

dwelling in the land of the shadow of death.* We caunot

require that the prophet should have explicitly mentioned the

destruction of the remainder of Ephraim and the destruction of

Judah, for these two he had not yet witnessed in their concrete-

ness
;

it was natural for him to mention only those three items of

which the first was given as a matter of experience, the second as

the goal of the judgment, the third as the ultimate object of faith.

And if it should be further asked, why viii. 23 b confines the

dawning of the great light to the regions mentioned, whilst the

darkness spoken of in ix. 1 covers the whole people, our answer

is 'that this must be explained from the strongly imaginative char-

acter of the discourse. The prophet, seeing the vision of the peo-

ple restored and victorious rise in contrast with the scene ol

* Hackmanu rightly maintains that the words of ver. 1,
“ to walk in darkness,”

“to sit in the land of the shadow of death,” must refer to a more protracted

oppression than either the Syro-Ephraimitic attack or the campaign of Sennache-

rib can have occasioned to the Judeans. It is most natural to understand them of

the captivity, but then of such a captivity as was associated in thought with one

country. From the later post-exilic standpoint when the Jews were widely dis-

persed in several countries the expressions would be less natural.
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desolation that had just swept by,* first fastens his eye on those

parts of northeastern Palestine on which the first stroke of judg-

ment had descended and which it was but natural should be

thought of as first witnessing the reversal of Israel’s fortunes.

There is no need to say with Dillmann that these sections of the

country are representative of the whole, for obviously the prophecy

is not conceived in the fixed forms of sober reflection
;

it partakes

throughout of the nature of a veritable vision in which the attention

is first held by a single point and then takes in a wider compass.

The difficulty that the reunion of the two kingdoms was too

important a thought to be incidentally presupposed is solved on

the same principle. From Isaiah’s historical standpoint as occu-

pied at the opening of the prophecy this thought would indeed

have required explicit assertion, for to it Ephraim and Judah were

still separately existing. But the idea of their reunion under the

one Messianic king is not introduced until the prophet’s imagina-

tion has advanced to where the exiled people of the two kingdoms

stand before him, no longer divided, but united in their common
misery. Admitting that such a prospect was possible to Isaiah,

and that he expected a restoration beyond it, who will assert that

he cannot have simply taken the healing of the old breach for

granted without expending a word upon it ? A silent assumption

of the fact was the most natural thing under the circumstances.

Besides, if Hosea ii. 1-8, iii. 5, are genuine, which we have found

no sufficient reason to doubt, the idea of a reunited Israel must

have been familiar to both the prophet and his hearers.

The argument for the detached character of xi. 1-9 is even less

conclusive than the one just examined. To be sure, we must again

agree with Hackmann in his interpretation of the phrase

as implying the cessation of the Davidic dynasty, and in

his general view that the deliverance wrought by the Messiah

comes after a protracted period of oppression and not in a mo-

mentary crisis of Judah’s history. There is no place for the

things here described in Isaiah’s immediate present
;

the

prophecy is not “ zeitgeschichtlich ” in this sense. But we must

disagree when Hackmann proceeds to build upon this the further

opinion that thus understood the vision loses all contact with con-

* It cannot be denied that the meaning of viii. 21, 22, 23a
is rather obscure, but

in itself this furnishes no reason for denying the connection between these verses

and viii. 23b and is. 1-6. All that the critics have been able to do is to make viii.

21-23, a some of them including 20b
,
a torso lacking both beginning and end. This

is an easy but purely arbitrary manner of removing the difficulty. Inasmuch as

the figure of the darkness and light in ix. 1 seems to point back to the use of the

same figure in viii. 22, it is safer, notwithstanding the obscurity of the text, to

assume the continuity of the discourse.
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temporary history, ceases to be “ zeitgeschichtlich ” as to its point

of departure. True, if xi. 1-9 are taken by themselves, it

must seem strange that the prophet should suddenly confront us,

and that by mere implication, with the momentous fact of the fall

of the Davidic dynasty, an event not predicted on any previous

occasion except in so far as it was included in the general judgment

on Judah. But this difficulty arises wholly from the unwillingness

of Hackmann and others to read xi. 1-9 continuously with x. 28-

34. The obvious connection of these two passages explains what

suggested to Isaiah the figure of “ the stock of Jesse,” and why
it is introduced without the preparatory statement that the tree of

David’s dynasty will be hewn down. The insertion of every such

intermediate thought would have spoiled the highly effective con-

trast between the lopping oft* of the boughs of the Assyrian forest

and the raising of the new shoot from the stock of Jesse. Consid-

ering that the idea of the fall of the Davidic house is admitted by
all to have lain in the background of Isaiah’s consciousness, the

only question is whether for rhetorical reasons he could for once let

it enter his discourse in this indirect manner and overlook the fact

of his having never formally announced it before. This question

we venture to answer in the affirmative. It may be further asked,

however, whether the rhetorical contrast in question is logically

conceivable, whether the thought of the humiliation of Assyria's

pride can have been connected in the prophet’s mind with the

idea of a Messianic restoration separated from the latter by a long-

interval of continuous judgment. It may be claimed and has

been claimed, that if Isaiah foresaw the destruction of Assyria he

cannot at the same time have expected the ruin of Judah and

vice versa .* To this we answer that the prophet need not have

* The limits of this article do not permit us to discuss the modern notion of

varying and in important respects even contradictory “ Zukunftsbilder” in the

prophecies of Isaiah. Guthe distinguishes two of these, Giesebrecht even three.

According to the former of these critics, Isaiah first expected the destruction of

both Ephraim and Judah, the fall of the kingdom, a long period of captivity and

after that the Messianic deliverance. This eschatological programme is believed

to date from about 734, the time of the Syro-Ephraimitic war. Later, after about

724, the prophet was led by the course of events to modify his expectations in two

particulars : 1. He now believed that the judgment -would stop short of the fall of

Jerusalem and that the Assyrian while besieging the city would be destroyed by

Jehovah. 2. He placed the new era immediately after this deliverance in conse-

quence of which the figure of the Messiah dropped out of his programme, because,

if the present dynasty remained, there was no need for a new ruler and the work

first ascribed to him. Giesebrecht inserts between these two programmes an inter-

mediate one in which he assumes the prophet to have expected the conversion of

Judah entire after the judgment on Samaria and which he finds represented in

such utterances as x. 20, 21, xxviii. 1-6, where “the remnant ”=Judah. Hack-

mann, while successfully refuting the schemes of Guthe and Giesebrecht, proposes
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thought of the defeat of Assyria as precluding further punishment

of Judah. The analogy of other prophecies in which, as

already observed, he passes from the contemplation of one particu-

lar stage of the judgment to the ultimate restoration, overleaping

all intermediate events, leads us to conclude that in this case also

he could regard the provisional deliverance connected with God’s

punishment ot the Assyrian as a prophecy and pledge of the final

Messianic salvation, though fully aware all the time that new and

repeated judgments issuing into a prolonged captivity would inter-

vene. There is no difficulty inherent in the thought, therefore,

which would compel us to modify our belief in the continuity of

the discourse, so far as chap. x. 33-xi. 9 are concerned. But Cheyne

thinks he has a valid reason in what precedes for dismembering

the context. He considers such the incongruity of the two figures of

the Assyrian army advancing against Jerusalem and spreading

terror everywhere, and of the lopping down of the forest by
Jehovah. “ Can Isaiah have imagined an army planting itself

on a sudden like trees ?” he asks
;
and, answering this in the nega-

tive, concludes that x. 28-32 is Isaiah’s, 33, 34 the redactor’s, xi.

1-9 postexilic. It is impossible to meet this argument because it

is based entirely on a subjective opinion in regard to certain canons

of taste to which the prophet is required to conform in the choice and

combination of his figures. 'We are convinced that the application

of modern artistic standards to the work of Hebrew prophets is

an unhistorical and therefore critically unsafe proceeding. It may
be questioned whether the use of metaphor in the passage before

us is essentially bolder than that in the undoubtedly genuine

prophecy of chap, xviii. 3-6, where first Jehovah appears making-

martial preparations against the Assyrian, then the latter’s destruc-

tion is represented under the figure of the lopping off of branches

and tendrils, and lastly the fallen enemies are pictured as being eaten

by wild beasts.

a new one of his own in which he makes out a rectilinear development of the

prophet’s expectations. But the consistency of Hackmann’s scheme is obtained

by two radical measures : 1. The reference of Isaiah’s early prophecies of judgment

to the northern kingdom exclusively. 2. The denial of the genuineness of every

prophecy which bases on the defeat of the Assyrian hopes for the salvation of

Judah. Both positions seem to me untenable, as I hope to show in detail on a

future occasion. Guthe and Giesebrecht do not deny the genuineness of the Mes-

sianic prophecy in chap, xi, but only the possibility of its contemporaneousness with

the outlook of chap. x. Nevertheless their detachment of chap. xi. 1-9 from

what precedes seriously weakens the defense of its Isaianic origin against such

critics as Hackmann and Cheyne, because it favors the contention of the latter that

the prophecy lacks contact with Isaiah’s historical situation. For this reason it

was necessary to point out briefly how in our view the consistency and contempora-

neousness of the two view-points in chaps, x and xi respectively can he main-

tained.

28
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There would seem to be the less reason for Hackmann to deny

the possibility of connection between chap, s and xi. 1-9, since he

makes chap, x, or, speaking more accurately, those parts of it

which he considers genuine (vers. 5-19, 28-82) refer to a destruc-

tion of the Assyrian army which was to follow the conquest of

Judah and Jerusalem, so that nothing is implied which would inter-

fere with the full execution of the judgment threatened against the

southern kingdom. We do not believe this exegesis to be correct

;

indeed, we consider it one of the most vulnerable points in Hack-

mann' s entire construction. But assuming it to be correct, vers.

83, 84 must on this view be admitted to harmonize perfectly with

the genuine parts of the chapter, because they convey no intima-

tion that Assyria’s defeat will involve any direct favorable conse-

quences for Judah. And, still further, on this interpretation,

Isaiah could, even more easily than on our view, have linked

together the cutting down of the Assyrian forest and the coming

forth of the shoot from the stock of Jesse, because no other events

were expected to come between, the sequence being
: (1) Destruc-

tion of Judah and Jerusalem with the cessation of David’s king-

dom
: (2) defeat of the Assyrian power

; (3) Messianic restoration*

Hackmann still further claims that the tenor of these prophecies

does not agree with Isaiah's outlook into the future as known from

chap. i. 26 and xxxii. 15-20. These passages, he thinks, prove

that the programme of what was to come after the judgment was

extremely simple ; in fact, involved nothing more than the two items

of a purified people and a state of society in which righteousness and

judgment would be firmly established. There is, however, nothing-

in chaps, ix and xi inconsistent with this simpler hope
;
nay, its

realization is expressly guaranteed by the character of the Mes-

siah’s rule. Nor is it advisable to determine from one set of

passages the limits beyond which other passages should not go in

elaborateness of description. If one were to judge from the major-

ity of what Hackmann calls “the historically fixed prophecies,”

i. e., those that can be assigned to a definite date and occasion, he

miirht easily infer that Isaiah’s horizon was bounded by the judg-

ment and did not include any better future at all. Such a conclu-

sion would be equally justified as the conclusion that the wonderful

pictures of chaps, ix and xi cannot be by the same hand that drew

the bare outlines of chap. i. 26.

Two more considerations adduced by Hackmann must briefly

* Cheyne is non-committal in regard to the question whether vers. 28-32 are

intended to lead up to the climax that Jerusalem will be taken or to the anti-

climax that the invader will be laid low. The whole structure of the description

seems to us to speak in favor of the latter view, and is so far in favor of the Isaianie

authorship also of vers. 33, 34.
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be noted here. The alleged absence of the Messianic figure in the

later prophecies of Isaiah is made to tell against its Isaianic

origin in chaps, ix and xi. This brings us face to face with the

question already touched upon above, whether there actually was

a continuous later period during which Isaiah dropped the personal

Messiah, if not from his personal expectations, at least from his

public expression of the same, and if so, wherein lies the explana-

tion of this fact. This question is greatly complicated by its inter-

dependence with the chronological problems of Isaiah-criticism.

Several views may be held on the subject
: (1) It is possible to

assign chap. xi. 1-9, together with the whole context of which it

forms part (chaps, x. 5-xii. 6), to about the same date as the later

eschatological prophecies in chaps, xxviii-xxxi. In this case the

two would be mutually supplementary
;
chap. xi. 1-9 would be to

the Sanherib discourses what viii. 23-ix. 1-6 are for those con-

nected with the Syro-Ephraimitic war, and in both the figure of

the Messiah would be equally prominent (so Driver, Jntrod., p.

200). (2) Dillmann places chaps, xxviii-xxxi in the year* 726-

722, and chap. xi. 1-9 in the first years of Sargou (until 716-715).

If this could be accepted it would yield direct evidence that the

prophet did not mean to abandon by the discourses of chap,

xxviii-xxxi the idea of a personal Messiah, since he reaffirmed it

several years later. But the trend of modern opinion is against

such an early date for the prophecies of chaps, xxviii-xxxi. And,

apart from this, the problem would remain how Isaiah could pre-

serve silence during this long interval of almost twenty years on

this important feature, especially when meanwhile uttering dis-

courses so vitally connected with it as those in chaps, xxviii-xxxi.

(3) Placing chaps, xxviii-xxxi about the year 702, and the

prophecies in chaps, ix and xi at a much earlier date in the

prophet's ministry, we may seek an explanation for the disappear-

ance of the Messiah from those later discourses. The explanation

usually offered is that the Messianic descendant of David of chaps

ix and xi stood for Isaiah in contrast with Ahaz, the unworthy

occupant of David’s throne, hence is made prominent in the

prophecies belonging to the reign of this king, but recedes into

the background during the reign of Hezekiah. It has been

observed that the denunciatory discourses of chaps, xxviii-xxxi are

not directed against the king, but against the Judean grandees and

politicians, and this may be interpreted as reflecting a favorable

opinion on Hezekiah, and in so far as confirmatory of the above

explanation. With Guthe and others this view forms a part of the

theory above stated, ascribing a second “ Zukunftsbild ” to Isaiah.

But even apart from its connection •with this theory, which is not
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essential to it, serious objections arise. As we have seen, chap. xi.

1-9 cannot be separated from chap, x, and chap. x. 11 carries ns

be}Tond 722. How then can we bring xi. 1-9 to the reign of

Ahaz, unless we adopt the view that Hezekiah’s accession did not

occur until 715 ? Furthermore there are two passages certainly

belonging to the reign of Hezekiah in which the Messiah is

after all introduced again. These are xxxii. 1 and xxxiii. 17.

Some would make the expressions, “a king,” “princes” (an-

arthrous) refer to the future magistrates in the abstract, but the

personal Messianic sense seems more natural. The pros and con-

tras of the various views stated cannot, of course, be exhaustively

discussed here. Driver’s opinion seems to us to have most in its

favor and to be least open to objections. All we aim at is to show

how little weight can be attached, in view of so many opposing

possibilities, to Hackmann’s claim that the contents of the later

discourses are unfavorable to the genuineness of the Messianic

prophecies in chaps, ix and xi.

The alleged silence of later prophecy until the time of Ezra, by

which Hackmann finds his conclusions confirmed, cannot count for

much. Even if proven there would be nothing more strange in

this than there must be from the critical standpoint in the diver-

sity of Messianic expectations, some with, some without a per-

sonal Messiah, ascribed to postexilic writers. Why, if the author

or authors of chap. ix. 1-6 and xi. 1-9 wrote before the date of

the so-called Trito-Isaiah as Hackmann assumes, is there no trace

of their Davidic Messiah in Joel or Isa. xxiv-xxvii ? Slavish

adherence to older models can on neither view be attributed to

the prophetic writers, whether we place them before or after

the exile. Even within the limits of the same prophet there is

freedom in the choice of forms under which the Messianic future

is depicted.* In point of fact, however, there are unmistakable

references in later preexilic prophets to Isaiah’s Messiah. Jere-

miah xxiii. 5, promises the raising up of a righteous branch unto

David who will execute judgment and justice in the land, and the

term “ branch ” cannot be understood here, as Hackmann thinks,

in a collective sense.f The allusion to Isa. ix. 6 is plain. Ezek.

xxi. 32, xxxiv. 23 seq., xxxvii. 24, must be judged of similarly.

This much only is true, that in Jeremiah and Ezekiel the Messi-

anic king does not occupy the central place in their prophecies of

the restoration which he occupies in Isaiah. The reason for this

is possibly to be sought in the insignificance of the later kings

* Ci. Jer. iii. 15 and xxiii. 4 with xxiii. 5, xxxiii. 15.

t Cf. Giesebrecht, Das Buck Jeremia
,
in loco; of the other passage, xxxiii. 15, the

genuineness is denied by several critics.
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after Josiali as factors in the historical development, as has been

pointed out by Riehm.*

The linguistic indications of a late origin found by Hackmann
in the two prophecies are confined to ten words. Cheyne himself,

however, while repeating and supplementing this list, gives warn-

ing to proceed cautiously and questions the conclusive character of

five out of the ten. No doubt the list might be sifted still further.

Over against such doubtful phenomena, one may well urge the

unplausibility of crediting some unknown author of the postexilic

period with what has been universally and justly regarded as the

highest flight of prophetic eloquence.f

Princeton. Geerhardus Yos.

* Die Messianische Weissagung (2d ed.), 138-140.

t The occurrence of an isolated Aramaic loan-word, especially of a military term

like jkp, “ soldier’s boot, ” is easily explained in view of Isa. xxxvi. 11. Cf. also

Cheyne in the Introduction to Robertson Smith’s The Prophets of Israel (new ed.),

p. xxxviii : “All the comfort that I can offer is that, though, so far as the con-

tents are concerned, the composition of these two prophecies can most easily be

understood in the postexilic age, yet the phraseological data are not on the whole

markedly inconsistent with the authorship of Isaiah.”
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JOHN OF BARNEVELDT,MARTYR OR TRAITOR.

IV.

FTER what has been already said,* it might seem as if a

i \ separate consideration of the legality of the Dordtrechtian

Synod were superfluous. And yet so much has been written

about this matter and so essential is its correct understanding to

an intelligent appreciation of the history of the period, that it may
be well worth our while to enter somewhat fully into the discus-

sion of it.

At the beginning of the Arminian struggle there was one recog-

nized, confessional, Reformed Church in all the United Provinces.

If the endless resolutions of the States of Holland on the matter

of religion meant anything, they aimed at unity of Church life,

first, in their own territory, and, through the influence of their

example, secondly, throughout the Union. But their methods of

arriving at this consummation differed materially from those which

the Church wished to employ. The latter wanted unity by united

adhesion to and enforcement of the symbols of the Church, and

by the regular convocation of those meetings and assemblies for

which the polity of the Reformed Churches throughout Christen-

dom provided. The former aimed at a unity born from State

regulations, State authority and State control
;
their unity was

the Procrustean bed of irresponsible liberalism. No doubt they

tried in every possible way to accommodate this pet idea to the

principle of religious liberty, but history bears witness to the

lamentable failure of their efforts. Their ideal was a Church with

a brief and general Confession, sufficiently indefinite to be accepted

by the most diverse t}rpes of Protestantism. Foremost in their

thoughts was the political interest of external unity. That it was

which Bameveldt tersely expressed by the phrase, “ the religion

must he
1 in republica.'

”

From all the efforts of the States two things appear : first, that they

encouraged the idea of a national Church, and, secondly, that they

were lax in their religious views and principles and had little

regard for the accepted Standards of the Church. f The Church

* In The Presbyterian and Reformed Review for April last,

f Gedenkstukken van Oldenb., i, Introduction, 29.
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itself clamored for the opportunity to prove that she was national

by the convocation of a national Synod
;
in this measure she saw

the only and sovereign remedy for the evils which beset her. But

here she met the stern opposition of the States, who autocratically

placed the centre of the life of the Church in their own decrees,

and not in the confessional core. This explains their bitter antag-

onism. To them a Synod representing the recognized Church of

all the provinces and therefore national, a Synod not the creature

of the State but truly representative in its character and there-

fore built up from within and exhibiting the life of a free Church

in a free State, was an abomination. Barneveldt and Grotius

opposed a general Synod, because the provinces were not a nation.

Critics of Barneveldt’s statesmanship have found a strong proof

of its deficiency in this assumption. Says one of them :
“ Barne-

veldt’s doctrine that the United Provinces were not a nation, but

only a body of sovereign States, shows his lack of comprehensive

statesmanship.”* However defensible this view may have been

technically, we should never forget that a technical and a practical

view of a matter are widely different things. This technicality

brought Barneveldt to his death. Conditions in the Netherlands in

the beginning of the seventeenth century very closely resembled

those which obtained in the United States previous to the war of the

rebellion. Substitute the ecclesiastical question for that of the

abolition of slavery, and the resemblance becomes almost start-

ling
;
the same centripetal and centrifugal forces were at work as

among us, and the doctrine of absolute State-sovereignty was the

war-cry throughout the entire Arminian controversy. The

United Provinces were without question only loosely joined

together; for the “Union of Utrecht” was rather a compact

than a constitution and did not formally constitute the provinces a

nation. And yet their continuous practice showed the sophistry

of the reasoning of the States of Plolland
;
for the daily history of

the republic plainly indicated that they considered themselves a

nation after all. As a nation they sent ambassadors to the courts

of Christendom and even to “ infidel ” Constantinople ancl far-

away India
;
and these national ambassadors were treated in the

beginning of the seventeenth century on an equal footing with

those of Prance and Spain and England and Austria, the world

powers of the day, to the infinite jealousy and chagrin of smaller

powers. These foreign courts never recognized the provinces singly,

as individual States, but always and only as a union, a nation.

Barneveldt would have been the first to strike a blow in behalf

of their national honor had it been by ever so little invaded or

* History of the Netherlands, p 532.
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belittled. Abroad therefore they claimed national honors, but at

home, strangely enough, they spurned those claims
;
beyond the

boundary lines they were a unit, within them they were a mere

iggregate of small sovereign powers, and hence the idea of a

national Synod was decried as an impossibility and an infraction

of the rights of “ My Lords the States of Holland.”

The whole struggle between the Church and the States reduces

itself to the simple question, whether the Reformed Church in the

Netherlands was to be confessionally national or constitutionally

provincial

;

whether the spiritual affairs of that Church were to

be regulated by free general Synods or by restricted and tram-

meled local or provincial Synods.* The hopeless confusion of the

whole matter is evident from the fact that both Barneveldt and

Grotius—who so bitterly opposed the convocation of a national

Synod, as an unlawful expedient for the settlement of the Armi-

nian troubles—were ready to consent to it, “ if the provincial

Synods could not settle the religious differences.” In the first

place this was a mere subterfuge, inasmuch as both these men were

fully aware that all provincial attempts to bring the controversy

to a happy issue had miserably failed
;
and in the second place

this position was extremely illogical. Why last if not first ? Once

illegal, illegal forever. A true government is guided by princi-

ples. not by expedients. There again it is seen how inseparably

the religious and political aspects of the struggle are interwoven.

The troubles engendered by the Arminian controversy affected

the Church alike in all the provinces, although as a matter of

course the symptoms differed widely in degree of intensity.

The Church, unified by her adopted creed, could not but choose, if

she would be loyal to herself, to assume the same attitude toward

Arminianism in all the provinces
;
and of this attitude expression

could be given only by a national Synod.

There is still another matter which must not be overlooked in

determining the question of the legality of the Synod of Dordt.

If the face of the undeniable looseness of the provisions of the

“ Union of Utrecht ” precedent of necessity had great determining

force and was “ the mother of right and law.” In the year 1586,

the States of Holland had allowed the Earl of Leicester to call a

national Synod at the Hague, where the symbols of the Church

were not only reapproved, but refusal to sign them was made pun-

ishable with deposition from office. “ The ministers of the Word,

as also the professors of theology (it is fitting for the other profes-

sors as well), shall sign the Confessions of Faith of the Dutch

Churches
;
and these who shall refuse to do so shall be de facto

* History of the Netherlands, p. 532.
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suspended from office by the consistory or the chassis till such time

as they shall have plainly declared themselves in regard to this

matter. If, however, they obstinately continue to refuse, they shall

be totally deposed from their ministry.”* Strangely enough, the

very next article makes it even obligatory on common school-

teachers to sign the Confessions, or, in lieu thereof, the Catechism.

Did the States of Holland impugn the authority of the Church

to make such regulations ? Not at all. In December of this

same year they approved the work of the national Synod, with an

apparently clear perception of the line of division between the

ecclesiastical and political spheres. In their approval they stipu-

lated that the Constitution adopted by the Synod should apply to

Reformed citizens only, and that all ministers, elders and deacons

were to remember that “ in all political matters ” they were sub-

ject to the civil authority.!" What then was the foundation of the

legal objection to a general Synod in 1618, when one had been

allowed not only in 1586 at the Hague, but also at Dordrecht in

1578 and at Middelburg in 1581 ? The objections advanced by

the States of Holland were evidently mere makeshifts.

As the Advocate grew older, he also grew more opinionated and

headstrong. Between his estimate of the common people and that

of Prince Maurice there was a radical difference
;
and those com-

mon people constituted the body of the Church and exerted a

tremendous influence in her judicatories, from the highest to the

lowest. Bameveldt considered the masses a mere rabble, nothing

more. His life Avas spent among the ruling classes and had ne\mr

known much contact with the people. “ In all democratic influ-

ences he saAv only a source of tumult and disorder.” Maurice, on

the contrary, not only aimed to give to the people their ecclesias-

tical rights, in the examination of the new ideas as well as the

old, and that even through the supreme intervention of the State,

but he insisted on an examination of those different views by the

Church itself, Avhich alone bore the responsibility of the settlement

of such questions. j; And just here emerges a radical difference

between Motley’s dramatic picture and the unvarnished historical

facts. I have patiently read through the whole of the correspon-

dence between Prince Maurice and his noble cousin, Count William

Louis of Nassau, bearing on this subject. Those letters present us

the picture of an over-careful man, long hesitating what to do, long-

doubting which course was the right and the Avise and the just

one
;
but always the picture of one Avho endeavors to be impartial

* Synod of the Hague, 1586, Art. 47.

f Resolution of the States of Holland, December, 1586 ( Kerkelyk Handboekje,

p. 203).

i Maurice et Barnevelt, p. 62.
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in the discharge of duty. Over against him, as sharply defined as

the etching-needle of fact can sketch the picture, arises the form

of the great Advocate, his bitter antagonist, in this entire contro-

versy always and everywhere the head of a faction.

The men of the seventeenth century, who in the Arminian con-

troversy clamored for a national Synod to settle the overwhelming

troubles which beset them on every hand, were not rebels against

legitimate State authority. Their very Confession of Faith (Art.

xxxvi) forbade this. Trigland has truly said :
“ The right and duty

of the civil power not only in political affairs, but also in the

maintenance of public worship, is fully recognized in the thirty-

sixth article of the Belgic Confession : but the Reformed deny that

the government has power to command anything contrary to God’s

Word
;

or to prescribe rules as to how the Holy Scriptures shall be

explained
;

or to cut off the pastors and ministers of the Church of

Christ from the judgment of differences, in the matter of doc-

trine
;
or that in any established Church it has power to order

anything, whilst the legal ecclesiastical tribunal is passed by."*

And therefore the Church insisted on a general Synod, invoking

the aid of the central power which had taken the place of the

individual in whom all the provinces were formerly united ; the

very States General, who, according to Barneveldt’s own words,

were “ the foster-fathers and natural protectors of the Church.'' The

States General evidently considered the convocation of a national

Synod legal, for they convoked it. The States of Holland, under

the leadership of Barneveldt, were of a different mind. From the

very beginning the States General were consistent and the States

of Holland inconsistent. Under date of December 19, 1618, the

former said, in a memorial addressed to the French king: ‘‘We
have always believed that thus the means were to be found of

peace and unity, in the points which have occasioned the troubles

existing in some churches of these provinces
;
and we consider

the same (the Synod) the mildest, the oldest and the most legal

way, in use from the very beginning of the Church, even in the

days of the apostles.” The latter showed their inconsistency by

denying the legality of the Synod, and in the same breath approv-

ing it as a secondary means of settling the controversy. When
finallv, after endless hesitation and repeated postponement, the

States General, on the 25th of June, 1618, convoked the national

Synod for the 1st of November following, it provoked antagonism

on the part of some of the members of the States of Holland.

But the legality of the call was recognized by the fact that in

Holland as well as in the other provinces a provincial Synod was

* Gr. van Piinst., Gesch. van liet Vaderland, i, 227.
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convoked, which was to appoint delegates to the coming national

Synod at Dordtrecht.*

It was the Arminian faction, summoned before the Synod, which

took the cue from their former “ protectors and foster-fathers,”

and refused to acknowledge its legality and competency to

judge the matter in controversy. f The whole course of the

Remonstrant party was one of constant change of attitude and

of juggling with fundamental principles. The real difference

between the Calvinistic and the Arminian party was this,

whether the Dutch confessional question was one juris con-

stituendi or juris cons tituti, i. e., whether the investigation of the

disputed points was to start without a visible basis, or whether it

must start from the accepted Confession. The latter was the posi-

tion of the Church, and who will deny its justice ? The unifying

tie between all the churches in all the provinces was the com-

mon standard of faith, and their very oneness logically necessitated

the convocation of all the assemblies, provided for in their

“ church order,” for the settlement of questions which interested all

alike. The Church did not exist by the grace of the “ puissant

Lords, the States of Holland,” nor even by that of “ their High-

Mightinesses, My Lords the States General
;

” but by the grace

of the Lord Jesus Christ. It was an organic whole, it had orig-

inated from a mighty spiritual movement and in turn had itself

given birth to a free State
;
and it was the baldest arrogance on the

part of that State to tyrannize over the Church which had sung

its cradle songs. The sovereign rights of the Church of Christ in

the Netherlands were assailed by inimical regents, in the great

controversy
;
and in the national Synod of Dordtrecht, 1618-19,

those rights triumphed for the nonce and asserted themselves, in

perfect accord with the environment of the Church and its relation

to the State, as defined in her own Standards. Had the relations

between the Church and State, there recognized, become perma-

nent
;
had the mutual regard for sovereign rights possessed by

the Church as well as by the State, there displayed, replaced the

recurring jealousy and encroachments of the latter
;
had the Synod

of Dordtrecht, instead of standing as a lone sentinel, solitary and

forsaken, been followed by a historic series of similar assemblies,

as provided for by the Constitution of the Church—how different

might have been the history of Dutch Calvinism !

Foreign critics have recognized the ability and integrity of this

Synod. Richard Baxter said that “ it did not have its equal since

the days of the apostles .”

X

Merle d’ Aubigne has written of it

:

* Acta Synodi, Introduction, 45. f Gesch. des Ned. Volks, x, 154.

t Neal’s History of the Puritans, i, 265.
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“ When was it that the Reformed Church of Holland was glori-

ously triumphant ? When did she march at the head of all the

Churches of Christendom ? It is when it was given her, within

the walls of Dordtrecht, to hear the most magnificent testimony,

which men were ever permitted to render, to the grace of Jesus

Christ.”* And certainly if the righteousness of a cause is to he

measured by its results, the Synod of Dordt can stand the test, ap-

pealing not only to the golden period in Dutch history which it ush-

ered iu, but also to its own inherent strength in the work it accom-

plished. To mention but a single item, the Dutch translation of

the Bible is a shining testimony to the character and scholarship

of the party which came into power with the Synod of Dordt.

For eleven years, from 1626 to 1637, the work was in progress, and

when the task was completed, it was so fairly accomplished that

even the lynx-eyed criticism of Remonstrant scholarship had to

acknowledge the absolute good faith of the translators. We
read :

“ Not a single passage relating to free-will or condi-

tional grace was translated differently from what was demanded

by the original text.”f Even the Dutch language owes a great

debt to this translation. More than all the labors of all contem-

poraneous writers combined, it wrought to displace the motley
“ midden Nederlandsch

,

” the language of the Netherlands in the

late Middle Ages, and to establish the modern national tongue

on a firm foundation. The effect of the Synod on arts and

letters and science in the republic, in the immediately post-

Dordtrechtian period, also was very stimulating. None of the

dire evils predicted by the leaders of the Arminian party befell

the country, but the opposed and calumniated Synod ushered

in the golden period of the political and ecclesiastical and intellec-

tual history of the Netherlands, Based on the organic oneness of

the Church in all the provinces, on its Constitution and on numer-

ous precedents and on the lamentable divisions of the people, the

outgrowth of the bitterest doctrinal controversy in all its history,

no one, who is at all at home in the ecclesiastical annals of the

Netherlands, doubts but the Synod of Dordtrecht saved the Dutch

Church from total destruction and the Dutch State from the cruel

fate of a bloody internecine war.

Y.

The interference of the States General and of Maurice of Nas-

sau in the Arminian controversy, and the relation of both to the

trial and execution of Barneveldt, have been hotly assailed by all

the Arminian historians and Motley has but reechoed their asser-

* Maurice ct Barnevelt, 34. f Land van Rembrandt, i, 1.
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tions. It is therefore a matter of importance to determine the

justice or injustice of these assertions.

Let us repeat once more that “ the Union of Utrecht ” was but a

loose tie between the United Provinces
;

a tie which hardly

any one would dare to call a “ Constitution.” It bears the marks of

feverish desire for united action, together with feverish dread of

the loss of acquired privileges and sovereignty
;
and yet in Article

xxiii it is declared to be the highest law in the land. The States

General under it occupied a peculiar position, and it has puzzled

some of the keenest Dutch constitutional lawyers to settle what this

position precisely was. So much, however, is certain,—that they

represented the highest power and authority in the United Prov-

inces. Before Barneveldt became the champion of decentralization

and provincialism he had clearly discerned the danger it presaged

and had earnestly warned against it. In 1607, he had publicly

declared, “ If we do not institute a government, with proper

authority to govern the land, we must perish
;
for no republic

can exist without good order in the general government.” Dr.

Jorissen, his great admirer, correctly analyzes the situation when
he tells us that “ love of power ” kept him from advocating what

he knew to be indispensable. As it was, the States General, repre-

senting the power of the United Provinces, exercised the highest

functions of government
;
though their authority was unquestion-

ably limited by various restrictions. They were a national con-

gress of provincial deputies and their decisions were final. In all

common cases a majority of votes was decisive; but in matters of

war or peace, of truce or taxation, of changes in the federal rela-

tions or the acceptance of new confederates, or of the formation

and instruction of colleges of the Generality unanimity was

required.* And yet even this limitation had its exceptions. As
has been stated, matters of war or peace required a unanimous

vote, but when unanimity was unattainable the States General, on

several occasions, substituted the majority rule. Thus the final

peace with Spain was concluded in 1648, and thus the war with

Portugal was begun in 1657 and ended in 1661.

Between this powerful body and the States of Holland there had

been incessant friction from the very beginning. The very fact

that Barneveldt, the incarnation of the proud self-consciousness of

the States of Holland, was at the same time the leader in the

States General, virtually the premier of the United Provinces,

rather fostered than diminished this friction. Possessed of all the

secrets of both bodies and exceedingly jealous of power, the ambi-

tious Advocate of Holland occupied the strongest and most formi-

* Has Bundesrecht, 26.
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dable position in the republic. Thus the Province of Holland

obtained a position of paramount influence. This was just : for

Holland alone bore a share of the general burden equal to if not

larger, than those of all the other provinces combiued. Holland

possessed the brains, the ports, the finances, the control of trade,

which alone made the war possible and victorious.* Who can

wonder at its arrogance ? As early as in 1584, on the occasion of

the funeral of the assassinated Prince William I of Orange, this

friction between the States General and Holland had threatened an

open rupture. On that occasion the latter had demanded prece-

dence over the former in the arrangement of the cortege, which

was to follow the bier of “ the father of his country.” And only

after considerable debate and wrangling, the proud States of Hol-

land had finally acknowledged the States General as “ hoogste

overheid in den lande ”—“ the highest power in the land.” This

wrangle was renewed a century later, March 1, 1685, when, on a

ceremonial occasion, the States General, by a special resolution,

deliberately snubbed the ambitious States of Holland. Says

Slingeland, in quoting the full text of the resolution :
“ Since this

body represents the seven sovereign provinces, it has on that

account always pretended to have, and has actually had
,
precedence

over the States of each separate province, even in its own sover-

eign territory.” f

Ho man had done more to create this power than John of

Oldenbarneveldt himself. It was only in 1588, after the departure

of the Earl of Leicester, that the Hutch republic was really

born. From that time on the States were sovereign. Originally

the executive power of the republic rested with the Council of

State (Raad van State), but in 1593 the States General had become

a permanent body, not meeting from time to time as occasion

required as before, but remaining continuously in session. The

Council of State had snubbed Barneveldt and in consequence had

earned the ill-will of the Advocate, who did not rest till it was

shorn of most of its powers, which were in the main transferred to

the States General, which now exercised the executive functions

of the government of the republic. Holland, and through it the

Advocate, had the leading voice in this assembly. Barneveldt

was indeed its “soul and head,” and he could truly say of the

States General :
“ I have made them great.’ ’ Proforma he posed

as the servant of the body : in fact, he wielded over it a power

* “ Holland als die reichste, miiclitigste und am meisteu zahlende Provinz, batte

vorwiegenden Einfluss. Meist wurde nacli dein Gutachten und Rath seiner Depu-

tirten entscliieden ” (Das Bundesrecht, 26).

f ii, 247.
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well-nigh autocratic. After 1589 he became a permanent member
of the States General, and since all the other members were con-

tinually changing, his influence became paramount. As has

been said, the “Council of State ” had incurred the ill-will of

the Advocate, who in 1590 had been curtly denied admittance to

its deliberations. This body, largely under English influences, was

then antagonizing the anti-English policy of Barneveldt
;
hence

the insult. But from that day its powers dwindled, until it became

the ghost of its former self, whilst the States General were steadily

growing in power.

Under Art. xxiii of the “ Union,” all the covenanting parties had
“ contracted to keep amj to maintain and cause to be kept and to

be maintained all the articles, without doing or causing to be done

or allowing to be done anything against them, either directly or

indirectly, in any way or manner.” And by the same article they

had agreed that, in case of violation, they were to be answerable

before the civil tribunal, wherever it might be, “ with renuncia-

tion of all privileges to the contrary.” This seems to throw some

light on the position of the States General in the Arminian con-

troversy. They represented the undivided sovereignty of the

United Provinces
;
they enjoyed sovereign honors and privileges

;

and yet they were not sovereign. Says Slingeland :
“ The assem-

bly of their High-Mightinesses represents the States of the seven

sovereign, though intimately united provinces
;
and as such it can

claim not only all the honor which is due to a sovereign body,

but it can also demand that foreign princes and their ambassadors

shall address them and no one else about matters which appertain

to the States of the Netherlands in general.”* “ To them was

committed the highest supervision and control, in all the prov-

inces, over matters of union
,
religion and militia

,
and they exer-

cised the executive power, whether it be military or civil, as late

as 1620. ”f The Union of Utrecht did not recognize the distinc-

tions between the legislative, the executive and the judicial func-

tions of government
;

all these merged in one.j; It was the

special prerogative of the States General to control the judicial

consideration and issue of all crimes against the Generality, i. e.,

against the interest of all the provinces alike. This point must

not be overlooked. It is vital in the consideration of Barneveldt’s

* Staatkundige Geschriften
,

ii, 247.

t Groen van Prinsterer, quoting Prof. Kluit, i, 196. “ Jeder der Bundgenossen

dnrfte und sollte alle Angelegenbeiten, wovon nach seiner Meinung das Gedeilien

oder der Verderb der Republik abhing, zu gemeinsamer Beratbung in den General

Staaten biingen” (Das Bundesrecht, 19).

t “ Die General Staaten und der Staatsratb haben neben einander legislative, ex-

ecutive und richterliche Befugnisse ausgeiibt ” (ibid., 38).
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trial, ancl it comes attested by the most profound students of Dutch

constitutional law.

That the States General considered the matter of religion as

falling under their control is evident from the so-called Groot

Placaalboek, where decree after decree is promulgated concemiug

religious atfairs. As, for instance, Xo. xi, dated July 3, 1619,

against Remonstrant Conventicles
;
Xo. xii, dated March 27, 1620,

approving the proceedings of the Synod of Dordtrecht
;
various

ordinances against the Roman Catholics and their clergy, princi-

pally against the Jesuits, dated February 26, 1622, September 8,

1629, August 30, 1641, April 14, 1649, etc. The States General

were entrusted with the final authority to maintain the Reformed

religion, notwithstanding the contention of the Arminian writers

that this authority exclusively belonged to the competency of the

various provinces.* In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

the matter of the people's religion was universally controlled by

the government, and the little republic, whose name soon became

proverbial for wealth and power and commerce and thrift, with all

its vaunted religious liberty, was after all a child of its time. If

a central government existed that power could not help getting

mixed up in religious matters and. least of all, in a country like the

Xetherlands. The States General were “ the foster-fathers of the

Church.”

After the abjuration of Philip II, Anjou, Orange and Leicester

in turn had directed the affairs of the provinces, with the coopera-

tive advice of the Council of State and the States General. En-

compassed as they were by the enemy, the United Provinces needed

a central government. The sovereignty must rest somewhere, and

thus after the departure of the Earl of Leicester, when the States

General assumed the functions of the executive, supreme authority

naturally centred in them. But the Barneveldt faction claimed

that the United Provinces were a confederacy like the Amphic-

tyonic of Greece, united for external affairs, as enumerated in the

instrument of confederation, and for the rest completely sovereign

in their own spheres. A glance at the contents of the “Union of

Utrecht ” gives us a different impression. The Union party there-

fore contended that the Union was a far closer one, more than a mere

confederacy. They claimed that under Art. i of the “ Union,”

the provinces, sovereign as they might be within their own

bounds, were still to be considered as “ one province,'' having on

that account a central government. The States of Holland, as a

matter of course, rebelled against and chafed under the control of

the’ States General, whom they considered only as “a body of

* Algemeene Ge?ch. des Vad., x, 63.
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deputies of the several provinces.”* Originally the “ Council of

State ” had been bound by oath to further the interests of the

Union. Barneveldt, who by a train of inevitable circumstances

became the prophet of decentralization, as we have seen, had suc-

ceeded in curtailing its powers and in largely transferring them to

the States General. But in his final struggle against the latter he

inaugurated a policy which in the end was destined to cause the

collapse of the republic. Under his influence “ it seemed as if the

centrifugal force dominated entirely in the growing common-

wealth.” But here, as in matters of faith, the Advocate was not

consistent.

It is said that Barneveldt died for the maintenance of the ancient

privileges of his province
;
but it was a notorious fact that the en-

tire government had gradually fallen into the hands of a few

notable families, and that the popular element in the affairs of the

State was more and more crowded to the wall. In a pamphlet

printed in 1594—long, therefore, before the Arminian controversy

—

it wras said of the regents, “ that they oppressed the privileges and

rights of the people,” that “ the States of Holland and Zeeland,

who are the boasted defenders of Dutch liberty, of the privileges

and rights of the people, daily show, both in public and private,

that in all the cities where they are masters, they not only sup-

press the principal liberties and privileges, but that they crush

them.'" Nothing is therefore more oalpablv false than the repre-

sentation of Barneveldt as the great champion of popular rights,

for, whilst with one hand he drove the wheel of decentralization
,

the other grasped the crank of centralization. The proud regents

might -well have said, what later on the vain and egotistic French

king did say :
“ L’Etat c’est moi ”—“ I am the State.” Accord-

ing to Prof. Fruin, Oldenbarneveldt expressed it thus, at his trial

:

“It is better to be under lords than under servants.”f In this

cynical expression, as in a brief compendium, his estimate of the

people is compressed. 'With many of his contemporaries, he cher-

ished a feeling of contempt for the people. To him they were
“ het graauw,” “ het gepeupel, ” “ de domme menigte,” “ Jan

Bap,” etc., all idiomatic Dutch expressions which contain a low

estimate of the value of the masses. The Advocate was, in fact,

extremely aristocratic. “ He placed the centralized, one-headed

authority above that of the multitude. "X This explains wrhy he

could be the great agitator in the movement by which "William I

was to be invested with sovereign rights
;
and as he himself

* Algemeene Gesch. dee Ned. Volks, x, 62.

t
i; Het is beter verheerd dan verknecht te syn.”

t Verhooren, 10 ;
Van Deventer, Introduction.

29
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admits had originally cherished the same hopes for Maurice.

Whoever has any doubt about Barneveldt’s opinion of the “ peo-

ple. should read the Verhooren. Himself practically the

uncrowned king of the provinces, he detests as “ a horrible idea
”

the popular voice as a factor in the affairs of the government.
“ Lords might always have some discretion, servants had none,”

he said.

How he had struggled against the idea, finally recognized by
the States of Holland in March, 1587, that not the States, but

those who elected the States, i. e., the people, were the true sover-

eigns of the country! This, however, was simply the expression

of an opinion, and was never seriously taken
;
the oligarchical

ring continued to fill the regent-chairs as before, but it was never-

theless a recognition of the value of the masses in the government

of the States. This idea of popular sovereignty America has

inherited from the Swiss and Hutch republics. Here, then, was

the bedrock on which the authority of the States General was

built—they represented a sovereign people, and this idea of gov-

ernment was ever repugnant to the Advocate. Few statesmen

equaled Bameveldt in profundity of views, in energy and tact,

‘
‘ but the defender of the aristocracy must never be transformed

into a zealous patron of popular liberty.”* The reigu of the

aristocracy in Holland began in 1588, when the sovereignty ol the

States of Holland was recognized, Leicester having been com-

pelled to leave the country by the tact and audacity of Barneveldt.

But really the republic represented the power of the third order

of society, which arose from the wrecks of feudalism and had

nowhere triumphed so completely as here. The Hutch republic

was a citizens’ State, founded by citizens, i. e., by men who in the

main had acquired prosperity and wealth, political influence and

authority by their own exertions.! And in this burgher republic

the States General represented the highest authority. William

the Silent had said to the States General, in his famous Apology,

as early as Hecember 1580 (a year before the sovereignty of

Spain was solemnly rejected): “ We recognize you alone in all

this world for our masters.” Representing a sovereign people,

they had control of affairs as “ High-Mightinesses.” Whether

the “ Lnion” said it in so many words or not, they represented

the United Provinces and as such they were recognized by all for-

eign powers and had control of all national affairs.

Xow two things are said to have followed from the fact that they

were considered as 11 High- Mightinesses.” In the first place, the

right of sending ambassadors, and secondly, criminal jurisdiction.
*

* Maurice et Barnenli
, 18. t Eistorische bladen, 5.

i “ Quod ad jus gentium et quod ad jus publicum.’'
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By a slow evolutionary process in the politics of the period, a

judicial as well as an executive power had begun to be exercised

by the provincial States not only, but also by the States General,

whenever a clash occurred between the provinces and the cities.*

This fact should be remembered. The fundamental idea of the
il Union of Utrecht ” was expressly stated to be “ to hinder that

the powers, which adopted the same, should ever be separated, but

should always remain united, as if they were one country and one

reyion, for which purpose a common government is instituted." If

it be therefore proven that Barneveldt’s aim was the disruption

of the Union, or that he pursued a course which must inevitably

have led to such disruption, whereby the Union, as a recognized

political power, would be ruined, he was guilty of treasonable

conduct and was amenable to the common government, instituted

to guard against such dangers, i. e., to the Generality or to their

“ High-Mightinesses,” the States General.! Articles i and xxiii

of the “ Union of Utrecht ” seem to me to have far greater

weight than Article xiii in deciding the question whether the

States General had the right to interfere in the Arminian embrog-

lio, with all its consequences threatening the disruption of the

Union.

As to the position and interference of Maurice in the Arminian

controversy something needs to be said. Motley evidently never

studied him as profoundly as he did his illustrious father, and

consequently he does not fully understand him. This is said with

the fullest appreciation of the great talents of the renowned his-

torian, and it is worthy of note that the publication of the Archives

of the House of Orange by Mr. Groen van Prinsterer was hurried

along for the convenience of the author of John of Barnevelt.

Prof. DaCosta expressed the judgment that the publication of the

correspondence of Maurice had turned the balance toward Maurice,

and these Archives materially affected the views of men like Fruin,

Van Deventer, etc. But Motley, who wrote to their author that

“ the book had been on his desk all the time he was writing,”

was evidently utterly unaffected by its contents. If these letters

of Maurice prove anything, they settle the point as to the inordi-

nate ambition which he is said to have cherished. The Prince

evidently rather lacked in this quality. He was not sufficiently

ambitious. Yet Motley has deliberately etched a portrait of

Maurice diametrically opposed to this historic one. He chose

* Stciatk. Gesch van Ned. tot 1830, 117.

t “ Les Etats Generaux, a moins de flecher le genou devant les envahissements de

1 ’autorite provinciate, ne pouvoient demeurer trauquilles spectateurs du renverse.

ment de la religion, pour laquelle on avoit fait la guerre, et dont la mine alloit en-

trainer celle de l’Etat ”
( Barnevelt et Maurice

,
30).
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to walk in tlie old beaten track of Arminian detraction, al-

though the material was at hand which gave Maurice a “ re-

habilitation eclatante,” and aAvakened in the hearts of his histori-

cal detractors a sincere desire to do him justice. And this ex-

plains why Motley, who had been idolized for his previous work
in the Netherlands, should have earned from Dutch historians

by his biography of Barneveldt the cutting criticism “ of be-

ing out of touch with the progress of historical studies in the

Netherlands.” The portrait of Maurice presented in John of

Barnevelt is “ throughout historically unreliable and false.”

Motley publicly declares his great indebtedness to Prof. E.

Bruin for his “ lucid and learned exposition of the Netherland

polity;”* but Fruin, in describing Maurice and Barneveldt,

whose execution he deprecates, says of both : “I honor them
equally.”

By portraying Maurice as he did, Motley has done lasting injus-

tice and infinite harm to one of the greatest princes of the house

of Orange. But for the events of 1617-19 and for the bitter par-

tisan judgments then engendered, Motley’s picture of him would

at once have been classified as a caricature rather than a portrait.

Great vindictiveness is ascribed to Maurice, and the historic fact

is that Maurice was “ incapable of vindictive enmity.” Even
Grotius, one of the bitterest partisans of the day, tells us that

“ he never deemed that the Prince considered him an enemy.” +

The fundamental traits of Maurice’s character were indeed radi-

cally different from Motley’s description. His nature was Hamlet-

like in its exceeding slowness of decision, as is also testified

by Francis Mere, who fought by his side on the bloody field of

Nieuwpoort, in 16004 If ever Maurice cherished ambitions of

royalty, as his enemies persistently aver, events later on proved

that the effort to place the crown of the United Netherlands on

his brow, Avhen he could have had it for the asking, appeared too

much for him. He was beyond comparison the best educated and

most accomplished of all the members of his gifted family.§

His overtOAvering fame as a soldier has created the impression that

he Avas but a rough trooper, a man of valiant deeds rather than of

a refined intellect. And certainly the reader of John of Barnevelt

Avill not be disabused of such an impression, or learn to knoAV the

Prince as he really Avas, a man of fine intellectual development.

Not one of his illustrious race shed as much lustre upon Leyden’s

LTiiversity, his beloved alma mater. A child of the Benais-

* History of the United Netherlands, ii, 18, 35.

f
u Xunquam existimare potui a principe ipsum haberi inimici loco.’'

i “ Le comte est de nature tardif a resondre, quoique seur.”

'£ Land van Rembrandt, ii (a), 216.
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sance, he read in the field Latin authors on military affairs. As a

boy of nine years his skill in mathematics was already so pro-

nounced that his teachers pronounced him a “ divinum ingenium.”*

And those men knew genius when they met it, and were not afraid

to call a dunce by his right name, be he high or low born. A
true grandson of the war-like Maurice of Saxony, whose unfortu-

nate daughter had been his mother, he was at the same time one

of the few truly talented princes of his day. From his noble

father he inherited an acute and comprehensive mind, his won-

derful military genius from his maternal grandfather, his slow and

deliberate decision from the German Nassau stock, his egotism

and especially his “inordinate affections” from his mother,

the miserable Princess Anna of Saxony, and perhaps still further

back from his maternal great-grandfather, Philip of Hesse,

whose weakness in this respect is a matter of history. Here

Maurice, alas, was no exception among the princes of his time, nor

among those of his illustrious house. The charge of questionable

morals can also be made against his successor and brother, Fred-

erick Henry, whom Busken Huet calls a “ doordraaier, ” a “ rake,”

while another witness tells us that “ both Frederick Henry and

Maurice loved women so well that they dreaded to bind them-

selves for life to a single one.”f Maurice, however, was hindered

by his fundamental weakness, “ irresolution,” and finally by death,

from doing what his brother eventually did. The latter married

Amelia von Solms and became a staid householder.

Motley was untrue to his own fair name as a historian when he

left the straight path of history to enter the labyrinth of tradi-

tions and unreliable myths. He uses matter, the authenticity of

which he himself denies or at least doubts.;}: The writer of his-

tory is no gossip-monger, but should deal only with well-attested

facts. And yet, strange to say, Motley builds the most serious

and life-determining conclusions on no better foundation than un-

supported or poorly supported anecdotes.§ Chief of these, as has

been said, is the story of the conversation between the Advocate

and Louise de Coligny, widow of the great William and Maurice’s

stepmother, regarding the latter’s accession to the throne of the

Netherlands. By the part which he played in that intrigue,

Bameveldt is said to have incurred the undying hatred of the

Prince. Motley surely laid himself open to serious and well-

* Land van Rembrandt, ii (a), 216. f Veegens, De Oranjezaal, 212.

t John of Barnevelt, i, 27; ii, 52, 388.

$ By comparing the Memoires of du Maurier quoted above and John of Barne-

velt
,
the reader will see at a glance what use Motley has made of this volume.

Compare Memoires, 183-189, 244
;
John of Barnevelt, i, 27, 28.
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merited criticism by bis use of this poorly supported anecdote as

historic fact. Nor does he merely pay it passing attention, but

he makes a great deal of it and builds on it the most far-reaching

conclusions.*

But let us pass on to the consideration of the question of Mau-
rice’s interference in the Arminian controversy and of his relation

to Barneveldt’s fate, in 1619. As to the first point, “the Stad-

holder, as Captain General of the Union, was subject to the States

General and was bound, by his oath, to defend the general founda-

tion of the Union against all provincial assumptions.”f If, there-

fore, the definition of the powers and authority of the States Gen-

eral as given above, is correct, the interference of Maurice, as

their executive officer, follows as a matter of course.:}: And by
thus taking the part of the central government, Maurice simply

protected the people against unbridled pretensions, and obeyed his

oath and maintained the ancient maxims and the fundamental laws

of the State. § But, moreover, he sustained a relation to the indi-

vidual provinces, by virtue of which he was obliged to interfere.

In the Province of Holland his duties, as indicated by the oath of

office, were as follows : (a) The maintenance of the Reformed

religion
;

(b) the maintenance of justice
;

(c) the change of magis-

trates, ordinarily according to civic privileges, and extraordinarily
,

in pressing cases, even before the expiration of the terms of office :

and besides all this he had the patronage of certain official posi-

tions and the power of pardon. As to the point of religion,

there seems to be no doubt but that his oath constrained him to

maintain the Reformed religion, i. e., that type of Protestantism

which the Dutch Reformation symbolically represented. Kemper,

who is a strong friend of Barneveldt, sa3
rs that ‘ 1 the Advocate was

intolerant toward the Seceders, and that he acted wrongly from a

constitutional point of view, since the Stadholder was obliyed by

his oath to maintain the Reformed religion.” The author of the

Algemeene Geschiedenis des Ned. Volks tells us the same thing,

only he adds to the duties of the Stadholdership that of excluding

the Romish and other religions.** Slingeland tells us that “ in

his political quality, the Stadholder or Governor of Holland was

obliged, by his instruction, to maintain the government, rights,

* i, 45, 326.

f Gesch. des Vad., Groen van Priust., i, 200.

j
“ Le maintien dn Culte Reforme etoit une des prineipales obligations, imposees

par son serment” (Maurice et Barnevelt, 30).

§ Ibid., 56.

||
Gesch. des Vad., Groen van Prinst., i, 201.

r Slaatk. Partyen in X. Ned., 136.

** x, 64. Roll. Staatsregeling, Kluit, iii, 151.
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privileges and the general well-being of the land, as also the use

of the true Christian religion, and to defend the same against all

violence, disorder, division, detriment and harm.”* By interfering

in the religious struggle, therefore, Maurice certainly did not,

according to these competent witnesses, transgress the powers inher-

ent in his office.

And, again, let it be said, there are abundant sources, accessible

to all, to prove that Maurice of Nassau did not interfere from

political motives, from bigotry or from ambitious designs. Two
things compelled him to interfere—the overbearing arrogance of

the opposition and the persistent urging of his illustrious cousin,

Count William Louis of Nassau. f As an indication of the solici-

tous and pressing nature of this counsel, let two examples be

cited. The first is from a letter -written by the Count under date

of January 17, 1617 :

“Your Excellency will not be surprised if I awaken his just solicitude, by

referring to those dangerous disputes concerning religion. Certainly the present

proceedings are strange and seem contrary to all the maxims of the State. They

are at least in such direct opposition to the ancient and firm foundations of our

country, that one must be completely blind, who does not see that the oppression

of the Reformed religion, for which, with a singular blessing, we have waged war

during forty years, must lead to the loss of the liberty of the country. A matter

in which your Excellency and his house are vitally interested. I therefore ardently

pray the Lord that He may give you courage and prudence to acquit yourself of

your high functions, in the sight of God and of the fatherland. And to do it in

such a manner that the religion and the fatherland shall be preserved, or that in

so doing your Excellency shall at least have a peaceful heart and an untroubled

conscience, ’’t

But Maurice, as was bis habit, was slow to act in such a matter.

The letters from the North follow each other in quick succession,

both in Dutch and in French. At the close of the year Maurice

had executed that far-reaching stroke by which he had quietly

increased the garrison of Brielle and made it impossible for the

States of Holland to occupy this strong strategic position. As his

letter to William Louis, dated October 2, 1617, proves, this move-

ment was made with and not against the consent of the magistrates

of the city. Shortly after, the Count writes to Maurice as follows,

under date of December 26, 1617 :

“ I cannot s6e but that you have acted very wisely and your Excellency will

have to consider whether you can fully trust the companies garrisoned there
;
for a

great deal depends on this city as a frontier town. I cannot understand otherwise

but that this practice of levying waardgelders must tend to confusion and to the

* Dr. Fruin, quoted in Maurice et Barnevett
,
cix. t Ibid.

t
“ C’est pourquoi je prie ardement que Dieu vous donne du courage et de la

prudence, pour vous acquittcr envers Dieu et la patrie de vos hautes fonctions, en

telle sorte que la religion et la patrie soyent conservees, ou que du moins Y. Exc.

en avait le coeur en repos et la conscience nette.”
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enervation of this State and may God grant that it be not expressly practiced and
proposed by the leaders to that very end. Hence this movement should be hin-

dered and prevented by all possible means, while it is yet time and whilst the

thing is still in its incipiency. In this matter nothing can be laid to the charge of

your Excellency, should you, with the majority vote of my Lords the States General

and the Council of State, and further, with the loyal cities of Holland, comply

with your official duties to secure the State and to save the country from utter

ruin, whilst it is yet time and practicable. I think that one should speak plainly

and roundly to maintain that these things are out of order and against the State,

or at least that they give great offense and cause of suspicion to that effect.”

A month later Maurice had shaken off his habitual inertia and

was aroused to action. The letters of Count William Louis had

certainly greatly stimulated him. It was the 14th of January,

1617. The battle had waxed hot and portentous clouds were gath-

ering on the horizon. The virtual banishment of the adherents of

the Reformed doctrine from the Hague had aroused the Prince’s

displeasure. Up to this time the Advocate had exerted a steady

pressure on Maurice to induce him to show his hand, with the full

assurance that the Prince would take the side of the Arminian

regents.* Suddenly, like a thunderbolt from a clear sky, came

the news that the exiled Reformed party was allowed to meet for

worship at the house of the secretary of Maurice. Measure, if

you can, the keen disappointment of Barneveldt ! He had been

practically the guardian of the Prince, he had seen the wonderful

development of his powers and he had looked at the youth with

undisguised approval. The years had slipped by and the youth

had become a man and the Advocate was all unaware of it. Sud-

denly he found that the leading-strings were broken, that the quiet

and deliberate stadholder had developed into a formidable and

active antagonist. It confused all his plans, it upset all his calcu-

lations. Where firm ground was but yesterday, to-day a fathom-

less abyss yawned at his feet. Such was the condition of affairs

when the States of Holland, on that memorable 14th day of Janu-

ary, 1617, met in solemn conclave and asked Maurice of Nassau

for his advice. He arose and called for the registers of 1586, in

which his oath of office was recorded. He caused this oath to be

read in full and then remarked that the States, as well as himself,

had sworn to protect the Reformed religion, the first cause of the

war, ‘
‘ till the last drop of blood. ” “ That religion,

’
’ he said, 1 ‘ I

will maintain as long as I live.”

He himself evidently considered his interference in the religious

troubles perfectly legitimate, and that such was the fact no one can

doubt who reads the oath of office which he swore both as Cap-

tain General of the Union and as stadholder of the Province of

Holland. But Motley and the Arminian historians have severely

* Maurice et Barnevelt , 32.
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blamed the Prince for his summary interference in the government

of many cities, b}r changing the magistrates
;
and also for the dis-

missal of the “ Waardgelders,” the hired soldiery of the cities, a

body of troops which was entirely under the control of the

Arminian faction, or rather of those cities which represented it,

and which was under oath of obedience to its “ betaalheeren,” its

paymasters, and to no one besides. In regard to the first point,

viz., Maurice’s interference in the government of disaffected cities,

two things are to be said. The specific privileges of his office

authorized the interference and he did so at the command of the

States General. The government in these Dutch cities was quasi-

representative and democratic. The magistrates were supposed to

represent the burghers of the city. But it is a notorious fact that

seats in the council-rooms were obtained and held by corrupt prac-

tices. Carleton, the British ambassador, a declared opponent of

the Advocate, but a man with a very clear discernment of cause

and effect in his political surroundings, had -written to his royal

master at London, long before the Arminian controversy became a

national issue :
“ Barneveldt has for a long time been busily en-

gaged in increasing his authority, by introducing these novel opin-

ions, through the creation of magistrates who favor him in all the

cities, and through the exclusion of the others
;
which I believe

to be his principal aim.”* It is evident that such a policy must,

at some time or another, suffer a countercheck. The city was as

free and independent in its own sphere as was the province
;
and

only extraordinary circumstances could warrant interference by the

Stadh older in its municipal affairs. But who will doubt that

such “ extraordinary circumstances” presented themselves in the

“ TVaardgelder policy,” the inevitable result of which, if not

thwarted in time, must have been a clash of authority, armed

resistance and civil war, with all its horrors.

And yet, critical as were the conditions prevailing in 1617-18,

Maurice did not act in this matter on his own authority. Here

again he needed an outside spur to overcome his native inertia.

Two strong witnesses are at hand to prove that Maurice’s interfer-

ence in the government of the cities was not a spontaneous act.

They are the lawyer, Simon van Leeuwen, in his unprinted

“ Bedenkingen over de Stadhouderlyke macht, omtrent de verkies-

ing van Magistraten, in de Steden van Holland, 1676;” and

AVagenaar in his history .+ The latter’s testimony is all the more

important, since he is a strong partisan of the Advocate. Both

deny that Maurice interfered “ on his own authority,” and in the

case 'of the city of Amsterdam AVagenaar definitely says that

* Letters of Carleton
,

i, 196. t A. Kluit, Ned. Staatsreg., iii, 157.
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“by a special authorization the magistrates were changed by
Prince Maurice.” And this evidence is substantiated by a remark-

able and well-known document. It is the official answer of the

States General to the missive of I de Bumery du Maurier, the

French minister, who interfered on behalf of his government, in

the case of Barneveldt. The document is dated December 19,

1618, the day after the reception of the French communication,

and in it the States General use the following language :
“ And it

is not without great and ripe consideration that we have proceeded

to change a few magistrates in some cities. And this necessary

remedy has been applied lightly and with great prudence, without

any violence or bloodshed We have only made the neces-

sary change in the case of a lew persons, but without touching

either the laws or privileges or policy of the cities. We have

aimed at nothing but the suppression of the great partiality,

which had crept in, by the schemes of the aforesaid rebellious

people.”* The States General therefore recognized the danger of

disruption which threatened the Union and in fidelity to their oath

they took preventive measures for the preservation of the Union.

Moreover, let it not be forgotten that the accusation of unlawful

interference in the government of the cities recoils on the heads

of the Arminian leaders. Maurice had at least a warrant for such

interference in his oath of office and in the resolution of the States

General. But how could Barneveldt excuse his own repeated

interference and his willful deposition of magistrates to further his

own partisan interests, a charge made against him by even his

strongest friends ? f

In conclusion let it be remembered that the aged advocate was

not arrested by order of Prince Maurice, but by that of the States

General themselves, as has been amply proven.:}: Barneveldt,

Grotius, Hoogerbeets and Ledemberg were all placed under arrest

by a secret resolution of the States General. As a reason for this

resolution they themselves state “ that by the change of govern-

ment, made by our order at Utrecht, several things are brought to

light, of which there had been great suspicion before, b}' which

not only Utrecht, but also several other cities, would have been

bathed in blood.”

§

Little need be said about the refusal of Maurice to save the life

of the Advocate, by exercising the right of pardon, which was

inherent in his office. The brief and cold statement of the fact of

his execution, in the letter to Count Louis William, is characteristic

* Waerachtighe Historie
,
347. f De Staatk. parteien in N. Ned., 133.

J Gesch. der Ned. Siaatsregeling, iii, 490-499.

\ Gesch. des Vad., Groen van Prinst., i, 248.
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of the man. The harsh judgments passed upon Maurice by the

Arminian historians, on account of his neglect to exercise his

highest prerogative, have been reechoed by foreign historians

almost without exception. Van Kampen and Yon Raumer and

Kurtz and Bancroft and Macaulay and others, all follow in the

beaten path. Some of the later Dutch historians do the same
;

others have reviewed their position, since, by the labors of Kluit

and Bilderdyk, DaCosta and Van Lennep, Groen van Prinsterer and

Fruin and Blok and others of recent date, the horizon of judgment

has been cleared and broadened. If we knew all the particulars

of the trial and of what transpired at the investigation
;

if we
knew exactly what secrets were brought to light by that investi-

gation
;

if we knew a thousand things, which we would like to

know, but never shall know, we might be able to judge Maurice’s

conduct on this occasion with some degree of assurance. As it is,

we can only at best guess at the reason why the Prince allowed

the sentence of death to be executed upon a man whose ser-

vices to the State were monumental. In fairness let us remem-

ber that the flames of party spirit flared high
;

that great provo-

cation was given by the Arminian leaders
;

that the events

occurred in the seventeenth century, at a time when life was held

cheap everywhere : that the stadholder’s power of pardon was

by no means absolute
;
that the Prince, as we have seen, was

characteristically slow of action
;

that there was a deep-rooted

sentiment among the judges “ that the fatherland needed an exam-

ple and, above all, that Maurice would Imve done his utmost to

obtain the Advocate’s pardon, had the latter only “ wished to be

pardoned,” or 11 had he only spoken of pardon.”* Let us pass no

strictures
;
but, inevitable as it seemed to be. let us heartily deplore

the fact that justice could only be satisfied by the death of one of

the republic’s greatest citizens, be his offense whatever it was.

VI.

The estimates of the character of Johan van Oldenbarneveldt

differ considerably. Without exception, friends and opponents

agree with the words of the States of Holland, adopted immedi-

ately after his execution, that he was “ a man of great industry
,

business tact, memory and discretion
,
yea singular in all things.”

This admiration of his various talents has caused him to live on

in history, especially in Dutch history, as one of its illustrious

names. But when it comes to an estimate of his personal charac-

* “As Walaeus was about to leave the apartment, the Prince called him hack.

‘ Did he say anything of a pardon ? ’ he asked with some eagerness. ‘ My Lord,’

answered the clergyman, ‘ I cannot with truth say that I understood him to make
any allusion to it.’ ”—John of Barnevell, ii, 367.
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ter, the paths of the critics widely diverge. Motley admires him
and yet describes him as “ arrogant, overbearing, self- concentrated,

irascible, courageous, austere, contemptuous.”* Groen van Prin-

sterer, who knows him as only a painstaking and severely critical

student of history (especially the history of his own country)

could know him, recognizes his “ knowledge, experience, keen-

mindedness and tact,” but calls him “ the victim of love of power
and obstinacy.”! Bilderdyk,! “ the irascible,” had a dreadful

opinion of him, and knows him “ as a bad character,” and sees
u

this plainly revealed in everything after the death of 'William.”

He accused him of the boldest egotism, of greed and despotism and

what not. Prof. Fruin says of him :
“ Cool-headed and strict, he

was a man ever conscious of himself and his own strength
;
he was

proud above his lineage and station in life
;
despotic and headstrong,

and yet tactful in leading meetings, whose servant he was
;
but his

sense of self-esteem was easily touched A man who con-

sidered the safety of the country inseparable from the interests of

his party and from his own power A man whom one is

compelled to admire and honor, but who is not easily loved.”

§

Mr. J. de Bosch Kemper, professor of Law and Political Juris-

prudence at Amsterdam, a thorough partisan of the Remonstrant

faction, describes him as “ distant and proud in bearing,” and

tells us that “ not only by his nepotism, but also by his continuous

deposition of regents who did not follow his views, he had made

many enemies.” Kay, in another work he even impugns

Barneveldt’s veracity.*
-

Dr. Jorissen calls the Advocate “ the

republic's statesman of genius,” ** and almost in the same breath.

“ a despotic and headstrong ruler.”f+ It has therefore been

correctly observed that, as we collect the different testimonies

regarding this remarkable life, we may, at our pleasure, compose a

magnificent eulogy or a violent philippic. Friends and foes alike,

however, ascribe two traits of character to the brilliant statesman

—love of power and love of money, or despotism and greed. And

* John of Bamevelt, ii, 109. f Gesch. des Vad., i, 175.

X Whatever may he said of Bilderdyk (and a great deal has been said about him),

he must be considered the pioneer of the newer Dutch historians. Van Prinsterer

says of him :
“ II y eut, pour l’etude de notre histoire, un choc violent, une espeee

de tremhlement de terre du monde moral.” It was he who wrought ‘‘un rema-

niement complet de nos Annales par sa violeute altaque.” It was he who shocked

the science of history into new life; for through him “la science longtemps sta-

tionaire, parce qu’on croyoit avoir atteint les limites de la verite, reprit sa marche

par l’impulsion du doute.”

—

Maurice et Bamevelt, Ixxx.

\ Tienjarem uit den 80 jarigen oorlog, 69.

||
De Staatk. Partyen in N. Nederland, 133.

r De Staatk. Gesch. van Nederland tot 1830, 107.

** Hisiorische hladen, 20. ft Ibid., 31.
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yet no one can read the story of his life and of its eminent ser-

vices to the State, which he had helped to create, without lament-

ing the course of events which led to the bloodv drama of May
13, 1619.

As regards his death, it is only comparatively recently that

impartial and objective investigations have been made concerning

the guilt or innocence of the accused and the justice or injustice

of the sentence. Motley’s biography gave impulse to these

researches, if it did not originate them. The royal archivarius at

the Hague, Mr. L. Ph. C. van den Bergh, made such an attempt

in 1876, shortly after the original documents in the case were

found. His brochure is entitled Het process van Oldenbarneveldt
,

getoetst aan de Wet. Every student of Barneveldt’s life, or of the

history of the period, should read this candid and impartial state-

ment. Of late years rich sources of information have been opened

up by the zealous study and publication of documents of the

greatest importance, which for centuries had been hidden in the

national or in private archives. It was generally supposed and even

publicly charged that all the documents referring to this State trial

had been purposely destroyed. Fortunately this was not the case,

as later events have proved
;
but the charge, so long unrefuted,

had seriously biased the judgment of the case. Besides the text

of the Verhooren, found in 1834, there were no other sources of

information, regarding the proceedings of the trial, than what

was told by Grotius, writer of the Waerachtige Historic of Olden-

barneveldt, and the accounts of Brandt, and of other contempora-

neous writers of greater or less importance. Almost without

exception, all information comes to us “ from the condemned and

their friends.”* Then came the poetic genius of Vondel, one of

the greatest of all Dutch poets, and enveloped the life and death

of Barneveldt in a “ legende napoleonienne,” from whose subtle

influence even we, after the lapse of centuries, can scarcely eman-

cipate ourselves. Thus the facts in the case grew ever harder to

get at, and no one can wonder at Motley’s attitude, who has even

a remote appreciation of the difficulties in the way of an approx-

imately correct understanding of the trial and fate of the great

Advocate. Busken Iluet candidly admits this legendary character

of the history of the period, whilst he expresses a private opinion

that Barneveldt was killed “ because he was but a half-believer

in the doctrines of Calvinism.” He tells us that the Advocate

maintained his party in force by despotism and questionable

tactics
;
that the Arminian party had violated the judicial power

and that the “ Waardgelder ” or “ Sharp ” resolution, of August

* Verhooren van Huig de Groot, vii.
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4, 1617, was of a gravely dangerous character. Says he: “ Olden-

barneveldt and Grotius actually intended to arm one-half of their

fellow-citizens against the other half
;
and at the head of this

other half stood the States General and the legal military com-

mander. If their plans had succeeded and if among their hired

soldiery there had been an enterprising condottiere
,
a civil war

would have ensued.”*

But the silence of the opposing party had slowly given assur-

ance to the partial or garbled accounts of the trial and guilt of

Bameveldt, which, as we have seen, had almost entirely originated

from Arminian sources. What Motley—who naturally enough

followed in the only available track—did for English readers, had

already been done for the French by Grotius. After his romantic

escape from the fortress of Loevenstein, on March 22, 1621, in a box

destined for books, he lived largely at Paris. And one needs but

cursorily to glance at the recital of these events by Mons.

Le Clerck, in his Histoire des Provinces Unies (1728), to taste the

spirit of Grotius on almost every page. The aggressiveness of

the Arminian historians and chroniclers have from the very start

grooved out a channel for the current of public opinion, which is

well-nigh fatal to later and more impartial work on the subject.

The partiality of these accounts vitiates their historic value and

originates, in the main, from anti -stadholder proclivities among
their authors. + The danger of this one-sidedness has been

pointed out again and again by later historians, and the fact itself

has necessitated a fuller and more critical investigation of the

sources on which the older accounts rested, and thus great progress

has been made in obtaining a truer and clearer knowledge of the

history of the period.:}: Meanwhile every article in every ency-

clopaedia in the English tongue, as far as I have had access to

them, seems to repeat the Arminian account of Barneveldt’s trial

and death, the later ones without exception following Motley. It

will therefore be necessary to take up somewhat in detail the vari-

ous gravamina, which Motley has advanced against the trial and

execution of the great Advocate. Several points claim our con-

sideration, such as the secrecy of the proceedings, the long imprison-

ment, the rights of the prisoner under the privilege de non evocando,

the tribunal, the indictment, Oldenbarneveldt’s guilt, sentence

and execution.

* Land van Rembrandt, ii, 60-62. f Maurice et Barnevelt, lxxi.

j Incontestablement dans le dernier part de siecle nous avons fait de progres,

qnant a la maniere de considerer les temps passes. La preuve en est que, sans

crainte d'etre contredit par ceux, dont l’opinion a du poids, je pries affirmer que

1’Histoire de notre Patrie a ete longtemps exposee avec injustice et passion, de

part et d’autre il est vrai, mais surtout d’apres les opinions et les interets du

parti anti-Stadhonderien .”—Maurice et Barnevelt, lxxi.
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Let us consider these points in their order.

Section 1. The Secrecy of the Proceedings.—The trial of

Barneveldt was a State trial, and was kept profoundly secret.

Motley considers this silence a sign of cowardice, and would

assure us that but for this silence the Advocate would have

been acquitted by popular acclaim. Says he : “It was well

for the judges that they had bound themselves, at the outset, by
an oath never to make known what passed in the courtroom, but

to bury all the proceedings in profound secrecy forever.”* The
indirect impression conveyed by these words is this—that in the

oath of secrecy the judges found a rather uncommon remedy to

protect themselves from public ill-will and possible vengeance.

The entire passage indicates how little Motley understood the

popular mood toward the Arminians and their chief political

leader. Whatever Barneveldt may have been to his “ masters,”

the States of Holland, the wildest stretch of imagination cannot

convert him into a popular idol. Whoever finds fault with this

oath of secrecy, forgets that such a course, at that time, for

“ reasons of State,” was often, if not generally, pursued, in spe-

cially important cases. Motley himself relates a striking example.

Francis Raveillac, who on that fatal day, May Id, 1610, as he

stood on the wheel of the royal carriage, drove a knife through

the heart of his sovereign, Henry IV, was tried secretly. Not a

syllable of the proceedings was revealed. Why? For “reasons

of State.” It was surmised, and later on it was proved, that his

trial revealed the secrets of an extended conspiracy, which it was

wise to keep from the public knowledge. Motley says of this

trial :

‘
‘ The documents connected with the process were carefully

suppressed. ”f But they were not destroyed, for they are to this

day in the archives of France, and are available to the student of

the history of the period. And yet Barneveldt’s judges and the

States General are blamed for keeping the documents connected

with this trial secret. Was not the Advocate’s trial, too, a State

trial? No one could guess what the process against him and the

LMrecht leaders might reveal. Hence the oath of secrecy and the

suppression of the documents. But they were no more destroyed

than the French papers, and are open to the world to-day. In

his criticism indeed Motley simply follows the beaten track of the

information nearest at hand. As late as 1849, Prof. Siegenbeck

presented this argument of secrecy, as a complete condemnation

of the fairness of Barneveldt’s judges. “ It seems,” he says,

“ that the judges, largely selected from his declared enemies,

dreaded the judgment of their acts by posterity, and that therefore

John of Barnevelf
,

ii, 316. t John of Bai-nevelt, i, 226.
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they took care that the documents belonging to this trial were as

much as possible destroyed, or at least were not deposited in one of

the proper archives of similar papers, established by the tribunal

of Holland or of the Supreme Council.”* But even Prof.

Siegenbeck had evidently taken his information at second hand, for

it was exactly in those archives that they were found in June,

1864. Much has been lost, to be sure, which might have illumined

dark points in the trial, but the official documents were found and

are open to-day to the world's inspection. The secrecy was

therefore not dishonorable.

But the secrecy is capable of still further explanation. It was

the general habit of all Dutch assemblies, from the States General

down to the commonest town meeting. I may go further still, and

say that the principle of secrecy is even laid down, or at least

presupposed, in their fundamental law, the “ Union of Utrecht.”

It is there expressly provided that at the call of those who are to

be appointed for such a purpose, the allies are to convene in the

city of Utrecht, to deliberate on the matters expressed in the

call, “ unless they must be kept secret." f This habitual secrecy

cast a glamour of importance over the deliberations of the various

assemblies, it magnified them in the popular eye, and formed part

of a system of defense against the enemy. Says Prof. Fruin :

“ Our State historv still wears the veil which the regents of the

republic were in the habit of throwing over all their counsels.

When Yan Meteren, in 1599, had published his history, he was

called to account by the States General, and was asked :
‘ Who

had subministered to him what had passed in their meeting?’ In

this mysterious way the States were forever watching against the

publication of what had transpired.”^; In view of all this one

ceases to wonder at or to criticise the secrecy of Barneveldt’s trial.

Both the importance of the case and the national habit de-

manded it.

But moreover, as has been indicated, there were special reasons

of State which called for secrecy. The republic was in a critical

condition when this trial occurred. France had been studiously

allying herself with Spain, nay, even Protestant England was held

in painful and distracting inactivity by the dazzling project of a

Spanish royal alliance. The Catholic powers of Europe had

already struck the tocsin of that bloody thirty-years’ war which

was to revolutionize the aspect of continental affairs. The natural

protectors and allies of the United Provinces, upon whom they

had relied in their desperate war of liberty, were failing them.

* Verslag van de Verhooren van J. v. 0., i. f Union of Utrecht, Art. xix (a),

j Tienjaren nit den SOjarigen oorlog., 70.
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Popular rumor criminally connected Barneveldt and his party with

the enemy
;
shameless lampoons and hateful caricatures and num-

berless incendiary tracts kept the factional spirit at white heat
;
a

bitter controversy raged and divided the citizens of the republic

into two bitterly hostile camps. Does any one still wonder that

these judges, standing before their awe-inspiring task, swore an

oath of secrecy ? The need of the hour, the danger of the repub-

lic, their own solemn choice and the highest good of all that were

interested in the decision—all these things sealed the lips of the

judges
;
they honorably kept their secret, and who will blame

them for it ?

Section 2. The Long Imprisonment.—Says Motley in his

biography: “ Nearly seven months he had sat, with no charges

brought against him. This was in itself a gross violation of

the laws of the land, for according to all the ancient charters

of Holland it was provided that accusation should follow within

six weeks of arrest, or that the prisoner should go free.”*

As the footnote shows, this information has been derived from

Grotius. But there is an apparent misunderstanding here.

A careful perusal of the Waerachtige Historie
,
to which Motley

refers, fails to justify the reference. In all the petitions and recla-

mations sent to the States General by, or at least in the name of,

the wife and children of the accused, no reference is made to “
all

the ancient charters of Holland ” and their provisions in case of

arrest. And, as a matter of course, had such an argument existed,

it would have been pressed to the utmost in these legal docu-

ments, which from first to last bear the imprint of great ability

and of perfect familiarity with the laws and history of Holland.

It is true, as early as 1346 the Empress Margaretha, wife of

Louis of Bavaria, had promulgated a privilege, which contained

the quoted provision ;f but it was Rombout Hoogerbeets and not

Grotius who tried to use it as an argument against their long pre-

vious incarceration. The criminal code, under which the trial

was held, contains the following provision: “Criminal processes

shall be furthered and decided as soon as possible and in weightier

and lengthier proceedings inside of the two years, limited by the

written statute.”^ It is true eight months of close imprisonment

was a long time, and sympathy is readily aroused for an old man,

robbed of the comforts of a splendid home and incarcerated in a

sparingly furnished, barely comfortable suite of rooms—but the

case was a grave one ! Whatever we may think about it, how-

ever we may characterize and stigmatize the trial and death of

* John of Barnevelt, ii, 313. t Met. proces van Old. aan de wet getoetst. 25.

X Ibid., Criminal Ordinances
,
Art. 81.

30
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Barneveldt—(and how easily we are betrayed into an anachro-

nism !)—the great mass of the Dutch people of that time looked

upon the situation as exceedingly critical and expected much, for

better or for worse, from this State trial. It certainly belonged to

the “weightier and lengthier proceedings” referred to in the

statute.

The arrest took place on the 29th of August, and the prelim-

inary committee of Judges—Van Swieten, Muys Van Holly,

Paauw, Bruyninck, Duyck, Sylla and Leeuwen—was appointed on

November 9, 1618. The preliminary hearing began a week later,

on November 15. On the 31st of January, 1619, the delegated

judges were appointed, and the formal trial began on the 11th of

March, 1619. From the 29th of August, 1618, the date of arrest,

till the 13th of May, 1619, the date of execution, little more than

eight months had elapsed. Certainly, a remarkably swift process

of justice, where so large an amount of material had to be disposed

of. And even we, the fleet-footed children of the nineteenth

century, have not yet succeeded in “ rushing ” criminal trials, and

God forbid that ever we should ! Whatever, therefore, may be

said against the issue of Barneveldt’s trial, it will be readily

admitted that its duration, and consequently that of the previous

imprisonment of the accused, cannot be a just cause of complaint.

SECTIOX 3. The rights of Barneveldt under the privilege “ de non

evocando.'—What was this privilege “ de non evocando ?” As the

name indicates, it was a guarantee to every citizen of his right to

be judged by his peers
;

to be judged by his own people, in his own

province, in his own city. The privilege pointed back to the old

dark days of feudalism, with their wild excesses and lax adminis-

tration of justice. One of the greatest privileges which the rising

burgher class of the growing cities had forcibly exacted from their

masters, was the estoppel of the often arbitrary course of justice.

They felt safest among their own kinsmen and fellow- citizens and

thus the privilege ‘
‘ de non evocando ’

’ had been created. Says

Motley :
“ The precious right ‘ de non evocando

' had ever been

dear to all the provinces, cities and inhabitants of the Netherlands.

It was the most vital privilege in their possession, as well in civil

as criminal, in secular as in ecclesiastical affairs.”

He does not overstate the case
;
others also have called it a

“ precious privilege.” But the only question which concerns us,

is whether it covers Barneveldt’s case. This is a serious question

and its answer must be far-reaching. In judging of the case of the

Advocate it is necessary to keep in mind the general principle of

this privilege, which concerned the place where the delict was com-

mitted, and hence the right of interference. The offense com-
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mitted by the Advocate affected at least three and possibly four

provinces—Holland, Utrecht, Gelderland, and perhaps Zeeland.

The matter thus became a complicated affair, and the question of

jurisdiction a knotty one. Moreover, there is no rule without

exception
;
and the Advocate himself had clearly proven that, in

his judgment at least, there were cases in which this “ jus de non

evocando ” could not shield the offender from the hand of a higher

power. It was in the case of the notoriously libelous pamphlet of

the Amsterdam notary Dankaerts, written against the Advocate

himself. * Nor was this opinion the result of a momentary and

violent passion, but rather of a deliberate and deep-seated con-

viction. For before his judges the aged statesman himself

rehearsed the incident, when he said : “And undeniably having

discovered one of the principal authors of the libels published

against him, from whom the entire matter could have been known,

had the truth been properly investigated, he had seen the same

hindered by the regents of one city.'f Three things are evident

from these words of Bameveldt: (1) That he considered it possible

that an offense might be committed against a higher power (for in

himself he conceived the States to be injured), of such a nature

that the privilege “ de non evocando ” should not shield the offen-

der. (2) That the offended power might claim the adjudication of

such cases. (3) That such a proceeding would not be a violation

of the civic rights of the offender, if his natural protectors relin-

quished their rights.

But these three points exactly cover the Advocate’s own case.

On the 15th of September, 1618, the States of Holland had

resolved, by a majority vote, in precisely the same way in which

all the notorious resolutions of Barneveldt (the Sharp resolution

included) had been passed, to relegate the matter of the prisoners to

the States General and the Prince.\ And this seemed but just,

since the offense was committed, not against his own province or

its citizens, but against the Generality of the provinces and to the

detriment of the Union. At least so it was considered at that

time by the parties in power, and who wall deny the justice of

their claims from their point of view ? A judge does not usually

look at a case through the eyes of the accused at the bar. More-

over, Barneveldt was not only Advocate of Holland, but he was
de facto minister of foreign affairs of the republic. It is true

that till now the official records have been searched in vain for an

official mandate of the States General, by virtue of which the

Advocate assumed the position of premier of the United Nether-

* Gesch. des Vaderlands, Bild. viii, 41. f Verhooren.

' % Gesch. van den Oud. Ned. Staat, 204.
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lands
;
but it is self-evident that without such mandate, either

written or verbal, he could not have occupied the position which

he did occupy in the republic. Mr. Yan den Bergh deems it

probable that “ this simply rested on an old custom, because

Holland was the mightiest province and, with Zeeland, had first

attained freedom
; and also because the pensionary of that prov-

ince was located in the place where all the high colleges of the

State were established.”* But Barneveldt admits in the Verhooren

that he had acted by order of the States General and of Holland.

He conceived himself therefore not only an officer of the States of

Holland, but also an office-bearer of the general government, or

at least to be under its orders.

The historical facts bear out this supposition. Bor declares

“ that all the business of the country is done by Barneveldt’s

advice and direction. ”f Wimvood wrote in 1609 :
“ Oldenbar-

neveldt is ill
;
in the meantime the States assemble not and all

business, how urgent soever, stands at a stay.”:}: As early as 1589

the English ambassador tells the States that “ Barneveldt governs

everything, that no one dare contradict, hardly to advise him.”§

Whence all this power and by what authority ? Possibly by that

of the States of Holland ? But they had only their share of

authority in the States General, and the other provinces were

exceedingly jealous of their just rights. It is evident that the

power wielded by the Advocate was a delegated power, that it

belonged to the States General and devolved upon Barneveldt as

their legal representative. “ To him the great of the earth and

even princes came when anything was wanted from the States
;

to

him, the servant of a ‘ merchant-government,’ King Henry IV
writes personal letters

;
all the ambassadors to the republic are

duly instructed as to the value of obtaining his good-will.”

These powers, this authority, was not inherent in his office as

Advocate of Holland, but in that other office, sometimes styled

“ Advokaat van den lande ”—“advocate of the land.” And
that office he filled, whether the resolution, by virtue of which he

held it in the States General, be ever found or not.

And this contention is conclusively proven by his own admission

that he had acted by their order. Pieter Paulus, in his Verldaring

der Unie van Utrecht
,
argues correctly that those who are under

oath and in the service of the Generality, owe an account of their

conduct and acts to the States General, who commissioned them.

By entering into the service and oath of the Generality, they

* Veroordeeling van 0. aan de wet getoetst, 13.

t Bor, Ned. Hist., iii, 453. $ Ticnjaren, Fruin, 71.

+ Winwood Papers, iii. 62.
||
Tien jaren

,
71.
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may be considered silently to have submitted themselves to the

judicature of the States General and to have abandoned the privi-

lege “ de non evocando,” in so far namely and no further as those

acts are related to their office or immediately owe their origin

to it.* But did not Barneveldt maintain before his judges that

“ what he had done was done in the service of the States General

and of Holland?” Again let us remember that in his hand lay

all the threads of the intricate diplomatic policy of the republic.

He met and received ministers : he corresponded with foreign

powers and replied to embassies
;
he fathered the conception of

the triple alliance between France and England and the United

Provinces
;
he planned the defense of Europe against the bigoted

aggressiveness of the house of Habsburg
;
he headed the most vital

embassies of the republic to England and France and Avas their chief

spokesman. Unless the Province of Holland Avere identical with

the republic, he had no authority for all these things in his pro-

Auncial office. If there lay no delegated general authority behind

it all, the activity of the great Advocate presents a spectacle of

bold-faced usurpation of poAver, of Avhich history can show no

parallel. He could only do these things as representing the com-

bined authority of all the provinces, and therefore his position in

the States General was a national one, even if Ave should be forced

to admit that the United Provinces Avere not yet a nation.

But there Avas betAveen the provinces a “ Arinculum jurispub-

licaB,” not only a “ vinculum juris gentium
;

” “ een staatsrechterlyk

niet slechts een volksrechterlyk verband;” a national and consti-

tutional and not only a tribal relation. And by Aurtue of this

connection between the provinces, the States General Avere High-

Mightinesses and had a judicial capacity .+ This A\
ras inherent in

the very fact of their existence. And a later and perhaps more

reliable authority imparts the same information, Avhen he says of

the judicial prerogatives of the States General that they may (a)

“ take cognizance of delicts, against the Generality, by officials of

individual proiunces, and (6) also of delicts committed by officials,

in the service of the Generalit}’, in relation to their office.

At the time of the trial the legality of this act of the States

General was not questioned except by the prisoners and their

friends. The States of Holland, of Avhom serious insistence on

their rights might haATe been expected, if those rights had been

infringed, acquiesced in the matter. It is therefore not quite clear

Avhere Motley obtained the authority to say, “ that the general

government of the confederacy had no power to deal with an indi-

* iii, 61. t Bild., Gesch. des Vad., viii, 54.

i Schets van den regeeringsvorm, etc., 133.
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vidual.' * As an office-bearer Barneveldt was responsible to the

power which gave him office, i. e., to the States General. His

position in the Union Avas a central one
;

his offense, if an offense

at all, was committed against the Union and could therefore be

only judged by the Generality
;

his own province A\
rould be

incompetent to judge him. But moreoArer the States of Holland,

or their majority, Avere guilty with him. If BarneAmldt had

committed an offense, so had they
;

if he had opposed the Synod

and had insisted on the right of the cities to hire their OAvn

municipal soldiery (“ Waardgelders ”
),

so had they. Thus the

accused Avould haAre been his oavu judge, Avhich is a moral impos-

sibility. f

Very instructive in this connection is the attitude of BarneAmldt

toward the claim of Buis, his predecessor, Avho also sought refuge

in the principle “ de non evocando.” The poor fellow was throA\m

into prison, languished there for six months, and was finally

released by the sheriff of Utrecht. Buis Avas in a precarious

situation. He Avas born in the Province of Utrecht, but lUed in

Leyden and Avas an office-bearer under the States of Holland
;
but

he also represented Utrecht as Councillor of State. BarneAreldt

had argued, in this case of Buis’, “ that the Council of State Avere

his competent judges and that the privilege 1 de non evocando ’

did not cover his case.” His apologist, the anonymous “ Chris-

tianus Batavus,”^: has strained very hard to justify this position of

the Adtmcate. But there is a strange similarity in the tAvo situa-

tions, Avhich is not so easily explained away. Barneveldt also Avas

born in Utrecht; he too serAred a non-proAuncial body, \*iz., the

States General
;
he too Avas Infing in a province different from that

in Avhich he Avas born. It Avould seem, therefore, as if BarneATeldt,

in justifying the course of justice in the case of Buis, also justi-

fied the action of the States General in his oavu case. The very

Avords of “ Christianus Batavus ” may be applied to BarneA'eldt’s

position, which was extremely hazardous, from whatever point of

view we consider it. Says he : “Buis must be placed before a

judge from Avhom, in those confused times, an unbiased and just

sentence might be expected.”§ This judge, in the case of Buis,

BarneAreldt conceived to be the “ Council of State.” But was not

the same true of his oavu trial ? We can easily see that no judge

in 1619 could be a blank on the questions involved
;
but Avith all

* John of Barnevelt, ii, 315.

f
“ La province ne pouvoit etre juge et partie ” ( Maurice et Barnevelt, 38).

+ The author of the work, Oldenbarneveldt's eer verdedigd, is said to have been

the celebrated lawyer, H. Calkoen ; his opponent, “the Church Advocate,” Prof.

Hofstede, of Rotterdam.

I Oldenbarnevelt' s eer verdedigd, 110.
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the facts in the case before us, it seems plain to us that the

delegated judges
,
who tried the Advocate by order of the States

General, were undoubtedly the fairest and most impartial bench

before which the case could be tried, in those strained times, in

Avhich a sharp line of demarkation ran between the two implacably

hostile factions.* Neither Utrecht, where he was born, nor Hol-

land, which he served, could have been impartial as judges
;

as

little before the forced change of magistrates by Prince Maurice

and the dismissal of the 1 ‘ Waardgelders, ’
’ as thereafter.

The keen eye of Oldenbarneveldt had seen the storm as it rose

on the horizon. He knew a final conflict to be inevitable, but he

leaned on the strong arm of the proud province, whose Advocate

he had been these many years, and under whose special “ sauve

garde ” he had placed himself. But in casting the horoscope of

the future of his policy he had made one fatal mistake. The contin-

gency of a bold coup d ’ etatj" such as Maurice devised to crush

the threatened civil war, of radically and forcibly changing the

government of city and province alike, had not entered into his

calculations. And thus he found the staff, on which he sought to

lean, in the hour of his peril a broken reed that pierced his hand.

“ It will not do,” Prof. Kluit has well observed, “ to confound

the epochs and to attempt to justify Barneveldt by the maxims

which did not definitely prevail till after the death of the young

Prince William II and under the administration of John de Witt.

And this anachronism has continually misled historians and also

Motley. In Barneveldt’s epoch the resolution had not yet been

passed, under which at a subsequent period Holland reserved to

herself all rights of judicature, even of offenses committed

against and in the service of the States General.” Barneveldt’s

crime was one against the common-weal and to that common-weal,

as represented by the States General, he was amenable, prom

whatever point of view, therefore, we consider the matter, it seems

as if the privilege “ de non evocando ” could not shield him from

what he mostly dreaded, a trial by other judges than his own

provincial States.

Holland, Mich. Henry E. DOSKER.

* “Laplupart etoient des horames d’un caractere irreprochable et d’un merite

inconteste” (Maurice et Barnevelt, 39).



THE METAPHYSICS OF CHRISTIAN
APOLOGETICS.

III. Personality.

TTTE have now expounded and, as we believe, established

T T Beality, or the truth that what we call real existence is

not a succession of mere appearances, but is substance and so has

being of its own. We have also discussed and, as we think, vin-

dicated Duality, or the truth that substance is of two kinds, which

are essentially different and even mutually exclusive, mind and

matter. Our next task, consequently, is to consider in the same

wav Personality, or the truth that the substance mind exists aiT

self-conscious entities that we designate persons.

The question, then, does not concern mere individuality. Every

person is and must be an individual
;

that is, is and must be dis-

tinct from other persons and things : but every individual is not a \

person. Otherwise, beasts, even stones, all things with character 1

of their own, would be persons. Thus the inquiry as to mere

individuality is altogether aside from the one before us. Moreover,

it is not one as to which there really is any question. The most

monistic philosophy, so far from raising it, finds in it its occasion.

Pantheism itself is an attempt, not to destroy the manv, but to

embrace them in and to explain them by the Absolute. Instead

of intending to deny individual distinctions, it holds that God

comes to Himself in them and develops Himself by means of

them. Beyond this, the point is one which the readers of this

series of papers may be assumed to have settled. In establishing

reality we prove individuality, too
;
for what is real and so “ has

being of its own ” must be an individual, and that also in an even

stricter sense than the pantheistic one.

Nor, again, is the question as to the fact of self-consciousness.

In this, it is true, is the esse nee of personality. ‘‘Sell'-conscious-

ness and personality,” says Henry B. Smith (Introduction to Chris-

tian Theology
, p. 119

),
‘‘ are nearly synonymous.” But, then, no

one disputes that self-consciousness is a fact. The most opposite

philosophies base themselves on it. The absolute school makes

self-consciousness the ultimate category, and the empiricist Mill
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can give no simpler description of the mind than that it is “a
series of feelings aware of itself.”

Nor, once more, is the question whether the self appears to be

what we call an identical unit
;
that is, a unit which, in so far as it

is a unit, is the same that it was and that it will be. Such is the

conviction of men generally. They do not regard themselves as

mere bunches of attributes and faculties. On the contrary, when
one- says, I did so and so, or, I will do so and so, he seems, at

least to himself, to be single. He is, it is true, conscious of differ-

ent attributes and faculties
;
but he is conscious at the same time

and yet more profoundly that these attributes and faculties express

an indivisible unit or ego. They are not the elements which com-

pose it
;
they are rather the functions which it exercises

;
it itself

is simple. So, too, men believe themselves to be essentially the

identical men that they were and that they will be. So strong is

this belief in personal identity and so ineradicable that, whatever

theories we may espouse, we cannot rid ourselves of it. A proof

of this is that we cannot help looking forward to the future,

which would be utterly absurd but for the belief that the self of

to-day will be the self of to-morrow. Philosophy, moreover,

admits that such is the way in which the self appears. This is

shown, as we shall see presently, in the fact that the effort of the

various schools which deny personality is, not to prove that the

self does not seem to be an identical unit, but to explain how it

can seem to be one without being one. Indeed, as to what we

may call the phenomena of the self there is practically no more

difference of opinion among philosophers than there is among men
generally. Even Mr. Mill speaks of the mind as “a series of

feelings which is aware of itself as past and future.” Probably

all would agree that self-consciousness seems to be the experience

of unity in diversity and the belief in identity in change.

Is this experience of unity, however, real or only apparent ?

Is this belief in the identity of the self a true belief or merely

one that we take to be true ? Is the self whose unity we seem to

experience and in whose identity we believe an actual self, or

simply a phenomenal one ? In a word, is the soul a reality or

not ? Has it being of its own or does it but appear to have it ?

This is the particular and the profound question that we are to

discuss.

No inquiry could be more important. It is so in apologetics.

This, as Ave have seen, is the science of the proofs of Christianity.

Proof, hoAve\rer, whether d priori or a posteriori
,
necessarily in-

volves reasoning. Now reasoning presupposes personality and is I

irrational without it. Reasoning is a mental process to a single
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definite conclusion. Hence, one’s self, or whatever it may be that

is brought to this conclusion, must be a unit. Otherwise, there

would be no unity of impression. A series of mental states could [

never come to a conclusion. At best there could be only a si;cces-

sion of similar conclusions. Beyond this, no real conclusion at all

could be reached, if the reasoner were not an identical unit. For

reasoning, though of the simplest kind, is, as has been said, essen-

tially a mental process to a single definite result. It consists in

^passing from one judgment to another, or in comparing two judg-

ments in order to a conclusion from them. Unless, therefore, the

mind were an identical unit, there would be no reason in reason-

ing. The process essential to it would be impossible. There

could be no passing from one judgment to another implied in it.

There could be no comparison of judgments with a view to a con-

clusion based on such comparison. These operations necessitate

identity of subject. If he who draAvs the conclusion be not the

same with him avIio formed the judgments from the comparison of

Avhich the conclusion results, how can there be any conclusion ?

We believe it to be valid, and Ave can belieAre it to be Aralid,

only because Ave believe in personal identity. To suppose other-

Avise Avould be the same as to suppose that a man could review his

past and anticipate his future, if he Avere not the identical indi-

vidual that Avas and that Avill be. In such a case he Avho Avould

try to take the survey Avould have neither past nor future to survey.

To deny personality is, therefore, to reduce apologetics to an

absurdity. Indeed, proof of every kind becomes a farce, for

reasoning is made an illusion.

The inquiry as to personality is of equal importance to dogmatic

theology. This, as generally understood, is the science of the

Divine Person and of human persons in their relations to

Him. *God is conceived as a real, intelligent, voluntary, self-

conscious Being Avho freely created all things and Avho “ doeth

according to His A\
r
ill in the army of heaven and among the

inhabitants of the earth;” and man is represented as a finite

image and likeness of Him. If, therefore, personality be repu-

diated, theology, at least as commonly regarded, is emptied of

all real content. Its subjects become mere illusions. Their

essential characteristic is just this, that they are not Avhat they

seem to be. They are not persons, though every affirmation made

of them presupposes, as that which is most fundamental, their

personality.

The truth that Ave are considering is not less vital to morality.

This is so based on personality as to be impossible logically Avith-

out it. Morality consists in self-determined conformity to the rule
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of right. This, however, implies at least the power of choice,

knowledge of the distinction between right and wrong, and ability

to compare one’s conduct, one’s purposes, and one’s disposition

with the standard of right. Hence, a molecule cannot be moral

;

for it cannot choose at all, it is under the law of physical neces-

sity. Neither can a beast be moral : for though it can choose, it

can not do so in the light of moral distinctions
;

it can decide as

4t pleases, but it cannot decide as it ought. Nor yet would even a

man be moral, did the power of choice and the discernment of

the difference between right and wrong exist together apart from

self-consciousness : for such a man, though he could choose and

could discern moral distinctions, could not determine himself

in the light of them
;
he could feel that those around him ought

to do and to be so and so, but he could not feel this with reference

to himself. In short, only a person is so constituted as to be able

to fulfill the conditions of moral action. But this is not all. As
has been seen, morality implies a law as well as an agent. There

must be that which binds no less than one who determines to

bind himself by it. A moral law, however, is inconceivable -with-

out a moral law giver. As Prof. H. B. Smith has said
(
Introduc-

tion to Christian Theology
,
p. 122), “ The universal moral order

must inhere in a conscious mind.” For this reason, therefore, as

well as for that just noticed, morality cannot but imply person-

ality. Indeed, the conception of the former without the latter is

absurd.

It is not otherwise in the case of social progress in general. This

depends on personal distinctions. It is even directly in proportion

to the development of the consciousness of these. If this be

doubted, let it be asked, What kind of a society would that be

in which the difference between mine and thine was not recog-

nized ? Let it be remembered, too, that since self-consciousness is

the characteristic of man, a society made up of men can approach

perfection only as the self-consciousness, the personality, of its

members is defined and appreciated. It could no more be other-

wise than a living body could thrive if the individual life of its

constituent molecules were to become impaired.

Nor may it be replied that all this, though logical, need not be

actual. The appalling fact is that the logical of to-day will be the

actual of to-morrow. Philosophy is the prophecy of history. Clearly

can this be seen in the case under consideration. The consequences

of the denial of personality have evidently been what it has been

shown that they should be. The agnosticism of the hour can be

traced directly to the positivistic teaching of yesterday. Comte
repudiated the self. Mill tried to do so. And now Spencer,
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though differing as widely from these as they did from one

another, is enough under the influence common to them both to

discredit the deeper intuitions and the higher exercises of the self.

Hence, God is declared to be unknowable and the proof of a reve-

lation from Him only more impossible than such a revelation

itself. It is the same in the sphere of morals. Where personality

has been dishonored the sense of obligation has been weakened

until at last, with the degradation of the right into the useful and

even the merely pleasurable, it has been destroyed. Hence, the

prevalence of utilitarian and hedonistic views of life. That duty

counts for so little in much of modern society is the actual, as one

could have seen that it would be the logical, result of the positiv-

istic repudiation of personality. The effect of this is even more

conspicuous in social movements. Nothing is so significant in the

anarchistic and nihilistic outbreaks which in parts of Europe are

threatening the vety existence of the body politic, as the fact that

these revolutionists are, in almost all cases, the pupils of teachers

who, at least indirectly, deny personality and so obligation and

responsibility. Surely more need not be said to show the impor-

tance even of a right theory on this subject. If any do not appre-

ciate this, it can be, it would seem, only because they are blinded

by their own views. Even philosophers, Berkeley tells us, “ are

often indebted to their own preconceptions for being ignoraut of

what everybody else knows perfectly well.’
5

I. Let us, then, examine the various ways in which it is

attempted to explain the admitted phenomena of personality ou

another basis than the reality of personality.

1. The Associationist Theory.—

L

ocke paved the way for this when

he suggested that the same substance might have two successive

consciousnesses, or that the same consciousness might be supported

by more than one substance. His point was that the important

unity of the self was its verifiable or felt unity. If we seemed to

ourselves to be persons, it was of little consequence whether we

really were so or not. Indeed, a metaphysical or absolute unity

would be of no account, so long as a consciousness of diversity

might be there. Hume showed how great the consciousness of

diversity actually was. In the famous chapter ou Personal Iden-

tity in his Treatise on Human Nature
,
he writes as follows :

“ But

setting aside some metaphysicians of this kind, I may venture

to affirm of the rest of mankind that they are nothing but a bundle

or collection of different perceptions
,
which succeed each other with

an inconceivable rapidity, and are in a perpetual flux and move-

ment.- Our eyes cannot turn in their sockets without varying our

perceptions. Our thought is still more variable than our sight

;
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and all our other senses and faculties contribute to this change

;

nor is there any single power of the soul which remains unalter-

ably the same, perhaps for one moment. The mind is a kind of

theatre, where several perceptions successively make their appear-

ance
;
pass, repass, glide away and mingle in an infinite variety of

postures and situations. There is properly no simplicity in it at one

time
,
nor identity in different

;

whatever natural propension we
may have to imagine that simplicity and identity. The compari-

son of the theatre must not mislead us. They are the successive

perceptions only that constitute the mind
;

nor have we
the most distant notion of the place where these scenes are

represented, nor of the material of which it is composed.” Thus

Hume takes a position, not only more advanced than Locke’s, but

radically different. lie does not merely depreciate the importance

of insisting on the identical unity and so the reality of the soul

;

he clearly and most emphatically denies its unity, identity, and

consequent reality. In a word, he chops up personality into what
\

Prof. James calls a “ chain of distinct existences.” This gives

rise to the Associationist Philosophy. The phenomena of person-

ality remain
;
men still seem to themselves to be identical units :

the fact of personality, however, has been repudiated
;
a person is

only “ a chain of distinct existences.” How, then, is this appar-

ent contradiction to be reconciled ? How are we to account for

our “ natural propension ” to “ imagine the simplicity and identity

of the soul
’

’ ?

The explanation of the Associationist school may be summa-
j

rized as follows : Experience is the source of all knowledge.

The simplest element in experience is sensation. The representa-

tion, copy, or recollection of a sensation is an idea. The connect-

ing or combining of ideas in the mind is association. Association

proceeds according to four laws or relations. The first of these is

the law of similarity. That is, “like phenomena tend to be

thought of together.” The second of these is the law of con-

tiguity. That is, “ phenomena which have either been experi-

enced or conceived in close contiguity to one another tend to be

thought of together.” The third of these is the law of repetition.

That is, “ associations produced by contiguity become more cer-

tain and rapid by repetition ;” and when the repetition has been

frequent there is produced what is called inseparable association, by

which is meant that, unless dissolved by some new experience or

process of thought, this particular association is irresistible. The

last of these laws is the law of persistence. That is, “ when an

association has acquired this character of inseparability, not only

does the idea called up by association become in our consciousness
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inseparable from the idea which suggested it, but the facts of

phenomena answering to these ideas come at last to seem insepar-

able in existence.” Xoav it is to these laws of association that our
“ natural propension to imagine ” our simplicity and identity is due.

In the words of Hume
(
Treatise on Human Nature

, p. 541), “ as

the very essence of these relations consists in their producing an

easy transition of ideas, it follows that our notions of personal

identity proceed entirely from the smooth and uninterrupted prog-

ress of the thought along a train of connected ideas, according to

the principles above explained.” On this theory, therefore, per-

sonality is a mere illusion. We seem to be persons only because

we think so rapidly and easily that the real breaks in the chain of

thought are lost sight of. We travel, as it were, so fast that we

cannot distinguish between the objects passed
;
and so we think

of ourselves, not as the chain of independent sensations which we

are, but as one identical sensation, that is, a self.

This theory, however, is, in the first place, inadequate. It has

not enabled even its most pronounced advocates to dispense with

personality. They cannot argue against it without at least seem-

ing to imply it. For example, Hume himself cannot speak of the

mind as a mere series of independent impressions even when he is

trying to prove that this is all that it is. The best that he can do

is to say that “ the mind is a kind of theatre where several per-

ceptions successively make their appearance.” Nor do his qualifi-

cations of this statement help matters. They render them worse.

“ The comparison of the theatre,” he says, “ must not mislead

us.” But why make it, if it is so likely to do this? It can be

only because he feels that he could not be understood without it.

Though he is insisting that, it is “ the successive perceptions only

that constitute the mind,” he knows that the idea of successive

perceptions by itself is inconceivable; and so, as he is arguing

against a self that conceives them, he virtually personifies them

and introduces a theatre where they act. Nor is this theatre

a mere figure ol speech. He says that it is, but he does not

think so. He concludes by adding that “ we have not the

most distant notion where it is or of what it is composed.”

But why write thus of the theatre of the mind, if it be only

a figure intended to help thought ? Indeed, were it but this,

to speak thus would be absurd. That which is somewherej

and which is composed of something must itself be a real

thing. In like manner, Bain, when he would assassinate the self,

introduces it to assist, as it were, in its own assassination. Thus,

“ the sense of difference,” he tells us, “ is the most rudimentary

property of our intellectual being.” But why use the phrase,
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“ intellectual being,” when that is precisely what he is arguing

against ? Is it not because he is aware that he could not be under-

stood were he to speak otherwise ? because he finds even himself

unable to speak otherwise ? So, too, the concessions of Mr. John

;

S. Mill, the ablest as well as the fairest of modern Associationists,

may be regarded, in the words of Prof. James, as “the definitive

bankruptcy of the Associationist description of the consciousness

of self.” Thus {Exam, of Hamilton
,
fourth ed., p. 263), “We

are forced to apprehend every part of the series ” (the ‘
‘ series of

feelings aware of itself,” which is his account of the mind) “ as

linked with the other parts by something in common which is not

the feelings themselves, any more than the succession of the feel-

ings is the feelings themselves
;
and as that which is the same in

the first as in the second, in the second as in the third, in the

third as in the fourth, and so on, must be the same in the first

and in the fiftieth, this common element is a permanent element.”

Could there be a more signal exhibition of the inadequacy of the

theory that we are considering ? Even its most zealous advocate

it can not restrain from practically repudiating it.

This exhibition should amount to demonstration when we look

at the reasons for this inadequacy. These may be reduced to two.

i One is that the association of ideas presupposes the self that it

I is assumed to account for. This may easily be shown. The laws

of association are laws of memory. As Herbert Spencer has said

( Principles of Psychology
,

i, p. 251), “ Associability and reviva-

bility go together.” How remembrance is inconceivable without a

1 continuous subject, an identical unit, to remember. Suppose that

I remember that yesterday I was reading Mill’s Logic. Then, to

cite the admirable analysis of Prof. Momerie
(
Personality

, p. 41),
‘

‘ the remembrance involves an idea of myself reading that partic-

ular book. But this is not all
;

for I can frame an idea of myself

reading the book to-morrow
;
and the latter idea would not have

the same certainty. In remembering that I read it yesterday, I

am aware that my idea represents a real fact, and that the same I,

who am now apprehending the 1 idea ’ of that fact, yesterday

apprehended the ‘ impression,’ and, by reason of having appre-

hended both
,
am competent to judge as to their agreement.” That

I is, only a permanent self or identical unit can remember. Nor
is this a strained conclusion. It is an irresistible one. Mr. J. S.

Mill grants it^ fatal though it is to his theory. “ The supposition

of mental permanence, ” he tells us, “ would admit of the same

explanation as the permanence of the external world, and mind
might be regarded as a mere series of feelings, with a background

of possibility of feeling, were it not for memory and expectation.
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They are in themselves present feelings, but they involve a belief

in more than their own existence. They cannot be adequately

expressed without saying that I myself had or shall have them.”

So far, then, from the laws of association explaining personal iden-

tity, their operation is impossible without it.

There is, however, another reason for the weakness of the theory

under review. Mere sensation, the very beginning of knowledge,

equally with the laws of association, presupposes the self or soul.

This, too, is readily shown. In the first place, consciousness is a

condition of sensation. Doubtless, it is on the occasion of a sensa-

tion that consciousness comes into exercise
;
there must be a feel-

ing, if there is to be the knowledge of a feeling. This, however,

does not mean that the feeling produces the knowledge
;

it means

rather that the sensation is possible because of the capacity for

knowing it. A stone cannot feel a sensation just for the reason

that it is not conscious
;
and if it is to have a sensation, it must

first be made conscious. Indeed, as Calderwood says (Handbook of

Moral Philosophy
,
p. 100), “ There is no sensation without con-

sciousness.” In the second place, consciousness of sensation ini

the case of men is always a knowledge of personal existence as]

affected by sensory apparatus. To quote again from the page of

Calderwood just mentioned, “ Our consciousness is knowledge of

self and knowledge of a particular feeling. It is smell conscious-

ness and self-consciousness
;

in every case a double knowledge.

It cannot be less for there is knowledge of object
,
in contrast with

subject .” Hume may think that he has annihilated the self by the

assertion (Hum. Nat ., B. i, Pt. iv, Sec. 6),
“ I never can catch

myself at any time without a perception.” He forgets, however,

that, as Prof. Momerie justly remarks
(
Personality

,
p. 45), “ if a

man catches himself with one, there must be a self to catch.” In

the third place, sensation and self-consciousness cannot be iden-

tified as if the terms were synonymous. The attempt has often

been made, but it has always failed. I feel is not the same as,

and cannot be made the same as, I know that I feel. I feel, as

we have seen, depends on I know that I feel. The former, the

sensation, is a concomitant of the latter, the self-consciousness, and

is impossible without it. This, however, so far from identifying

them, does but emphasize the reality of the latter. What is the

necessary condition of the discernment of universally admitted

existence must itself be real. That you cannot see without an eye

proves, if you do see, that you have an eye. In the fourth place,

the reality of self-consciousness involves the truth of personality.

If, in the last analysis, you are conscious of a single definite self,

it is because you are able to gather up, and do gather up, into one
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definite representation the several characteristics of your intelli-

gence as these are necessarily brought to unity in your life. From
the necessity of the case, however, only an identical unit, a person,

can do this. Indeed, as Lotze has said ( Microcosmus ,
Tr. i, 157),

“ If a being can appear anyhow to itself, it must be capable of

unifying manifold phenomena in an absolute indivisibility of its

nature.” Mere sensation is, therefore, in the case of men, an

evidence ©f personality
;

for in their case it depends on that the

exercise of which involves personality. It is not that the self or

person is something under and independent of the sensations and

feelings
;

it is, as McCosh has said
(
Defense of Fundamental

Truth
,
p. 92); that “ personality is the self of which we are con-

scious in every sensation or feeling. It does not point to some

unknown essence. It simply designates an essential, an abiding-

element of the sensation or feeling.” The latter would be impos-

sible were it not the sensation or feeling of a real self-conscious

being or person.

2. The Stream Theory.—The most prominent advocate of this

is, perhaps, Prof. James,, of Harvard University. He agrees with

the Associationists in that he denies personal identity and so per-

sonality. He does not, it is true, claim that the non-existence of

the soul has been established. All that he insists has been proved

is its “ superfluity for scientific purposes.” The phenomena of

personality can be explained, at least as well, without it
;

and,

therefore, it is a violation of the law of parsimony to posit it.

On the other hand, he differs radically from the Associationists in

that he holds strenuously to the unity of the phenomena of per-

sonality. The' fundamental error of Hume, he says
( Psychology

J

i, p. 852), was that he saw in consciousness “ nothing but diversity,

diversity abstract and absolute.” In opposition to him and his

school, Prof. James postulates “ the present passing thought as a

psychic integer, with its knowledge of so much that has gone

before.” What this “ present passing^thought ” is and how with

it belief in personal identity should be explained, we will now try

to show.

“ The present passing or judging thought ” is “ that section of

consciousness or pulse of thought which is the vehicle of the

judgment of identity.” We would say that it is the self judging

that it itself is an identical self. This present judging thought

or self is an integer or unit. That is, it is a single and undivided

state of consciousness. Its object may bepnost complex
;

it may
have an indefinite number of utterly disconnected objects

;
it itself,

however, as a thought is one
;

its objects, many and diverse

though they may be, “ are thought from the outset in a unity, in

31
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a single pulse of subjectivity, a single psychosis, feeling or state of

mind.” The Associationist psychology supposes that whenever

an object of thought contains many elements, the thought itself

must be made up of just as many ideas, one idea for each element,

and all fused together in 'appearance, but really separate. This

psychology, on the contrary, tolerates only one idea at a time,

though that one may be most complex. It refuses to liken the

\ course of consciousness to “a chain” composed of separate links

which seem to be one merely because the passage from one to

another of them is so quick and easy. It insists on “ a stream ”1

of thought or of consciousness which really is one, and that section

of the stream which at any given moment is conscious of this]

stream of thought and grasps its unity is what it calls the

“ passing or present judging thought.”

This “ thought ” accounts for our belief in our personal identity

in the following way. Consciousness of self is, in the last analysis,

a consciousness of warmth and intimacy. “ We feel the whole

cubic mass of our body all the while, and it gives us an unceas-

ing sense of personal existence. Equally do we feel the ‘ inner

nucleus of the spiritual self,
1

either in the shape of yon faint

physiological adjustments, or in that of the pure activity of our

thought taking place as such.” One or the other or both of these

things impart to the present self its character of warmth and

intimacy. In a word, self means the peculiar feeling of warmth

and intimacy which arises in the manner just described.

This peculiar feeling, however, does not belong only to the pres-

ent self. It belonged equally to the self at any and at every

moment of the past. There was then, there has been continu-

ously, warmth and intimacy like those now experienced, and for

the same reasons. “A uniform feeling of warmth of bodily exist-

ence (or an equally uriform feeling of pure psychic energy), per-

vades all the past selves and the present self.” That is, they

are all similar and continuous. Hence personal identity. “ Re-

semblance among the parts of a continuum of feelings (espe-

cially bodily feelings) experienced along with feelings widely

different in all other regards thus constitutes the real and

verifiable ‘personal identity’ which we feel” (see James’

Psychology
,
Yol. i, p. 386). We believe in one identical self

i

because in the “stream” of consciousness we recognize a

I stream of similar selves. We conclude that these are one because

thev are all warm and because there is no break in their succession.

Yes, you say: but in order to this conclusion there must, be a self

outside of the stream of consciousness. Otherwise, the continuum

of resembling selves within it could not be recognized, and still
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less could it be felt as belonging to and, in this sense at least, as

identical with the present self. This need Prof. James admits and

provides for. The medium required he finds in “ the real, present,

onlooking, remembering ‘judging thought,^ or identifying 1

section’

of the stream” which we have already described. This is what
‘
* collects— ‘ owns ’ some of the past facts which it surveys, and

disowns the rest—and so makes a unity that is actualized and

anchored and does not merely float in the blue air of possibility.”

At this point, however, a difficulty appears. The particular

“ judging thought ” or “ identifying section ” of the stream passes

with the stream. Though there is always an identifying section,

this is never the same
;

just as there is always water at the point
\

where the power of the river is applied to the mill, but it is never

the same water. We seem, then, to have only a succession of

judgments of identity. At each instant of consciousness the pres-

ent self identifies itself with all the past selves in the stream of

consciousness
;
but as there is a new present self with each pulse i

of consciousness, how can there be any real identity ? Here is

the explanation, says Prof. James. Each “ judging thought,”

each “ identifying section,” in the stream of consciousness, appro-

priates or adopts as its own all the stream of identifying sections

or judging thoughts that went before it. Such is personal iden-

tity. Though the self or “ present judging thought ” is never

identical with those that went before it, it seems to be so because it

takes up as belonging to it all the past selves or judging thoughts.

Thus there is no identical personality demanded. This may be a

mere illusion : it would be accounted for by “ the trick which

the nascent thought has of immediately taking up and adopting ”

as its own, and so as one with it, “ the expiring thought.” In-

deed, personal identity as a psychologic fact can be “ fully

described without supposing any other agent than a succession of

perishing thoughts, endowed with the function of appropriation

and rejection, and ot which some can know and appropriate or

reject objects already known, appropriated or rejected by the rest
”

(
Psychology

,
Yol. i, p. 342).

To this decidedly influential theory we would offer rhe following

and, as it seems to us, fatal objections :

First, the account given of the self is most untrue and most

unworthy. It is most untrue
;

for it is not the fact “ that I and

we are at bottom only names of emphasis ”
(
Psychology

,
Yol. i, p.

341). Consciousness of self, doubtless, is characterized by a sense

of peculiar warmth and intimacy. To resolve the self, however,

of which we are conscious into mere Avarmth and intimacy
;
that

is, to differentiate the thought of self from the thought of other
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things only as being more emphatic—this is as irrational as to say

that the vision of the sun differs from the vision of the moon
merely in being dazzling. In both cases, and in both equally, the

result of consciousness is put in the place of the object of con-

sciousness
;
and so the effect is mistaken for the cause. Nor is

this all. The theory of the self under consideration is as unworthy

as it is untrue. Instead of explaining, it would explain away what 1

Prof. James, as every serious man, regards as the mystery, nay,

the profound reality, of his being. It would degrade that which

is ultimate in man as well as his distinctive characteristic into a

1 mere feeling of warmth, a mere matter of emphasis. Its final

equation is man=animal written in italics. Verily, the Associa-

tionist Hume did better than this. Even when he tried hardest to

assassinate the self, he did not thus insult it.

Secondly. “ resemblances among the parts of a continuum of

feelings (especially bodily feelings) experienced along with things

widely different in all other regards ” is not an adequate descrip-

tion of “ the real and verifiable personal identity which we feel.”

This identity does express itself in what we may call a continuous

feeling, but it is not the whole truth to say that this feeling is

continuous because its objects, the different selves, resemble each

other in having, all cf them, the warmth of bodily existence or

of pure psychic energy, and thus possess “ a generic unity or are

all of the same kind.” On the contrary, the fact is quite other-

wise. That of which we are conscious is not generic unity, but

|i identical unity
;
not a stream of like selves, but one permanent

1
self-same self. You do not feel that your present consciousness is

of the same sort with that of yesterday
;
what you do feel is that,

however different its objects may be now from what they were

yesterday, it is the very same consciousness with that of yesterday.

This may not be so. The facts may be just as Prof. James has

indicated. It may be that the identity which we seem to our-

selves to perceive when we compare the self of to-day with the

self of yesterday is not real, and is the result of mistaking for

identity a mere continuous resemblance. Still, the point to be

noted is that it appears to be real and so has to be reckoned with

as such. If it is to be shown to be an illusion, it is as an illusion

of identity that we must turn the light on it. Otherwise, though

we may dissipate some mist, it will not be the mist which envelops

that at which we are looking. Thus, not only does Prof. James,

as we have seen, misrepresent and degrade the self of which we

are conscious
;

he misconceives utterly its apparent identity.

Even, therefore, if his explanation of this would work, it would

be worthless. The problem that he would solve would not be the

problem to be solved.
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Thirdly, his explanation will not work, and this for two reasons.

One is, that it is a mere process. It is an “ onlooking, a remem-
bering, a judging and identifying.” It is a “ pulse of thought.”

It is “ the present mental state.” No subject of the state, no

thinker of the thought, no agent who looks on, remembers, judges

and identifies, is posited. Indeed, this is just what may not be

posited. With anything so metaphysical as a subject, a thinker,

an agent, the true psychologist, Prof. James holds, will have noth-

ing to do. Nay, more
;
the superfluity of a thinking, acting soul

and so the sufficiency of the “ present passing thought ” is pre-

cisely what Prof. James claims that his psychological analysis has

established. He does not simply relegate the question of person-

ality to metaphysics. He pronounces it an unnecessary Question.

Perhaps there may be a soul, but we need not inquire. “ The
passing thought ” seems to be the thinker, and is all the thinker

that is demanded (Psychology, Yol. i, p. 342). This, however, is

precisely what we must protest against. A process without an

agent, even the “ present passing thought ” without a thinker, is

a pure abstraction. It does not exist
;
and it cannot be conceived

as existing, still less as operating. To separate thinking from a

thinker is as impossible in fact and as impossible of conception as

a fact as it is, even with instantaneous photography, to represent

the motion of a horse without the horse. Moreover, if it could

be done, it would not help matters. Deep in the mind and inerad-

icable would still be the conviction that the representation was an

unreal one. An effect may sometimes be studied by itself
;
but

the more that this is done, the more is the effect felt to demand a

cause. And in like manner, if a thinking process could be con-

sidered as merely a thinking process, this way of viewing it would

come to be regarded, at least practically, as contrary to fact. The
necessity of a subject or cause of the process would be appre-

ciated, even though not admitted. That it is felt by Prof. James

seems evident. Otherwise, why does he write the “ present judg-

ing Thought ” with a capital T ? (
Psychology

,

Yol. i, p. 338). Is

it not because “ the present mental state,” which he would have

it represent, even he cannot help thinking of as the state of a self

or person, indeed, as itself a self or person ? The other reason

why his explanation' collapses is that, in addition to being a mere

i
process, it is a purely imaginary one. Though its value as an

explanation is affirmed to lie in its exact portrayal of what is

observed to happen, it really portrays only what Prof. James and

his disciples suppose must have happened. It is not “ a patent

fact of consciousness ” (Psychology, Yol. i, p. 339), that the title

of a collective self is passed from one thought to another in some
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way analogous to that of “ bequest.” “ This trick which the

nascent thought has of immediately taking up the expiring

thought and adopting it ” is a trick the performance of which no

psychologist has ever witnessed. The best that can be said of it

with any show of reason is that it or something equivalent to it

seems to be presupposed in the phenomena of personalitv. This,

however, is to relegate it at once to the domain of metaphysics

;

and this is the destruction of a theory whose great claim is that,

in the respect under consideration at least, it does not need meta-

physics. But this is not all. Not only is Prof. James’ explana-

tion of personality thoroughly metaphysical
;

it is imaginary

metaphysics. It is not demanded or even suggested by the facts

to be explained. It is necessitated only by its inventor’s theory

of “ the superfluity of the soul.” It is introduced only to explain

that for which the soul would account. The truth, however, is

that the most immediate and direct of all our knowledge appears

to be knowledge of self as a self-conscious identical unit or person.

What, then, could be farther-fetched than the “Stream” theory of

personal identity ? Its explanation of this is as imaginary as it

is impracticable, and most imaginary of all would seem to be the

need of it.

3. The Transcendental Theory .—It secures the unity and identity

of the self by the sacrifice of its true individuality. That we may
understand this, let us trace the development of what is called the

transcendental self or ego. We begin, of course, with Kant. In

opposition to the Associationists, he distinguishes sharply between

the transcendental ego and the empirical ego. By the latter he

means “ the matter of the internal sense in its form of time.”

That is “it is the succession of mental states—-the thoughts, feel-

ings and actions—upon which man may look back as constituting

the record of his experience, his life.” As Kant himself says,

“ it is the object treated by empirical psychology.” In the lan-

guage of recent psychology, “ the empirical Self is a complex

presentation to consciousness it is “ continuously, but at no one

moment completely, presented” (Ward, article “Psychology,”

ninth ed., Encyclopaedia Britannica). In a word, the empirical

self is the self of which every one is directly and individually con-

scious. By the transcendental Ego, on the contrary, Kant would

indicate that the “ identical Self,” what we call the person, is

“ deduced or proved solely with reference to experience, as a neces-J

sary condition of knowledge.” That is, it is demanded by the

facts and is to be believed in because of the facts, that the empiri-

cal Self is known
;
that it is serial

;
and that a series, if it is to

be known as such, implies, as appeared in our discussion of the
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Associationist theory, a consciousness present to each of its mem-
bers, and self-identical throughout their change. While, however,

rtthe transcendental ego is thus necessary to experience, out of

'reference to experience it has no meaning
;
and, consequently, no

assertions can be made concerning it. That there is a soul we know
;

for it is only on the basis of such a unity that we can account for

the phenomena of self-consciousness : but what the soul is, or how
it is, we cannot know

;
for we cannot transcend self-consciousness.

( In brief, the transcendental ego is what unifies the empirical con-

sciousness. This is all that can be said regarding it. To cite

again Prof. Seth, to whose Hegelianism and Personality we have

been muck indebted, the transcendental ego can no more be con-

ceived apart from the empirical ego than “ one end of a stick

could be supposed to exist apart from the other end.” The tran-

scendental ego is the necessary and inseparable, but utterly indefi-

nite condition of self-consciousness. Thus Kant’s view of the self

differs from Prof. James’ theory as well as from that of the Associa-

tionists. If, as we have seen, it distinguishes sharply between

the transcendental ego and the empirical ego, it also regards them

necessary the one to the other.

Next came Fichte. Kant’s work had been mainly critical
;
his

was preeminently constructive. “ It is a construction to explain

the duality of sense and reason which Kant,” as we have just

observed, “ had left standing as an ultimate fact.” So far as per-

sonality is concerned, the problem for Fichte was to reduce to a

single principle the empirical ego and the transcendental ego, the

self _of__sense and the self of reason. This he did by making the

former the product of the latter. The self of which one is con-

scious is the creation, the thought, of the self that really is. Thus in

the most profound meaning every one thinks and so makes him-

self. Of course, it is not the self of which he is conscious, the

concrete personality of the individual, that does this
;

it is the

transcendental ego, the pure consciousness, the act “ which lies at

the basis of all consciousness and alone makes consciousness possi-

ble ”
( Werlce, i, 91). So far Fichte, while he advances greatly on

Kant, does not depart radically from him. He has given to Kant’s

trancendental ego a creative function, but he has not changed its

essential nature. This, however, he proceeds to do. He con-

ceives of the transcendental ego as the absolute Ego. He identifies

the single active self-conscious principle which any and every

individual self presupposes as its cause with the central creative

thought of the universe, the universal or divine self-consciousness.

tl Instead of being, as with Kant, the function of human thought

which generates the form, and the form only, of a phenomenal
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world, the transcendental ego lias become for Fichte the absolute

Creator of an absolute world.” Thus the individual self, person-

ality as known to us, is with him one of the divine Person’s

thoughts.

Schilling took another step in advance. Indeed, Fichte himself

did in the latter part of his career. In the Destiny of Man
,

speaking of the absolute Ego as identity of subject and object, he

defines it as “ that which is neither subject nor object, but the

ground of both, and that out of which both come into being
;

’ r '

and immediately afterwards he refers to “ the incomprehensible

One’’ which “ separates itself into these two” ( Werke, ii, 225).

Soon after this he drops the term absolute Ego, and adopts the

more general designation of “ the Absolute.” In like manner,

Schelling defines the Absolute as the indifference point of subject

and object—“ pure identity in which nothing is distinguishable.”

Thus the personality of the absolute ego, as well as the reality of

the empirical ego, is denied. All that is left to us is an unknown
and unknowable metaphysical ground or source of the whole

world. This ground is nothing when separated from the individual

consciousness whose unity it is
;
and that is nothing, for it is only

its manifestation.

Schelling’s successor Hegel returns to Fichte’s earlier position.

Hegel cannot be satisfied with a philosophy whose Absolute is

described as “total indifference” or “pure identity in which

nothing is distinguishable.” “ Such an Absolute,” he sa}Ts, “is

no better than the night in which all cows are black.” The
“ truth ” or ultimate reality of the universe cannot, he holds, be

a pure “original” or “immediate” identity; it must be an

identity that mediates or restores itself—in other words, an iden -

titv which is realized through difference. Hence, Hegel makes
“ everything in philosophy depend on the insight that the Absolute

is to be apprehended not as substance, but as subject.” He finds

the type of the “ identity,” which is the ground and source of all

things in the self-conscious life. In a word, he reemphasizes the

central principle of idealism. In doing so, however, he changes

its form. He brings it into more vital connection with the notion

of development
;
and, in particular, he connects the development

of the subject with the facts of nature and history. He does not,

as it were, stuff all the facts of the universe into the subject as

into a ready-made form. On the contrary, he views the develop-

ment of the world as the process of the development or “ becom-

ing ” of Spirit. lie would draw all the facts of nature and history

within this process and exhibit them as stages or elements in the

self-development of Spirit or the absolute Idea. This idea, more-
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over, is not Fichte’s absolute Ego. Hegel’s “Absolute ” is “ Self-

conscious Spirit only as He returns to himself from his objectifica-

tion in nature and attains to self-consciousness in the consciousness of

man.” In a word, the human self-consciousness is not the thought

or creation of the Absolute; the Absolute and it are “ identical

quantities.’’ To sum up, then, the Transcendental theory of the

self differs from the Stream theory and the Associationist theory in

that it holds and guarantees both the unity and the identity of the

self. The theory makes the self in every case the coming to self-

consciousness and so the manifestation in its true nature of the

“Absolute Idea.” It differs from the two theories just named in

I
that it fails to secure the individuality of the empirical self. This

is an identical unit just because its individuality is given up, it

and the Absolute Idea being regarded as “ identical quantities.”

This explanation of the self, which, though more or less modified,

is still held in its essentials by the not uninfluential Neo-Hegelian

school, is exposed to the following and, as it would seem, insuper-

able objections :

/ It will not work. Granting that it does give a just account of

the necessary unity and identity of the self, it breaks down when it

encounters its individuality. The reality of this it denies. As
we have seen, it identifies the human and the divine self-conscious- I

ness. Because the self-consciousness of men reveals a similarity of

type, the Hegelian infers unity of substance. This, however, is as

much a non-sequitur as though one were to argue that all oak

trees were one because they were all alike. Nay, it is a much
more glaring non-sequitur

;

for the distinguishing characteristic of

every self-consciousness is consciousness of itself as an individual.

In the words of Prof. Seth ( Hegelianism and Personality
,
p. 216),

“ though selfhood involves a duality in unity, and is describable

as subject-object, it is none the less true that each self is a unique

existence, which is perfectly impervious
,
if I may so speak, to

other selves—impervious in a fashion of which the impenetrability

of matter is a faint analogue. The Self, accordingly, resists inva-

sion
;
in its character of self it refuses to admit another self with-

in itself, and thus be made, as it were, a mere retainer of some-

thing else. The unity of things (which is not denied) cannot be

properly expressed by making it depend upon a unity of the Self

in all thinkers
;

for the very characteristic of a self is this exclu-

siveness.” Moreover, this fact is one with which a Hegelian

especially is bound to reckon, because with Hegel self-conscious-

1

ness is the -ultimate category. How, then, may he deny that

exclusiveness, that individuality, which, as we have seen, is the

essence of self-consciousness ? Surely, no theory can work which
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thus repudiates the innermost content of that for which it assumes

to account. It is not, therefore, too much to say that “ the radical

error of Hegelianism is the unification of consciousness in a single

Self.'’ Though it gave a valid explanation of self-consciousness

in other respects, its breakdown in this would be fatal
;
'for this is

fundamental.

Its explanation, however, is invalid throughout. Even if it

might explain away the individuality of the self, it would have to

be set aside on other grounds, chief among them the following :

The Transcendental theory of the self puts man in the place of

God. This it does by making, as we have seen, the human self-

consciousness and the Absolute “ identical quantities.”
.

“ God or

the Absolute is represented in the s}7stem as the last term of a

development into which we have a perfect insight
;
we ourselves,

indeed, as absolute philosophers, are equally the lastAerm of the

development.” Thus in the philosophy of law, of history, of

{esthetics, and in the history of philosophy itself, the Absolute is

attained, being simply man’s record and ultimate achievement

along these lines. Specially is this so in the “ philosophy of

religion,” where we should naturally expect to meet it least. The

self-existence of God seems to disappear
;
He is begotten, and has

His only reality in the consciousness of the worshiping com-

munity. “ God is not a Spirit beyond the stars,” says Hegel
;

11 He is Spirit in all spirits but this means, if not certainly to

the “ Master” himself, at least to many of his disciples, that

anything like a separate personality or self-consciousness in the

divine Being is renounced. In a word, we are put in the place of

God. Can any such explanation of the human self be valid ? It

contradicts that which is scarcely less fundamental in our conscious-

ness than the sense of individuality, and that is the feeling of

dependence on the Supernatural. As Bacon has well said, “ Man
looks up to God as naturally as the dog does to his master but

this he could never do, were there no God save “ his own great

self.”

Again, the Transcendental theory deprives man as well as God

of real existence. After putting the lormer in the place of the

latter, it proceeds to destroy him also. This it does by dividing

and so, of course, killing him. His one concrete self is split into I

two. Of these that one of which each of us is conscious is the

man : and the other, that which, according to Kant, unifies the

former, and, according to Fichte, thinks it, and, according to

Schelling, is the ground of it, and, according to Hegel, attains to

self-consciousness, and so truly manifests itself, in it, is the Abso-

lute or God. This division, however, does not more truly, as we
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have seen, undeify God by practically identifying Him with the

human self consciousness than it dehumanizes man. Man is not

the empirical self
;

or rather, the latter is only ha-lf the man, only

the objective side of his consciousness. It is a half, too, that can-

not exist, that cannot even be conceived, alone. It these are

merely to be states of consciousness, there must be a subjective

self to which they can be the states of consciousness. Nor does it

help matters that the place of this subjective self is taken by
what may be called the divine Self—a self identical in all men, a

self, as we have seen, identical with man. As Prof. Seth has

well said, “ The individual seems thus to become no more than an

object of the divine Self, a series of phenomena threaded together

and reviewed by it—an office which it performs in precisely the

same manner for any number of such so-called individuals.”

Surely this is to destroy man with a vengeance. Such a represen-

tation wipes out his self-hood and independence with a complete-

ness which few systems of Pantheism can rival. Man is made the
|

mere object of an undeified God. Nothing in himself, he can be

conceived to exist only in virtue of what cannot itself be regarded

as self-conscious save in him and as far as he. As Prof. Seth wr
ell

puts it ( Hegelianism and Personality
,

p. 190), “ human persons

are, as it were, the foci in wiiich the impersonal life of thought

momentarily concentrates itself, in order to take stock of its own
contents. These foci appear only to disappear in the perpetual

process of this realization.”

Thus, as must now be evident, the Transcendental theory hypos-

tatizes a _pure abstraction. “ The impersonal life of thought,”

which is admitted to constitute the subjective side of human con-

sciousness, is, of course, such. Apart from a person, without a 1

*

thinker, thought cannot exist, it cannot really be conceived as

actually existing
;

it is like an effect without a cause, it is an

effect without a cause. But the empirical self, the phenomenal

aspect of consciousness, is by itself equally an abstraction. States

of consciousness presuppose and necessarily involve a subject

of those states. As well think of qualities as existing save as
|

the qualities of some substance. Nor will it help matters in the

least to take “ the impersonal life of thought,” as the Hegelian

does, as the ground of the individual self-consciousness. The

'combination of two abstractions will not make one concrete reality

any more than zero plus zero will make unity. Hence, Prof.

Seth is correct when he says of the Transcendental theory ( Heyeli -

anism and Personality
, p. 29) : “It takes the notion of knowledge

as equivalent to a real knowrer
;
and, the form of knowledge being-

one, it leaps to the conclusion that what we have before us is the
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One Subject who sustains the world, and is the real Knower in all

finite intelligences. It seems a hard thing to say, but to do this is

neither more nor less than to hypostatize an abstraction.” How
to do this is, in plain English, to make something of nothing.

But this is not the worst. Having so deceived itself as to sup-

pose that it has succeeded in working up mere abstractions into a

real agent, the Transcendental theory goes on to ascribe to its

absolute Nothing, an absolutely impossible achievement. This is

the creation as it were of reality. Though the Absolute is but

an idea, though it is merely abstract thought, the logical unfolding

of its categories is regarded as giving the whole actual world of

nature and spirit. As Schopenhauer puts it, “ the universe to Hegel

is a crystallized syllogism.” This, however, cannot be. “ There
is no evolution possible of a fact from a conception.” Logic can

develop the meaning of nature, but it cannot originate it. “ It

cannot make the real, it can only describe what it finds.” In-

deed, it itself presupposes nature or reality; and without it, it is,

as we have already observed, as powerless as it is empty. What
absurdity, then, can be greater than that of positing a mere non-

entity like the “ absolute Idea ” as the creator of such realities as

the physical realm and even the human soul ? No theory of the

self can be tenable which brings us to a result so irrational as

this. Even were the theory consistent with itself, as we have seen

that it is not, no other conclusion would be justifiable.

II. We pass, therefore, to the proof of Personality, or the vin-

dication of what we believe to be the true doctrine of the self.

This differs from the theory just considered in holding to the real

individuality of the self; it regards the self as a distinct entity.

It differs from the StreamAheory in holding to the identity of this

entity
;

it takes it to be essentially the same that it was and that it

will be. It differs from the Associationist theory in holding to the

unity as well as in holding to the identity of the self
;

it affirms

that the selfs consciousness is a single state, however complex may
be its objects, and that it must be the consciousness of a single

being. It concentrates attention neither on the empirical ego nor

on the transcendental ego. It separates them in thought no more

than it does in fact. As Dr. McCosh puts it ( Defense of Funda-

mental Truth
, pp. 92, 94), “ Personality is the self of which we are

conscious in every mental act. Personal identity is the sameness

\
of the conscious self as perceived at different times. The phrases

do not point to some unknown essence, apart from or behind the

known thing. They simply designate an essential, abiding element

of the thing known We do not refer mental states to the

Self, we know it in a particular state. We do not figure Self as
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remaining the same, we judge or decide the conscious Self of

to-day to be the same as the conscious Self of yesterday remem-

bered by us. It does not reveal itself through feelings, we know
it as feeling, the one being as immediate as the other.” In short,

the distinct identical unit that self-consciousness seems to reveal to

each one is real. The empirical self is personality itself in exercise.
\

The truth of this position is established by the following consid-

erations among others :

1. The burden of proof rests on those who would deny person-

ality. The doctrine of Personality as it has been expounded meets

the necessities of the case. It is admitted that, if it were true, it

would explain the phenomena of self-consciousness which most

demand explanation. That is, if each one of us be a real person,

it is easy to see why each one is conscious of himself as an iden-

tical unit. It is just as easy as to understand why, if a real tree

be before you, you behold a tree. In both cases, and in both

equally, the knowledge is, according to the hypothesis, “ the reflex

of reality.” You perceive the tree because there is a tree to be

perceived, and you are conscious of the phenomena of personality

because that of which you are conscious is a person. Thus, this

explanation, if true, would be satisfactory. Moreover, it is the

only one that is so. We have carefully examined the other theo-

ries of the soul, and we have found them to be inadequate as well

as inconsistent with themselves and unjust to the phenomena for

which they would account. Surely, then, it devolves on the advo-

cates of these theories to show why the doctrine of Personality is

not the true one. When an hypothesis seems to explain the facts I

in question and when there is no other hypothesis at hand that is

either valid or sufficient, the presumption is always in favor of the

former. The law of parsimony so requires.

2. The objections to personality have only to be examined to

be seen to be at least empty. Take, for example, the criticism

which Prof. James says has never been “ made so beautifully ” as

by Lotze (Lotze’s Metaphysics, p. 431); namely, that the common
doctrine of personality involves the “ utterly inconceivable posi-

tion that we must look for the what of a thing in something else

than in what the thing is and does.” This, however, is not the

view that we have expounded and would defend. It is nothing

more nor less than Kant’s famous theory of “ the thing in itself,”

the untenable agnosticism of which was sufficiently exposed in the

first paper of this series. What we have all along insisted on is

that we know the thing itself “ in what it is and does ” and that

we cannot know it otherwise. We do not believe that there is a

self and that it is an identical unit merely because the phenomena
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of self-consciousness seem to imply this, hut chiefly because in

the phenomena of self-consciousness it is precisely this self that

we behold. We do not know mental states and exercises as such ;

if we do sometimes reason about them in themselves, it is only as

the result of a process of abstraction. What each one of us does

know is a person in mental states and exercises. These do not

simply presuppose personality
;
they express it. There is no per-

sonality apart from them. We do not claim that an identical unit

must underlie them
;
we do claim that they are the thoughts and

exercises of an identical unit. It and they are as truly one as are

life and its necessary activities. The objection, therefore, is

empty. There is nothing in it but misconception.

Take, again, the objection that the doctrine of personal] ty is con-

tradicted by many of the more striking mental phenomena. Thus

it is claimed that thought-transference, mesmeric influences, and

! spirit-control are fatal to rational belief in the absolute unity or

strict insulation of the self. They indicate that at least some per-

sonal consciousnesses are not closed individuals. It should be re-

membered, however, that observations of these phenomena have

scarcely yet been sufficiently numerous, even if sufficiently attested,

to be the basis for trustworthy induction. It may well be questioned,

too, whether these cases would, in any event, prove more than the

influence of souls on each other. But this is not disputed. It is

not pretended that personality is “impervious” in any such

sense as this. Here also, therefore, the objection has nothing in it

save misconception. So, too, it is often asserted that the uncon-

sciousness of sleep, swoons, etc., is inconsistent with personal

identitv. The self, it is said, cannot continue the same ;
for there

is no consciousness at all of self when one is asleep or is in a faint.

This objection, however, confounds two things that are radically

I different, the identity of the self and the consciousness of that

identity. It infers that there cannot be the former without the

latter, whereas it should inquire whether there is not evidence that

the former continues even when the latter is suspended. Any
other course is as absurd as if one were to conclude that a tree

ceased to ex*ist when he ceased to look at it. Xow the evidence

just referred to is not only at hand, but is entirely satisfactory.

Indeed, it is precisely in the case of sleep and of swoons that the

identity of the self appears most clearly. Why is it that on

awakening from sleep or on coming out of a swoon one feels him-

self to be the very same self that went to sleep or that fell into a

swoon '? It is because, and it could be only because, he is the very

same person. You must be the same, considered as the object of

consciousness, or you could not recognize yourself as such
;
just as
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you would not and could not judge in the morning that the furni-

ture in your room Avas the same if it had been changed during the

night: and you must continue the same, considered now as the

subject of consciousness, or you could not regard yourself as

such
;
for only a subject that has remained identical Avitli itself

can compare itself with itself and so come to the judgment of

identity. Thus the interruption of the consciousness of personal

identity by sleep or by a swoon is the demonstration of its reality.

If Ave did not continue the same, Ave could not return to conscious-

ness as the same.

Once more, take the objection raised by Prof. James
(
Psychology

,

i, p. 847), that “ the soul is an outbirth of that sort of philoso-

phizing whose great maxim, according to Dr. Hodgson, is :
‘ What-

ever you are totally ignorant of, assert to be the explanation of

everything else.’ ” In what sense, however, are we ignorant of

the soul ? We cannot, it is true, resolve it into simpler elements.

We cannot define it in terms of matter. But this is only Avhat Ave

should expect, if personality be ultimate, if the soul be, as we
have all along claimed, a pure manifestation of mind. The

difficulty is not that Ave do not know personality. We do knoAV it

as thinking, as feeling, as Avilling
;
as conscious of itself

;
as con-

scious of itself as an identical unit. We knoAV it itself, as Ave

shall see presently, more directly and surely than we knoAV any-

thing else. The so-called difficulty, hoAvever, is that Ave knoAV

personality as that which must be irresolvable and indefinable,

because there is nothing simpler into Avhich to resolve it or by
Avhich to define it. But Avhat is this, if not the demonstration of

the fitness of personality to be the explanation of mental phe-

nomena at least? Thus the objection in question, by calling

attention to the ultimate character of personality, confirms in no I

small measure the position of this paper. An explanation to be

adequate must be by means of Avhat is ultimate.

3. This position is positively affirmed by the great body of

reputable philosophers and also by mankind in general. It Avas

held, at any rate in its essence, by Plato and Aristotle. “ It

received its completely formal elaboration in the Middle Ages.” It

Avas believed by Descartes, Locke, Leibnitz, Wolf, Berkeley.
“ Kant adhered to it Avhile denying its fruitfulness as a premise

for deducing consequences verifiable here below.” By no one in

ancient or modern times has it been more clearly and forcibly

expounded than by McCosh, and by no one has it been so happily

stated as by him. It is noAV defended by the entire dualistic or spir-

itualistic or common-sense school. Beyond this, “ we meet,” says

Lotze
(
Metaphysics

, p. 238), “ Avith the word soul in the languages
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of all civilized peoples
;
and this proves that the imagination of

man must have had reasons of weight for its supposition, that there

is an existence of some special nature underlying the phenomena
of the inner life as their subject or cause.” Even those who
would deny personality cannot speak without implying it. Of

course, this universal consent does not of itself demonstrate it.

Errors have been believed by the whole world, and false theories

have been advocated by the greatest philosophers. Still, as

Illingworth has said, “ whatever we may think of the ‘ argument

from universal consent,’ taken by itself, it must distinctly be

allowed weight when it corroborates and is corroborated by philos-

ophical analysis.” Now it is thus with Personality. That it has

received assent for so long and so widely, as well as from minds so

acute and so profound, is a strong argument for it because there are

the best of reasons why it should be thus assented to. In the first

1 place, the other theories, as we have seen, are not tenable. In

the second place, this theory is practically unavoidable. As we

observed at the outset, its denial would involve impossible results.

It would mean, that all the social distinctions on which social

progress depends were unreal
;
that the whole moral sphere was,

as the Hindu pantheist holds that it is, an illusion
;

that theology

was robbed of its subjects and religion, consequently, of its life
;

and that reasoning itself was absurd just in proportion as it was

logical. These positions, however, we cannot accept. We may
try to do so and we may even believe that we do so, but our

actions will belie us. We cannot practically deny personality

any more than we can practically deny reality or duality. Just as

we are constrained, whatever may be our theories, to live as if we

were in a real world and as if the distinction between mind and

matter were real
;

so, whatever may be our views, we cannot help

acting as if we stood in relation to persons. To do otherwise is

impossible
;
for it would be to go against the ultimate self-evident

reality of things. As well might the open eye pretend not to see I

when in the light. The necessity of vision under such circum-

stances evinces as self-evident the fact of vision. Now it is pre-

cisely at this point that the force of the 1 ‘ argument from universal

consent” is felt. It proves that the necessity of our belie! in

personality is not due to a mere idiosyncrasy, but is a real necessity.

Otherwise, why should the great body of philosophers, though

differing much in other respects among themselves, formally hold

this belief? and especially, why should men the world over,

irrespective of their theoretical views, always act as though they

were real persons and be unable to act as though they were not ?

A belief which is thus universally necessary must be a really
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necessary belief
;
and, as we saw in the first paper of this series,

real necessity in the case of a belief can be explained only on the

ground that it is self-evident. When we see a precipice immedi-

ately before us, we cannot, if in our senses, help stopping, just

because it is self-evident that it is before us. Thus, as the case

is, the truth of personality could scarcely receive stronger confir-

mation than it does from this “ argument from general consent.”

It testifies to the real necessity of the belief in personality and so

implies the self-evidence of its truth.

4. This self-evidence of the truth of personality may be clearly

manifested. Indeed, it is clearly manifested to all who will see it.

Every one knows what we call self. When we feel pain, we are

'

conscious of ourselves as feeling it. We feel that it is our pain.

When we perceive the approach of danger, we are conscious of its

relation to us. We perceive it as danger to ourselves. When we
reason we are conscious of ourselves as reasoning. It is our argu-

ment. In a word, self is something from which no man can really

escape. Let him but think, and he cannot help becoming con-

scious of the self that thinks. This is not disputed. Even Mr.

Mill, the ablest champion of the Associationist theory, defines the

mind as “ a series of feelings aware of itself.”

Now this consciousness of self is consciousness of a person.

The very essence of the consciousness is individuality, unity, iden-

tity. We feel that we are not the pain that -we feel. There is a

sharp distinction between it and us. We feel that we are not the

tree that we perceive. There is a sharp distinction between it and

us. We feel that wre are not the thought that we think. There

is a sharp distinction between it and us. More than this, we are

conscious of self as distinguished from its organs or instruments,

j Consciousness refuses to identify it with the nerve-cells and brain

currents by means of which it may be proved to express itself.

Though we learn that the material of these is constantly changing

so that we do not have the same nerves or cells or brain currents

that we did have or shall have, we know, too, and it is the one

thing that we cannot bring ourselves practically to deny, that

our self is the same self that was and that will be
;

that though

everything is changing about ourselves and in ourselves, our iden-

tity remains
;
and that, consequently, the self of which ultimately

we are conscious is an individuality distinct from all else, even

from the cells or vesicles of its own brain, that is to say, is a spirit.

If to some this may seem to be enlarging on the testimony of

self-consciousness, the answer is that it is not enlarging on it
;

it^is

only formulating and unfolding it. Every one is practically con-

scious, we had almost said is specially conscious, of the distinc-

82
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tion between himself and Iris own body. But this is not all on

which self-consciousness insists. We are conscious of personality

with reference to spirit as well as with reference to matter. Per-

haps it is of personality in this respect that we have the most

lively consciousness. We feel that we are peculiarly distinct from

f all other men, from all other spirits. We never lose our personal

identity, however large may become our circle of acquaintances.

We sometimes wish that we could. In the case of those who
love one another profoundly the consciousness of personality with

its implied individuality and identity is frequently painful. Per-

sons may be so intensely one in heart as to chafe that they cannot

also be one in essence. Indeed, it is when the consciousness of

[self is strongest because most painful that the sense of person-

i ality is keenest. Specially is this so in relation to God. It is

usually when we strive the hardest to lose ourselves in Him that

our own personality stands out the most clearly.

And how, even ordinarily, it does stand out ! As Prof. Ladd

says (
Philosophy of Knowledge

, p. 199), “ An immediateness of

knowledge which surpasses that with which I know myself as

here and now existent, cannot be gained by any sharpening or

spurring of the mental faculties. Nor can any truer and surer

envisagement of reality be made even an object of imagination.

Indeed, all that I conceive of as 1 intuitive, ’ as doing away with

all barners between knowing subject and reality known, is con-

ceived of after the type of my experience with myself. How can

angels, or even God, know anything more indubitably and trans-

parentlv given, object to subject, in the unity of the embrace of

cognition than is my here-and-now existence to my here-and-now

existent-self?” How, then, may the reality of personality be

denied ? To do so is to contradict precisely that testimony of

consciousness which, as Prof. Ladd elsewhere remarks in sub-

stance, is clearest and strongest. In a word, not to accept person-

alitv as being the distinct identical entity that it seems to us to be

in our consciousness of sell is to set aside of all realities the most

self-evident.

5. But even this is not all. It is to set aside that reality which,

as it were, gives form to all other realities, which, indeed, gives

us the very idea of reality. As Prof. Ladd says in the quotation

made above from him, “ all tljat I can conceive of as
1 intuitive

’

.... is conceived of after the type of my experience with

myself.” As Illingworth has written
(
Personality Human and

Divine
,
p. 32), “ There can be no question whatever that our

whole idea of substance, as the permanent substratum which

underlies and connects a variety of attributes into that unity
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which we call a ‘ thing,’ is derived exclusively from our own
experience of a permanent self, underlying (or understanding) all

our affections and manifestations,” and, as I would add, revealing

its very self to them. In like manner, it is from our own con-

sciousness of self as willing and so energizing that we derive our
idea of power. And our belief in God—is it not rooted in and
determined by our sense of personal dependence on a being who,
though infinite, must still be a person ? Surely, then, if we are

realists, we are bound to hold to personalitv as well as to duality.

Personality is not only the most self-evident of all realities
;

it is

also, in the profound sense just considered, the reality of reality.

Princeton. W. Brenton Greene, Jr.



VI.

SELF-SUPPORT BY THEOLOGICAL STUDENTS.

"TTjTHEX a student in the course of his preparation for the

Y V Gospel ministry reaches the threshold of the theological

seminary, he has, as a general rule, exhausted his financial

resources. In order to complete his course he must either depend

on such aid as the Church may furnish him, borrow enough to

carry him through, or devote some of his time and energy to

securing self-support. That the third of these ways of “ making

the ends meet ’
’ is the preferable one, and that it ought to be

encouraged, will not be questioned by any one. The troublesome

aspect of the case, however, is not the lack of an abstract desidera-

tum, but the difficulty of adjusting matters so as to reach this

desideratum. The question is, When and how can the student

earn his self-support ? His year is divided into two unequal parts.

What is true of one of these is not true of the other.

If we take under consideration the longest of these periods, that

which is spent in the seminary, we may assert in general terms

that, however desirable self-support may be during its course, it

is difficult to secure it under present conditions, and will continue

to be more and more difficult unless present tendencies are checked,

or others are created to counteract them.

It will be well, therefore, to examine the problem in the light of

existing conditions and tendencies. These are :

1. The increasing rigor of scholastic tests We are raising the

standards for admission into the seminary, and making the exam-

inations that lead from the lower to the higher classes more and

more exacting. The requirements have been pushed upwards all

along the line. New methods in education have led to improve-

ment in the theological school as well as in all other classes of

schools. If the student, therefore, shall pass from class to class

he must devote himself to his work exclusively. It was possible

for him a few years ago to do what is required in the seminary

and also secure some means for his own support
;
but under the

changed conditions this is becoming less and less possible.

2. But in addition to the increasing rigor of the tests, we have

also enlarged and filled out the curriculum. The old course con-
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sistecl of exegesis, church history, systematic theology and homi-

letics. The student was required to meet the professors some

twelve hours a week in these branches. The work prescribed in

these hours he found it a comparatively easy task to do during the

remainder of his week. Reckoning eight working hours for each

day he had a total of forty-eight hours a week for work. Twelve

of these being occupied by the class-room exercises, the remaining

thirty-six were ample for the preparation needed for the class-

room. lie could give two hours of preparation for every hour of

lecture or recitation (evidently not too little) and have at his dis-

posal two hours a day, or twelve hours a week, for general reading

or self-support. Many students found this condition of affairs not

only sufficient for doing the institutional work, but for earning

something toward paying their way through. But how is it now ?

In addition to the above-named four departments we have the

department of apologetics commonly recognized in the seminary

course
;
and in these later years the department of Biblical theol-

ogy has come into full possession of its place. Besides these, many
institutions have also introduced the study of the English Bible,

elocution and music as required studies, and some are trying

experiments with sociology and evangelistics. Moreover, the

department of exegesis has been subdivided into its two branches

of Old and New Testament, and each of these departments has

been enlarged by the incorporation of archaeology for the study of

the materials brought into them through recent exploration and

research. The rise of questions of criticism and introduction has

also added to the scope of the departments. They therefore

require much more time for their fair treatment than was allowed

exegesis in previous years. Add to these further the various

lectureships on missions, comparative religions, sociology, the

optional courses, seminars for private work, which are coming into

use, and it is not difficult to see that the once sufficient twelve

hours a week must be made sixteen or eighteen in order to afford

room for the diversification and enlargement of the course. Few
students now can do more than attend to the regular work of the

course that is absolutely required of them. And the end of the

enlargement and diversification has not yet been reached. The

tendency has not spent itself and led to a reaction. How soon it

will do this, whether it will do it at all, we are not now concerned

to discuss, but as long as the tendency lasts and has its full sway

it will effectually bar the way of self-help to students.

3. Another condition adverse to self-support during the term of

study is the increased numbers in attendance at the seminaries.

The larger the attendance, of course, the more difficult to find
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opportunities for outside work. When tlie classes were small it

was within the possibilities to satisfy most of those who had the

ability and willingness to do something for themselves by finding

them suitable employment. Especially in large cities it was not

altogether impossible to set them to work in mission churches, and

in supplying vacant pulpits in the neighborhood. But as attend-

ance has increased and our halls are crowded, it becomes natur-

ally more and more difficult to provide work for all applicants.

Under present conditions and Avitk the existing system of manage-

ment of mission work it is simply out of the question to employ

from one hundred and fifty to two hundred and fifty students in

remunerate mission work in any city. We shall not deny that

other methods might make the difficulty less
;
but as things now

stand it cannot be done.

We do not forget, of course, a certain mode of administering

scholarship aid funds which claims to have solved this problem.

According to this system, e\mry applicant for aid from the scholar-

ship fund is set to work under the direction of a suitable officer of

the seminary, sometimes a regular professor and member of the

faculty and sometimes an outsider—preferably a city or Presbyterial

missionary. Every one who does this work and reports accordingly

is given the aid asked for. This scheme may have much in its

favor as a scheme for the administration of the scholarship funds

of a seminary, but it also has much against it. But Avhatever may
be said for it or against it as a means for the distributing of schol-

arships, it is not a means of proAnding self-support. It is not

based on sound business principles as a mode of employing stu-

dents. The principle of gratuity overbalances the idea of remuner-

ation in it. The funds are knoAAm to be there for the benefit of

the students, and not for the maintenance of the Avork given.

Were the students not in the seminary the authorities AA'ould not

think of employing others to do the Avork done by them at the

rates paid to them. Students are bound to feel under such a sys-

tem that they have not earned the money received. No one with

any sense or appreciation of \ralues can decehre himself into

thinking that for twelve A
Tisits a Aveek assigned him by the super-

intendent of work he has earned S200 a year. The idea of self-

support is simply caricatured in such a system. But eAren if this

system were sound in principle, Avhich as a system of self-support

it is not, whatever may be said of it as a system of scholarship

distribution, it is not universally practicable. It can only be put

into active operation in large cities. Such seminaries as are

located in smaller toAAms—and it is a question as to which are

more ideally located—could not avail themsel\res of it in attempt-

ing to solve the problem of self-support by the student.
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4. Yet another tendency of our times working unfavorably to

student self-support is the possession by specialists of the field, in

which students might in a measure earn self-support. We have

spoken of city mission work as a means of employing students.

But city mission work is coming to acquire a peculiar character of

its own, entirely distinct and different from every other form of

Church work. For this distinct type of work there is evolving a

peculiar type of minister, unfitted by his very experience and

manner of life for other forms of ministerial labor. To do the city

mission work well one must conform to this type to a greater or

less extent. The student is, of course, primarily a student and a

worker in a subsidiary and auxiliary way. His chief work is to do

what is prescribed by the seminary*. The specialist’s chief care, on

the other hand, is his work.

For this he is, first of all, better prepared to secure results. He
enters on his mission because he is fitted to' accomplish it better

and on better terms for the Church, i. e., with less expense, than

general workers or workers who are still engaged in their prepara-

tory studies.

Secondly, because he can devote his whole time to it. His

attention is not divided between his field and his studies
;

his

mind is not distracted. He is not obliged to postpone calls on his

time and energy until his principal and primary work shall have

had its share of attention and time. To all the demands of his

many-sided office he can turn an immediate and listening ear. He
can live on the ground and be always accessible to the people to

whom he is to minister, visiting their sick, conducting their

funerals, learning of their special needs, suiting his words to their

condition, and illustrating by his life among them the truth which

he strives to communicate to them. The student is vastly at a

disadvantage in all this. He cannot without inconvenience live

away from the scene of his studies or devote himself to this work

in such a way as the specialist. This naturally results in his being-

crowded out of the field.

Thirdly, it is not to his advantage that he should compete with

the specialist. While everything that is worth doing is worth

doing well, it is a question whether any considerable number

of seminary students should be encouraged or even allowed during

their course to go into special labors in the city mission field, if

they are to compete there -with the city missionary as a specialist.

Such a course will tend to make their development one-sided. It

will give them large ideas and impressions of that sort of work,

and inadequate ones of the other aspects of their office. It will

lead them to adopt methods which they may have to unlearn
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ultimately in some other than city mission field. But the city

mission field is simply an illustration of all other fields in which

the student might find employment. What has been said of this

field may be said in general mutatis mutandis of all other forms of

work, not excluding secular employment. The genius of speciali-

zation makes it yearly harder and harder for one who has given

himself up to the ministry, to engage in other kinds of labor as

side employments. Paul had his tent-making and Peter his fish-

ing, but they lived in an age when the preacher of the Gospel was

not a fully differentiated type and character.

Upon the whole, therefore, looking at the conditions under

which we are laboring, we must pronounce it impracticable to aim

at the student’s paying his way through the seminary, by engaging

in remunerative employment during that part of his year which is

to be spent for the most part at least in the pursuit of his theologi-

cal studies.

We have spoken thus far of the difficulties, amounting alto-

gether to an impossibility, of securing enough work to pay one’s

way through. We have viewed the subject from the point of

view of self-help and have said nothing of the effect of work, when

secured, upon the studies of the seminary student, or upon the

formation of his habits. We have assumed that all this would be at

least not positively injurious. We may note at this point the

doubtful validity of 'this assumption. Experience is against it.

The student who is giving any considerable portion of his time

and energy to self-support is not the student who is getting the

most out of his seminary course. Some of the most promising

young men are known to have made shipwreck of their scholarly

life by taking upon themselves burdens too heavy to cany in the

way of paying their way through. No syunpathetic and apprecia-

tive theological instructor looks upon a student, who has taken

some tempting opportunity to earn his living while studying, with-

out a feeling of apprehension and even sorrow.

If, then, self-help is becoming less and less practicable on the

one hand, it is, on the other, seen to be less and less desirable the

nearer it reaches the point of absolute self-support during the term

of study.

Coming now to the other portion of the student’s year—his long

summer vacation—we meet no longer the questions of desirability

or practicability, but of the best ways of securing self-support.

Let us glance at the present practice in the theological schools

of the Church. As the summer vacation draws near the under-

class men begin to think of what they shall do. Some of them

being well acquainted with the Presbyteries from which they have
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come enter into correspondence with their Presbyterial missiona-

ries, with the chairmen of the Home Mission Committees, or

with their pastors or other friendly ministers, and secure some

church to supply for the summer months. Others not so well

situated appeal to their professors and secure places through their

mediation. Others reach the opening of the summer vacation

without any success, perhaps without having made adequate effort

to secure church work, and resort at the last moment to secular

employment, traveliug agencies, clerkships etc., or go home to

spend the summer in idleness. To say that this is not an ideal

state of things is to put it very mildly. There is a lamentable

lack of organized effort here. That there is plenty of work to

employ all students is very evident from the fact that after those

who have succeeded in securing employment for the summer are all

settled and at work, there is still a large number of vacant

churches and mission stations looking for men to occupy them.

What is needed is generalship.

At two points especially such generalship might accomplish

beneficent results.

First, in reducing to order and regulating what is now left to a

scramble and haphazard procedure. Instead of making it necessary

for each man to secure his own summer employment in his own way,

it is highly desirable that he should be either directly led to it or

assisted in his efforts to find it. Instead of leaving it as at present

uncertain as to whether one will or will not secure the necessary

•opportunity to earn something for himself, it is desirable that there

should be a reasonable certainty that every worthy student who
may desire it should have a field to labor in.

Secondly, generalship is needed to raise the rate of remuneration

usually secured by students for summer work. This remuneration

varies much at present. Some students are able to earn enough

during the vacation to carry them not only through the summer
months, but also to eke out the aid they receive from the Church

through its Board of Education and through the seminary scholar-

ships during the session of study. But not all are thus fortunate.

Very many, perhaps the majority, find it difficult to earn more

than their support through the summer. Or if they accomplish

more than this, the long distances over which they are obliged to

travel to reach their places of work and return to the seminary

absorb a large portion of the profits, and they come back with

little if anything left in their pockets. Others again, especially

such as may not have been successful in securing places before the

close of the seminary session, are content to go and spend the

whole vacation on their fields and return with positively nothing
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but their support for the summer as the reward for their labors.

This they find themselves compelled to do. It is this with them
or nothing at all, and they wisely take what they can get, as they

cannot get what they ought to have. There may be some good

secured by allowing this “ go as you please ” method of securing

work by students during the summer vacation, but it is certainly

overbalanced by the many drawbacks and evil features that result

from the system. It is certainly possible to do something toward

improving it. If the matter were attended to by some party or

parties standing between the churches and the students, and having

the interests of both at heart, there is little doubt but that a more

regular, sure and profitable system could be devised'. As to how
such a system could or should be set to work is a question which

does not belong to this discussion. If the principle be correct the

machinery for reducing it to practical form could certainly be con-

structed.

In a paper like this, however, whose main object is to feel the

way out of darkness and confusion, it may not be out of place to

propose a scheme which to the writer of this paper seems quite

feasible. It is a scheme beset by difficulties, and it may
require some deliberation and discussion to determine whether it

is as feasible as it appears at first glance. It is a scheme for which

I will not claim that it solves the question of self-support for the

student, but only that it minimizes its difficulties. This scheme I

would describe as follows : At present the ordinary term of session

for study is about thirty-two weeks, or between seven and eight

months, leaving a vacation of twenty weeks or between four and

five months for work. This vacation, as has already been said,

seems to be too short to afford time for the earning of enough by

the average theological student to carry him through the eight

months or less of the session. The scheme I allude to is based on

the system which prevails in Scotland, of dividing the year into

equal parts
;

of giving a continuous vacation of six months to

the theological student alternating with six months of study. This

vacation would afford the opportunity to earn support for the

other half of the year devoted to study. The reduction of the

session to six months, however, would necessarily entail the in-

crease of the number of sessions in the seminary from three to

four. Otherwise the, ground covered by the seminary course now

in three terms of eight months each, or more precisely twenty-two

months in the aggregate, would have to be limited. Some of the

work would have to .be thrown out of the course, as it is found

difficult even with a term of eight months to give proper attention

to the course. If the number of sessions of study should be
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increased from three to four it would result in an increase of two

months on the whole. Four sessions of six months each would

give us twenty-four months for study in the four-years’ course as

against twenty-two months in the present three-years’ course.

While this might cause some inconvenience and delay, it would,

on the other hand, be fraught with advantages which are too ap-

parent to need detailed explanation. Were such a scheme to be

realized it would be necessary to supplement it by the appoint-

ment of some central committee to take applications for work from

students and seek for fields of labor for them, thus adjusting supply

and demand, and acting as a clearing-house bringing into contact

with one another theological students and missionary fields.

Chicago. A. C. Zenos.



VII.

REVIEWS OF

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

I.—APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY.

Modern Mythology. By Andrew Lang, M. A., LL.D., St. Andrews,
Honorary Fellow of Merton College, Oxford

;
Sometime Gifford Lecturer

in the University of St. Andrews. London, New York and Bombay :

Longmans, Green & Co. 1897. Svo, pp. xxiv, 212.

Prof. Max Miiller’s Contributions to the Science of Mythology was noticed

in the January issue of this Review. The volume before us embodies Mr.
Andrew Lang’s reply to that work. Mr. Lang has not, of course, the repu-

tation as a scholar enjoyed by his antagonist; yet his book, entitled Myth,

Ritual and Religion, published some ten years ago, won a recognized place in

the literature of the subject and was translated into French and Dutch.

Mr. Lang belongs to the analogical or, as he prefers to call it, the anthropo-

logical school of comparative mythology
;
Max Miiller to the philological

(genealogical). Hence the joining of the battle.

Controversial writing nearly always brings to the surface a number of

minor and sometimes irrelevant details, as well as often degenerates into a

question of correct representation of opponent’s views
;
and this is true of the

present controversy. It is sometimes difficult in such cases to distinguish

the main issue from the subordinate ones. What is it in the present instance ?

Mr. Lang says :
“ The essence of myth, as of fairy tale, we agree, is the con-

ception of the things in the world as all alike animated, personal, capable of

endless interchanges of form. Men may become beasts
;
beasts may change

intomen; gods may appear as human or bestial ; stones, plants, winds, water,

may speak and act like human beings, and change shapes with them” (p. x).

And Max Muller says :
“ The gods being once given, we can account for

goddesses, for heroes and heroines. It is the gods who require explanation,

and we know now with perfect certainty that in their first apparition they

were simply the agents postulated as behind the most striking phenomena
of nature. Whoever holds that opinion is on our side, however much he may
differ from us on minor points. Whoever differs from it must be prepared

to show from what other source the so-called gods or Devas could have

sprung” ( Contributions , p. 75).

Wherein, then, do these writers differ ? Mr. Laug says it is in their ex-

planation of the cause or origin of this personification—this “ belief in uni-

versally distributed personality.” Mr. Lang says: “But how did this
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mental condition, this early sort of false metaphysics, come into existence ?

We have no direct historical information on the subject. If I were obliged

to offer an hypothesis, it would be that early men, conscious of personality,

will, and life—conscious that force, when exerted by themselves, followed on
a determination of will within them—extended that explanation to all the ex-

hibitions of force which they beheld without them. Rivers run (early man
thought), winds blow, fire burns, trees wave, as a result of their own free will,

the will of personal conscious entities” (p. xi). Muller’s explanation is that

the cause was a “ disease of language.” The phenomena of nature were
called originally by names, every one of which was a root of language ex-

pressing one of the many acts with which men in an early state of

society were most familiar. In process of time, owing to a confusion of

language, things thought and said about natural phenomena were looked

upon as thought and said of real, personal agents, and thus mythology arose.

This being true, the best solvent of the old riddles of mythology is to be found
in an etymological analysis of the names of gods and goddesses, heroes and
heroines (Contributions, p. 21). Mr. Lang does not deny entirely the value

of such philological analysis (p. 105), but he urges great caution in its use,

and is sure Prof. Muller has not only made extravagant claims for it, but
thereby arrived at very untrustworthy conclusions. And inasmuch as the

Oxford professor does not, on the other hand, deny the validity of the analogi-

cal and ethnological methods, when properly used, but even claims to have
employed them to some extent himself (Contributions, pp. 185, 187), it would
seem as if, after all, the two opponents, however much they might differ as

to the origin of the personification of nature, did not differ so much in the

acceptance or rejection of principles of research in mythology, as in their

opinion of the difficulties in the way of each, and the preference to be given

the one or the other as the chief instrument of investigation.

With reference to the “ disease of language” theory, Lang asks: If this

theory is correct, how can we explain the existence of the same myth among
people whose languages are absolutely unconnected ? Are diseases of

language contagious, even when the languages have had no opportunity by
contact of catching the disease ? And Lang’s point here seems well taken.

The precariousness of the philological method is shown by the many discord-

ant results at which different members of the school arrive. A list is given

of the names of scholars who dissent from a large number of Muller’s etymo-

logical equations. In contrasting the two methods Mr. Lang goes at some
length into a discussion of their respective explanations of totemism, fetish-

ism, and certain myths and rites of savage tribes, and makes here undoubtedly

au excellent showing for his side of the question.

It is difficult to judge the merits of a controversy that is so broad as well

as desultory. Eliminating other points at issue, it must be said that the

philological method is much weaker now as a method to be depended upon
than it was some twenty years ago. There has been a strong reaction against

the trustworthiness of many of its results. The majority of contemporary

anthropologists are not emphasizing Muller’s genealogical method. The
time has not yet come, however, for a definite settling of all the questions at

issue. The science is yet in its infancy, and many of its problems must be
deferred for solution to a future day.

Mr. Lang makes no attempt to connect the origin of mythology with that

of religion. All he says in his entire book on this subject is in the following

paragraph :
“ The ‘ Nemesis ’ (i, 196) of De Brosses ’ errors did not stay in

her ravaging progress. Fetishism was represented as ‘ the very beginning of

religion,’ first among the negroes, then among all races. As I, for one, per-

sistently proclaim that the beginning of religion is an inscrutable mystery,
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the Nemesis has somehow left me scatliless, propitiated by my piety. I said,

long ago, ‘ The train of ideas which leads man to believe in and to treasure

fetishes is one among the earliest springs of religious belief.’ But from even
this rather guarded statement I withdraw. ‘ No man can watch the idea of

God in the making or in the beginning’ ” (p. 120).

McCormick Theological Seminary. Benjamin Lewis Hobson.

The Christian View of God and the World, as Centring in the

Incarnation. By James Orr, D.D., Professor of Church History in the

United Presbyterian College, Edinburgh. Third Edition. Edinburgh :

Andrew Elliott, 1897.

We have great pleasure in calling the special attention of our readers to

the third and revised edition of Dr. Orr’s volume. It is presented in an
attractive form and offered at a price which should secure for it a. wide cir-

culation. It is not necessary to repeat what was said in our columns by Dr.

Darling in his favorable and extended review (Vol. vi, p. 359) of the work
when it first appeared. We need only say that a reexamination of it has con-

firmed the opinion we formed of it soon after its publication, namely, that it

is an exceptionally able, suggestive and useful treatise in philosophical

apologetics.

Princeton. John DeWitt.

A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom. By
Andrew Dickson White, LL.D., L.H.D., Ph.D., Late President and Pro-

fessor of History at Cornell University. In two volumes. 8vo, pp. xxiii,

415+ xiii, 474. (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1896.) Few books have

come to us recently which do more credit to the bookmaker’s art than these

two handsome volumes : it is a pleasure to handle them and the eye delights

in their well-printed pages and large, clear type. The work which they em-

body is an evolution and approaches its readers with all the comfortable

assurance of an old friend. In its babyhood it was introduced to the public

as a lecture on “ The Battlefields of Science,” published iu the columns of

The New York Tribune. Soon it had grown into “ a little book called The

Warfare of Science ” (12mo, pp. 151, 1876). That waxed into “New Chap-

ters in the Warfare of Science,” a long series of articles in The Popular

Science Monthly. Finally, the full-grown work appears, swelled to nearly a

thousand octavo pages, in the volumes now before us. At its first appear-

ance in book form Dr. James McCosh felt constrained thus to comment upon

it :
“ President White has in his Warfare of Science brought forward an

agglomeration (very indiscriminate and uncritical) of facts to show that

religious men have opposed science, and been defeated. As no doubt he

wishes to be impartial, I suggest that he gather a like body of facts to show
that savants have used their science to put down religion, which stands as

firm as ever” ( The Development Hypothesis, Is it Sufficient? 1876, p. 75).

After all its growth in size, the same judgment must be passed upon the com-

pleted work : it is still an “ indiscriminate and uncritical agglomeration of

facts,” brought together for the support of a thoroughly one-sided and

fatally misleading proposition. Dr. McCosh iudeed did more than justice

to the work when he said that its intention is “ to show that religious men
have opposed science.” That is its effect; and we may readily infer from

the exposure made in these erudite and well-packed pages that not all relig-

ious men of all ages have been perfectly informed, or entirely wise or inva-

riably right. But Dr. White does not so read his thesis. He is eager to put

into conflict not some religious men and the advancing conceptions of sci-
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entific thought, but distinctively what he calls “Dogmatic Theology ” and
“ Science and he defines Dogmatic Theology as the theology “based on

Biblical texts”—to which he adds, no doubt, “and ancient modes of

thought,” but only as an unimportant indication of what he thinks Dog-

matic Theology really is. The thesis which he is actually striving to make
good accordingly is that the doctrinal teachings of the Bible, so far as they

concern matters with which science has to do, are simply a mass of mytho-
logical conceptions, the attempt to hold to which as truth has been to throw

up a dam across the advance of the stream of knowledge—which, there-

fore, this irresistible stream has repeatedly been at necessity to break

through and bear away. He considers himself a Christian man and rev-

erences “ the blessed Founder of Christianity,” and labors—even in the pub-

lication of this volume—for the spread of “pure and undefiled religion;”

but the sphere of religion is to be sharply limited and the whole sphere of

science left undisturbed by its influence. The sphere of science moreover is

made as broad as possible. In the twenty chapters gathered in this book

announcing so many instances of the rout of Theology before advancing

Science, the latter term is made to cover with its aegis every department of

human research from pure Metaphysics to the Higher Criticism. It is

amazing what a wealth of detail Dr. White has brought together in support

of his thesis. Of course, it has not been possible for him to collect all these

details and record them without falling into errors of fact. A considerable

list of such errors might easily be drawn up, a good number of which
would impinge upon the thesis they are adduced to support. But the trou-

ble with the book does not lie in these inevitable and insignificant errors of

detail. It lies in its fundamental conception and in the whole disposition of

its material. Here there is such fatal one-sidedness, that the entire treatise

—

valuable as it is and will remain as a magazine of facts—is hopelessly vitia-

ted. As Dr. McCosh pointed out twenty years ago, all that it proves is that

some religious men have been slow to follow the advance of science
;
and the

same could easily be shown of some scientific men : nay, it was largely not

because they were men of religion, but because they held too tenaciously to

the current ideas of men of science, that these men lagged behind the

vanguard of advance. Least of all does Dr. White’s argumentation, in any
-case, prove that there is warfare between Science and Theology, and he has

done grave injustice to his own cause and his own book by writing this

thesis down on its title-page and making the validation of it the object of

his labors. What after all, in strictness of thought, can be meant by affirm-

ing a warfare between “Science” and “Theology?” There is no such

thing as “ Science,” with a big S : sciences there are, but the scientia scien-

tiarum, which alone can be meant by “ Science,” is a philosophy, and can

only be interpreted as a general world-view supposed to be involved in

the results of the various sciences. But how can Science, with a big S, in

this sense come into conflict with Theology ? Theology is itself a science,

one of the sciential
,
of the results of which Science is the abstract expres-

sion : and to speak of a conflict between the two is to say that the whole we
have erected in our minds will not comport with one of its component
parts. The absurdity of it all will be at once perceived when we shift the

assumed conflict to another department of science. How would it do to

speak of the warfare between Science and Botany, say; or between Science

and Geology ? The self-contradiction can be voided only by a preliminary

arbitrary exclusion of Theology from the domain of Science, and it is

just this narrow point of view which characterizes Dr. White’s attitude and
vitiates his conclusions ab initio. If this assumption is not made to start

with, it is very clear what happens to “ Science ” if it is in conflict with
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Theology. When “ Science ” gets into conflict with one of the sciences
which it assumes to represent, it is, of course, “ Science ” that goes to the
wall. Our complaint against Dr. White’s book then is, that in its funda-
mental view-point it is the outgrowth of pure prejudice, and that in its

elaboration it is one-sided and thoroughly misleading. A “ history ” is

just what it is not : it is a polemic treatise aud a polemic treatise which in

its whole spirit and effort is painfully like a partisan attorney’s plea. A
history of the adjustments, through the ages, of theological thought and
general culture was well worth writing. A piece of special pleading like

this was not worth writing : aud the undeniable ability of the performance
and the richness of material assembled will not save it from this con-
demnation. All that the book as a whole really proves is thus the narrowness
of Dr. White’s Weltanschauunq. The Sacred Books of the East. Trans-
lated by Various Oriental Scholars and Edited by the Rt. Hon. F. Max
Muller. American Edition. Vol. I. The Upanishads. Translated by the
Rt. Hon. F. Max Muller. 8vo, pp. g, ci, 307 -f lii, 350. (New Fork: The
Christian Literature Co., 1897.) Vol. II. The Sacred Laws of the

Aryas, as Taught in the Schools of Apastamba, Gautama, Vasishtha, and
Baudhagana. Translated by Georg Biihler. 8vo, pp. lxii, 314, xlv, 360.

(New York: The Christian Literature Co., 1898.) The “Christian
Literature Co.” proposes the reissue in an American edition, at a greatly

reduced price, of the twenty-four volumes of the well-known series of The
Sacred Books of the East. The present installments are the first of this enter-

prise. The first volume contains the whole of the twelve Upanishads, trans-

lated by Prof. Max Muller, which appeared as Vols. i and xv of the origi-

nal series. The second similarly contains the whole of the Laws of the

Aryas, translated by Georg Biihler, which appeared originally as Vols. ii and
xiv of the English series : thus the disjecta membra are brought together and

the work made more coherent and usable. Evidently the matter has not been

reset : so that except for the fact that each volume will contain two volumes

of the English edition, and the arrangement of the volumes is made more
convenient, the purchasers of the American edition can be sure that they

have the English edition unchanged. The opening volume includes a portrait

of Prof. Max Miiller and a new Preface to the American edition. As every-

body knows, this series of books worthily puts for the first time within the

reach of the English reader the documents on which the great religions of

the world base themselves. They are not enticing reading. Nor will the

study of them lead men of insight to think and speak of the religions which

they represent as Christianity’s “ peers,” as Prof. Max Muller strangely

seems to think. But they are indispensable to all who would know what
religion on the plane of nature is really like and what it is able to produce :

and who would thus learn to appreciate more truly and more fairly the gulf

that divides the religion which God has given from those that man has

made. The Christian Literature Co. deserves the thanks of students

of comparative religion for placing the series within the reach of all, in such

excellent shape. Lao-Tze's Tao-Teh-King. Chinese-Englisb. With In-

troduction, Transliteration and Notes. By Dr. Paul Carus. 8vo, pp. 345.

(Chicago: The Open Court Publishing Co., 1898.) In this volume, Dr.

Carus has performed a very notable service to the science of Comparative

Religion. It is simply a scientifically complete edition of the Tao-Teh-Iving

for Western use, containing within one cover all that is necessary to make
the work accessible to the student. His purpose, as he states it, “ is first to

bring the Tao-Teh-King within easy reach of everybody, and secondly to

offer the student of comparative religion aversion which would be a faith-

ful reproduction not only of the sense but of all the characteristic qualities,
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especially the terseness and the ruggedness of its style.” The task set him-
self, Dr. Cams has carried out with fullness and skill, and the result is an
edition of the Tao-Teh-King, in text, translation, transliteration and notes,

which “ stands on the shoulders ” of all previous efforts in the same direc-

tion and supplies all the help that can be asked for the study of the book.

Chinese Philosophy. An Exposition of the Main Characteristic Features
of Chinese Thought. By Dr. Paul Carus. 8vo, pp. 64. (Chicago : The
Open Court Publishing Co., 189S.) Along with his edition of the Tao-Teh-
King there should be mentioned also this comprehensive paper on Chinese
philosophy, which Dr. Carus has reprinted in a revised form from The Mon-
ist, for January, 1896. It richly repays a careful reading and will be a valu-

able aid to missionaries as well as students of ethnic thought in orienting

themselves as to Chinese modes of thinking. Buddhism and Its Christian

Critics. By Dr. Paul Carus. 12mo, pp. 316. (Chicago : The Open Court
Publishing Co.; London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., 1897.) Dr.

Cams continues his efforts to commend a modified Buddhism to us, by the

publication of this pleasantly written book. He is attracted to Buddhism
chiefly by what, from a Christian standpoint, we should call its negative

character, but what from his own standpoint Dr. Carus thinks of as its free-

dom from mythological dogmas. It is a positive commendation of Buddh-
ism to him that it has no place in all its thought for a substantial soul, an
individualized immortality, or a personal God. Buddha, he cries with
rapture, was “the first positivist, the first humanitarian, the first radical

free-thinker, the first iconoclast and the first prophet of the Religion of Sci-

ence:” and his conviction—a conviction only strengthened by Prof.

Monier-Williams’ polemic against Buddhism—is that “Church-Christianity ”

can only “ become a scientifically true and logically sound religion of cosmic
and universal significance by being transformed into that Buddhism which
Prof. Williams refuses to regard ‘ as a religion at all.’ ” Which means to us

only that Dr. Carus’ much vaunted “ religion of science,” which he sees

preadumbrated in Buddhism, is just no religion at all. Kone the less it is

very interesting and not a little instructive to listen to him discourse on the

origin, philosophy, psychology and basic concepts of Buddhism, and to

attend to the contrast between Christianity and Buddhism which he draws
in this volume. His prejudices, to be sure, lead him into some very strange

statements. To go no further than the Preface—what will justify his

assertion (p. 7) that the “Christian theories of creation, of God’s personality

and trinity, of the nature of the soul and the mode of resurrection,” are

later than Christ and the product of “ the Church fathers and Church coun-

cils;” or that Christianity’s progress has been checked now that it has

ceased to “ adopt of other religions that which was good ” and has become
dogmatic

; or that we may be sure that “the truth will prevail in the end ” ?

Some of the Christian doctrines he here enumerates as products of the

fathers are as old as Genesis, and all of them as old as Christ : Christianity

never made such rapid and solid progress as during the last half of the nine-

teenth century, whether we estimate the progress intensively or extensively ;

and it is only the Christian, the believer in the Almighty God of righteous-

ness and truth who has made all things for Himself and is ordering all things

to work out His own glory, that has any warrant to believe that “ the truth

will prevail in the end.” Surely, surely, there will eventually be but one

religion, and that one religion will be the “ Religion of Truth :” but this is

not because there is no personal God, no substantial soul, no individualized

immortality, but just because there are all three, and this personal God has

eternal purposes of good for His immortal creatures and will bring that

good infallibly to pass. Buddha, Mohammed, Christus, ein Yergleich der

33
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drei Personlichkeiten und ihrer Religionen. Yon Robert Falke. Zweiter,

systematischer Theil : Yergleich der drei Religionen. 8vo, pp. 252.

(Giitersloh : C. Bertelsmann, 1897.) Xo two books could well be more
opposite in spirit than this and that of Dr. Cams just described. Here
the three world-religions are brought into comparison not with a view to

assimilating Christianity to the religions of this world, but with the inten-

tion and effect of exhibiting—we will not say its superiority, for that would
be a matter of degree—but its unique and sole claim on the belief of thought-

ful men. Mr. Falke’s method led him to bring into comparison in the first

place the personalities of the founders of the world-religions, and then the

religious systems of which they were the authors. The former task was
performed' in the first volume of his work, a notice of which may be found

in this Review for July, 1897 (Yol. viii, p. 584). The present volume
studies the three systems under the eight rubrics of the doctrines of God, of

the world, of man, of sin, of redemption, of the future ; the system of wor-

ship; and the ethical teaching: and easily shows that Christianity alone

holds the truth in each case. An example of the antitheses, as he draws
them out, may be found in the closing words of the chapter on the doctrine

of man. “ Nowhere,” he says, “is the difference between the three relig-

ions more manifest than in their doctrines of man. Buddha makes man the

God of this earth, but in very fact a self-tormenting demon; Mohammed
Allah’s servant and at the same time the slave of his flesh ;

Christ God’s

child, and therefore the Lord of the world and the image of the Father.

.... According to Buddhism and Islam, the human soul begins in the Be-

yond and ends really on the earth, in the flesh. According to Jesus’ revelation

the human soul begins on the earth, in the flesh, and ends in heaven.” Then
as to their future: “ The Buddhist would lose his soul in death, the Moslem
would retain it in its natural estate, the Christian would fain give it back to

God in a form glorified and made like to Him. To the Buddhist death is

the end, to the Moslem a continuation of the earthly life, to the Christian a

new blessed beginning. The Buddhist eschatology can thus do nothing

other than produce dullness and flight from the world, the Islamic worldly

happiness, the Christian divine blessedness.” The book is intended for a

popular constituency : but it rests on the best authorities and is very well

done. Mr. Falke thinks it the first attempt to present in popular form a

“symbolics of the three world-religions.” This may be so. But such a

comparison as he institutes has already been most carefully carried through

as regards Christianity and Buddhism at least by Dr. Samuel H. Kellogg in

his The Light of Asia and the Light of the World—to say nothing of Dr. Mar-

cus Dods’ Mohammed , Buddha and the Christ—books that seem to be un-

known to Mr. Falke. The Bible and Islam
,
or The Influence of the Old

and New Testaments on the Religion of Mohammed. Being the Ely Lec-

tures for 1897. By Henry Preserved Smith, D.D. 12mo, pp. 319. (New
York : Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1897. ) This book belongs to a class of which

we cannot easily have too many. It is a painstaking and candid study of

one of the world-religions, with a view to a well-grounded judgment of the

conditions of its origin and the sources of its influence. In the study of

Islam, Prof. Smith has wisely limited himself on this occasion to one point

—

its indebtedness, not merely to Judaism and Christianity, but specifically to

the Jewish and Christian Scriptures. This study he carries through in de-

tail, and especially with reference to the Mohammedan, or rather to Moham-
med’s doctrines of God, the divine government, revelation and prophecy,

sin and salvation, the service of God, the future life and Church and State.

Broadly speaking, his verdict is that “ never was there a religion so little

original as this one ’’—not, however, as if this were to its discredit, but
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only as marking a historical fact. Mohammed’s impulse he judges to have
been received from corrupt seventh-century Christianity in Arabia (rather

than from Judaism), working upon a deeply religious nature, which assimi-

lated what it could of the material brought to it. The spiritual elements of

Christianity he could not assimilate, partly because they were not brought

to him, but also partly because they were uncongenial to him. In any event,
“ his system is a Judaistic Christianity adapted to Arabic conditions and
its power, by which millions have been elevated from a debasing heathenism
to “ a society in which God and righteousness are living and active forces,”

is fairly traced to the presence of this truth in the system. In the nature of

the case, it is this side of Islam that is emphasized : but the other side is

not forgotten—the side by virtue of which, while it brings some one step

in advance, it restrains them from taking another; and so when looked down
on from the heights of Christianity, instead of up on from the pit of heath-

enism, it lies athwart the road of progress as, possibly, the most immovable
obstacle on earth. It is a book for which we bespeak a wide reading. The

Bremen Lectures on Great Religious Questions of To-day. By Various Emi-
nent European Divines. Translated from the Original German by David
Heagle, D.D., Professor in the Theological Department of the Southwestern
Baptist University. A New and Improved Edition. 12mo, pp. 406. (Phila-

delphia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1898.) Thirty years have

passed since this famous series of Bremen Lectures was delivered, but they

retain an air of timeliness even yet, and it would be hard to point to a series

of ten lectures on the fundamental apologetical and dogmatic themes which
more richly repay the reader. This edition contains a discussion of the

Biblical conception of God by Prof. Christlieb, which was wanting in the

original edition, and is inserted here to make good the lack of a lecture by
Dr. Fabri, which was delivered in the course but not given for publication.

It is also ornamented by portraits of the ten lecturers and short sketches of

their lives. It is a good book and deserves to be put again into the hands of

the Christian public.

II.—EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.

A Dictionary of the Bible, dealing with its Language, Literature and
Contents, including the Biblical Theology. Edited by James Hastings,
M. A., D.D., with the Assistance of John A. Selbie, M. A., and, chiefly

in the Revision of the Proofs, of A. B. Davidson, D.D., LL.D., Professor

of Hebrew, New College, Edinburgh; S.R. Driver, D.D., Litt.D., Regius

Professor of Hebrew, Oxford ; and II. B. Swete, D.D., Litt.D., Regius

Professor of Divinity, Cambridge. Vol. I: A—Feasts. New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1898. 4to, pp. xv,

864.

The first volume of Dr. William Smith’s Dictionary of the/Bible was pub-

lished at the end of 1863, and was reissued in America four years later in a

thoroughly revised form, under the editorial care of Dr. H. B. Ilackett and

Mr. Ezra Abbot. Before the close of the year 1870, the four volumes of the

American edition were in the hands of the public. Of course there were

other works of the kind in the field, the most valuable of which were proba-

bly Dr. Patrick Fairbairn’s The Imperial Bible Dictionary (2 vols., royal 8vo,

London, 1866) and Dr. W. Lindsay Alexander’s edition of Kitto’s Cyclo-

paedia of Biblical Literature (3 vols., royal 8vo, Philadelphia, 1866). McClin-

tock and Strong’s Cyclopaedia of Biblical. Theological and Ecclesiastical Liter-
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ature, the publication of which was begun in 1867, sought to occupy so much
wider a field that it hardly came into direct competition with the specific

“ Bible Dictionaries.” It is true to say, at all events, that the “American
Smith ” immediately took its place on the tables of scholarly American
ministers and students of the Word as the standard work of the kind. That
place it has worthily and almost undisputedly held ever since. Meanwhile a
generation of years has passed, and in these days of restless research a gen-

eration is a very long time, in which many changes of opinion must needs

occur, and some not inconsiderable advance in knowledge may haply be
made. It is easy, to be sure, to overestimate the “ increase of knowledge ”

that has come with “ the process of the years.” Augustine points out that

all the knowledge best worth having is acquired by the human animal in its

infancy : it is the puling metaphysician who accomplishes the task set us by
the oracle and learns to know himself, and, wiser than he may afterward

become, separates off from himself the external world, and discovers about
him other spirits like liimself : it is in our earliest youth that we learn to

think and speak and read : and what are all other acquisitions but relatively

unimportant growths of these fruitful roots ? Similarly what is best worth
knowing about the Bible has not been reserved for the aging Church of the

last third of the nineteenth century to discover. It is all duly set down in

our Smith and Kitto and Fairbairn, and in our Calmet, too, and in what-

ever before that served to inform men what the Bible is, what it contains,

and what one must know in order to understand and appreciate its message.

Whatever else the last thirty years have discovered, they have not dis-

covered the Bible, nor anything about the Bible of the first importance.

Nevertheless the diligent labors of Bible students during this period have

not been in vain : a considerable body of fresh information has been accumu-
lated, sometimes of a corrective, sometimes of a supplementary character.

The time has fully come to garner this new material and put it within the

reach of all.

The most natural way of doing this was to build on the old foundations,

and we were accordingly promised a revised edition of Smith. After the

publication of its first installment, however, that project seems to have fallen

through. In its stead, we have been bidden to look for two completely new
Bible Dictionaries. The one of these, projected first by Prof. W. Robertson

Smith, is being completed under the editorship of Prof. T. K. Cheyne, with

the assistance of Dr. J. Sutherland Black
;
aud its first part is announced to

appear in the approaching October. It is expected to occupy what is known
as a very “ advanced ” standpoint

;
to scorn “average opinion ” and start

out from “ the latest that has been written ” on each subject ;
and to apply

the “ most exact scientific methods ” and thoroughgoing critical solvents to

all that is Biblical. The other of our two promised Dictionaries, undertaken

by the great firm of Messrs. T. & T. Clark, of Edinburgh, was understood to

be laid out on less extreme lines and to aim at presenting rather what is

known about the Bible than the latest conjectures concerning it by the least

sober of scholars. It has outstripped its rival in speed of preparation, and

its first volume now lies before us. Those who had looked forward to it,

however, as throughout a reliable guide to what isTeally known of Biblical

matters will be in some measure disappointed. The editor speaks of the

care that has been exercised to exclude “ unaccepted idiosyncrasies ” from

its pages. The success of the effort has been only partial. The trouble has

been iu the standard assumed. “ Unaccepted ” is a good word, but its value

can be estimated only when we ask further, By whom V “ Unaccepted " by a

narrow circle of critical scholars which has acquired temporary vogue

among us, has been the practical answer. And the consequences are that
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the sober reader finds the book characterized by the abundance of idiosyn-

crasies which crowd its pages and is offended by its apparent lack of coher-

ence as a whole
; and that the distinction between the two new Bible Dic-

tionaries sinks at last very much into a question of details. The interval

that separates the two is indeed just the interval that divides from one
another the twro Oxford colleagues, Drs. Cheyne and Driver. There is no need
to minimize this interval

;
it is perceptible : but there is no difference in

principle between the two
;
it is only a matter of a little more or a little less.

The Edinburgh Dictionary both profits and loses by the difference. It

loses by it in internal consistency and unity and in stability and hold upon
the future—for, after all, the “ moderate criticism ” which it has elected to

represent wavers between two opinions and must advance in one direction

or the other through rapid changes; while for an extremer skepticism there

is always a constituency—few perhaps but fit—it being true in this sphere too

that the “ poor we have always with us.” It profits by it, in so much as the

frying pan, after all said, is a better place than the fire
;
and in so much as

the essentially mediating and inconsistent character of the standpoint of
“ moderate criticism ” which it assumes has naturally justified the insertion of

many articles of a more conservative tendency (although these are mostly on
the “safe” topics, i. e., on such subjects as impinge only indirectly on
matters of “ criticism,”) and especially has demanded a tolerably conserva-

tive attitude in matters connected with the New Testament. Despite its

unsatisfactory critical point of view, accordingly, this new Dictionary is not

only a rich record of, but also an important contribution to our present

knowledge of the Bible : it has been edited with the highest skill and gath-

ers in the most scholarly manner the results of modern research into Bib-

lical matters : it is full, thorough, learned, and bids fair to be the student’s

vade mecum for the next few years.

From the book-maker’s point of view, the new Dictionary has been
modeled on Chambers'1 Encyclopaedia

,
and its page is a very close reproduc-

tion of that of that work. Perhaps the impression of the type is a little less

clear, and certainly it falls short of Chambers in the matter of illustrations.

Here indeed is the weakest point of the new Dictionary from a formal point

of view. The illustrations are very few (only some forty-four separate

figures occur in this whole volume, and only two articles—“ Agriculture ” and
“Dress ’’—can be called “ illustrated ” at all), and also (we fear we must add)
very poor. The Preface tells us that “ the illustrations are confined to sub-

jects which cannot be easily understood without their aid.” We should

never have discovered for ourselves that this was the principle that governed
their occurrence. Could we not, then, have been spared the odd ink-

splotch which is labeled “ A ‘ Lodge in a Garden of Cucumbers ’ ” (p. 532)?

We could not, on the same ground perhaps, ask to be relieved from the
“ Cedar from the Besherri Grove ” (p. 364), but we have our doubts whether
it illustrates anything. This Cedar of Lebanon and the Porcupine (p. 304)

are the only natural history subjects that are figured. In our judgment
every animal and plant mentioned in the Bible should have been presented

to the eye. In the matter of illustrations the new Dictionary falls lamentably

not only behind what was to be expected of it, but also behind its prede-

cessors.*

*The following are the only illustrations in the volume : Articles Agriculture, seven figures

(pp. 49-51)
; Amulets, eight figures (p. 89); Anklets, (p. 99); Art, two figures (p. 158); Axe, two

figures (p. 206); Bag, two figures (p. 232); Balance, (p. 234); Bell (p. 267): Bit (p. 303); Bit-

tern, (p. 304); Bonnet (p. 310); Brick (p. 326); Cedar (p. 364); City (p. 446); Cucumber
( p. 532); Dead Sea (p. 575); Drawer of Water (p. 621); Dress, thirteen figures (pp. 624-628);

Earrings (p. 63 1) ;
Engraving (p. 704); Eyes (p. S14). Under the letter A alone, Smith has

some sixty-two illustrations, and they are both far better selected and far better executed
than those that meet us here.
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The strength of the volume lies in what we may speak of as the scholarly

character of its contents. Here we are specially struck with the admirable

quality of the numerous short articles, particularly those on the obsolete and
oblescent words of the English Versions, which are mostly written by the

editor and leave nothing to be desired. The proper names of the Bible are

very thoroughly worked out, and a special word of commendation is due to

the geographical terms. The same is to be said of the ethnological, geologi-

cal and natural history articles, the last of which, forming a very notable

series of some sixty articles, we are proud to say are from the pen of an
American scholar, Dr. George E. Post, Professor in the American College at

Beyrout. Along with Dr. Post some thirteen other American writers ap-

pear in this volume. Of these Dr. Willis J. Beecher has contributed the

largest number of articles, which seems to be partly due to his having under-

taken the article “ Giant ” (to appear in the next volume) with all subsidiary

titles
;
we have from him at any rate the following twelve articles :

“ Anak,”
“Arba,” “ Avva,” “ Betli-Dagon,” “ Dagon,” “ Delilah,” “ Drunkenness,”
“ Dwarf,” “ Ekron,” “ Emerods,” “ Emim,” “ Ephes-Damruim.” Heedless

to say these are thoroughly satisfactory, the most extended one—that on
“ Drunkenness ”—being a useful historical study of a rather neglected sub-

ject. Dr. Ira M. Price contributes seven articles: “Abreck,” “Accad,”
“ Assurbanipal,” “ Bayith,” “ Belshazzar,” “Chaldea,” “ EvilMerodach
chiefly, as will be seen, on subjects connected with Assyriological learning.

Pour articles come from the hand of Prof. J. H. Thayer :
“ Abba,” “ Bar,”

“Eli Eli Lama Sabachthani,” and “ Ephphatha,” all of which concern the

Aramaic element in the Hew Testament. Three each are contributed by

Profs. F. C. Porter, E. L. Curtis, G. T. Purves and H. Porter. Prof. Frank

C. Porter’s contribution consists of the extended and valuable article

“ Apocrypha,” along with short accompanying notes on Acliior and Chelod.

Prof. Curtis’ of the important articles on the Chronology of the Old Testa-

ment and Daniel, man and book : all written from the standpoint of the pres-

ently fashionable skeptical ci-iticism, the historical character of the book of

Daniel being denied and indeed even the historical existence of a “ Daniel ” left

in doubt. Prof. H. Porter writes about Cupbearer, Distaff and Dying ;
and

Prof. Purves most satisfactorily on Crown, Diadem and Darkness. Two
articles each are contributed by Profs. W. A. Brown (Cross, Excommunica-
tion), B. B. Warfield (Doubt, Faith), and Lewis W. Batten (Ezra, and Ezra-

Hehemiah— from the standpoint of the skeptical criticism). Dr. Selah

Merrill contributes a short note on Chorazin
;
Prof. J. Pouclier a long

account of Crimes and Punishments; and Prof. Francis Brown a long

article on Chronicles, in which with great minuteness he gathers together

all that can tend to break down confidence in the historical trustworthiness

of the books—his general conclusion being that “ it is plain that the char-

acter of the Chronicler’s testimony when we can control it by parallel

accounts is not such as to give us reason to depend on it with security

when it stands alone.” In all, the American contribution to the Dictionary

consists of some 104 articles. It is not such as to render the book an “ inter-

national ” book ; but in point of scholarship it is a creditable aid to a British

enterprise; and to it is due some of the longest and most important articles

in the volume—such as those on “Apocrypha” (13 pp.), “ Chronology of

Old Testament ” (6 pp.), “ Chronicles ” (8pp.), “ Crimes arid Punishments ”

(7 pp.), “Daniel” (6 pp.), “Faith” (12 pp.). Perhaps we can scarcely

speak of it as fairly representative of American scholarship : American Old

Testament scholarship, for example, is not only prevailingly but overwhelm-

ingly .“ conservative,” or, as it would be better called, historical, \vhile the

adherents of the school of skeptical criticism are here thrown prominently
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forward. Nevertheless, from the standpoint of the Dictionary, it cannot be
said that American aid has been despised, and certainly the American con-

tribution does not in quality fall below the general standard of the work.

Fullness and thoroughness being among the objects which the editor has

set before himself, quite a number of the articles have been allowed “ to

extend to a considerable length.” "We have counted some seventy-five

which extend to a length exceeding two pages, that is to say about 3000

words, each. One article—Mr. C. H. Turner’s comprehensive paper on the

Chronology of the New Testament—attains the dimensions of a treatise, filling

twenty-two of these large pages. Two others exceed fifteen pages each, viz..

Prof. Hommel’s notable paper on Babylonia, and Mr. Crum’s perhaps

equally notable paper on Egypt. Prof. Hommel’s paper on Assyria almost

equals in length and quite equals in value the paper on Babylonia. Other
papers exceeding ten pages are Mr. Headlam’s careful study of the book of

Acts (10 pp.), Prof. Porter’s article on the “ Apocrypha ” (13 pp.), Prof.

Stewart’s article on “ Bible ” (13 pp.), Mr. Gayford’s article on “Church ”

(15 pp.), Mr. White’s article on “ David ” (13 pp.), Mr. Strong’s admirable

paper on “Ethics ” (12 pp.),and Prof. Warfield’s paper on “Faith ” (12 pp.).

Some eleven more papers exceed seven pages: Dr. Plummer’s “ Baptism,”

Prof. Francis Brown’s “ Chronicles,” Mr. Kilpatrick’s “ Conscience,” Princi-

pal Robertson’s “ 2 Corinthians ” (his 1 Corinthians falls just short of seven

pages), Prof. Poucher’s “ Crimes and Punishments,” Prof. Ryle’s “ Deuter-

onomy,” Prof. Lock’s “ Ephesians,” Prof. Davidson’s “ Eschatology of the

Old Testament,” Mr. Charles’ “ Eschatology of the Apocrypha,” Prof. Sal-

mond’s “ Eschatology of the New Testament,” Mr. Thackeray’s “ Books of

Exodus,” and Prof. Bernard’s “Fall.” Fifteen others exceed five pages,

viz., Prof. Mayor’s “Brethren of the Lord,” Prof. Curtis’ “Chronology of

the Oid Testament,” Principal Robertson’s “ 1 Corinthians,” Principal

Whitehouse’s “ Cosmogony,” Prof. Davidson’s “ Covenant,” Prof. Curtis’

“Book of Daniel,” Mr. Mackie’s “Dress,” Prof. Peake’s “Ecclesiastes,”

Prof. Kennedy’s “ Education,” Mr. Forbes Robinson’s “ Egyptian Versions,”

Mr. Strachan’s “ Elijah,” Mr. Harford-Battersby’s “ Book of Exodus,”

Prof. Skinner’s “ Ezekiel,” and Principal Harding’s “ Feasts and Fasts.”

It will not fail to be observed how many of the titles thus incidentally

mentioned concern matters of Biblical Theology. The effort to give proper

treatment to these subjects forms one of the special features of this Diction-

ary. We have noted in the volume such articles as the following which fall

under this head: “Adoption” (J. S. Candlish, one and one-half pages);

“ Angel ” (A. B. Davidson, four pages); “ Anger (Wrath) of God ” (J. Orr,

one page); “Ascension” (J. Denney, two pages); “Assurance” (A. Stew-

art, one-quarter page); “Atonement” (J. O. F. Murray, one and one-half

pages); “ Baptism ” (A. Plummer, six pages); “ Blessedness ” (W. F.

Adeney, one-half page); “Brotherly Love” (J. Denney, one-half page);

“Calling” (J. Macpherson, one-fifth page); “Chastening” (J. Denney,

three-quarters page); “ Christology ” (J. Agar Beet, three pages); “ Church ”

(S. C. Gayford, fifteen pages); “ Communion ” (J. A. Robinson, two pages);

“ Conscience ” (T. B. Kilpatrick, seven and one-half pages); “Conversion ”

(J. S. Banks, one-half page); “Corruption” (J. Massie, one-third page);

“Cosmogony” (Owen C. Whitehouse, six pages); “Covenant” (A. B.

Davidson, six pages); “ Creed ” (J. Denney, one page); “ Curse ” (J. Den-

ney, one and one-half pages); “ Demon, Devil ” (Owen C. Whitehouse, four

and one-lialf pages); “Election” (J. O. F. Murray, four pages); “Escha-

tology—Old Testament ” (A. B. Davidson, six pages);—“ Apocrypha ” (R. H.

Charles, eight pages);—“ New Testament ” (S. D. F. Salmond, seven pages);

“Ethics” (T. B. Short, twelve pages); “Faith” (B. B. Warfield, twelve
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pages); “Fall ” (J. H. Bernard, seven pages); “ Fasting ” (Y. H. Stanton,

one and two-thirds pages); “Fear” (W. O. Burroughs, one-half page).

Many of these articles are admirable ; all of them are carefully written

;

some of them are adequate. But they certainly are not consentient ; and
our pity follows the man who seeks to learn what the teaching of the Bible

is by reading consecutively these topics in the Dictionary. The individual-

istic and idiosyncratic character of the volume comes out here no more
strongly than elsewhere

; but it is disturbingly present here as elsewhere

;

and it makes the reader wonder what the editor can mean by speaking of the

book as a whole as “ reliable and authoritative.” If Dr. Orr is “ reliable and
authoritative” on the “Wrath of God,” for example, as he certainly is,

then Dr. Murray cannot possibly be “ reliable and authoritative ” on the
“ Atonement,”—for he leaves no place for wrath in God. And if we rise

beyond the question of mere harmony among the several writers, and ask

after some general standard of doctrinal truth which has governed the admis-

sion of views, we shall ask in vain. All sorts of theological conceptions here

struggle together and label themselves alike “ Biblical.” We can only say

that as in criticism the standard of the book is mainly what can only be

described as “ skeptical,” in theology it is mainly “ Socinianizing ”—though
both terms must be taken here, of course, not in their precise, but in their

broader connotations. It cannot be said, either, that the space allowed for the

treatment of the topics under the rubrics of Biblical Theology is at all nicely

proportioned to their relative importance. Surely, in any case, for example,

the space allotted to the topics of Atonement and Baptism is not adjusted to

the relative importance of the subjects. Xor indeed is the list of topics

treated as complete as it might well be. We miss for instance any proper

discussion of such topics as Creation and Fatherhood—the cross-references

given in neither case fill the need. And we miss altogether such entries as

Absolution, Age (the present and to come), Apocatastasis, Apostasy,

Asceticism, Bearing Sin, Benediction, Beelzebub, Birth (new), Blood

of Christ, Ceremonial, Communion, Conception (miraculous). Consummation,
Descent to Hell, End (other than the mere term), Eternity, Exaltation,

Example. In the interests of fullness and accessibility such topics should

not be passed over.

We have set down frankly the impression the new Bible Dictionary has

made on us at first sight. Space would fail us to undertake detailed criticism

of the separate articles. Its characteristic mark seems to be accuracy, and it

is obviously a book which has information to give with a lavish hand. The
student will seldom consult it in vain : though he may sometimes refuse its

leading, he will be always stimulated and instructed by its presentation. It

is a book, moreover, which will beyond doubt improve with acquaintance.

We congratulate the editors and publishers alike on the successful launching

of so great an enterprise.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

Die Pattlinisciiex Briefe im berichtigten Text, mit kurzer Erlauterung

zum Handgebrauch bei der Schriftlectiire, von D. Bernard Weiss.

Leipzig : J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buclihandlung, 1896. Pp. 682.

In this volume the veteran critic and expounder of the Xew Testament,

Dr. Bernard Weiss, gives us the text of the Pauline epistles and of the

Epistle to the Hebrews in accordance with the results arrived at in his

Textkritik der Paulinischen Briefe (“ Texte uud Untersucliungen,”

xiv, 3) previously issued. To the text he prefixes a brief introduction to the

epistles and subjoins a coudensed exegetical commentary. The volume,
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thus formed, is a welcome one. The Pauline epistles do not present as

serious textual problems as the Revelation, or as the Acts, upon both of

which Dr. Weiss has labored; but students will be glad to have the results

which he has reached here also presented in complete form, since his Text-

kritik did not give his revised text itself. The latter book is a thorough
discussion of the peculiarities, value and relations of the MSS. and the
groups of MSS. which contain these epistles. It is specially valuable for the

study of their orthographical peculiarities, thus checking a too mechanical
dependence even upon the best authorities. An example of this is Weiss’
retention of e%opsv in Rom. v. 1 on exegetical grounds, and the number of

similar instances of Racism which he notes (cf. Textkritik, p. 43, etc.). He
is inclined however to follow “Western” authorities, especially when
these are joined by B, much more frequently than Westcott and Hort do.

Taking at random a single chapter as an example, we find in 1 Cor. i, six

instances in which he differs from Westcott and Hort. In ver. 1, he reads

XpiaTou ’Irjffou with BDEFG instead of ’/-gaoo Xpiarov-, in ver. 2 he places

ijyiaffplvotis h Xpcarip ’/tjitoD immediately after zr
t
ixxAyffta r«D jJeoD again

with BDEFG
;

in ver. 8 the concluding Xpiazoo is omitted on the sole

authority of B while WH. only bracket it; in ver. 13 he accepts r.sp\ bpiov

with BD instead of bzkp bpcuv
;
in ver. 17 he reads tbayytXi<sa.ehai with

B instead of sba-yysU^sadai
;

in ver. 28 he omits xai with k ACDFG before

zd p.rj ox-a whereas WH. bracket it. Probably this is a fair illustration of

the number and extent of differences between Weiss’ text and that of the

great English critics. It would seem to be a fair inference that, so far at

least as these epistles are concerned, the best ascertainable text has been

obtained in the vast majority of instances and that the really doubtful read-

ings are comparatively few. Weiss’ studies, however, will greatly help in

the settlement of these doubtful passages and in the exact estimate of the

relative value of the groups of MSS. We are glad therefore to possess his

text in complete form.

Quite as interesting is the brief introduction to the epistles. Here we
have at least the mature opinions of one of the two or three men whom Prof.

Harnack refers to as the highest authorities in Xew Testament Introduction

(cf. Harnack’s Chronologic, Vorrede). So it is worth noting that Dr. Weiss
retains his old opinions in spite of every critical attack. He accepts as

Pauline all the thirteen epistles. He admits indeed that the Pastorals offer

difficulties, but thinks that no other hypothesis has fewer difficulties than

that of their genuineness and composition after the apostle’s release from
his first imprisonment. The Epistle to the Hebrews is dated shortly before

the Jewish war and was addressed to the Christians of Palestine by some
unknown prophet, perhaps Barnabas. Colossians, Philemon and Ephesians

were, however, written by Paul from Caesarea, not from Rome. One
remark of the author is worthy of special mention. The text of the Pauline

epistles, he says, is practically fixed, and there is no reason to think that in

the second and third centuries, before our great MSS. were made, it suffered

any serious alteration. We have them as Paul dictated them. His habit of

dictating his letters, in addition to his want of literary culture and his evi-

dent effort to make each epistle precisely suited in its very language to the

special circumstances which occasioned it, sufficiently explains their frequent

roughness of structure and their broken style. It is wholly unwarrantable,

he concludes, to endeavor to smooth them out either by conjectural emenda-
tions of the text, or by attempting to discriminate alleged interpolations.

The traditional text therefore is assumed to be the genuine one. This is

wise criticism. We are, however, less ready to assent to the author’s view
that the collection of the epistles originated with heretics, especially Marcion,
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and was then taken up by the Church. The evidence for a collection seems
to us to antedate Marcion and to appear first in the Church itself.

The commentary subjoined to the epistles in this volume is very brief and
condensed, but exceedingly clear. It is sufficient to indicate the author’s
interpretation even of small points. Sometimes it is a happy paraphrase of

the original : wdiile even important grammatical notes are not wanting.
Even for the textual study of the epistles the exegesis will be of value, while
those who use the author’s Biblical theology will be the better able to under-
stand and judge his results. The general student also will find this a very
helpful commentary to consult.

Princeton. George T. Turves.

The Social Teaching of Jesus. An Essay in Christian Sociology. By
Siiailer Mathews, A.M., Professor of New Testament History and
Interpretation in the University of Chicago. New York : The Mac-
millan Company

;
London : Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1897. 8vo, pp. 235.

This attractive volume is made up of a series of -papers that appeared

originally in the American Journal of Sociology. It is an attempt to ex-

pound “ the social philosophy and teachings of the historical person Jesus the

Christ.” It is in the main a successful attempt, and often an exceedingly

happy one. This appears even in what it does not say. “ The silence of our
Lord,” though 11 on points upon which the age in which He lived was interested

quite as much as is our own,” it always respects. Not less discriminating

and faithful is Prof. Mathews in what he does say. For example, “ the king-

dom of God ” is clearly set forth as “ an ideal (though progressively approxi-

mated) social order in which the relation of men to God is that of sons, and
(therefore) to each other, that of brothers.” The Church is represented as

the “ religious form of the attempt to realize the principles embodied in the

kingdom of God.”
Specially good is the chapter on “the State.” Jesus is shown to have been

in no sense a teacher of politics. Yet this does not make Him the enemy of

civil government. “ One can no more call Him an anarchist because He gives

no political teaching than he can call Him a surgeon because He never speaks

of medicines.” His aim was quite different. He came “ to produce good

men.” He knew that if He did this, good citizens would follow. Illuminat-

ing also is the discussion of “Wealth.” The folly and even the absurdity

of claiming Jesus as a communist or a socialist is not more clearly exposed

than the duty of Christian stewardship is emphasized. Wealth is “ a trust ”

for the kingdom. Even better is the chapter on “ Social Life.” The social

equality that Christ preached was “ moral, not material.” So far from being

uniformity, it presupposed personal inequalities. It was not to be attained

by equalizing wealth or honor, but by the possession of a common divine life

and the performance of equal duties. The purely spiritual nature of the

forces on which our Lord relied for human progress is well brought out.

This progress is shown to be due to love for the brethren ; this, to be the

consequence of love for God ; and this, to be the fruit of a heart renewed by

the Divine Spirit. Finally, “ the process of social regeneration ” is exhibited

as distinctly and fundamentally spiritual and individual. “ Concerts and

kindergartens are very necessary as complements of revivals and mission

halls, but as saviours of a nation’s civilization and purity they are as grass

before the storm.” “ Social settlements and institutional churches are pro-

foundly Christian, but they can never remove the need for the older and

more permanent work of the missionary.” It is by the regeneration of indi-

vidual men that society is to be regenerated. All this is good doctrine ;
for
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it is Christ’s doctrine. No teaching, too, could be more timely in this day
when social vagaries are legion and when some of the most dangerous of

them are commending themselves as Christian.

Just because of the general excellence of this essay, however, attention

should be directed to its two serious faults. The first of these is the distinc-

tion made between the gospels and the epistles, between the teaching of

Christ and that of the apostles. The former, it is assumed, enunciated “ the

principles ” of the Christian society, while the latter only recorded “ the at-

tempted realization of these principles in the growing Christian societies of

the first century.” We do not believe that this distinction can be maintained.

The apostles were specially chosen and qualified to complete the constitu-

tion that Christ began. Their authority as teachers and governors was His
authority. He that heard them heard Him. It was for this, and for this ex-

pressly, that the Holy Spirit was to be given to them and was received by
them. Moreover, this distinction appears to us as dangerous as untenable.

To cite only one example, is not the baneful influence of this distinction

seen in the statement (p. 35): “Jesus is silent as regards universal sinful-

ness. With Him it would appear as if sin were the reverse of sociability,

and a sinful race, as distinct from sinful individuals, a contradiction in

terms.” Had Prof. Mathews kept in mind Paul’s explicit and frequent

teaching of the sinfulness and guilt of the race, could he have overlooked

the clear implication of this in what Christ says to Nicodemus as to God’s

gift of His Son to the world; and could he have passed over Paul’s teaching,

if he had regarded him as authoritatively developing Christ’s doctrine and
not as merely recording the statutory laws which grew out of the attempt

to realize it ? Doubtless, Christ’s teaching on any subject can be set forth

by itself ; but if it is, it ought not to be represented as complete. He Himself

counted on His apostles to complete it.

The other fault alluded to is that the progress of society is limited to this

world. There will be a final cataclysm of some kind. Jesus, Prof. Mathews
thinks, cannot be understood just here. Possibly He referred to a revo-

lution or some other tremendous political change. All that is clear is that,

in spite of His express declarations to the contrary, He did not refer to the

second advent. “The world will, by virtue of man’s endeavor and God’s

regenerating power, have been transformed into the kingdom. And the

triumph of this new and perfected humanity, this eternal fraternity which
He described and instituted and for which centuries have travailed, this

is the coming of the Lord.” Could we be let down more rudely ? At its

best the kingdom of God will be a kingdom without the visible presence of

its King. Does not this conception account for the fact that in the sentences

just quoted, and indeed here and there throughout the book, “ God’s regener-

ating power” seems to be regarded as secondary to “man’s endeavor? ”

The supernatural can scarcely be given its true place by one who does not

cherish “ the blessed hope of the glorious appearing of the great God and our

Saviour Jesus Christ. ”

Princeton, N. J. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

A Series of Fifteen Facsimiles of Manuscripts of the Hebrew Bible, with

Descriptions by Christian D. Ginsburg, LL.D. Folio. (London : James
Hyatt, 1897.) To his recently published Massoretico-critical edition of the

Hebrew Bible (see this Review, Vol. viii, p. 311) and its accompanying
Introduction (see this Revieiv, Vol. viii, p. 560) Dr. Ginsburg has

added this magnificent atlas of plates which gives fifteen specimens of the

most important MSS. of the Old Testament, extending over a period of

about 800 years, and exhibiting in chronological arrangement the caligraphy
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of the South Arabian, Sephardic, Italian, Franeo-Italian and German
schools of textual redactors. The plates leave nothing to be desired in point

of clearness or perfection of reproduction, and the accompanying page of

description attached to each gives all needful information concerning it.

The publication fills in the most sumptuous manner a lacuna in our Biblical

palaeography and worthily completes a great series of works on the Hebrew
text of the Old Testament. The Sacred Books of the Old and New Testa-

ments. A Xew English Translation with Explanatory Xotes and Pictorial

Illustrations. Prepared by Eminent Biblical Scholars of Europe and Amer-
ica; and edited, with the assistance of Horace Howard Furness, by Paul
Haupt, Professor in the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. The Book
of Judges

, translated by the Rev. G. F. Moore, D.D. The Book of Isaiah

,

translated by the Rev. T. K. Cheyne, D.D. The Book of Psalms
,
trans-

lated by Prof. Julius Wellhausen and Dr. Horace Howard Furness. Three
volumes, royal octavo. (Xew York: Dodd, Mead & Co.; London: James
Clarke & Co.; Stuttgart : Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 189S.) This enterprise,

the first three volumes of which are now before us, announces itself under

the name of “ The Polychrome Edition ” of the Bible, while it is popularly

known as “ The Rainbow Bible.”, It is an attempt to popularize the results

of skeptical criticism of the Bible, as those results are set forth in the series

of severely scientific treatises edited by Prof. Haupt under the general title

of “ The Sacred Books of the Old Testament : A Critical Edition of the Hebrew
Text printed in Colors, with Notes by Eminent Biblical Scholars of Europe

and America.'1 ' The first issue of this fundamental work, Prof. Siegfried’s

Job
, appeared in 1893 and was duly noticed in this Review by Prof. William

Henry Green (Vol. v, p. 117), who took occasion in noticing this special vol-

ume to describe also the plan of the work as a whole and to express a sober

judgment on the invalidity of its methods and conclusions. The present

series, being but the popularising of these conclusions for the English-

speaking public, must share the judgment passed on the original work, and

we may therefore content ourselves, for all that respects the matter con-

tained in it, with referring the reader to Dr. Green’s notice. Of course, the

people have a right to know all that is known about the Bible : and no one

can have anything but a word of commendation for efforts to popularize the

results of scholarly investigation. The subjective reconstruction of ancient

books, however, to meet the exigencies of crude theories of the evolution of

the Israelitisli religion and religious literature, such as meets us in these vol-

umes—Hebrew and English—does not rise much above the level of solemn

trifling. As Mr. Andrew Lang says, in a sprightly (but none the less sane)

note in Longmans' Magazine (reprinted in full in Littell’s Living Age, for

May 14 last, Xo. 2810), “ This may be ‘ criticism,’ but it is not business—no,

not if it is printed in all the colors of the rainbow.” The volumes at present

before us offer a new translation into good modern English of the Hebrew
text, after it has been altered to suit the idiosyncrasies of the respective edi-

tors, together with a condensed commentary upon it from the modern skep-

tical point of view. The text in Judges, for example, covers forty-two

pages, and the notes fifty-five more. The translation is certainly admirable

:

Dr. Cheyne, in a very appreciative article in The Expositor (April, 1898),

allows himself to pronounce that of the Psalms, for example, “the most

beautiful version of the Hebrew Psalms which exists in our language” and

has also a word of, no doubt more moderate, commendation for that of

Judges. The illustrations are well selected. We do not like the flamboyant

taste of the book-making, which is apparently due to “The Frieden-

wald Company,” of Baltimore : but the type is good. Those who would

like to see what the modern skeptical school of criticism would make of the
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Bible could not do better than provide themselves with this work. The
title-page promises that the New Testament also shall be included in the

series. One wonders whether the Polychrome feature will be carried over
into it. The list of contributors thus far announced does not go further

than the last Old Testament book. We trust the editor’s courage will not
desert him there, but that we shall have Paul’s major epistles according to

Meyboom and Yan Maneu and Steck, the Apocalypse according to say
Briggs and the Pastorals according to McGiffert. If only the proper editor

can be secured for them, the Synoptic Gospels “ in colors ” will doubtless look

as brave as Joseph in his “ traditional ” coat, and, poor things, beneath them
all be just as innocent as he. The Modern Reader's Bible. A Series of

Works from the Sacred Scriptures Presented in Modern Literary Form.
The Psalms and Lamentations. Edited, with an Introduction and Notes,
by Richard G. Moulton, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Literature in English in

the University of Chicago. In two volumes. Small 18mo, pp. xxxii, 216 and
247. (New York: The Macmillan Company; London: Macmillan & Co.,

1898.) Previous issues of the series have been noticed in this Review for

October, 1896 (p. 727); January, 1897 (p. 117); April, 1897 (p. 326); July, 1897

(p. 560); January, 1898 (p. 171), and April, 1898 (p. 337). The present issue

completes the portion which embodies the text of the Old Testament. It

presents the same qualities w'hich have characterized the former issues

;

though it ranks among the best parts of the book. A reference to the pre-

vious notices, catalogued above, will inform the reader of the nature of the

work and its value. G. B. Winer's Grammatik des neutestamentlichen

Sprachulioms. Achte Auflage neu bearbeitet von D. Paul Wilh. Schmiedel,

ord. Professor der Theologie an der Universitiit Ziirich. II. Theil : Syntax

:

Zweites Heft (Bogen 14-17). 8vo, pp. 209 to 272. (Gottingen : Vandenhoeck
und Ruprecht, 1898 ; New York : Imported by Lemcke und Buechner.) We
chronicle the appearance of this third section of the comprehensive Grammar
of New Testament Greek which Prof. Schmiedel is publishing as a revision

of Winer. Former parts were noticed in this Review for October, 1894

(v, 706), and July, 1897 (viii, 325). The present installment begins near the

end of $ 22 on Personal, Reflexive and Possessive Pronouns and ends in the

midst of the treatment of the Genitive, $30. Though the sections thus in

general correspond with those in the old Winer, yet this is not quite without

exception. Section 26 here, for example, treats of Indefinite Pronouns,
whereas in the old Winer it was headed “ Hebraisms in connection with cer-

tain Pronouns: ” and again, the first section of the chapter on “Nouns”
($27) is here given entirely to the Number, and $ 28 is devoted to the Gender,

the section on “ The Case in General " which was $28 in the old Winer being

entirely left out with references to Hermann, Bernhardy, Hartung, Rumpel
and the more recent Iliibschmann and Delbriick. Some idea of the increased

richness of the treatment may be obtained by simply noting that the thirty

pages in the seventh edition of Winer are here swelled to sixty-four: and
that the 272 pages thus far printed will probably prove to be not more than

one-third of the whole. The wTork promises to be the long-wished-for

thorough Grammar of New Testament Greek. Handkommentar zum
Allen Testament. In Verbindung mit anderen Fachgelehrten herausgegeben

von D. W. Nowack, o. Prof. d. Theol. in Strassburg i. Els. II. Abtheilung,

Die Poetischen Bucher, 2. Band. Die Psalmen iibersetzt und erkliirt von D.

Friedrich Baethgen, o. Prof. d. Theol. in Berlin. Zweite neubearbeitete

Auflage. 8vo, pp. xli, 436. (Gottingen : Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1897.)

This is, we believe, the first volume of Nowack’s Commentary to attain to a

second edition. The first edition appeared in 1892 and was duly noticed in this

Review by Dr. A. II. Huizinga, in the number for January, 1894 (v, 118),
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to which notice we must refer the reader for an account of the character of

the work. The second edition differs from the first in no essential respect,

although the whole has been diligently revised, especially in the first book,

where the exposition iu the first edition was particularly compressed. In his

new Preface the author pays his respects to his critics. What he says on the

criticism of the text is worth quoting, and, coming from such a source, well

worth our attention

:

As regards textual criticism it is remarkable how in many circles it passes to-day as a sign of sci-

ence for one to sit ex rernely loosely with regard to the Old Testament text that has been steadily

testified to for about 2000 years. Accordingly one of my reviewers has wished “ more conjec-

tures,” and another, to show me how to do it, has put at my disposal an installment of some
fourteen “entirely certain” conjectures for a single Psalm. The world is very ungrateful! I

have not been able to use a single ouc of them. That we cannot get along without conjectures

iu the textual criticism of the Psalms is shown in various passages in my Commentary. It is,

however, timely also to sound a warning against the sport of conjecture-making, which looks on
the Old Testament text as a suitable practice-field for the display of a more or less well-grounded
knowledge of the Hebrew language.

That in the exercise of Old Testament textual criticism we must always in the first instance

take counsel with the versions is apparently generally recognized to-day in thesi, though the

practice is often something very different. But the versions can be used only critically and with

exact knowledge of their character. In the notice of the first edition of my Commentary which
appeared in the Gottinger gclehrte Anzeigen, principles so false are laid down with reference to the

use of the Versions that, having regard to the importance of the journal in which they are pub-

lished, it is necessary to enter energetic protest against them. It is with full intention that in

this second edition also it is frequently said, “the Septuagint translates wrongly,” “under-
stands,” and not, as the still youthful reviewer would wish, “ reads.” When he has made him-
self better acquainted with the peculiarities of the old translators, he will recognize that it is

not I, but he, who misses the right critical standpoint. Meanwhile I refer him to the presenta-

tion of the matter in my paper in the Jahrbiicher fiir Protestant. Thtologie for 1S82. And it would
be instructive for him to trauslate Luther’s version back into the Hebrew, and to compare this

with the Hebrew text which Luther used.

Other issues of Xowack’s Commentary will be found noticed in this Review
as follows : v, oil, 700 ;

vi,342
;
vii, 683. Alttestamentliche Studien ,

von G.

Stosch, Pfarrer am St. Elizabeth-Diakonissenhause zu Berlin. II. Theil:

Mose und die Documente des Auszugs. 16mo, pp. 167. III. Theil: Vom
Sanai zum Nebo. 16mo, pp. 209. (Giitersloh : C. Bertelsmann, 1897 and

1898.) In the first part of his Studies in the Old Testament (see this Review
for April, 1896, Yol. vii, p. 338), Pastor Stosch took his point of departure

from the conviction that Genesis presents us with authentic accounts of the

patriarchs edited by Moses, and sought to show that the contents of the book

bears out this view of it. In these two succeeding parts he surveys the

material of the remaining books of the Pentateuch with the object of show-

ing that they too came from the hand of Moses. For example, after a study

of the narrative of the call of Moses, he concludes: “ The deep, psychological

truth of this account excludes the possibility of its having been composed by

an alien or by aliens. Alien to the wonderful things here related, alien to the

thought-progress—transcendingall earthly thinking—of thedialoguerecorded,

must every one be who was not an eye or ear witness of it.” Stosch does not

hesitate to say that it is harder to believe the fable of modern criticism than

the events narrated in the books themselves, and that the critical assault rests

on neither philological, historical nor archaeological grounds, but on the skep-

tical, miracle-hating spirit of the times. The books are not intended for a

scientific public and are adapted to popular reading. Wellhausens Tlieorie

zur Geschichte Israels in kritischtr Beleuehtung. Vortrag auf der niederrheini-

schen Pastoralkonferenz in Diisseldorf am 18. Mai 1897 gehalten, von Johan-

nes Doring, Pastor in Rheydt. Nadi Beschluss der Konferenz dem Druck
ubergeben. 12mo, pp. 48. (Giitersloh: C. Bertelsmann, 1897

;
New York:

Imported by Lemcke und Bueclmer.) A very sensible and convincing pop-

ular setting forth of the present situation as regards Old Testament criticism.
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Wellhausen is recognized as the leading figure in the modern critical recon-

struction of the Old Testament : his theories are shown to culminate in the

contention that the transmitted conception of the history of Israel as well

as the form of the records is the product of postexilic Judaism, and to rest

fundamentally on an analysis of the records which is supposed to reach sure

results by means of a combination of linguistic and Biblico-theological con-

siderations. Against these theories there is urged from the side of theolog-

ical thought, that they lead to a naturalizing, rationalizing and profanizing

of the divine revelation, that they destroy the trustworthiness and inspira-

tion of the Scriptures, and that they rest on philosophical assumptions which

are incapable of solving the problem which is posited by the history of

Israel as the people of religion and revelation. From the side of exegetical

investigation it is urged that they offer no adequate explanation of recognized

historical phenomena such as the religious conceptions of Amos and Hosea,

that the gradual development they assume finds no adequate support in the

records and can be maintained only by an arbitrary critical handling of the

text, that the argumentum e silentio as used by them is unsound, that the •

analysis of the records which is fundamental to these theories is becoming

ever more and more plainly untenable, and that the assumption of the com-
position of Deuteronomy under Josiah, which is also fundamental to these

theories, leads to the greatest inconceivabilities and raises insoluble prob-

lems. The lecture is written in full view of the recent literature and
includes a running favorable comment on the books for instance of Rup-
precht and Pfeiffer, as well as those of James Robertson and W. H. Green,

so far as the latter have been made known to a German audience. Tlieo-

logische Stuclien. Herrn Wirkl. Oberkonsistorialrath Professor D. Bernhard
Weiss zu seinem 70. Geburtstage dargebracht von C. R. Gregory, Ad. Har-

nack, M. W. Jacobus, G. Koffmane, E. Kiihl, A. Resch, O. Ritsclil, Fr. Sief-

fert, A. Titius, J. Weiss, Fr. Zimmer. 8vo, pp. 357. (Gottingen: Vanden-
hoeck und Ruprecht, 1897.) It is a pretty custom they have in Germany of

presenting a scholar, when occasions come on which men would do him
honor, with a volume of treatises by his friends or pupils, published in his

name. The present volume is such a token of respect offered the veteran

Dr. Weiss on his seventieth birthday. As was fitting, the studies offered

bear on problems of New Testament investigation: the only exception to

this being Otto Ritschl’s paper on SckleiermachePs Theory of Piety
,
and

whatever concerns Scldeiermacher cannot be alien to Weiss. The volume
opens with a short paper by Harnack, which he calls “A Newly Discovered

Account of the Resurrection,” meaning a Coptic treatise brought to light in

1895 by Carl Schmidt, and assigned by Harnack to the period between 150-

180 : Harnack puts it as well as the Gospel of Peter and the Gospel accord-

ing to the Hebrews side by side with the New Testament accounts of the

Resurrection, and seeks to trace the growth of the legend : it is altogether a

most dissatisfying paper. The next paper (printed in English) is a discus-

sion of the source and character of the citation in Eph. v. 14, by Dr. M. W.
Jacobus, of Hartford, who has the happiness of being a pupil of Weiss’:

Dr. Jacobus thinks the citation is drawn from Jonah and is in no sense incon-

sistent with Paul’s manner. Dr. Koffmane investigates the origin of a pas-

sage printed by Walch in which Luther is made to comment on the Trinita-

rian gloss which has been inserted into 1 John v. 7. Dr. Kiihl studies Rom.
ix-xi—that “ most famous and deep-lying enigma of the Pauline system of

doctrine,” as Beyschlag calls it, and as it must needs be indeed to ail who
do not quite know how to acknowledge the absolute sovereignty of God.
Resch follows with a paper on the Logia of Jesus, meaning not the recently

discovered Oxyrbynchus fragment which had not, indeed, been brought to
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light when he wrote, but an aspect of the perennial Synoptic problem—which
he treats certainly with knowledge and breadth of handling. The topic

is recurred to later by A. Titius, who writes on the relation of the words of
Jesus in Mark to the Logia of Matthew, and fancies he has shown that our
second Gospel knew and used the so-called Logia of Matthew, from which
he draws the conclusion that the second Gospel can no longer be esteemed a
primary source of our knowledge of the history of Jesus’ life. Dr. J. Weiss
contributes a very interesting study of the Pauline rhetoric ; Zimmer an
exegesis of 1 Thess. ii. 2-8

; and Sieffert an attempt to trace the line of devel-

opment of the Pauline doctrine of the law, as it is exhibited in the four

greater epistles. Finally Dr. Gregory discusses the New Testament minus-
cules and seeks to indicate their place in the critical study of the New Testa-

ment text. “ He who would learn to know and properly to use the majus-
cules in their whole meaning,” is his parting advice, “let him lend a hand
and help to ransack the minuscules.” It is obvious that the volume offers a
substantial contribution to the study of the New Testament : and it is a sign

, of the times that two of the contributors to its pages are American scholars.

Kurzgefasster Kommentar zu den lieiligen Scliriften Alien und Neuen
Testamentes sowie zu den Apokryphen. Herausgegeben von D. Hermann
Strack und D. Otto Zockler. B. Neues Testament. Fiinfte Abteilung:
Pastoralbriefe

,
Hebr'derbrief

,
und Offenbarung Johannis

,
ausgelegt von D.

Kobert Kiibel, weiland ord. Professor der Theologie in Tubingen. Zweite
Auflage, neubearbeitet von Lie. Eduard Riggenbach, Dozent in Basel und
D. Otto Zockler, ord. Prof, der Theol. in Gieifswald. Royal 8vo, pp. xii,

333. (Miinchen: C. II. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1898; New York:
Imported by Lemcke und Bueelmer.) With this volume the second edition

of the New Testament portion of this well-known and highly esteemed com-
mentary is brought to successful completion. The whole volume was the

work, in its first form, of the lamented Robert Kiibel. The changes which
have been made in this revision, as respects the Epistle to the Hebrews and
the Apocalypse, the former of which has been cared for by Lie. Riggenbach
and the latter by the veteran, Dr. Zockler himself, are merely in the way of

enrichment of Dr. Kiibel’s work. When Dr. Zockler—probably the most
learned living theologian—undertakes to enrich, however, he brings both

hands full of treasure. He has, therefore, not only incorporated into the

notes on the Apocalypse whatever in the newer works on it has seemed to

call for notice, but has added longer discussions on the history of the Seven

Churches of Asia, and in the Introduction, on the history of the exegesis of

the book, and especially on the three burning questions of the day concerning

the Apocalypse : its integrity, its text and its author, particularly with refer-

ence to the Presbyter-John hypothesis. The Commentary on the Pastorals,

on the other hand, the revision of which fell also to Lie. Riggenbach, has

been practically rewritten and amounts, particularly in its Notes, to a new
work. The caution with which the integrity of these Epistles is treated is

only another of the numerous indications that abound about us, of how
widely critical opinion is affected by the fashion of the hour. We read that

the author is convinced “that by far the most of the data of our Epistles are

best explained on the assumption that they were written by Paul in the

period after the first, or (2 Tim.) during the second imprisonment, that

many data cannot be explained on any other assumption, and that there

exists no compelling grounds for denial of Pauline authorship. On the other

hand, however, there exist partly isolated data, partly impressions of a gen-

eral kind, which are not, to be sure, inexplicable on the assumption that all

just as it lies before us came from Paul’s own hand at that period, but still

open' the question whether the state of the case would not be made more
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intelligible by the hypothesis of the cooperation of a third hand in the present

form of these genuine Pauline writings .

” “ It is self-evident ”—the conclusion

of the subsequent suggestions runs—“ that all this opens only a possibility,

not more than that
;
hut a possibility by which the apostolical authority of

our letters, certainly fully attested by the drddstff? msuparo? xal Swdpeuts,

is not in the least damaged. They are and remain an unexceptionable portion

of the Canon.” Thus subjective tendencies find their way into the most
conservative thought of our time. Annotations on the Revelation of St.

John the Divine. By Revere F. Weidner, D.D., LL.D., Professor of System-

atic Theology in the Chicago Lutheran Theological Seminary. 12mo, pp.

lxv, 365. (New York: The Christian Literature Co., 1898.) Dr. Weidner
tells us that it was with natural diffidence that he undertook the preparation

of the volume on Revelation in Dr. Jacobs’ Lutheran Commentary on the

New Testament
,
but that he was untrammeled by preconceived opinions as

to its exposition and has worked his way through the book inductively.

The conclusions to which he has thus been led as to the nature of the book
will class him in the main as a Futurist and a Premillenarian. He has

incorporated into his exposition, however, not only a large body of comment
from the pens of others, but also an occasional precis of the views of the

several schools of interpretation, so that the reader may compare opinions

for himself. The introductory questions are discussed with eminent sobriety

and decided with judicial candor. He holds to the Apocalypse as the work
of the apostle John, written at the close of the century, and preserved to us

in its integrity. Its general theme he looks upon as the “ personal coming
of the Lord at His second Advent :

” he adopts the recapitulation theory of

its structure and divides the book into seven main sections. Much use is

made of Dr. Craven’s discussions in the preparation of a series of eight

excursuses, developing points necessarily more concisely treated in the body
of the work. The Preparationfor Christianity in the Ancient World. A
Study in the History of Moral Development. By R. M. Wenley, Sc.D.,

D.Ph., Professor of Philosophy in the University of Michigan, etc. 16mo,

pp. 194. (New York, Chicago, Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Company,.

1898.) This instructive volume is an issue in the series of “ Guild Text
Books ” prepared originally for the use of the young people of the Church of

Scotland, and republished in this country in the hope that they may thus

obtain the enlarged influence which they fully deserve. Another issue of the

series, Mr. Ogilvie’s Presbyterian Churches
,
has been lately commended to

our readers (see our January number, p. 179): and the commendation may
be heartily extended to the present volume. Prof. Wenley has written with

skill and knowledge and has made a volume as interesting as it is instructive.

III.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.
History of the Christian Church. By John Fletcher Hurst.

Yol. i. New York : Eaton & Mains, 1897. Large 8vo, pp. 949.

This work on Church History is part of the “ Library of Biblical and
Theological Literature,” edited by Dr. G. R. Crooks and Bishop J. F.
Ilurst. The volumes on Bible Introduction (Harman), Biblical Hermeneu-
tics (Terry), Theological Encyclopaedia (the editors), Christian Archaeology
(Bennett), and Systematic Theology (Miley), have already appeared. We
now receive the first of the two volumes devoted to the History of the
Church ; the second volume is promised during the current year.

We know of no scholar in the Methodist Church to whom the preparation

34
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of such a work could have been entrusted with greater confidence than
Bishop Hurst. When still in the Theological Seminary, his History of

Rationalism greatly impressed us with his wide knowledge of Church life

and theological tendencies. He was encountered again a little later making
a tour of German universities, “interviewing ” theologians and keeping per-

sonally in touch with centres of thought. His translation of Hagenbach’s
History of the Church in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries shows his

familiarity with all current opinions. Finally his Bibliotheca Theologica

reveals the splendid storehouse of literary helps at his command for every

department of theological investigation. For nearly ten years—1871-1880

—

Dr. Hurst lectured to theological students on Church History
;
but when he

tried to expand the matter there used into the present work he found he

must so change it as “ to produce an entirely new treatment.” He aims at

writing a readable book, suitable to “ the needs and tastes of both the stu-

dent and the general reader.” Proper proportion of subjects and the incor-

poration of all the latest results of historical research have been especially

attempted. In addition to these the literature of the subject as a whole and

that of particular chapters is given with a care and discrimination that leave

nothing to be desired. A critical or suggestive word offered in connection

with the chief works referred to is of great value to the student. Seven

maps on the “ Development of Christianity,” “ The Roman Empire at the

Beginning of the Christian Era,” “The Western Empire under Char-

lemagne,” “The British Isles” (2), “ Europe in the Time of the Crusades,”

and “ Europe at the Close of the Fourteenth Century,” greatly help the

careful reader to understand how true it is that geography and chronology

are the two eyes of history.

Coming to the treatment of the subject matter itself, we are impressed

at once with the clear objectivity of the presentation. With a great

wealth of detail, reference, quotation and extracts from sources, the

variegated and many-sided life of the Church is set forth. In the

history of the ancient Church three periods are distinguished : those of the

apostolic age (nine chapters), the patristic age (to A.D. 313, twenty-three

chapters), and the controversial age (to 680, nine chapters). There seems

then to be a break in the rubric, for from A.D. 680 to A.D. 768, when the

Middle Ages are dated as beginning, no continuous narrative appears. From
Charlemagne to the Reformation is treated as one period

;
but no less than

fifty-eight chapters are devoted to its diversified contents. And when we
begin to accompany Dr. Hurst through these ages so full of personal activity

and organized effort, he introduces us at once to so many fellow-students

that we are almost confused by the blending of the voices of the past with

the opinions of the present. For example, in reading the first chapter, on
“ The Historical Church,” though it covers less than eight pages, we find

thirteen generous quotations from such men as Hodge, Martensen, Buckle,

Bright, Faber, Schlegel, Tholuck, Goethe, Chiapelli, Hegel and Rothe, with

references to others. The impression is almost like that of the housewife

wrhose pudding contains hardly flour enough to hold the plums. The next

chapter on “ The Place of Church History in Theological Science,” might

perhaps have been omitted; for it belongs rather to encyclopaedia than his-

tory. Chap, iv, on “ The Value of Church History,” we think would better

precede chap, iii, which treats of “The Departments of Church History.”

Only three departments are distinguished—first that of missions, or the growth

of the Church; second that of doctrine ; and third that of “ internal consti-

tution and religious life.” Something may well be said in favor of this

simple classification. The work of Karl Muller and Schubert’s edition of

Moeller's Lehrbuch der Kirchengeschichte show the great value of modifying
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the old classification in favor of greater unity, and giving more prominence

to the factors in Church History which were really living and are still of

importance for us. In the multiplicity of phenomena which Church History

presents, can any general principle be followed, which will help give clear-

ness and coherency to the study ? Various historians, such as Freeman, Har-
nack and Loofs, have suggested the Roman Empire and Hellenistic thought

as such guiding, formative principles. And there can be no doubt but the

introduction of references to the organic life of Rome and the systematic

thought of Greece is a great help to the student of Church History. The
ancient Church might be regarded as the Church in opposition to Rome and
Hellenism

;
but constantly influenced by what it opposed. This period

would naturally end when this opposition consciously ceased ; and with the

friendship of Christian Rome and the Church a new period, that of the

Middle Ages, in an important sense would begin. The history of missions

is the story of the spread of Christianity in the empire. Persecutions are

opposition of the world-power to its spread. Literary attacks upon the

Gospel are the attempt of pagan thought to stop the new religion. The
apologists offer the Christian reply to the world-thought. Early heresies,

whether Gnostic, Monarchian,or Montanistic, are all a question of admitting

the world-thought, or fleeing from it. In worship, discipline, the changed
character of the clergy, we see in like manner the growth of Christian

institutions within the mould of Romanism and Hellenism. Had Dr. Hurst
followed his simple division a little further, and given the central, unifying

factor more prominence, he would very likely have ended the first period

rather w'ith 325, when the emperor presided over the first Imperial Church
Council, than with 313, when an edict of toleration was issued. Such a con-

ception, too, would put the “ extension of Christianity ” first rather than

last, as is done in the second period. It would also make more prominent
the origin of the “early Catholic Church ” about A.D. 150, and the far-

reaching importance of the change which took place then in sacraments,

Church, clergy and the whole outlook of Christian life. Especially where
Church and State come into collision, as in the persecutions, would such a

principle mutually influence the presentation. Dr. Hurst (p. 164) finds three

stages in the persecutions: (1) from Nero to Marcus Aurelius (54-161),

when the persecutions, except under Nero, were not violent and limited in

area ; (2) from Aurelius to Decius (161-251), when they were more severe
;

and (3) from Decius to the edict of Constantine (251-313), when persecution

culminated. Now more reference to the Roman factor would we think

rather speak of the persecutions as: (1) Local and temporary, an official

ignoring of Christianity—a period ending with the death of Septimius

Severus, A.D. 211. (2) A period of forty years (211-249) till the rule of

Decius, when emperors, under the influence of Syncretism, tolerated Chris-

tianity on principle. (3) The persecution of Decius which systematically

and for the first time attacked the Church on principle for ten years. It was
non-Roman emperors who introduced this policy. (4) Then came a second

forty years (260-303) of toleration ; followed (5) by the reluctant persecution

of Diocletian (303ff.). It will thus be seen that when Rome is considered,

only about twenty years of systematic persecution can be found, and these

were divided into periods of ten years each and separated by forty years of

peace.

Dr. Hurst gives a very instructive account of the literary attack upon
Christianity, but speaks at the same time of paganism in the second century

as “growing more decrepit every year.” We think such writers as Aube,
Reville, Neumann, etc., show that a study of the Roman religion indicates

rather the opposite. Certainly the heathenism of the century after Christ
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was much more orthodox, devout and aggressive than that of the time of

Horace and Cicero. The spread of Christianity helped the reforming paganism
to put into practice the very best that it had. The Gospel did not spread
because heathenism was weak, but overcame a revived, reformed paganism
in its very strongest forms.

The treatment of early doctrinal movements is full, sympathetic and satis-

factory. Xo weight is given to the notion that Christology and much of the

Gospel are a product of pagan philosophy. Xeither is Dr. Hurst afraid or

ashamed to recognize the clear Providence of God in the history of the

Church. Perhaps a closer adherence to chronological order in the history of

doctrine, e. g., of first apostolic fathers, then apologists, next anti-gnostic

writers, and the school of Alexandria, would have made the statement
clearer. We heartily agree with his conclusion “ that when the Xicene coun-

cil was held, and began to formulate the approximate theology of the

Church, the standard of doctrinal judgment was the general faith of

believers far more than the theological treatises of the foremost writers.”

We have no space to speak of the very instructive section on the Middle
Ages (pp. 465-949).

In closing this notice a few points may be touched upon partly by way of

correction. Strauss’ Leben Jesu appeared 1835, not 1825 (p. 49). Waddington,
followed by a number of other scholars, fixes the death of Polj'carp at 155, not

166 (p. 171). The works of Friedlander and Duruy do not seem to have
been used on the state of the Roman world, hence perhaps the too dark

picture of morals. It is extreme to say, “embryonic murder was the rule

rather than the exception.” We would hardly agree with Dr. Hurst that

Hagenbacli’s is the best of the larger Histories of Doctrine, unless Thomasius’

be regarded among the smaller works. Clement of Alexandria must be

confounded with Clemens Romanus, when it is said his works are found in

Harnack and Zahn’s editions of Patrum Apost. Opera, 1876-78 (303). We
are not sure that two edicts were issued, 312 and 313 (415). In the literature

on “ Arianism ” we miss Stanley’s Eastern Church, and on Apollinarianism

any reference to the work of Draseke. It is hardly correct to say (6S1) that

the Essenes “ carried out the strict rules of Talmudical Pharisaism to the

letter,” for this sect rejected bloody sacrifices and shunned the temple. The
statement (753) that Leo IX declined to act as pope till elected by the Roman
people is open to doubt.

But we do not need by these slight differences of opinion to show how
small are the drawbacks of this clearly written, scholarly, instructive and in

every way valuable work. It is the fullest and most satisfactory American

book upon the ground covered which has yet come to our notice.

Chicago Theological Seminary. II. M. Scott.

Calvyn als Bedienaar des Woords. Door P. Biesterveld, Iloog-

leeraar aan de Theologische School te Kampen. Kampen : J. II. Bos,

1897.

All along the line there is an awakening of a deeper interest in the per-

sonality, work and historical importance of John Calvin. Prof. Biesterveld

has added to his valuable treatise on Hyperius another homiletico-historical

study, under the above title. Calvin the reformer and theologian and

exegete has completely overshadowed Calvin the preacher. And yet, in this

latter capacity, he exerted perhaps his greatest influence on his immediate

surroundings during his life-time. Every scholarly treatment of this

neglected sphere of Calvin’s activity should therefore be heartily welcome.

This booklet of 200 pages is divided into nine chapters and is enriched with
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three full sermons of Calvin. The author treats successively: U) the Re-

former’s views of the necessity and dignity of the ministry of the Word;
(2) the importance of his sermons

; (3) the extant sermons
; (4) their charac-

ter
; (5) their style

; (6) their Scripturalness ; (7) their contents ; (8) their

actuality
; whilst in the last chapter the conclusions of these various consid-

erations are succinctly stated.

The style of the book is simple, clear and straightforward. Every page

indicates close study and patient research. The author’s present work is

largely free from the fault which characterized his Hyperius, viz., excessive

quotation in Latin and other tongues. There is yet enough of it to restrict

its usefulness to a limited class of readers. But he has succeeded in paint-

ing a life-like portrait of Calvin, the preacher, whose only aim in preaching

was to feed his hearers from the Scriptures of God, intensely in earnest,

vivid in his illustrations, fearlessly aggressive, unto bitterness even when
the occasion demanded it, popular in the true sense of the word, and always

deeply impressive.

The study is of permanent value in Calvinistic literature.

Holland
,
Mich. Henry E. Dosker.

A Cameronian Apostle, being some account of John Macmillan of

Balmaghie. By the Rev. H. M. B. Reid, B.D., Balmaghie. With Ten
Illustrations. Paisley and London: Alexander Gardner, 1896. 8vo,

pp. xii, 308.

It is odd that so remarkable a man as John Macmillan, the instrument

under God in giving ecclesiastical organization to the “ Godly Remnant ”

of the Covenanters who saved to Scotland and the world the principle of
“ spiritual independence,” and of perpetuating their testimony by the found-

ing of what is known as the Reformed Presbyterian Church, should have

had to wait a century and a half for his biography. It is still more odd that

when this biography has at length come to be written, it is at the hands not of

one of his spiritual descendants, nor even of an adherent of the Church which
grew out of his labors, but of a minister of that Established Church of Scot-

land out of which he was thrust, against whose Erastianism he protested,

and whose authority he “declined.” Mr. Reid’s interest in Macmillan
seems to have arisen primarily out of the merely external circumstance that

he holds the living in the Established Church which Macmillan held ;
and

there are not wanting throughout the volume indications of the funda-

mentally antiquarian impulse which underlies it. But Mr. Reid is far from
being out of sympathy with the character and even the convictions of his

great predecessor in the holding at Balmaghie; and, being withal an exact

and fair-minded historian, he has written an account of him which even

those who look back to him as their father in Christ must recognize as just

and appreciative. That he was “ indubitably a good man,” eminent in

piety, conscientiousness, sincerity and honesty, he has no doubt. “ Whether
he attained to be a ‘great man,’ or just fell short of that coveted eminence,”

he adds, in summing up his character, “ I shall leave others to decide. Cer-

tainly he took part in a great epoch of the Scottish Church, and acquitted

himself bravely and honestly. That Church has always had a way of casting

out men whom she, at her heart, loved and honored. Macmillan is one of

these respected and beloved outcasts. The Church of our day has won much
for which he contended and suffered

;
and she cannot cherish any grudge

amid her gains. How much more she may yet acquire, which he would
have wished, it is impossible to say. But in him she may claim one of her

own children, bone of her bone and flesh of her flesh
;
whose chief crime (if
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such it be) was that he longed to see her made perfect in a world full of com-
promises, and whose chief praise must, in this respect, be that he demanded
a ‘spiritual independence’ such as now her best and most loyal sons are

willing to defend.”

Thus the children of the persecutors build the monuments of the prophets,

and the children of the persecuted may well look on and rejoice that the

painful sowing is come to such a harvest. Looking back from this distance

of time upon the Revolution settlement, surely all must acknowledge that

there were elements of undesirable Erastianism connected with it, and no
one will deny that the dealings of the crown with the Church in the immedi-
ately subsequent years gave grave cause of complaint to those who were set

for the maintenance of spiritual independence. We cannot wonder that

earnest spirits like Macmillan, who had entered the newly settled Church
with high hopes, should grow gradually to despair of their realization; and
the reading of the “ Grievances ” given in to the Presbytery by himself

and his colleagues will go far to make us all his partisans. If we are to con-

demn the defiance of law and order by which he held the possession of his

church and manse so many years after his deposition and in despite of all

efforts of the civil powers to dispossess him, we must remember that he con-

sidered himself and his people considered him unjustly and illegally dealt

with; and that it was a matter of principle with “the Remnant,” among
whom he had been bred and with whom he had early in this strife reaffiliated

himself, to repudiate the authority of all courts, ecclesiastical and civil, con-

stituted under the existing laws. So little did this argue with them a real

lawlessness, that it coexisted with the most excessive scrupulosity relative to

orderly procedure—a scrupulosity which kept them for sixteen years without

any ministry and for nearly thirty-seven more, after the accession to them of

Macmillan, without provision for its continuance, because, forsooth, it was
not orderly for a single minister to ordain ! Men like these may be adjudged

mistaken in their judgment as to the authority of certain laws, but they can-

not be accused of a lawless spirit. And in Macmillan’s own case, his subse-

quent life as minister to “ the Societies,” and his triumphant death in a

good old age in the very odor of piety are his sufficient vindication.

It is much to Mr. Reid’s credit that he is able to thread the mazes of this

noble but irregular life-history with sympathy and just appreciation : and it

is much to the gain of us all that he is able by so doing to vindicate the com-
mon Presbyterian right to the name and the example of this true servant of

God. Into the Free Church of Scotland, on May 26, 1876, the Reformed
Presbyterian Church of Scotland carried its strength and traditions: on

June 13, 1782, the Reformed Presbytery of America united with the Associate

Presbytery of Pennsylvania and formed the Synod of the Associate Reformed
Church, one of the constituent Churches of the present United Presbyterian

Church of North America : “remnants” were left behind, some of which

have since then been able to find a congenial home in other branches of the

Church. Those that still preserve their separate testimony, continue to

enjoy the esteem of their sister Presbyterian bodies. Those who have car-

ried that testimony into the bosom of sister bodies, who alike with them
stand for the principle of “ spiritual independence,” have brought to those

other bodies their great inheritances—and, among them, the right to claim

such a father in God as John Macmillan as their own.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

The Story of the Christian Church. By George R. Crooks, D.D., LL.D.
Late Professor of Church History in Drew Theological Seminary. 8vo, pp.

xiii, 604. (New York : Eaton & Mains ;
Cincinnati : Curts & Jennings, 1897.)
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The wide culture which was the characteristic feature of all the writings of

the late Dr. Crooks predisposes the reader to welcome the publication of his

lectures in Church history given at Drew Seminary during his declining

years. Possibly the estimate given of him by a recent writer in The Meth-
odist Review (May -June, 1898, 345-358), to the effect that he was the

Methodists’ “ greatest scholar in either hemisphere,” may be a little over-

enthusiastic, but certainly he died a “ Nestor of classical and ecclesiastical

literature ” among his people, and it was well to give to a wide public the

MS. lectures he left behind him. The title given the book requires, however,
a little limitation. It would be more descriptive if the words were added

:

“ From its foundation to the rise of Arminianism for it breaks off abruptly

with the rise of the Arminian party and its establishment on English soil.

Possibly this was a natural stopping-place for an Arminian historian, to

whom the Arminian theology may seem to be the fruit toward the produc-

tion of which the Church had been laboring sixteen hundred years. The
division of the story into the three periods of (1) to the union with the

Roman Empire, (2) to the rise of Protestantism, and (3) to the rise of

Arminianism, exhibits this as Dr. Crooks’ point of view. From this point of

view the story is flowingly and genially written. It is largely dependent on
secondary authorities, to be sure, but these are in the main both the latest

and wisely chosen. It does not show a profound insight into the problems

of Church history nor a deep theological grasp, nor indeed absolutely impec-

cable theological information. It is not only written throughout with an
Arminian bias, but in Arminian advocacy, and it is too dependent on
Arminian authorities. But we gladly not only acquit it of intentional mis-

representation of Augustinianism, but recognize an obvious effort to do it

justice and even to show it generous appreciation. Such errors of statement

regarding it as occur are clearly due merely to misinformation or misappre-

hension. Such for instance are the remark that “ a decree of reprobation

was not a part of Augustine’s system ” (p. 296, cf. 520)—a common misstate-

ment of those who reprobate Calvin and would only pass by Augustine, but

one which would have been avoided by a first-hand acquaintance with

Augustine’s writings on the subject; and the similar remark that it is a
“ fundamental Calvinian axiom that God is the efficient cause of all that

exists ” (p. 522)—than which no more fundamental misunderstanding, of

course, could possibly be fallen into. This latter error is clearly due merely to

failure to understand Calvinism—a failure currently exhibited in the failure

to understand the discrimination between supra- and sublapsarianism (pp.

522, 572). It may even be doubted if Dr. Crooks thoroughly understands

what typical Arminianism is : certainly the reader of his formal statement of

its tenets on p. 297 will doubt if the writer has fairly represented his party.

Is it characteristic of evangelical Arminianism to deny that the posterity of

Adam are “ a mass of perdition?” Our point now is not the logical con-

sistency of giving as Article 1 of a system “ that in Adam all have fallen and
have become corrupt,” and then to add immediately as Article 2, “ that the

posterity of Adam are not chargeable with his sin aud crime and, therefore,

are not a mass of perdition,” but whether this method of construction is

historically that of evangelical Arminianism. Naturally Dr. Crooks wishes

to present the personal character of Jacob Arminius in the best possible

light, and he even undertakes to defend him from the calumnies, as he

thinks, wThich have assailed his memory. With the best wish to think other-

wise, we are afraid, however, that Arminius cannot be acquitted of that

want of truth which seems the besetting fault of men who would bring

novel teachings into a Confessional communion. History of Dogma. By
Dr. Adolph Harnack, Ordinary Professor of Church History in the Univer-
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sity and Fellow of the Royal Academy of Science, Berlin. Translated from
the Third German Edition by Neil Buchanan. Vol. iii. 8vo, pp. xv, 236.

(London : 'Williams & Xorgate; Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1897.) The first

volume of this translation of Harnack’s Dogmengeschichte was noticed in the

Review for October, 1896 (vii, 737), and the second volume in this Review
for January, 1898 (ix, 175), while the German original was noticed in this

Review for July, 1891 (ii, 513). The reader must be referred to these

notices for information as to the nature of the work and of the translation

alike. The present volume continues the translation with the same excel-

lence which characterizes the former ones. It continues also the same
absurd dealing with the divisions of the text, the “confusion worse con-

founded ” of which was pointed out in our notice of the second volume.

This volume really begins with the last chapter of the second book of the first

division of the jvork. It is nevertheless entitled here simply “ Chapter i,”

with nothing further to locate it. It is followed indeed by the bastard title

to the Second Division, after which follow its chapters—in this volume from

i to vi ; and this is a gain to lucidity, but scarcely enough to explain the

preceding “ Chapter i.” At the end of the volume, along with the Appendix
to Chapter vi, we have, without note or comment, another Appendix on
“ Manichseism ”

: it really belongs in an earlier volume. The editor has pre-

fixed to the volume a short Preface, designed to lead the reader through these

mazes: it is insufficient for the purpose, and is doubtless the result of a dis-

covery after the evil was done. This volume includes the last chapter of

the first volume of the German text and six of the eleven chapters of the sec-

ond volume, leaving something over three-fifths of that volume for the fourth

English volume. It thus concludes Harnack’s account of the “ Origin of

Ecclesiastical Dogma,” and begins his account of the “Development of Eccle-

siastical Dogma,” which he conceives as a “ history of the development of

dogma as the doctrine of the godman, on the basis of natural theology.” But
we need not go into its contents here. It certainly is a help to have this great

work in readable English. The Hymn of the Soul, contained in the Syriac

Acts of St. Thomas. Reedited with an English Translation by Anthony Ash-

ley Bevan, M. A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, Lord Almoner’s

Reader in Arabic. 8vo,pp vi, 40. (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1897.)

This new and handy edition of the interesting hymn inserted into the Syriac

Acts of “Judas Thomas, the Apostle ” in a unique MS., and first edited by Dr.

Wright in his Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles (two vols., London, 1871), con-

stitutes the third part of the fifth volume of the admirable Cambridge Texts

and Studies, edited by Prof. J. Armitage Robinson. The inherent interest of

the piece, its comparative inaccessibility and its historical value as a relic of

the little-known gnostic thought of the early Christian centuries fully jus-

tify its republication : and Mr. Bevan justifies his own undertaking of it by

the excellence of his performance. He assents to the general opinion that it

is a hymu relative to the history of the human soul (not of “ The Son of the

IJving ”) as conceived by the followers of Bardesanes. His notes are chiefly

philological. Jovinianus. Die Fragmente seiner Schriften, die Quellen zu

seiner Geschielite, sein Leben und seine Lehre, zusammengestellt, erlautert

und im Zusammenhange dargestellt von Lie. th., Dr. ph. Wilhelm Haller,

Stadtpfarrer in Ludwigsburg. [Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschielite

der Altchristlichen Literatur. Herausgegeben von Oscar von Gebhardt und
Adolf Harnack, xvii, 2.] 8vo, pp. 159. (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’sche

Buchhandlung, 1897
;
New York. Imported by Lemckeund Buechner.) By

books like this, German diligence lays the whole scholarly world under a debt

of lasting gratitude. Joviuian is one of those great men whom the malice of

his enemies has consigned to eternal oblivion. Thought of by the ascetic
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leaders of his own time only as a Christian Epicurus, he has come in the

juster estimate of modern days to be recognized as the first of the Protestants

and a light bearer in a dark age. “ In the whole history of Paulinism in the

early Church,” says Harnack, “ there is no other who equally with Jovinian

restored their rights to grace and faith ; and in the whole history of the effort

against the dominant tendency to derive salvation as a whole from faith

alone and to exclude all work-righteousness, the first place belongs to the

monk Jovinian. He may certainly be called ‘ an ancient witness to the truth’

and ‘a Protestant of his time,’ though an important difference must not be

neglected—the indwelling of God and of Christ in the baptized is more
strongly emphasized than the power of faith.” Nothing remains of the

memory of this great man but what has been unwittingly preserved by the

execrations of his opponents. Licentiate Haller has gathered together every

fragment of his writings quoted by them and every word spoken by them con-

cerning him, and, printing them at length, with copious explanatory notes,

has summed up finally what may be gathered from them first of his life and
writings and secondly of his teaching. There is not much of it, but in these

159 pages we have absolutely all that is to be known of Jovinian. The

Theology of Luther in Its Historical Development and Inner Harmony. By
Hr. Julius Kiistlin, Professor and Consistorialrath at Halle. Translated from
the Second German Edition by Bev. Charles E. Hay, A.M. Complete in two
volumes. 8vo, pp. xxii, 511 and pp. xvi, 614. (Philadelphia: Lutheran
Publication Society, 1897.) Pew books have appeared recently from the

American press which deserve a heartier welcome than these two thick

and closely, but clearly, printed volumes. It is not, of course, a new book;
but it is something much better than a new book—it is an approved standard

now given to a new public in a new language. Hr. Kostlin approached his

task of setting forth the theological teaching of the great Reformer from a
vantage ground of long and perfect familiarity with the whole body of his

writings and a minute knowledge of all the details of his career and work;
and he did the work once for all. His book appeared first in 1863, and
twenty years later in a second edition whose publication was timed to meet
the demand of the Luther jubilee. Singularly little had been published in the

meantime and singularly little has been published since which would tend in

any way either to modify or to enrich its presentation. Hr. Hay has con-

ferred a boon on all English-speaking students of theology by giving it at

length an English form : and the boon is the greater because the transla-

tion is—we say it not by way of exaggerated praise, but in sober earnest

—

remarkably good. It reads like original composition and conveys its sense to

the reader without demanding effort on his part. The whole body of Luther’s

teaching is brought before us twice over in the course of the work—first in a

detailed and thorough exposition of it in its historical growth, and then,

secondly, in a summary presentation of it in systematic order. Full tables

of contents and indices place the matter at the complete disposal of the student.

Every one who would know Luther, or the Reformation, or Protestantism,

or Christianity itself, should make these volumes his study. Die beiden

letzten Lebensjalire von Johannes Calvin , von Hr. th. Adolph Zahn. Revi-

dierter Nendruck. 8vo, pp. 298. (Stuttgart : Bruck der Union Deutschen Ver-

lagsgesellschaft, 1898.) The first edition of this study of Calvin’s closing

years from the pen of one of his few remaining admirers in Germany appeared
in 1895 and was duly noticed in this Review for October, 1896 (vii, 739). The
present edition is very largely increased in length—perhaps almost doubled

:

the new parts consist not merely in added sentences and paragraphs, but
whole added chapters. But the new parts, as the old, throb not only with a
true and high appreciation of the man Calvin’s gifts and powers and the work
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he was called and upheld to do, but also with a deep love for the Gospel he
preached and the grace of God shown him—a man, says Dr. Zahn truly, who
spoke and wrote “ with such demonstration of the Spirit of God that never
a sinner heard him without trembling, and never a pious man without loving

and honoring him.” “ The Bishop Paddock Lectures, 1896-97.” Outlines

of the History of the Theological Literature of the Church of England, from the

Keformatiou to the close of the eighteenth century. By John Dowden, D.D.,
Bishop of Edinburgh. 12mo, pp. vi, 214. (Loudon: Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge

; New York : E. & J. B. Young & Co., 1897.) Though
the limits set on the one hand by the brevity of a course of lectures and on the

other by the range of his sympathies have necessarily confined Dr. Dowden
to a running and somewhat partial sketch of the history of theological litera-

ture of the Church of England, he has yet succeeded in putting before us, in

this little volume, a thoroughly interesting account of that succession of

scholars—“ Jewel, Hooker, Andrewes, Ussher, Hammond, Cudworth, Tay-
lor, Pearson, Barron, Bull, Waterland, Beveridge and Butler — not to

enumerate here other great, though lesser names ’’—which have illuminated

the history of Christian thought and learning in England. Even some of

those with whose type of thought Dr. Dowden does not sympathize come in

for mention— men like Whitaker and Cartwright, Perkins and Ames:
though it cannot be said that they come in for appreciation or that any true

insight is shown of their real place in the history of British theological

thought. Perkins and Ames, for example, are treated of only as casuists.

Profound theologians like William Twisse and notable scholars like

Thomas Gataker, on the other hand, have lost both name and place

in the theological history of the Church of England. The stream

of theological thinking in the Church of England is broader and
deeper than Dr. Dowden recognizes. But his little book is a welcome
guide to one section of it and will serve as an index to its study.

The Story of John Wesley. Told to Boys and Girls. By Marianne Kirlew.

12mo, pp. viii, 168. (New York: Eaton & Mains; Cincinnati: Curts &
Jennings [1898].)

—

John Wesley as a Social Reformer. By D. D. Thompson.
12mo, pp. 111 . (New York: Eaton & Mains; Cincinnati: Curts & Jen-

nings, 1898.) The former of these little books we take to be of English

origin : it is a brightly written biography of Wesley for children and is sure

to be as popular as profitable among the little ones. The latter is a serious

study of the influence of John Wesley in social matters, and validates Mr.

Ede’s dictum that “ the man who did the most to reform the social life of

England in the last century was John Wesley.” Mr. Thompson shows how
he did it. Certain odd facts come out in the discussion : the Wesleys and
Fletcher had no sympathy with the revolt of the American colonies, while

the Calvinistic Methodists were on their side ; but, on the other hand, Wesley
was opposed to slavery, while Whitfield defended it and himself was a slave

owner. Pioneer Presbyterianism in Tennessee. Addresses delivered at the

Tennessee Exposition on Presbyterian Day, October 28, 1897. 12mo, pp. 83.

(Richmond: The Presbyterian Committee of Publication, 1898.) This

volume contains three addresses, one of which, Dr. W. W. Moore’s stirring

account of Presbyterianism and Education, lies fairly outside of its title.

The other two, however, provide an interesting history of the origins of Pres,

byterianism in Tennessee. The first, bearing the same title as the volume,

and delivered by the Hon. C. W. Heiskell, gives what may be called the

general history in the case. It seems that the van of Piesbyterian immigra-

tion entered the State about 1770 and settled on the right bank of the Hol-

ston. The Rev. Charles Cummings, who “‘prayed like time and fought

like’—something else,” and the Rev. Joseph Rhea were the first ministers of
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any denomination who preached in the State. The first Presbyterian Church
founded in Tennessee was New Bethel at the forks of the Holston and

Watanga in 1782. The real founder of Presbyterianism in Tennessee was,

however, the Rev. Samuel Doak, who arrived in 1778 and established the first

school in the State in 1785, which has grown into Washington College. The
second lecture is accordingly devoted to an account of the labors of this

pioneer, and it is pleasant to note that it was delivered by the Rev Dr. J.W.
Bachman, a descendant of Joseph Rhea, while a great-great-granddaughter

of Samuel Doak was present to enliven the occasion by singing a solo.

In Commemoration of the One Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the

Ministerium of Pennsylvania

:

1748-1898. 8vo, pp. 65. (Reprint from The

Lutheran Church Review for January and April, 1898.) Here are five

papers taken from the pages of The Lutheran Church Review (in whose re-

vived vigor under its new management all lovers of theological literature are

rejoicing), which together supply a very fair history of the “ Ministerium of

Pennsylvania.” Organized first in 1748 in St. Michael’s Church, Philadel-

phia, under the influence of Muhlenberg, after many vicissitudes and per-

haps not with uninterrupted life, it may be said to express to-day, in the

General Council, very much the same ideals which loomed before the minds
of its founders a century and a half ago. It is an honorable history, issuing

in an honorable achievement : and we take this opportunity to offer our con-

gratulations to the Ministerium of Pennsylvania and its one hundred and

fifty useful years of life. Oeschichte der Lutherischen Kirche in Amerika.

Yon Georg J. Fritschel. Zweiter Teil : Geschichte der Entwicklung der

Lutherischen Kirche von Muhlenberg’s Tode bis zur Gegenwart. Mit 65

Abbildungen und Karten. 8vo, pp. vi, 422. (Giitersloh: C. Bertelsmann,

1897 ; New York : Imported by Lemcke und Buechner.) The first volume of

this history of the Lutheran Church in America, bringing the narrative up

to the death of Muhlenberg, was published in 1896 and duly noticed in this

Review for January, 1897, Vol. vii, p. 137. This second volume is less

entirely a free translation of Dr. Jacobs’ book than was its predecessor. To
the author, the great Lutheran hero of these later days is Pastor Wilhelm
Lohe, and he divides the material differently from Dr. Jacobs so as to throw

into relief what he believes to be the internal development of the history.

To him the return to Lutheran orthodoxy in the East was but an incident

arising out of the foundation of the Lutheran Church in the Mississippi

Valley : and instead of Dr. Jacobs’ three rubrics of Deterioration (1787-

1817), Revival and Expansion (1817-1860) and Reorganization (1861— )

—

which seem to him external and insignificant — he prefers to divide

the material into, (1) a history of the decline of the Lutheran Church in

America, from the death of Muhlenberg to the crisis in the General Synod ;

and (2) a history of the reestablishment of the Lutheran Church in America,

from the sending out of the helpers-in-need (Nothelfer ,
which means, pri-

marily, Lohe) to the present. The former of these two sections is essentially

a free translation of Dr. Jacobs’ narrative. The latter is naturally newly

written from the different standpoint which looks upon Lohe as “ the great-

est benefactor of the Lutheran Church in our century.” Much space is given

to the great doctrinal controversy between the Synods of Missouri and Iowa

—

the standpoint of the book being that of a convinced adherent of the lowans.

A History of the Baptists in the Middle States. By Henry C. Yedder,

Professor of Church History in Crozer Theological Seminary. 12mo, pp.

355. (Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1898.) The
American Baptist Publication Society is issuing a series of duodecimo

volumes by leading students of Baptist history, which shall together give us

the history of the Baptists in America. The volume that deals with New
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England is by Dr. H. S. Burrage; that with the Western States east of the

Mississippi by Dr. J. A. Smith
;
that with the Southern States east of the Mis-

sissippi is to be cared for by Prof. B. F. Riley, and that with the Trans-Mis-

sissippi States by Dr. L. Moss. The present volume completes the series

and undertakes the history of the Baptists in the great Middle States. As
those who know Dr. Yedder’s previous work will be well prepared to learn

it treats its material not only at first hand, but with skill and discretion.

Possibly it was a mistake to give so large a place to the origin of “ the Dis-

ciples,” which many of us may think was not a distinctively “ Baptist ” con-

troversy in its inception, as it is not a distinctly “ Baptist ” movement in its

progress—taking the word “ Baptist ” here in its technical ecclesiastical sense,

the sense it bears in the title-page of these volumes. But Prof. Yedder
knows best what the compass of his work should be and he has, in any event,

given us a very lucid narrative of the foundation and growth of the Baptists in

the great Middle States. In New Jersey and Pennsylvania the Baptists found

footing, it seems, in the latter part of the seventeenth century : the first Bap-

tist Church being organized in Pennsylvania in 1684 (Cold Spring), though a

permanent start was not madetill four years afterwards, in 1688 (Kennepek),

in which year also the first Baptist church was organized in New Jersey

(Middletown). In New York it was not till 1715 that a beginning was made.
What the Baptists have grown to, everybody knows

;
and in their growth

everybody who loves the truth of God rejoices—as he notes that they have

grown not alone in numbers, but in purity of conviction as to the truth and

in spiritual power.

IV.—PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.

Sunday-school Methods and Means. Milwaukee, Wis.: The Young
Churchman Company, 1897. Pp. 30.

The Librarian of the Sunday-school. A Manual by Elizabeth
Louisa Foote, A.B., B.L.S. With a Chapter on the Sunday-school

Library by Martha Thorne Wheeler. New York: Eaton & Mains;

Cincinnati : Curts & Jennings, 1897. Pp. 80.

How to Make the Sunday-school Go. By A. T. Brewer, Superin-

tendent of Epworth Memorial Suuday-school, Cleveland, O. New York :

Eaton & Mains
;
Cincinnati : Curts & Jennings, 1897. Pp. 191.

Sunday-school Success. A Book of Practical Methods for Sunday-

school Teachers and Officers. By Amos R. Wells. New York,

Chicago, Toronto : Fleming H. Revell Company, 1897. Pp. 300.

The grave faultiness yet indispensable value of the Sunday-school system

are eliciting for it just now a widespread criticism and as well persistent

effort for correction. The four little handbooks before us have the laudable

purpose of developing an institution living by unquestioned right, but lin-

gering in a strangely undeveloped state. The books, while all general in

their scope—save that on the library—rather happily fill out one another in

their special emphasis, affording a somewhat balanced study, conducive to

fair judgment and treatment of the system. Given a masterly adjustment

of the four points distinctively emphasized in the four books and the Sun-

day-school has passed from infancy to maturity of system. Nor is it incon-

ceivable that, in many individual cases, it should make almost at once this

most desirable transition.
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The little publication by the Young Churchman Company, though spar-

ingly identified on the title-page, is apparently intended for a Protestant

Episcopal constituency. The writer, by the way, seems to use the word
Protestant as if exclusive of Protestant Episcopal. Passing with the word
some such unhappy phrasings and leaving to criticism by its special con-

stituency matters specially germane thereto, we find a general value in the

booklet rather more than the fewness of its pages and the unattractiveness of

its form would lead us to expect. Dealing briefly and sensibly with prevail-

ing conditions, principles and methods of Sunday-school work, it chiefly

commends itself in urging and outlining a definite course of study, covering

at least four years. Beyond question the need here intended to be met is one
of the most conspicuous in the average school, and is a vantage-point for one
of its most promising reforms. The absence of orderly and comprehensive

study is certainly deplorable and any effort to establish it certainly admirable.

As to the course of study itself, we imagine it open to criticism even by
many of the denomination more particularly concerned, as modeled too much
on ecclesiasticism at the expense of historical, biographical, textual, personal

study of the Bible. This may be apparent in the four-year titles :
“ On the

Church Catechism,” “On the Bible,” “ The Church,” “ Confirmation and the

Sacraments.” Hearty approval must follow the insertion of Church standards,

history and polity in the study-course and insistence on the Catechism : but

the above scheme, even admitting Bible study to thread through, certainly

seems to cast in the background the Book itself, to underrate the broad out-

look of the modern Christian Church, the spirit of catholic Christianity.

The titles in appropriate and denominational literature should be very help-

ful to those in the field addressed.

The Sunday-school Librarian is dealt with by Elizabeth Louisa Foote in

a manual written in clear, direct style and issued in neat, compact form.

Almost every imaginable point in library affairs is discussed by one apparently

expert in the work. As the author remarks in her Preface, some of the plans

and suggestions may not be universally applicable or desirable : but the

librarian is hardly worthy of his place who would not be stimulated and
aided by the book. The chapter on the library by Martha Thorne Wheeler
goes beyond technical methods, entering upon matters fundamental and more
important—whether the library should exist at all, how wide its scope should

be, what books should be admitted. It must be confessed that these are not

undebatable questions. The existence or non-existence of other library

privileges in the community affects the question of the Sunday-school’s pro-

vision in the matter. It is also a very nice question in Christian ethics and
Sabbath observance, what literature is suitable for Sunday reading. Cus-

toms have certainly changed even among godly, Christian people along this

line : whether the greater freedom is in harmony with the spirit of the divine

law, not prejudicial to pure religion, and wisely permitted to children,

deserve definite and separate consideration. Our author remarks that in

some circumstances “ the Sunday-school library may incalculably increase

its good influence by including general literature, science, history, poetry

and whatever is healthful for young and old:” again, that in some circum-

stances it “ should exclude such books as merely serve to entertain and,

though charming as literature and above reproach on moral grounds,

neither professedly nor incidentally tend to the upbuilding of character.”

It certainly must be enforced that the library be confined to really edifying

literature, that there be added more of the substantial works in the religious

and ecclesiastical field—volumes of the commentary, missionary, denomi-

nctional sort, however little called for at first—that the value of the institu-

tion distinctly fluctuates with both the titles of its catalogue and the official

ability of its librarian.
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Mr. A. T. Brewer’s book discusses the general Sunday-school organization

and procedure. Its title rather offends, but its contents very prevailingly

commend themselves. There is perhaps little new brought forward, but the

ideas are all freshy and forcibly put, and the most expert in the work may
well be stirred by way of remembrance. It is gratifying to find the matter

of grading earnestly dealt with, and not in a merely theoretical or ideal way,
but with special view to the difficulties in its path and to the practical

means of gradual introduction. The book abounds in sensible, useful hints

to officers and teachers, touching all details of management and instruction,

regular and special services. The remarks as to use of the Bible are excel-

lent, though perhaps a little extreme in recommending that no lesson helps

be provided and that the scholars be left to the Bible alone or with helps of

their own finding. Too much praise cannot be given to the closing chapters

on conserving reverence and promoting spirituality. The great stress of

the author seems to be upon interest among the children, the exciting and
sustaining of interest, as the requisite and guarantee of success. Admit-
ting the by no means small value of this, the general criticism is certainly

awakened that after all the practice of devious and multifarious methods

for inducing interest may easily become a menace and a harmful departure

from the simplicity of true religious exercise and of wise education. The
book is written in a style which makes the contents the more stimulating to

personal study and grasp of the work by perhaps perfunctory workers.

Sunday-school Success
,
by Mr. Amos R. Wells, is quite the most

ambitious in form of the four publications, and lays stress upon perhaps

the most important factor in the whole Sunday-school problem, namely, the

teacher. The one-third of the book devoted to other though germane

matters falls somewhat under the criticism just now advanced of multiply-

ing methods not always of substantial value. In giving two-thirds space

to the teacher the author stands where the success or the failure of the

Sunday-school most maintains. Given an even unorderly line of study, a

too bare or too ornate general procedure, and the good teacher will yet give

the institution its good success. A certain longing stirs to do away with

the struggle for variety and superficial exercises and to leave with the teacher

the work of interesting the children and attaining results as pedagogical

instinct and scrupulous preparation and spiritual sympathy define. The
author’s treatment of the teacher’s character, preparation, practical

methods, is both interesting and edifying : the enforcements should be invalu-

able to those who have the capacity and ambition to profit. With the reader

in general, with the church in its responsibility, there remains a most

weighty sense of the system’s imperative call for a revised, even if greatly

diminished, corps of instructors; a call for teachers who have natural and

acquired abilities for the work, mental and experimental grasp of the Scrip-

tures, a profound sense of divinely-given charge.

Catskill
,
N. Y. W. H. S. Demarest.

The Presbyterian Digest of 1898. A Compend of the Acts, Decisions and

Deliverances of the General Presbytery, General Synod and General Assem-

bly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America, 1706-1897.

Compiled by Authority and with the Cooperation of a Committee of the

General Assembly, by the Rev. William E. Moore, D.D., LL.D. 8vo, pp.

xlviii, 909. (Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication, etc., 1898.)

If any have doubted the need of a new edition of the Digest
,
the doubt will

be dispelled instantly by a sight of the new edition and even a cursory com-

parison of it with the old. The old was ‘a good book: the new is so much
better that with it in our hands we wonder how we got along with the old.
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The making of a digest is evidently a thing which improves with practice,

and Dr. Moore has outdone himself here. It is not merely a matter of the

insertion of the “ acts, decisions and deliverances ” of the Assembly since

1886, though on this ground of itself the need of a new digest had become
pressing : but the whole handling of the material is superior. It is a great

gain, for example, to begin with a calendar of “ Historical Documents,”
setting down what may be called the foundation instruments of the Church.

It is a great gain again to follow this with the Confession of Faith and the

actions of the Assembly relative to its sections. These two parts of the work
cover 116 closely printed pages : and it is only after them that the matter

becomes parallel with that of the old Digest. The book is a credit to the

compiler and to his advisers (to whom he returns graceful thanks), and is

indispensable to every active servant of the Church. One could wish that

some discrimination could be introduced between acts and decisions of the

Assembly which are authoritative and have the force of law, and deliverances

which are only advisory and have no other force than arises from the

respect which every loyal Presbyterian naturally pays to the opinion of the

whole Church assembled in its representatives. There is a recognition of the

distinction in the declaration on the title-page that the book is a compend
of “acts, decisions and deliverances:” and the headings of the actions

reported sometimes hark back to this and may suggest the estimation

placed on them. Perhaps more than this could not be done: but it is a

desideratum to devise some way to carry the distinction home to the reader.

This is not, however, a criticism upon the book, but rather upon the material

with which the book had to deal, which is sometimes intractable enough.

Perhaps one very petty criticism may be allowed on the book itself, though

only on its externalities : need the title-page be so crowded and lacking in

dignified spacing ? There was much to put into it, and it is a difficult

matter to devise a fine and clean-looking title-page under the best circum-

stances. One fancies, however, that this one is unnecessarily poor. And
perhaps even the matter to be put on it might be condensed. One suggestion

thereto: might not the long phrase “General Presbytery, General Synod
and General Assembly” be compressed into the simpler “Supreme Judica-

tory,” which would cover the whole ground ? What is a “ General Presby-

tery ” in any case ? And is the name historical—or the name “ General

Synod ” either ? Was there ever a “ General Presbytery,” so nominated in

the bond, of the Presbyterian Church in what is now the United States of

America ? A Treatise on the Preparation and Delivery of Sermons. By
John A. Broadus, D.D., LL.D., Author of A Harmony of the Gospels

,

History of Preaching, etc. New (twenty-third) edition, edited by Edwin
Charles Dargan, D.D., Professor of Homiletics in the Southern Baptist

Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky. 12mo, pp. xxi, 562. (New York:
A. C. Armstrong & Son, 1898.) Dr. Broadus’ Homiletics is a classic—we
had almost said the classic—on its subject. To its career of usefulness the

absorption of twenty-two editions has already testified. The present reissue

of it is thoroughly revised, chiefly from notes of the author, by his assistant

and successor in the chair of Homiletics at the seminary -which he served

and to which he gave his life. Although nea: ly thirty years old, the book is

still probably the best English book on the subject, and its skillful revision

will send it forth, we doubt not, on a new course of usefulness. The Biblical

Illustrator or, Anecdotes, Similes, Emblems, Illustrations, Expository, Scien-

tific, Geographical, Historical aud Homiletical, gathered from a wide range

of Home and Foreign Literature on the Verses of the Bible. By Rev. Joseph

S. Exell, M.A. First and Second Peter 8vo, pp. viii, 454, and ix, 219.

(New York, Chicago, Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Co.) Nothing could
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exceed the diligence with which the literature of exposition has been ran-

sacked to fill these six or seven hundred closely packed pages. Opinions

may differ as to whether it was worth doiug. There can be no difference of

opinion that it is done well. The work continues to fulfill literally the

promise of the title-page. Only two more volumes remain before the New
Testament portion of the undertaking will be completed. Former issues of

the series have been noticed in this Review", Vol. i, 317, Yol. iii, 384, and
Yol. viii, 800, and to these the interested reader may be referred for further

information. The Cliapel Hymnal. 8vo, pp. xvii, 371, 48. (Philadelphia:

The Presbyterian Board of Publication and 8abbath school Work, 1898.)

In pursuance of the original plan to issue three hymnals, for the church, the

chapel and the Sabbath-school respectively, the Presbyterian Board has now
followed its admirable Hymnal for the church with this equally well-selected

Chapel Hymnal. It has been prepared, like the larger book, under the

direction of the same Committee, by the Rev. Louis F. Benson, D.D.,

whose work in the larger volume has won him a most enviable name among
hymnologists. Those hymns in The Hymnal which seemed best adapted for

use in devotional meetings have been carried over to this volume, witli tunes

suitable to the more social occasion : and to them have been added certain

standard hymns and tunes reserved for this purpose when The Hymnal was
prepared, as well as “some fresh selections of popular character and a

number of the more desirable 1 Gospel Hymns.’ ” As a piece of book-mak-

ing—in paper, type, music aud binding—the book deserves to stand in the

same high category with its predecessor. The Temple Harp. By the Rev.

Thomas Nield, Author of Baptism in Short Meter
, etc. 12mo, pp. 160.

(Elmira, Mich. : The Author.) The models of hymnody which have floated

before the author’s mind as he wrote his own verses were the good old lays

of the sanctuary, endeared to the hearts of worshipers throughout the last

century. And it is the old “blood theology,” that presents Jesus as the

Lamb of God which taketh away the sins of world, which he sings. A num-
ber of the pieces here printed are translations of Psalms : a number more
are paraphrases of other Scriptures. All are simple in language, straight-

forward in thought-development, pure in religious aspiration and well

adapted to be sung to the familiar old tunes. EVA’OAOTION. The First

Part and Portions of the Second Part of a Book of Common Order. Forms
of Prayer issued by the Church Service Society of the Church of Scotland.

Second Edition. Edited by B. B. Comegys. With a New Arrangement of the

Psalter. l2mo, vi, 156. (New York, Chicago and Toronto: Fleming H.
Revell Co., 1898.) The tiile-page fully explains the contents of the book.

The first part of the EYXOAOVIO

N

,
now well-known to all in Scotland who are

seeking the improvement of our public worship, contains full services for

five Sundays—covering the needs of a mouth : the second part contains

prayers for special occasions. The Psalms are arranged for responsive read-

ings. Mr. Comegys hopes the issue of the book in America, adapted for

American uses, will prove of service to many pastors in at least showing them
the way to the enrichment of the services of the sanctuary. The Return

to the Cross. By the Rev. W. Robertson Nicoll, M.A., LL.D., Editor of

The Expositor
,
The Expositor's Bible

,
etc. 12mo, pp. viii, 320. (Lon-

don: Isbister A Co., 1897.) There are some things in The British Weekly

which we do not at all care for : to be quite honest, let us confess that there

are some things in it of which we thoroughly disapprove. Chief among
these, perhaps, is the blind passion with which it advocates the cause of a

skeptical Biblical criticism whose end can only be the destruction of all that

supernaturalism in religion for which The British Weekly
,
we know, would

gladly shed its blood. On the other hand there are many things in The
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British Weekly which we very cordially like, and some things which we
more than like—which we admire in the very highest degree. And chief

among these are the leaders of the accomplished editor which pierce to the

heart of things and make the central truths of our holy religion vital in these

times of doubt. It is a selection of these leaders which the present volume
puts in more permanent form for the comfort of the saints and the quicken-

ing of every truly Christian heart. The Return to the Cross, Dr. Nicoll calls

the collection : and he calls it such rightly. For it is the distinction of these

papers that they preach “ a blood theology,” that they recall men to a sense

of what sin is and what it deserves and what provision God has made for its

pardon in the precious blood of His Son. No “angelic doctor” he—inter-

ested in Christianity as the angels may be supposed to be, who look upon it

from without. He is of the company of those who know the doctrines of

grace with the knowledge of the heart and to whom the Lord is above and
before all their own Saviour. And so, he writes of Him: not without a
wide knowledge of how others have felt toward Him and written of Him

—

not without an accurate acquaintance with how men of varied ambition and
diverse creeds think and speak of Him to day—but best of all not without a
personal, individual knowledge of Him, a knowledge of the heart as well as of

the head. The volume opens with the beautiful Address delivered at the close

of the session of the Theological College at Bala last July, in which the

secret of a true Christian experience—that marvelous mingled experience of

peace and joy for sin forgiven and shame and guilt for the forgiven sin—is

outlined, the depths of justification sounded and the shallow legalism of

William Law warned against : and its fellows are worthy of its company. In

the midst of our arid age, when the men who essay to lead theological

thought will none of the gospel of the cross, it is like a spring of water in a

desert to come across these vitalizing pages. Current Questions for
Thinking Men. By Robert Stuart MacArthur. 8vo, pp. 422. The Attrac-

tive Christ and Other Sermons. By Robert Stuart MacArthur. 8vo, pp. 372.

(Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1898.) The former of

these two beautifully printed volumes (the American Baptist Publication

Society has of late been showing itself one of the most tasteful of our pub-

lishing houses) contains seventeen occasional addresses, and the latter

twenty sermons by the accomplished pastor of the Calvary Baptist Church,

New York. They are all written with the skill of a ready writer and pre-

sent their several themes directly and forcibly. The addresses are chiefly on
educational and denominational subjects and exhibit on the one hand the

man of broad culture, sympathetic with all that enters into intellectual

development, and on the other the man of strong denominational instincts and
feelings. Not only in the minutiae of the history of baptism—mode and
subjects—but on other matters too (as, e. g., in the history of Creeds) Dr.

MacArthur may be caught nodding : but the broad, liberal spirit that breathes

in his pages is something better than exact accuracy in petty details of

fact. Heroic Personalities. By Louis Albert Banks, D.D. 12mo, pp. 237.

(New York : Eaton & Mains, 1898.) The Christian Oentleman. A Series of

Addresses to Young Men, delivered in the Young Men’s Christian Associa-

tion Hall, Cleveland, Ohio. By Rev. Louis Albert Banks, D.D. 12mo,

pp. 123. (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1898.) Paul and His Friends.

A Series of Revival Sermons. By the Rev. Louis Albert Banks, D.D.,

Pastor of the First M. E. Church, Cleveland, Ohio. 12mo, pp. 347. (New
York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1898.) These three books are only samples of

the fertile vein of religious and ethical teaching in which Dr. Banks from
his study in Cleveland is fulfilling his ministry, in remembrance of the

Master’s declaration that “ the field is the world.” The volume on Heroic

85
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Personalities contains no less than forty brief sketches (illustrated with half-

tone portraits) of lives that have been lived to some purpose in the world

—

in every rank of life and of every type of Christian effort. The personalities

thus brought before us are not what the world calls “ heroes,” but, like John
the Baptist, they are “ great in the sight of the Lord.” It is a most inspir-

ing view which this collection of portraits gives us, of what men and women
are doing all around us for the kingdom which comes not with observation.

The Christian Gentleman may be considered in some sort the theory of the

life illustrated in so many examples in Heroic Personalities. Here in ten

chapters we have portrayed vrhat the Christian gentleman should strive to

be in the various relations of life. The root of it all is uncovered in Paul
and His Friends—a series of straight evangelistic sermons, filled with a
faithful appeal to the Christian life. Gladstone, and Other Addresses. By
Kerr Boyce Tupper, D.D., LL.D. 12mo, pp. 266. Price, $1.00. (American
Baptist Publication Society, 1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.) This
readable volume of occasional addresses, besides the title-address on Mr.
Gladstone and his career, contains two other biographical studies—ou John
Knox and Martin Luther—and four more general discourses—on “ Baptists

and Literature,” “The Theme of the Christian Ministry,” “Immigration
and Christianity,” and “ The Supreme Mission of Baptists.” The book makes
good reading and inculcates uplifting lessons. The central theme of the

Christian ministry, Dr. Tupper insists, is “ Jesus Christ and Him Crucified,”

and He also should be, he insists, “ our grandest inspiration in all church work
and missionary enterprise.” The great claim which Baptists have to make
on the gratitude of the world turns, he thinks, ou the part they have borne

in restoring to the world these three great Christian doctrines: “a popular

form of Church government, a divine call to the ministry, and freedom of

conscience in matters of religion.” The supreme mission of Baptists, he

declares to be “ to maintain in their own ranks and to propagate and develop

among others absolute and inviolable loyalty to God’s Word, both in creed

and in deed.” “As a denomination,” he remarks, “ we are marked by a

certain exactness in theological belief and ecclesiastical polity and practice,

unknown, it seems to me, to any other religious system besides our own—an
exactness so universal and so distinguishing that the very name of Baptist is

a synonym for something definite, distinct, decided, differentiating, dutiful,

and that something always and everywhere the same. ” The last sentence may
be somewhat less stirring than the others : one may be tempted to ask on read-

ing it, out of its context, what the “ something always and everywhere the

same” that differentiates Baptists from all others is: and the scoffer may
even be inclined to hint that it is a mere mode of applying the water in

baptism, or, mayhap, the denial of the seal of membership in Ilis kingdom to

those infants whom Christ requires us to suffer to come to Him and not to

forbid. It is not so that Dr. Tupper means them. They are rather part of

his characterization of the high mission of Baptists to be loyal—loyal to

God’s Word in all things. Thank God for such Baptists ! The Daughters

of the Parsonage. By Belle Y. Chisholm. Author of Who IFms, etc.

12mo, pp. 346. (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1897.) We confess

we do not like this story,—as an exponent of Presbyterian Christianity at least.

It is possibly natural that, in a story for young people, it should be the young

people of a family that are made prominent, and perhaps in this book this is

not done effusively. But we count it an evil that in the course of this, it

should be the Christian Endeavor Society which should have the stress laid

on it which really should be laid on the Church ; and quite offensive that the

usages of the Christian Endeavor Society should be pleaded against the laws

of the Church and the prescriptions of the Bible. That is what is done
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relatively to woman’s place in public worship throughout, and even in an
argumentative form (as on p. 256). It is an old rule worth modern enforce-

ment, which “ Miss McCoy ” might have been made to remember :
“ Thou

shalt not follow a multitude to do evil.” And when the rules of a human
society clash with the laws of a divine institution, it is surely wrong to make
the' latter give way.

Y.—ORIENTAL LITERATURE.

Het Hebreeuwsche Voorzetsel Sk, door A. Noordtzij. Leiden:

Eduard Ijdo, 1896.

In the Semitic languages the various relations of persons and objects were
originally indicated by case-endings. In this way, however, only the most
primitive and the most general relations were designated. As time went on
these primitive case-endings became obsolete, their places being supplied by
the prepositions. With the increasing complexity of life new and more spe-

cific relations called for greater precision of expression, and this also induced

a more extensive use of prepositions. With their increasing use these prep-

ositions entered upon a history and development of their own. The natural

changes constantly going on in the living organism of the language brought
about changes in the form and function of the prepositions. To investi-

gate the history of these changes in the case of the Hebrew preposition

to trace the development of its various senses, and to outline its scope as

used with various verbs and in relation to various persons and objects, is the

object of the treatise of Dr. Noordtzij.

It connects itself in form and general manner of treatment with other

similar treatises—for instance : Dr. F. Giesebrecht, Die Hebraische Pro-
position Lamed, Halle a. S., 1876;. Dr. Max Budie, Die Hebraische Prdpo-
sition

‘Al
,
Halle, 1882 ; Dr. Zerweck, Die Hebraische Prdposition Min , 1894.

The various stages of the development of form and usage are carefully

traced. Becoming modesty is exhibited in dealing with questions of primi-

tive form and usage, and but little use is made of hypothetical forms or con-

structions which are supposed to lie back of recorded forms. While Arabic,

Samaritan, Aramaic and Mandman parallels are adduced, but little and
hesitating use is made of Assyrian forms and constructions. This is but

natural, however. Such diffidence and uncertainty can only be overcome by
the progress of the science of Assyriology itself.

The author’s criticism of Barth and rejection of the influence of analogical

formations in the cases discussed on pages 11 seq. (the apparent plural forms

of the suffixes with certain prepositions) cannot be substantiated.

The headings in the Table of Contents make a curious impression. They
are similar ( mutatis mutandis ) to the headings of the chapters in certain

oldfashioned novels, for instance, the Tom Jonesot Fielding, Bookiv, Chapter

iii. “ Wherein the history goes back to commemorate a trifling incident

that happened some years since
;
but which, trifling as it was, had some future

consequences.” And why the statement (p. 128) that the Sultan of Turkey is

in error when he arrogates to himself the title of Caliph should follow as a

corollary of a discussion of the history and forms and functions of the Hebrew
preposition is somewhat puzzling. It is comforting, however, to know that

in dealing with such questions we are not dealing simply with antiquarian

fossils, but that even the meaning of the Hebrew preposition has a bear-

ing upon that most modern and most vexing topic, the “ Eastern Question.”

Fishkill, N. Y. A. H. HuiznsrGA.
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Introduction to the Talmud. By M. Mielziner, Ph.D., Professor of

Talmud in the* Hebrew Union College. (Cincinnati and Chicago: The
American Hebrew Publishing House, 1894.) This is the “first com-
prehensive work of its kind in the English language,” and for its purpose it

is doubtless the best in any language, unless we except Prof. Strack’s

Einleitung in den Talmud. The first part, which is called “ Historical and
Critical Introduction,” is the most interesting to the general reader. In-

deed, few ministers of the Gospel or even students of literature or history

can read it without profit and pleasure. It is the clearest exposition of

the intricate questions with which it deals, in our judgment, that is to be
found. Besides, it is comprehensive. It treats of the Mishna and -works

kindred to it, and then gives the authorities and expounders of the same.

Then, taking up the Gemara, it classifies its contents and divisions : next,

passes to its apocryphal appendices
;
then treats of the commentaries on the

Babylonian and on the Palestinian Talmuds, and of those -which are exclu-

sively on the Mishna
; it then mentions the epitomes, codifications and col-

lections of all the Talmud or of parts thereof, and in chap. ix. passes into

a discussion of the manuscripts and printed editions. But that nothing may
be wanting to the student, the author gives in chap, x a classified list of

works auxiliary to the study of the Talmud, which is supplemented by a

chapter on the translations of the Talmud and one on the general bibliog-

raphy of the subject, which is especially valuable for American readers,

because of the mention of all English and American publications of note. In

the conclusion of his Introduction, the author gives the opinions of such men
as Buxtorf, Delitzscb, Alexander and Graetz on the value of the Talmud.
The opinion of Delitzscb may be in part quoted here with appropriateness:
“ Just imagine about ten thousand decrees concerning Jewish life classified

according to the spheres of life, and in addition to these about five hundred
scribes and lawyers, mostly from Palestine and Babylon, taking up one after

another of these decrees as the topic of examination and debate, and dis-

cussing with hair-splitting acuteness every shade of meaning and practical

application ; and imagine, further, that the fine spun thread of this interpre-

tation of decrees is frequently lost in digressions, and that, after having

traversed long distances of this desert sand, you find here and there an

oasis, consisting of sayings and accounts of more general interest. Then
you may have some slight idea of this vast, and of its kind unique, juridic

codex, compared with whose compass all the law books of other nations are

but Lilliputians, and beside whose variegated, buzzing market-din, they rep-

resent but quiet study chambers.” The second part of this volume is taken

up with a discussion of the legal hermeneutics of the Talmud. This portion

of the book will be of invaluable service to those who desire to understand

the manner in which Paul and the other apostles interpreted and expounded

the Scriptures of the Old Testament. A full literature of the subject of

the hermeneutical rules of the rabbis is given. Unfortunately, all but two

of tfiese works are in Hebrew, and the two exceptions are in German ; so

that while we can derive little benefit from most of them, we can see how
necessary such a treatise as Dr. Mielziner’s is for that numerous body of

Jews and Christians who are not well enough acquainted with the language

of the Rabbins, nor even with German, to gather knowledge of this impor-

tant subject from these sources, and yet who may be and who ought to be

desirous of gaining such a knowledge. After stating the various rules

given by Hillel, Nahum, Akiba and Ishmael, the author proceeds to

an exposition of the rules of the last named. For example, in the expo-

sition of Kalvechomer he gives, first, the definition
;
next, the principle

;

then the Biblical prototype ; then the Talmudic terms and the logi-
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cal and formal arrangement ; and this is followed by illustrations of

the application and of the refutation of the rule and by a statement

and examples of sophistical inferences. The other twelve rules of R.

Ishmael are treated in a similar manner, though not generally at such

length. The last chapter of the hermeneutics treats of additional rules, such

as juxtaposition, analogy, extension and limitation. Dr. Mielziner’s closing

remark is worth quoting in full :
“ We must remind the student that this

system of artificial interpretation was mainly calculated to offer the means
of ingrafting the tradition on the stem of Scripture, or harmonizing the

oral with the written law. Modern scientific exegesis, having no other

object than to determine the exact and natural sense of each passage in

Scripture, must resort to hermeneutic rules fitted to that purpose, and can

derive but little benefit from that artificial system. Thus already the great

Jewish Bible-commentators in the Middle Ages, Ibn Ezra, Kimchi and
others, who are justly regarded as the fathers of that thoroughly sound and
scientific system of exegesis that prevails in modern times, remained in their

interpretation of the Bible entirely independent of the hermeneutic rules of

Hillel, R. Ishmael and R. Akiba. Nevertheless, this system deserves our

attention, since it forms a very essential part of the groundwork on which

the mental structure of the Talmud is reared. It must be known even in

its details, if the Talmudic discussions, which often turn on some nice point

of the rules of that system, are to be thoroughly understood.” Part third,

on the Terminology and Methodology of the Talmud, is almost entirely

technical, giving definitions, explanations and illustrations of the terms and
methods of discussion and argument which are used in the Talmud. While

this is intended for students and designed for their guidance in the reading

of the Talmud, it will well repay a careful reading to all who desire even to

catch but a glimpse into the methods of these greatest of traditionalists

and most patient of debaters. The method of procedure in debate is illus-

trated by a synopsis of one which occurred between Rabba and Rab Joseph.

The fourth part of the volume gives an outline of Talmudical ethics. It

seems to be scrappy and hardly worthy of a place within the same covers with

the rest of the book. It is “ essentially the contents of a paper read at the

World’s Parliament of Religions in Chicago.” It can lay no claim to the

thoroughness which characterizes the three parts reviewed above, and ought

not to have been put nor to be mentioned in the same category. The Tables

of Contents and Indexes of persons, terms and phrases, mentioned or ex-

plained, are full and satisfactory. The paper is good, but the printing and

the spelling of English words are inexcusably poor. The author is probably

not to be held responsible for these defects, but the publishers or printers

are. Perhaps, Dr. Mielziner is not to be blamed either for an occasional

lapse in the use of correct English ; for we infer from the fact that the vol-

ume is dedicated to a brother late of Thorn, Germany, that German is his

native speech. Hebr'dische Relativsdtze. Ein Beitrag zur vergleichen-

den Syntax der Semitischen Sprachen, von Dr. Victor Baumann. (Leipzig

:

Otto Harrassowitz, 1894.) This inaugural dissertation is superior of its

kind. It is well worth reading and study. The veiled hand of Prof. Socin

may be discerned at times. The author attempts to prove from the use in

the Hebrew7 Scriptures and from similar constructions in the other Semitic

languages, that the so-called relative particle is really a demonstrative pro-

noun. While the idea is- not new, the marshaling of the analogies in the

cognate languages and the discussion of the usus scribendi in the Hebrew is

comprehensive, fresh and almost convincing. If asher was originally a

demonstrative pronoun, as Dr. Baumann contends, this demonstrative char-

acter must have passed away from the consciousness of the people before
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the books of the Bible were written, or it seems hard to believe that there
would have been so many cases where we meet with an indefinite antecedent
followed by asher. Where this antecedent has an inseparable preposition,

the anomaly may be laid at the door of the Massoretic pointing
; but how

about the numerous other cases ? But if the consciousness of the demon-
strative character of asher had ceased at an early date and before the Hebrew
canonical books were written, one might be excused for asking, What prac-

tical benefit is to be derived from proving that it must have been originally

demonstrative ? Still, it would be a satisfaction to our thought and would
help to solve a problem of comparative Semitic syntax. It is a pity that the

origin of the Hebrew word aslier, is still in doubt. The author does not men-
tion the Assyrian asru, along with the various words in the cognate lan-

guages which have been supposed by some to throw light upon it. We hope
to hear again from the young doctor, whose first publication is so full of

promise. Deuterographs. Duplicate Passages in the Old Testament

:

Their Bearing on the Text and Compilation of the Hebrew Scriptures.

Arranged and Annotated by Robert B. Girdlestone, M.A. (Oxford : At the

Clarendon Press, 1894.) It is seldom that we have been so disappointed in a

book as we were in this one. The title is taking. The presentation of the

deuterographs of the Old Testament in parallel columns, so that one can see

readily the agreements and variations thereof, is a work which should be

done—if well done. But in this case it has not been well done, because it

has been done neither clearly, thoroughly nor consistently. If the book had
been intended especially for readers who did not understand Hebrew, three

things at least should have been clearly marked, to wit : All cases where the

same Hebrew word occurring in the parallel texts was translated by differ-

ent English words, and all cases where different Hebrew words were ren-

dered by the same English word, and all cases -where a variation in the origi-

nal is denoted by a similar or equal variation in the version. Additions and

omissions might also have been marked by appropriate signs. With regard

to these last, the work has been generally well done. On p. 2, however, it is

not right to mark away as an addition, since it is involved in the meaning of

the Hebrew verb. With regard to the different English renderings of the

same Hebrew original, this might have been denoted well enough by italics,

had italics been used always for this purpose and never for any other purpose.

Now, the author does generally designate thus a common Hebrew original,

e. (/., 2 Kgs. xiv. 5 and 2 Chron. xxv. 3 ; but not always, e. g.,2 Sam. v. 23

and 1 Chron. xiv. 14. But he uses italics, also, where both original and ver-

sion are different, e. g., 2 Sam. v. 24 and 1 Chron. xiv. 15; but not always,

e. g.,2 Sam. v. 9 and 1 Chron. xi. 7. Furthermore, the author is not clear

in all of his notes. What does he mean by saying that where we find

one Hebrew word in A and another in B, we have “probably” or “possi-

bly a various reading'”’ See on pp. 52, 53, 63 et al. We judge, since he

believes that the writer of Chronicles took his deuterographs from the books

of Kings, that he means that the later writer found already in his time vari-

ant readings in the different MSS. of Kings, and that he selected the one we

find in the present book of Chronicles ; but he does not explain what he

means. Again, to be consistent, lie should call note don p. 115 and note b on

p. 125 and others by the same designation. Also, we think there is no more

uncertainty about the examples given on pp. 2, 13, 85, 87, 109, 113, 125 and

130 as variant readings than about those preceded by a “ possibly ” or “ prob-

ably.” Moreover, we cannot understand what the author means exactly,

when he says that such readings as he mentions on pp. 13, 74 and 86, “may
easily have grown out of ” the other. For example, how could kmshpt have

grown easily out of bmbhw ’? We find fault, also, with the author for not in-
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dicating always in his notes when there is an important variation in the

originals of the two texts. He might lead one to suppose that he did men-
tion all, if one did not look up the original for himself. On p. 92, for exam-
ple, why does he not give us the Hebrew for smote and sleio and for slain and
killed and murderers? For the first two, we have synonyms; for the last

three, we have the same original. But we must find this out for ourselves

!

Again, on p. 89, the author notes that one text has high and the other chief,

and he gives the Hebrew for each, while he omits to note the more impor-

tant variation between came up and came and between put up in bags and
emptied. Moreover, we are not satisfied with the author’s use of the Septua-

gint. He should have referred always to the readings of the LXX. This
work is, in a measure, a textual criticism, and as such it should present all

the data at the author’s disposal, that he and his readers may form as accu-

rate a judgment as possible with all the facts before them. Those who have
ability and time to investigate the original texts and data for themselves

will not depend on this collation of facts, because it is not sufficiently full, nor

certain, nor consistent. It lacks plan and completeness. The author gives one
note on a rare word—rare, because it occurs only four times in the Scripture.

Why not mention all rare words then ? Or why mention any, unless the

mentioning have a bearing on the subject? He has a note speaking of one
word as a late word. Why not call attention to all late words, if to any ?

Further, we cannot see why there should be no notes on the parallel texts

given in the twenty-eight pages of the Appendix ; nor why we should have
specimens, covering one page only, of the grammatical and idiomatic changes
to be found on comparing A and B, instead of a complete list of all the varia-

tions, orthographical, grammatical and of all kinds. We call attention to a
few oversights and typographical errors. On p. 91, note e, first sentence,

read A instead of B; on p. 104, note b, read Wau instead of Yodh
; p. 102,

note, read Aleph instead of Ayin ; on p. 25, note r, read Gimel for Xun, and
lastly, we deem it an oversight that the author has no way of indicating

when he has departed from the Revised Version. With due attention to

such suggestions and corrections, we are sure that a new edition of the

Deuterograplis will make a most useful, because a most necessary, addition

to the equipment of the scholarly student of the Bible.

Allegheny. Robert Dick Wilson.

VI.—GENERAL LITERATURE.
Cromwell’s Place in History. Founded on Six Lectures Delivered in

the University of Oxford by Samuel Rawson Gardiner, D.C.L.

London and Xew York : Longmans, Green & Co., 1897. 8vo, pp. 120.

There is no living historian of the English race who enjoys the respect of

scholars to a higher degree than Samuel Rawson Gardiner. But it is to be

doubted if he has reached a very large audience on either side of the

Atlantic. This is largely due to the immoderate length of his great history

of Puritan England. Xo doubt it has been partly due to the unfortunate

English way of publishing books of solid merit at a price more commensurate
with their value than the purchasing ability of the reading public. Certainly

most American buyers think twice before they pay seven dollars and fifty cents

a volume for even the most exceptional works
;
and having thought a second

time, they usually decide to wait until the reasonably expected cheaper edi-

tion is published. When that appears, as it has appeared in Prof. Gardiner’s

case to the extent of fourteen volumes, the effect is certainly staggering.
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This, however, is not true in the case of the little volume embodying the

substance of six lectures on “ Cromwell’s Place in History ” recently

delivered at the University of Oxford. These lectures attracted considerable

interest when they were delivered, and they are likely to be widely read.

Their summing up of one of the principal elements of Prof. Gardiner’s

extended study is of the highest value, and he who reads this little volume
must needs treat it with the utmost respect. And yet the impression pro-

duced is an exceedingly unsatisfactory one, the more so that Mr. Gardiner

really presents to us two Cromwells. The one is carefully worked out step

by step in the first 115 pages of the volume
;
the latter is depicted for us in

its last three sentences. These three sentences are as follows: “ It is time
for us to regard him as he really was, with all his physical and moral
audacity, with all his tenderness and spiritual yearnings, in the world of

action what Shakespeare was in the world of thought, the greatest because

the most typical Englishman of all time. This, in the most enduring sense,

is Cromwell’s place in history. He stands there, not to be implicitly followed

as a model, but to hold up a mirror to ourselves, wherein we may see alike

our weakness and our strength.”

This is certainly a most noble characterization. If we simply take the

statement that Cromwell was “ in the world of action what Shakespeare

was in the world of thought, the greatest because the most typical English-

man of all time,” we have praise of so large a character that only the most
universal genius would seem to justify it. By universal we of course mean
not a genius extending into every sphere, but of such large mould as to com-
pletely fill the field of action in which it moved. And such a genius can

only be original, positive and epoch-making. Now, it is a singular fact that

throughout these lectures Mr. Gardiner denies to Cromwell all three of these

qualities. We hesitate to say that he is not just in each individual estimate,

because his materials for judging are so much more ample than ours. He
carefully weighs him point by point and determines that however great was
Cromwell’s influence, at every step it was negative. This is surely a

very remarkable estimate, and it seems to us that it leaves out of account

the most important considerations in any such study as that herein under-

taken.

It is a familiar spectacle to the student of history to look upon men of

remarkable gifts and unusual capacity breaking themselves in vain endeavors

to lead others into the paths which they clearly foresee to be the paths of the

future. But these men have usually been the product of extraordinary indi-

vidual influences, oftentimes produced by the mingling of foreign elements

in birth or education, whereby the influences of a more progressive civiliza-

tion have been brought to bear upon their local situation. But certainly

Cromwell did not belong to this class. Prof. Gardiner thoroughly under-

stands his possession of those most English of gifts, respect for precedent

and confidence in a conservative policy. It is in this respect more than any

other that he beholds in him the typical Englishman. All of the really suc-

cessful leaders of revolutions in the English race have possessed these quali-

ties
;
men like William I, Edward I, Gladstone, Washington and Lincoln ;

men who understood the tendency of the race to insist that revolutions

should not break with old forms and should not be hurried on more rapidly

than the people were prepared to receive them.

Of course, Mr. Gardiner knows his Cromwell too well not to treat with de-

served contempt the idea that he was a man of overweening ambition. Per-

haps he does not estimate at its full value the intense self-love which, under

the deep sense of obligation which ruled his nature, led him to seek fearlessly

the favor of God and the approbation of the “ best men.” lie was too true
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to himself ever to be a truckler to anybody. He was also too conscious of

his own deficiencies in the sight of God to be rash in determining upon any

course of action. These elements go to make up those strange fits of hesi-

tancy followed by periods of such high resolution and bold dash which were
so marked a feature in his career.

Through all this he exercised a singularly potent influence upon his times.

This influence was positive enough in the eyes of his contemporaries
;
cer-

tainly it was positive enough in purpose and provision for the future. It

was negative only in so far as it failed to perpetuate itself in any direct line of

succession. But after all, English history is not made up of a continuous

line of progressive forces, but of a series of forces acting and reacting yet

eventually making for progress. And it is certainly true that Cromwell’s

policy gave England certain direct tendencies which eventually worked them-

selves out in spirit if not in form.

The great thing in estimating Cromwell’s character is usually overlooked,

and that is that he to a very great degree accomplished his work with the

aid of a minority in the face of the opposition of a tremendous majority of

the leading men of both England and Scotland, and that nevertheless he

steadily and consistently sought, and in a large measure secured, not only

the welfare, but the real desires, of the great bulk of the people. He was
never content to be the head of a faction. He regarded himself as an instru-

ment in the hand of God, and he used the men whom he could command to

secure the results he aimed at, without becoming their tool.

In the process of carrying out this policy he wrought a really epoch-making

result when he secured for the England of the future a political and religious

establishment which embodied neither the wishes of the Royalist party nor

of the Presbyterian Puritan party. Mr. Gardiner well insists upon the

break-dowrn of the religious zeal of the Puritans being due to the growth of

material interests and a worldly-wise policy rather than to a religious

reaction. But there was a singular decay of the true Puritan spirit in the

ranks of the independents which was well illustrated in the individual life

of men like John Milton and in the decline of church membership among
them both in England and America. The result of Cromwell’s attitude was
seen in the Restoration Church settlement, which threw the balance of power
into the hands of the Latitudinarian element, and in the return to the par-

liamentary ideas of Sir John Eliot, which after all was the natural policy of

the English gentry ; and certainly Cromwell was deeply concerned that this

element in England should maintain its supremacy.

Just here we find ourselves wondering what Mr. Gardiner means by posi-

tive influence. He says, not very profoundly: “No lasting effects result

from any policies, whether negative or positive, which are not in accordance

with the permanent tendencies of that portion of the w'orld affected by
them.” This is little more than to say that lasting effects are only produced

by policies which produce lasting effects. For howr otherwise in the field of

history are we able to determine the tendencies of countries than by the

evolution of those tendencies under the influence of potent policies or out-

side the influence of such policies ? Certainly lasting effects were produced

by the policies of men like Charlemagne, Richelieu and Napoleon, wrhich far

transcended and in large measure ran counter to what seemed to be the

permanent tendencies of western Europe. The same might be said of

William the Conqueror and Henry VIII, to mention no others, in England.

Mr. Gardiner goes on to say : “Cbailes II, indeed, reascended the throne,

but he sat on it under conditions very different from those of his father

and again :
“ So, too, with Cromwell’s dealings with the Long Parliament.

Never again did England tolerate a Parliament which, being itself but a
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fragment of its original numbers, set the constituencies at defiance as well as
the king.” Both these statements seem to us to point to positive and
permanent results of his policy. It is idle to say that these results were
negative because they only put a restraint on king and Parliament. The
very opposite is true. They positively prescribed limits to the prerogative

and to the privileges of Parliament and led inevitably to the revolution of

1688, and the accession of the House of Hanover, on the one hand, and the

supremacy of the Commons and the Reform bills on the other. We are not
blind to the apparent contradiction in these statements. It is the greatness

of Cromwell that he fostered Parliament while he curbed it, and preserved

authority to the executive while he overturned the throne.

Mr. Gardiner truly says :
“ That Cromwell’s success as a destructive force

must have stood in the way of his success as a constructive statesman is too

obvious to need much laboring.” Cromwell saw, felt and attempted often-

times to argue this fact down. But the difference between a positive

influence and constructive statesmanship is very great. Cromwell was not

constructive, but preservative. lie fell heir to a half completed work of

revolution. That revolution was embodied in the giant personality of John
Pym. When Pym died the Puritan revolution as a constructive force in

State and Church died with him. It is to Cromwell that England and the

world owes most of what England and political freedom saved from the

wreck. Cromwell was no speculative thinker and the death of Ireton robbed

him of the one man who might have enabled him to build a new-model
State. AYe see him in his speeches striving toward the light, but only

catching noble glimpses of it. He grasps the importance of “ authority ” as

against the views of the Levelers
;
he glorifies “ liberty of conscience and

liberty of the subject, two as glorious things to be contended for as any that

God has given us,” yet marks and condemns their exaggeration and abuse
“ for the patronizing of villainies;” he is for a free Parliament if he only

knew how to secure one truly free ; he swings back to au “ upper ” house to

the no small discontent of the one thus made to seem the “lower;” he
relishes, as well he might, the settlement of the government “ in a Single

Person and a Parliament ;” and he perceives the anomaly and potential evil

of making every Parliament supreme and capable of “ unlawing ” the

fundamental law whence it drew its own authority.

But he was not fitted to work out a new conception of the principles of

English government such as the people could accept with confidence and under-

standing. He seems to have had glimpses of such a possibility. His gov-

ernment settled “ in a Single Person and a Parliament ” sounds much more
like the American line of evolution than the English, but when under that

settlement the “ single person ” was denied a veto, it was inevitable, that

person being Oliver, Lord Protector, that he should turn the Parliament out

of doors. But alas for him and for England ! his time was short, his coun-

selors incompetent, and he knew he was supported only by a minority. The
one thing that upheld him was his conscious rectitude of purpose, and a

general conviction that despite all manner of differences as to details his

rule was the one thing that secured to his country a large and vigorous life.

His speech of January 22, 1655, may well be believed sincere, when he

declares :
“ As for myself, I desire not to keep my place in this government

an hour longer than I may preserve England in its just rights, and may
protect the People of God in such a just Liberty of their Consciences as I

have already mentioned.” So long as he lived he was the one indispensable

force. Had AVashington had no cordial support from Madison, Hamilton,

Jefferson, Marshall and all the others who with him devised and put into

operation and after him interpreted and enlarged our Constitution, his fame
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would be far less. It may have been one of the weaknesses of Cromwell
that he did not attract and develop men of other and adequate talents, but
he had fearful odds against him. And despite those odds, as we read Eng-
lish history, he held England true to a large part of the gains of the Puritan
revolution until the principles had become fixed in the public mind, and
thereby he not only affected, but alsolutely conditioned, every subsequent
age. Carlyle long ago said :

“ ‘ Their works follow them.’ As, I think, this

Oliver Cromwell’s works have done and are still doing.”

Lafayette College. Ethelbert D. Warfield.

The Story of Gladstone's Life. By Justin McCarthy, M.P.,
Author of A History of Our Own Times

,
etc. With Frontispiece, Por-

traits and other Illustrations. Medium 8vo, cloth, extra, gilt top and
side, pp. xii, 436. In box, $6. Hew York : The Macmillan Co.

It is safe to say that no man in history has occupied so conspicuous a place

before the world and for so long a period as William Ewart Gladstone. He
has been a prime factor in the literary, religious and political life of the

British empire ; and through its extended influence upon all the nations of

the earth. There is not one of the great movements in ecclesiastical affairs,

in statecraft, or in education, which has been mooted in England or her

dependencies for sixty-four years in which he has not taken a prominent
and generally the leading part. His power and love for work, the rapidity

and accuracy of his methods of action, his culture and versatility, have

never been excelled, and seldom equaled. Hor has he, in any sense, lived for

himself. He has not sought publicity, or the honors or emoluments of

office, but they have been thrust upon him. His advocacy of justice and
righteousness, his support of the oppressed, have usually made him unpopular

with those entrenched in power, and often with the masses whom he served.

For measures of reform disturb the state of things to which men have

grown accustomed. Evils have in a measure become tolerable if they have

existed a long time, and when a change comes the difficulties which beset a

new measure are felt, while those formerly endured are forgotten. And
thus it comes about that every true reformer is so often unpopular with
those he has befriended. For in the rapid march of events before the good
fruits of a radical measure are felt, the evils inevitable to any line of policy

are still chafing through their novelty. So the reformer is charged with all

the evils and none of the good resulting from his action. Hence, for a long

time, Mr. Gladstone was very unpopular. The titled and rich feared him
because he wTas too radical and endangered their vested privileges; the

oppressed and ignorant masses blamed him because he did not go fast

enough
;
and the unthinking of all classes because he did not remove all evils

and bring in the Golden Age at once. But after a while the world came to

know and appreciate Mr. Gladstone. His innumerable movements for the

betterment of humanity have, for a long time, been bearing their fruits.

All can now see that he has never been actuated by selfish motives

;

that his life has been spotless even when seen in the full light of publicity;

that he has always followed his conscientious convictions without fear or favor;

and that his very long and active life, backed by unequaled talents and cul-

ture, has been spent exclusively for the good of his fellow-men. These con-

siderations have united in giving him such a reputation as no man of our

times, except Mr. Lincoln, has enjoyed. They have found expression in the

epithet, “ Grand Old Man,” a title more to be coveted than any order of

nobility, than even kingly or imperial prerogative, and by which he will be

known in history for all time.
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No doubt Mr. Gladstone is known and loved as much in the United States

as in his native country. The desire to see him among us has been greater

than in the case of any other foreigner. The invitations he has received

from every class and condition of our people to visit us have been most press-

ing. Had he consented to come and pass through our country his journey

would have been a progress such as no royalty ever experienced. It would
also have been the spontaneous outburst of affection for a supremely gifted

man, who had devoted his life, prolonged through three generations, to the

noblest, the most unselfish of all uses. But Mr. Gladstone never came among
us. Either he was too busy while he held offices—and of these he occupied

the highest aud most onerous as long as strength lasted—or extreme age

made him reluctant to undertake the extended sea voyage necessary to such

a visit
; at all events he never could be prevailed on to come and gratify our

people by his presence.

To the legions of his friends on this side of the water this “ story ” of his

life by Mr. Justin McCarthy will be most acceptable. As a literary produc-

tion it is of a high order. The style is limpid, vigorous and usually terse.

The simplicity and directness are as charming as a well-written romance.

The writer is a devotee, though not a blind worshiper, of his hero. Because

of a long and close acquaintance with his subject, and sympathy in the

main with his views, he can write from fullness of knowledge. The picture

given is simple, distinct, clear. From a political point of view it is all that

could be desired. It is not so long as to become tedious, nor so short as to

be obscure. The events of this long life of unparalleled activity are passed

over with rapidity; but the skilled narrator is able to place a marvelous

amount of accurate information in a small space
;
and we lay down the

book with a feeling of regret that it is so soon ended.

One grand excellence of this biography is that Mr. McCarthy introduces

in their proper succession almost every one of Mr. Gladstone’s colleagues.

We have a discussion of the public measures in which they were engaged,

the part taken by each, and, generally, a picthre of the persons and places

of chief interest. The reading of this book will give more information

about the period which it covers than any mere history in the language.

The clearness and elegance of diction would alone repay the careful reading,

since the iuformation contained is indispensable for every person of culture.

But, more than all, the picture of a character always under the inspiration

of the highest motives cannot but be salutary upon all that enjoy the brilliant

“ story and particularly upon those who can read between the lines and get

a view of Mr. Gladstone’s inner life. There are only a few blemishes to mar
this well-nigh faultless narrative. We wish that the name of Mr. Gladstone

were less frequently mentioned : occasionally three times in a brief sen-

tence
;
often twice. We would not be likely to forget who was the person

Mr. McCarthy was writing about had he reiterated the name eleven hundred

times less than he did; and the space thus saved could by his deft hand have

been put to admirable uses. Two errors may be noticed on page 163 : where, in

criticising Disraeli—who was right for a wonder—the biographer shows his

own lack of culture of which he complains in “ Dizzy’s ” case.

William Ewart Gladstone was born December 29, 1809—the same year as

our Lincoln—in Liverpool. He was of Scotch extraction ; was the son of a

noble house, and born to wealth. He received every advantage which the

best schools in England, Eton and Oxford, could bestow. He was a pre-

cocious lad, a close student, a ready debater at both places, aud graduated

with the extraordinary honor of “ Double First ” at the latter when barely

twenty-two years old. His birth and education identified him with the ultra-

Tory party, from which he gradually broke away
;
and with the Established
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Church, of which he has been a life-long and most exemplary member. His
religious life was pronounced, though wdiolly unostentatious, from his youth
onward. His toleration, however, has been equally marked. For he invaria-

bly attended the Scotch Presbyterian Kirk when a visitor in its bounds, and
led the singing with his rich and melodious voice. Though so strong a
churchman he has directed his best efforts to disestablishment in Ireland and
Wales, where the Episcopal Church has only a meagre minority of the popu-

lation. And his labors to bring about closer relations between Protestants

and Catholics, though with the express purpose of presenting a united front

by all Christendom against agnosticism and irreligion, have often led to the

charge that he favored Romanism.
It is indeed hard to say whether he has been more active in political or

religious movements. It is difficult to separate these in practice
;
and Mr.

Gladstone always spoke and acted as though these two factors of life were

inseparable. Entering Parliament as an ardent Tory, in the next year after

the so-called “ Reform Bill ’ was passed in 1832, for a time he followed their

general line of policy ; but from the first showing a leaning toward all

measures which looked to the widening of the franchise and the relief of the

laboring classes. This attitude became so distinct that his Tory friends first

suspected and expostulated, next feared and deserted him; and, finally,

became his bitter enemies. First Xewark, then in succession Oxford
and Lancashire, after seeking him for their representative in Parliament,

rejected him for his radical trend ; until, in his last public services, he rep-

resented Midlothian (Edinburgh). He was identified, usually as leader,

with every measure of reform : the enlargement of the franchise until it

depended upon manhood alone ; the relief of the Irish tenantry by which
none could be evicted from a farm without payment for the improvements
they had made

;
the disestablishment of the Episcopal Church in Ireland,

whereby seven-eighths of the population, beiDg Catholics, were freed from
the support of a religion wrhich they could not accept and whose worship

they would not attend
;
and, lastly, the great and crowning labor of his

political life, Home Rule for Ireland. This measure he carried by a

large majority—in a Parliament which had been elected, by the inspiration

of his transcendent eloquence, expressly for this purpose—when he was
eighty-five years old

;
only to be balked by the perpetual obstruction of the

House of Lords to every policy of progress. This is a brief summary of the

leading acts of his public career.

While Mr. Gladstone has many marked traits, there is no one more con-

spicuous than his fidelity to conscience. This has led him to change his

opinions often as new light arose from the logic of events. As the world

progresses in all things, so, naturally, in its sense of justice and kindness

toward the laboring classes and the oppressed. There have been few if any
statesmen of wider sympathies or greater compassion. With the enlarge-

ment of knowledge he has never hesitated to change his opinions or modify

his policy, though this has caused him to lose the support of his colleagues

and the votes of constituencies. Ho opposition of friends, no clamor of

enemies, no vandalism of hooting mobs who threatened to throw him out of

his window, or pull down his house, moved him. The voice of his conscience

was the voice of God, and when He speaks man must hear at his peril. It

often requires the greatest bravery to acknowledge a mistake and admit a

complete change of face in policy. The cry of “inconsistency” has great

terror for the average politician. The loss of confidence which a change of

opinion engenders is perhaps the hardest of all things to bear. To all these

disagreeable consequences Air. Gladstone has been subjected many times.

His colleagues have deserted to overthrow his cherished measures, and then
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lifted up their hands against their patron, e. g., Lord Hartington, Mr. Cham-
berlain and the Irish Nationalists. Every one of his constituencies, who all

had sought him, and not he them, have rejected him with scorn, except Mid-
lothian ;

and in this his Tory opponents put up an insignificant candidate and
well-nigh defeated him. But he has displayed the utmost magnanimity in

dealing with his former colleagues. He never upbraided them for their

desertion, replied to their abuse, or ceased his friendship for them in word or

deed. So, in his farewell addresses to his constituencies who had rejected

him, he has only happy memories of their past intercourse and regrets at

parting.

The easy-going politicians of the Melbourne, Disraeli and Palmerston
school never could understand him. For they had no principles

;
or if they

had, they were so deftly concealed that nobody, not even themselves, could

find out what they were—save only the one, self-seeking ! Hence a man who
acted from purely disinterested motives, who preferred to carry measures by
an open course, even when wire-pulling and mole-rooting would be easier

and equally successful, was an enigma to them. Mr. Gladstone never could

flatter ; and hence was always unpopular with the dull and arbitrary though

honest and virtuous Queen ; while the fawning Disraeli—Beaconsfield—who
was one of the most unprincipled and shallow political characters that ever

directed a nation, was her constant favorite; on whom while living she

showered honors, and when dead she follows with adulation.

Mr. Gladstone’s last grand labor, the edition of Bishop Butler’s works,

shows the guiding principle of his life. For the special task of this great

author was to establish the supremacy of Conscience
;
and tb us we can see why

his editor was so strongly drawn to him, and why he has given, wTith the

most reverential love, the matured powers of his life to this work. The
place in history which he will occupy is already fixed. It is unique for the

value, the versatility, the unselfishness of his labors, and the length of his

complete activity of mind and body: the man who followed his conscience ;

the man who had no favors to ask, no enemies to punish, feared no opposi-

tion, and was dismayed by no obstacles ! As he is being laid in Westminster

Abbey we render our humble homage to the grandest figure in English history.

Rutgers College
,
New Brunswick. Jacob Cooper.

Mere Literature and Other Essays. By Woodrow Wilson. 12mo, pp.

247. (Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1896.) The
essay which gives its name to this delightful volume embodies a protest

against the depreciation, in this “scientific age,” of all that cannot be

measured with a rule or weighed in a balauce or analyzed in a crucible,

and an earnest plea for the use of the higher faculties of thinking, feeling,

imaginative human beings. With this essay range several of the others

included in the book— such as those entitled “ The Author Himself,”

“ On an Author’s Choice of Company” and “The Truth of the Matter,”

the demand of which, as a body, is for fresh, spontaneous, whole-souled

modes of thinking and speaking, by which the entire and real man is

thrown into his work, and the product is vital literature, with the breath

of life in it, and not mere dry statistics or artificial “ composition.” “ His

mind is a great comfort to every man who has one,” remarks Prof. Wilson,

meaningly, “ but a heart is not often to be so conveniently possessed.” Let

us have, he pleads, things with heart as well as mind in them : books in

which flow the wide, deep currents of humanity, and which express the

real, high worth of things, and do not smell of the laboratory or the city

streets.- “ It is your direct, unhesitating, intent, headlong man, who has

his sources in the mountains, who digs deep channels for himself in the soil
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of his times and expands into the mighty river, to become a landmark for-

ever; and not your ‘broad’ man, sprung from the schools, who spreads his

shallow, extended waters over the wide surface of learning, to leave rich de-

posits, it may be, for other men’s crops to grow in, but to be himself dried

up by a few summers’ suns.” Prof. Wilson exemplifies too richly the doc-

trine he teaches (despite certain artificialities of his own style which surely

are a product of the schools rather than of nature—such as the too frequent
“

’tis” and “ ’twould”) to fail to carry his reader with him : he would be a

poor reader, indeed, who did not respond to “ mere literature” like this as

he could not to any argumentative array of the bare facts. For the still

further exemplification of his doctrine, Prof. Wilson gives us two altogether

charming studies in critical biography, treating of Bagehot and Burke, in

which he fairly paints the inner men for our seeing, and makes us possessors

of the springs of their action. The remaining papers concern the central

characteristics of American history, and are as illuminating in matter as

they are happy in form. It may be safely said that few more inspiring or

more finely chiseled volumes of essays have been laid before the public in

recent years. Solid in matter, rich in fancy, chastened in style, they have a

message to convey and they convey it. American Meditative Lyrics. By
Theodore W. Hunt, Ph.D., Litt.D., Professor of English in the College of

New Jersey, and Author of English Prose and Prose Writers. Ethical

Studies in Old English Authors. 16mo, pp. 205. Illustrated. (New York:
E. B. Treat, 1896.) Prof. Hunt has brought together in this little vol-

ume a series of studies of the spiritual element in American poetry, an ele-

ment lying happily at the roots of all English verse and particularly in evi-

dence “ in the entire company of American poets.” Prof. Hunt indeed rep-

resents the tone which finds appropriate expression in meditative lyrics as

almost the fundamental note of verse. “ A flippant, frivolous, undevout
poet,” he writes, “ is as abnormal as the undevout astronomer, and, for the

same reason, that it is his special vocation to deal with what is elevated and
unearthly.” “ It is to the lasting honor of American letters,” he adds, “ that

no one of her representative poets has failed to meet these high conditions
;

even Poe, with all his errors and weaknesses, holding an exalted view of

verse as the ‘ rhythmical expression of beauty,’ and never condescending for a

moment to the role of the buffoon and mountebank.” After a few general re-

marks on the spiritual element in poetry, Prof. Hunt gives us in this vol-

ume first, “ a series of brief studies of the meditative and spiritual element in

the lyrics of Bryant, Longfellow, Emerson, Poe, Whittier, Lowell, Bayard
Taylor, Holmes and Mrs. Stowe, and then brings the volume to a close

with three more general studies, on American Elegies, American Hymns,
and Some Later Lyrics, respectively. Prof. Hunt writes with marked simpli-

city and directness, and, perhaps, a trifle didactically
;
so that this volume,

though it was not apparently intended to perform such a service, offers itself

as very especially adapted as a text-book for our higher schools. Certainly

it would be an inestimable good if our young people could be introduced to

the treasures of American meditative lyrics by so competent, attractive and
safe a guide as Prof. Hunt’s little book. English Synonyms and Anto-
nyms, with Notes on the Correct Use of Prepositions. Designed as a Com-
panion for the Study, and as a Text-book for the Use of Schools. By
James C. Fernald, Editor of “ Synonyms, Antonyms and Prepositions ”

in The Standard Dictionary. 12mo, pp. x, 564. (New York, London and
Toronto: Funk & WagnallsCo., 1896.) In a sensible Preface the author

points out (for the benefit of such as need it) the advantage of the

study of synonyms, and of such helps as his excellent book supplies for this

work
;
and, then, in the book itself gives us one of the most useful treatises
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on the subject extant. He is not content with a bare list of synonyms and
antonyms, though his lists are unusually full and discriminating. He gives

also a careful exposition of the exact distinction between them, and adds
notes on the proper use of the prepositions with them. At the end about
125 pages are devoted to “ questions and examples” designed to adapt the
book for use as a text-book in schools. A very copious Index is adjoined, by
the use of which every one of the 7500 synonyms treated can be readily

turned up and investigated. The book may have suffered a little in handi-

ness (not in usefulness or in fullness) from the double purpose which it is

meaut to subserve. The literary wTorker would be glad to have an edition

with the “questions and examples” omitted; or, better, with the space occu-
pied by them employed for giving separate entry, in one vocabulary, to each
of the 7500 synonyms treated, with cross-references. The Index supplies the

want of this, but at the cost of a little inconvenience. The book announces
itself as an issue in the “ Standard Educational Series,” and promises well

for any series of which it is a member. Students ’ Edition of “ A Standard
Dictionary of the English Language.” Designed to give the Orthography,

Pronunciation, Meaning, and Etymology of over 60,000 Words and Phrases

in the Speech and Literature of the English-speaking Peoples, with Syno-

nyms and Antonyms. Containing also an Appendix of Proper Names, For-

eign Phrases, Faulty Diction, Disputed Pronunciations, Abbreviations,

etc., etc.; 1225 Pictorial Illustrations; Abridged from the Funk & Wag-
nalls “ Standard Dictionary of the English Language ” by James C. Fernald,

Editor; Francis A. March, LL.D., Consulting Editor; Associate Editors

—

John W. Palmer, M.D., Francis A. March, Jr., Ph.D., William R. Coch-

rane, Emma Fiske Roberts, M.A., Frank H. Vizetelly. Large 8vo, Cloth

Sides, Leather back, pp. viii, 915. Price, $2 net. Bound in Tan Sheep,

S3.50 net. (New York and London: Funk & Wagnalls Co., 1897.) We
give a most hearty welcome to this abbreviation of the Standard Dictionary

which seems perfectly to fulfill its design of “ supplying the need of an Eng-
lish Dictionary of moderate size and cost, primarily for the use of students

in school and college, but adapted also for the office desk and the library

table and for general popular use.” As the title-page points out, it contains

over 60,000 words as over against the 35,000 or 36,000 of the Webster andW or-

cester Academic Dictionaries
,
and these words have been most carefully

chosen. To mention but one fact, which helps to adapt the dictionary

especially to the use of schools and colleges, the publishers have conceived the

original idea of having a critical examination made of the sixty volumes of

English classics which have been selected by the Commission of Colleges

for study preparatory to admission to the principal colleges in the United

States, and incorporating every important word and shade of meaning found

in these selected works. This at once gives a special character to the work,

which, in connection with the care otherwise exhibited in the choice of its

vocabulary, puts it distinctly on a level above that attained by any of its

rival “ handy ” dictionaries. For the rest, the main features of the Stand-

ard Dictionary are reproduced here. The type is, though necessarily small,

clear and the press work good. Simon Ryan the Peterite. By Rev. Au-
gustus Jessopp, D.D. , Hon. Canon in Norwich Cathedral, etc. Oblong 16mo,

pp. 96. (New York: Anson D. F. Randolph & Co., [1896] ) We are

grateful for this pretty reprint of Dr. Jessopp’s searching story of the

tragedy of Simon Ryan the Peterite ?
s life. The phases of his religious

delusion and the gleams of family affection which lighted up the darkness

of his shattered mind are drawn with a very cunning skill, and it is safe to

say the reader will rise from the booklet a wiser man.
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